
 

 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

  

-------------------------------------------------------------------- X  
SENIOR HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY OF 
PENNSYLVANIA, 
 
  Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
BEECHWOOD RE LTD., et al., 
 
  Defendants. 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
18-cv-06658 (JSR) 
 
ECF CASE 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- X  
 

DECLARATION OF STEVEN H. HOLINSTAT IN SUPPORT OF  
THE PARTIAL MOTION TO DISMISS BY DEFENDANTS BEECHWOOD RE (IN 

CONTROLLERSHIP) S/H/A BEECHWOOD RE LTD., B ASSET 
MANAGER, L.P., BEECHWOOD BERMUDA INTERNATIONAL LTD., 

BEECHWOOD RE INVESTMENTS, LLC, ILLUMIN CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT, LP, MARK FEUER, SCOTT TAYLOR, AND DHRUV NARAIN 

I, Steven H. Holinstat, hereby declare as follows: 

1. I am a Senior Counsel at the law firm of Proskauer Rose LLP.  My firm 

represents defendants B Asset Manager, L.P., Beechwood Bermuda International Ltd., 

Beechwood Re Investments, LLC, Illumin Capital Management, LP, Mark Feuer, Scott Taylor, 

and Dhruv Narain (collectively, the “Defendants”).   

2. I submit this declaration, together with the attached exhibits, in support of 

Defendants’ partial motion to dismiss the complaint filed by Plaintiff Senior Health Insurance 

Company of Pennsylvania (“SHIP”).  Attached hereto are true and correct copies of the 

following: 

Exhibit A:  SHIP’s Complaint and Demand for Trial by Jury (Dkt. No. 1). 

Exhibit B: The “Beechwood Investment Strategy & Guidelines Discussion 
Document,” dated April 2014, referenced in ¶ 58 of SHIP’s complaint. 
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Exhibit C:  The Investment Management Agreement between Beechwood Bermuda 
International, Ltd. and SHIP, dated May 22, 2014, referenced in ¶ 82 of 
SHIP’s complaint. 

Exhibit D:  The Investment Management Agreement between Beechwood Re Ltd. and 
SHIP, dated June 13, 2014, referenced in ¶ 98 of SHIP’s complaint. 

Exhibit E: The Investment Management Agreement between B Asset Manager, L.P. 
and SHIP, dated January 15, 2015, referenced in ¶ 114 of SHIP’s 
complaint. 

Exhibit F: The letter “In re: Return on Investment” (i.e., the “Side Letter”) between 
Beechwood Re Investments, LLC and SHIP, dated January 15, 2015, 
referenced in ¶ 118 of SHIP’s complaint. 

Exhibit G: The April 9, 2015 Report prepared by Duff & Phelps, referenced in ¶¶ 136 
& 289 of SHIP’s complaint.1 

Exhibit H: The Complaint in SEC v. Platinum Mgmt. (NY) LLC, et al., 16-cv-6848-
BMC (E.D.N.Y.), referenced in ¶ 16 of SHIP’s complaint. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing facts are true and correct.   
 
Executed on October 15, 2018, in New York, New York. 
 
 

/s/ Steven H. Holinstat________ 
STEVEN H. HOLINSTAT   

                                                 
1 With the permission of the Court, granted telephonically on October 12, 2018 and by Order, 
dated October 15, 2018, Exhibit G is being filed under seal.   
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Aidan M. McCormack (AMM 3017) 

R. Brian Seibert (RS 1978) 

DLA PIPER LLP (US) 

1251 Avenue of the Americas 

New York, New York 10020 

(212) 335-4500 

(212) 335-4501 (fax) 

aidan.mccormack@dlapiper.com 

brian.seibert@dlapiper.com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania  

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  X  

SENIOR HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY 

OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

Plaintiff, 

v.  

 

BEECHWOOD RE LTD., B ASSET 

MANAGER, L.P., BEECHWOOD BERMUDA 

INTERNATIONAL, LTD., BEECHWOOD RE 

INVESTMENTS, LLC a/k/a BEECHWOOD 

RE INVESTORS, LLC, ILLUMIN CAPITAL 

MANAGEMENT, LP, MOSHE M. FEUER 

a/k/a MARK FEUER, SCOTT A. TAYLOR, 

DAVID I. LEVY, DHRUV NARAIN, and 

JOHN DOES 1-10, 

Defendants. 

: 

  

: 

  

: 

  

: 

  

: 

  

: 

  

 : 

 

 : 

 

 : 

Case No.   

COMPLAINT AND  

DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY 

 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  X  

 

Plaintiff Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (“SHIP”) brings this action 

against defendants Beechwood Re Ltd. (“Beechwood Re”), B Asset Manager, L.P. (“BAM”), 

Beechwood Bermuda International, Ltd. (“BBIL”), Beechwood Re Investments, LLC a/k/a 

Beechwood Re Investors, LLC (“BRILLC”), and Illumin Capital Management, LP (“Illumin”) 

(collectively, the “Beechwood Advisors”) and their current and former owners, officers, and 
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insiders, Moshe M. Feuer a/k/a Mark Feuer, Scott A. Taylor, David I. Levy, Dhruv Narain 

(collectively, the “Individual Defendants” and, with the Beechwood Advisors, “Beechwood” or 

“Defendants”), and John Does 1-10. 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This action arises from Beechwood’s deceit, intentional misconduct, and extreme 

incompetence in the promotion and sale of investments to SHIP and in Beechwood’s subsequent 

mismanagement and misuse of $320 million in policyholder reserves entrusted to it by SHIP 

through and related to three Investment Management Agreements (the “IMAs”).   

2. The IMAs guaranteed SHIP an annual return of 5.85 percent, based on what 

Beechwood represented to be a conservative investment strategy that would be appropriate to 

SHIP’s status as an insurer in run-off.  Beechwood failed to deliver on the guaranteed returns and 

also has failed to deliver all of SHIP’s investment principal back to it.  Defendants failed to 

deliver because, once they secured control over SHIP’s funds for investment, they jettisoned 

their promises to invest safely and in SHIP’s best interest.  Beechwood instead used SHIP’s 

funds to prop up and perpetuate highly speculative, distressed, and fraudulently valued 

investments that did not suit or benefit SHIP.   

3. Beechwood also favored its own interests and the interests of undisclosed but 

related third parties and affiliates who conspired with and effectively controlled Beechwood, all 

to SHIP’s detriment.  These related parties were associated with Platinum Partners, described in 

more detail below.  Many of the individuals who were granted improper access to, and who 

benefited from the improper use of, SHIP’s funds ultimately were indicted in federal court for 
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their misdeeds.  Defendant Levy and others are scheduled for criminal trial on January 7, 2019 

for at least some of their Platinum-related actions.   

4. As Beechwood pursued this scheme over a period of multiple years, it 

consistently misled SHIP and presented financial reports that showed inflated and false 

valuations for SHIP’s investments that concealed the misconduct and the portfolio’s true value.  

Beechwood presented these inflated and false investment valuations in order to show inflated 

and false investment returns.  These false returns allowed Beechwood to claim and collect from 

SHIP substantial advisory performance fees that it had not actually earned and that were only 

recoverable under the IMAs after SHIP’s actual investment performance exceeded the 

guaranteed 5.85 percent annual return.   

5. Beechwood’s misconduct is particularly egregious in light of the fact that SHIP is 

the solvent run-off of a diminishing closed block of primarily long-term care policies issued by 

insurance companies that had been acquired by, or merged into, Conseco Senior Health 

Insurance Company (as SHIP was then known) between 1997 and 2000.  SHIP is owned by a 

trust formed with the assistance and approval of the Pennsylvania Department of Insurance to 

oversee the run-off.  Any excess trust assets that remain after the payment of all insurance 

liabilities ultimately inure to the benefit of a charity to be identified when SHIP’s business is 

complete.  Hence, SHIP operates without a profit motive and solely for the benefit of its 

policyholders, who have purchased long-term care coverage to protect them when they are 

elderly, in failing health, and at their most vulnerable.    

6. Beechwood, primarily through statements by Feuer, Taylor, and Levy as well as 

through written materials, represented to SHIP and to others that the Beechwood Advisors were 
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part of a large, well-capitalized reinsurance group formed by Feuer and Taylor through the use of 

family money and other resources accumulated during successful careers as insurance and 

investment professionals.   

7. Initially formed in 2013, Beechwood Re was and is a reinsurer domiciled in 

Grand Cayman and regulated by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority (the “CIMA”).  On 

July 25, 2017, after this scheme ultimately was exposed, the CIMA placed Beechwood Re into 

Controllership.  BBIL, also formed in 2013, was licensed as an insurer located in Hamilton, 

Bermuda and regulated by the Bermuda Monetary Authority.  BAM was an investment entity 

created and controlled by Beechwood Re and BBIL.  BRILLC guaranteed the promised 

investment return under the BAM IMA.  These entities all shared common and inter-related 

ownership and control at all relevant times. 

8. The Beechwood Advisors, through the Individual Defendants, collectively touted 

themselves to reinsurers as the solution to shortages in reinsurance capacity for the life insurance 

markets and claimed a particular expertise in underwriting certain markets, such as long-term 

care, associated with specific asset risks and in providing flexibility for insurers seeking to 

manage their balance sheets and risk profiles. 

9. From their initial meetings and discussions onward, Beechwood consistently 

represented to SHIP and others that Beechwood clients were strongly protected by an asset 

management process that included compliance with pre-agreed investment guidelines, 24/7 client 

access to portfolio information and independent valuation by a national firm, independent rating 

by an SEC-approved and nationally recognized rating organization, and backing of investments 
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by hard assets and other tangible collateral.  Beechwood also promoted its ability to generate 

substantial and consistent returns based on the team’s significant investing experience.  

10. Based on these oral and written representations and other available information, 

SHIP believed Beechwood to be a legitimate and trustworthy enterprise.  SHIP’s confidence in 

Beechwood was bolstered by its knowledge that, in early 2014, Beechwood Re had entered into 

regulator-approved reinsurance transactions with Bankers Conseco Life Insurance Company 

(“BCLIC”) and Washington National Insurance Company (“WNIC”) (collectively, and as part of 

the CNO Financial Group, or “CNO”).  These transactions involved $550 million of statutory 

reserves and approximately $40 million of other capital associated with closed blocks of long-

term care insurance that were underwritten by BCLIC and WNIC.   

11. SHIP was aware of the BCLIC and WNIC reinsurance arrangements through 

SHIP’s affiliate, Fuzion Analytics, LLC (“Fuzion”), which acts as a third-party policy and claims 

administrator for policies of long-term care business issued by various insurers, including SHIP.  

On February 1, 2014, Fuzion had entered into a Master Services Agreement with Beechwood Re 

pursuant to which Fuzion agreed to administer the WNIC and BCLIC long-term care insurance 

policies and certificates reinsured by Beechwood Re.   

12. Given the distressed nature of SHIP’s book of business, Beechwood Re indicated 

that it was unwilling to enter into a similar reinsurance arrangement with SHIP pursuant to which 

Beechwood would, in essence, take SHIP’s reserves and then assume the financial obligation to 

pay policy claims.  Beechwood nevertheless advised SHIP that it could gain access to the same 

kinds of allegedly high-quality, high-yield investments that supported the BCLIC and WNIC 

agreements by entering into investment management agreements with the Beechwood Advisors.   
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13. Beechwood represented to SHIP, including in an April 10, 2014 email and 

attachment before any agreements were reached to invest, that Beechwood managed assets and 

investments conservatively, with a “credit-focused investment strategy which focuses on capital 

preservation,” that it had a strong culture of risk management and transparency, and that it used 

best in class third party vendors.  These representations persuaded SHIP that Beechwood would 

be able to satisfy the performance guarantees that it was promising to SHIP. 

14. Nothing could have been further from the truth. 

15. In reality, the Beechwood Advisors and their related entities were formed as a 

mechanism to funnel money into Platinum Partners, L.P. (“Platinum” or “Platinum Partners”), a 

Manhattan-based hedge fund founded by Mark Nordlicht (“Nordlicht”), Murray Huberfeld 

(“Huberfeld”), and David Bodner (“Bodner”) to prolong their existing Ponzi-like scheme.     

16. Although SHIP did not know Platinum or understand its secretive relationship 

with Beechwood, it appears that Platinum Partners falsely claimed that its funds averaged returns 

of 17% from 2003 to 2015 and guaranteed its investors liquidity on notice of 60 to 90 days.  That 

performance was grossly overstated, as set forth in criminal complaints and indictments brought 

against Huberfeld (U.S. v. Seabrook  and Huberfeld, 16-CR-467 (S.D.N.Y.)) and Nordlicht, 

Levy, and others (U.S. v. Nordlicht, et al., 16-CR-640 (E.D.N.Y.)) in December 2016 

(collectively, the “Criminal Indictments”), as well as in the United States Securities and 

Exchange Commission Complaint brought against certain Platinum entities, Levy, and others in 

December 2016 (U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n v. Platinum Management (NY) LLC, et al., 16-cv-

6848-BMC (E.D.N.Y.)) (the “SEC Complaint”).  Huberfeld already has pled guilty to certain 
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charges relating to Platinum activities, and many individuals remain under indictment and face 

the prospect of criminal trials. 

17. In truth, since at least 2012, Platinum Partners had been suffering severe liquidity 

problems and needed constant cash infusions to prop up its funds and support redemptions.  

Platinum Partners founders Nordlicht, Huberfeld, and Bodner could not attract investments 

directly from institutional investors because of their history of criminal convictions and civil 

liability.  To overcome this obstacle, Platinum surreptitiously partnered with Feuer, Taylor, and 

Levy (Huberfeld’s nephew) to form the Beechwood Advisors and their related entities and 

devised a plan to secure access to the assets of insurers.  The Beechwood Advisors entered into 

investment management agreements and reinsurance treaties with insurance companies, took 

control of insurance company assets, and then secretly funneled those assets to Platinum Partners 

and related parties in the form of investments that were artificially and fraudulently valued.  By 

executing the IMAs, SHIP became one of the victims of this scheme.  

18. In addition to Beechwood’s undisclosed role in propping up Platinum Partners, 

Feuer, Taylor, and Levy personally profited from the artificial and fraudulent valuation of 

Beechwood’s asset holdings.  Beechwood’s compensation under the IMAs derived from its right 

to retain annual investment returns that exceeded the 5.85% return guaranteed to SHIP.  Because 

Beechwood’s investments of SHIP’s funds were not in truth generating positive returns, no fees 

were earned.  Undaunted, Feuer, Taylor, and Levy, in concert with Platinum Partners and with 

the aid of Beechwood’s paid advisors and consultants, submitted reports to SHIP, using the mails 

and wires of interstate commerce, that contained inflated and false valuations purporting to show 

that Beechwood’s investments, particularly its Platinum-related investments, were performing 
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well and that SHIP’s invested funds and guaranteed returns were secure.  These false reports 

provided the necessary cover that permitted the Beechwood Advisors to reward themselves 

fraudulently with commissions that had not in reality been earned.  At the same time, SHIP’s 

invested principal secretly was shrinking in value and remained exposed to undisclosed but 

massive risk and uncertainty. 

19. During the course of the relationship between Beechwood and SHIP, Narain and a 

company he formed, Illumin, became involved in Beechwood’s performance under the IMAs 

and in communicating directly with SHIP.  Narain became involved no later than January 2016, 

though it is possible he was involved earlier.  Illumin was formed by Narain and possibly others, 

as described in this Complaint.  Narain and Illumin made many false representations and helped 

advance the scheme and conspiracy to defraud SHIP.  Narain is included in this Complaint’s 

definition of “Individual Defendants,” Illumin is included in the definition of “Beechwood 

Advisors,” and both are included in the definition of “Defendants.”  These summary definitions, 

however, are only intended to include Narain and Illumin with reference to the time periods 

during which they were actually involved in Beechwood’s dealings relevant to SHIP. 

20. SHIP was not told about Platinum’s close connections to and control over 

Beechwood, and in any event Platinum’s financial distress remained a secret until the summer of 

2016.  Consistent with Beechwood’s undisclosed fraudulent enterprise with Platinum Partners 

and its principals, and contrary to the representations made to SHIP as well as the obligations 

accepted by the Beechwood Advisors under the IMAs, Beechwood used the funds entrusted to it 

by SHIP to prop up and finance Platinum Partners’ fraudulent investment schemes.  Beechwood 

caused SHIP to exchange unburdened cash for distressed debt and equity interests in entities 
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controlled by Platinum Partners that Beechwood understood, or was grossly negligent in failing 

to understand, were excessively risky and unsuitable for an insurer, particularly for an entity in 

run-off like SHIP.  Beechwood further acted in bad faith by favoring its own investment interests 

and those of its related parties and affiliates, all to the detriment of SHIP.   

21. The scheme to defraud SHIP eventually began to unravel.  On June 8, 2016, 

Huberfeld was arrested and charged with bribing a union official to make a $20 million 

investment in one of Platinum’s funds.  Platinum’s deep connections to Beechwood, however,  

remained undisclosed.  On July 25, 2016, Platinum’s relationship with Beechwood was first 

reported in the press.  Over the course of the summer and fall of 2016, the Wall Street Journal 

(“WSJ”) and other publications gradually exposed Beechwood’s ties to Platinum Partners.  

Published sources uncovered and reported that Huberfeld and Nordlicht had used Beechwood to 

attract institutional investors.  According to a September 17, 2016 WSJ article, “[s]ince early 

2014, Beechwood has put more than $200 million of client money in Platinum-linked 

investments, according to public filings and people familiar with the matter.”  

22. Despite these unfolding revelations, Beechwood refused to accept responsibility 

and, just the opposite, continued to insist that it was performing in a manner consistent with its 

obligations under the IMAs.  For example, on the day after the July 25, 2016 WSJ article 

indicating a relationship between Beechwood and Platinum, Beechwood sent a letter to SHIP 

assuring it that SHIP’s assets were secure and that Beechwood maintained strong safeguards to 

protect its client.  The Individual Defendants similarly gave oral reassurances to SHIP in this 

time period.  Feuer’s July 26, 2016 letter falsely reassured SHIP that there was no reason to 

believe that SHIP’s Platinum-related investments “suffered financial harm.”  In July, August, 
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and September 2016, Feuer admitted in letters and published sources that Beechwood had not 

revealed to SHIP or other clients the nature and extent of the firm’s investment ties to Platinum 

or that Platinum-related parties had owned a significant portion of Beechwood Re and related 

Beechwood entities.   

23. Despite the slow revelation in the second half of 2016 of these Platinum 

entanglements, Feuer and Beechwood continued to minimize and misstate the nature and extent 

of those ties, and Feuer and others continued to insist that Beechwood’s investments – and 

SHIP’s – were not materially harmed by Platinum’s problems.  Feuer also repeatedly claimed, 

orally and in writing, that Beechwood was severing ties with Platinum and that there was no 

known negative effect to SHIP. 

24. As a result of Defendants’ mismanagement and misuse of the more than $270 

million in funds that SHIP entrusted to Beechwood for investment under false pretenses through 

the IMAs, and another $50 million provided outside the IMAs, SHIP has sustained hundreds of 

millions of dollars in economic injury from Beechwood’s Ponzi-like scheme.  SHIP brings this 

action to recover the losses it has sustained as a result of Beechwood’s misconduct, which 

includes breaches of contract and fiduciary duty, bad faith, gross negligence, fraudulent 

inducement and misrepresentations, and participation in a fraudulent scheme and racketeering 

activity that has resulted in multiple criminal indictments.  

PARTIES 

25. Plaintiff Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania is an insurance 

company domiciled in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania with its principal place of business in 

Carmel, Indiana. 
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26. Defendant Beechwood Re Ltd. is a reinsurance company domiciled in the 

Cayman Islands, which had offices in New York, New York at all relevant times. 

27. Defendant B Asset Manager LP is a limited partnership domiciled in Delaware, 

which had its principal place of business in New York, New York at all relevant times. 

28. Defendant Beechwood Bermuda International, Ltd. is a reinsurance company 

domiciled in Bermuda, which had offices in New York, New York at all relevant times. 

29. Defendant Beechwood Re Investments, LLC is a limited liability company 

domiciled in Delaware, which had its principal place of business in New York, New York at all 

relevant times. 

30. Defendant Illumin Capital Management, LP is a limited partnership formed in 

Delaware, which had its principal place of business in New York, New York at all relevant 

times. 

31. Defendant Moshe M. Feuer a/k/a Mark Feuer is a resident of Lawrence, New 

York. 

32. Defendant Scott A. Taylor is a resident of New York, New York. 

33. Defendant David I. Levy is a resident of New York, New York. 

34. Defendant Dhruv Narain is a resident of Purchase, New York. 

35. Upon information and belief, defendants John Does 1-10 are unnamed and 

unknown individuals or entities who directly or indirectly acted in furtherance of and benefited 

from Beechwood’s scheme of self-dealing, deceit, intentional misconduct, and extreme 

mismanagement of SHIP’s funds and investments, all to SHIP’s detriment and harm.  Any 

references in this Complaint to the terms defined in the introductory paragraph or elsewhere, 
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including “Beechwood” or “Defendants,” do not refer specifically to the Doe defendants unless 

expressly noted otherwise.  As set forth in this Complaint, the scheme and conspiracy at issue 

necessarily involved additional individuals and entities.  Their particular identities and roles 

cannot currently be identified by SHIP, but are known to the Defendants identified in this 

Complaint.  These necessary additional actors facilitated the scheme and conspiracy and enjoyed 

the benefits of favoring their interests over SHIP’s best interests. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

36. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, 28 U.S.C. § 

1332(a), and 18 U.S.C. § 1964.  The Beechwood Advisors likewise have consented to 

jurisdiction in this district pursuant to Section 21 of the IMAs. 

37. This Court likewise has supplemental jurisdiction over SHIP’s state law claims 

under 28 U.S.C. § 1367, as the claims against Beechwood are related to claims upon which 

original subject matter jurisdiction is based. 

38. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391(b)(2) because a 

substantial part of the events, actions, or omissions giving rise to the dispute occurred in this 

district. 

39. Venue is also proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391(c) because the 

Beechwood Advisors have consented to venue in this district pursuant to Section 21 of the IMAs. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

 A. SHIP 

40. After sustaining significant and ongoing underwriting losses, SHIP stopped 

writing new business in 2003 and began to work with the Pennsylvania Insurance Department to 
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develop a run-off strategy.  In 2008, the ownership of SHIP was transferred from a wholly 

owned subsidiary of Conseco, Inc. to the Senior Healthcare Trust, which was then merged into 

the Senior Healthcare Oversight Trust (the “Oversight Trust”), and the company’s name was 

changed to the “Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania.”  The Trustees of the 

Oversight Trust serve as SHIP’s Directors and are primarily former insurance regulators. 

41. SHIP is responsible for funding the covered long-term care expenses of its elderly 

policyholders.  When all of SHIP’s policies and other obligations have been satisfied, proceeds 

from the liquidation of SHIP, if any, will be disbursed by the Oversight Trust to a common law 

trust, which at that time will select an ultimate beneficiary. This ultimate beneficiary must be one 

or more charities that are focused on senior health issues.  

42. Hence, although SHIP is organized as a “for profit” corporation, it is managed 

solely for the benefit of its policyholders and without a profit motive.  As SHIP is no longer 

managed to earn a return on equity, SHIP’s policyholders are the primary beneficiaries of SHIP’s 

statutory surplus (which equals the amount by which its assets exceed its obligations). 

43. SHIP was introduced to Beechwood Re in late 2013.  On February 1, 2014, 

SHIP’s affiliate, Fuzion, entered into a Master Services Agreement with Beechwood Re pursuant 

to which Fuzion agreed to administer the long-term care insurance policies that had been 

reinsured with Beechwood Re by WNIC and BCLIC with the approval of their respective 

regulators.  Fuzion and SHIP share the same employees.  Both WNIC and BCLIC had been 

affiliates of SHIP prior to the transfer of SHIP’s ownership to the Oversight Trust.  

44. Because SHIP is a solvent run-off that no longer writes new business, SHIP’s 

access to capital and sources of income are limited to policyholder premiums and investment 
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income.  SHIP’s ability to preserve its asset base thus is essential.  Further, while SHIP has at all 

times been solvent and in possession of sufficient assets and reserves to run-off its business, 

SHIP has continued to experience adverse loss experience, which has negatively affected its 

surplus.  If a U.S. domiciled insurance company’s surplus falls below a certain amount in 

relation to its risk, its domestic regulators may exercise enforcement powers, including placing 

the company into receivership and ordering liquidation.  

45. In 2014 and 2015, Brian Wegner, SHIP’s then-President and CEO, Paul Lorentz, 

SHIP’s then-CFO, and others met with and otherwise communicated with Feuer, Taylor, and 

Levy electronically, by telephone, and in person to discuss SHIP’s unique status as a run-off 

insurer and the particular challenges it faced with respect to its surplus.  Feuer, Taylor, and Levy 

advised SHIP that Beechwood Re was unable to enter into a reinsurance agreement with SHIP.   

They proposed, however, to assist SHIP in improving its capital and surplus status by offering 

SHIP the opportunity to participate in the same investments in which Beechwood Re invested the 

reserves associated with the WNIC and BCLIC policies and certificates that were reinsured by 

Beechwood Re.  

46. Unbeknownst to SHIP and undisclosed by Defendants, these investments were 

primarily investments in or involving Platinum Partners, an entity that at the time remained 

unfamiliar to SHIP.  These investments also would favor the interests of Beechwood and 

Platinum and their related parties to SHIP’s detriment, though SHIP could not have known this at 

the time. 
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B.   Beechwood and Platinum Partners 

47. The vast majority of the assets Platinum Partners managed was invested through 

Platinum Partners Value Arbitrage Fund, L.P. (“PPVA”) and Platinum Partners Credit 

Opportunities Master Fund, L.P. (“PPCO”), each of which itself was comprised of several feeder 

funds (collectively, the “Platinum Entities”). 

48. In 2013, co-conspirators Nordlicht, Huberfeld, Bodner, Levy, Feuer, and Taylor 

formulated a scheme to create a new entity that would present the false appearance of being 

unrelated to Nordlicht, Huberfeld, or Bodner in order the attract institutional investors that 

Platinum itself could not attract directly. 

49. The scheme resulted in the creation in 2013 of a new reinsurance company, 

Beechwood Re, to lure institutional investors, such as insurers, into entrusting their funds to a 

seemingly legitimate, independent insurance company.  Once invested, however, those funds 

were used to enrich the co-conspirators and aid in their fraudulent scheme.  The co-conspirators 

over time created several additional Beechwood-related entities to further their schemes. 

50. Beechwood Re and related entities served as an artifice and vehicle for 

perpetrating the co-conspirators’ racketeering activity and granted the co-conspirators control, 

even though that control typically was heavily camouflaged.  Nordlicht, Bodner, and Huberfeld 

held significant ownership interests in Beechwood Re and related entities, along with Feuer, 

Taylor, and Levy.  Nordlicht, Bodner, Huberfeld, and Levy, and perhaps others, acquired much 

of their ownership interests through nineteen family trusts that were given nondescript names to 

disguise their identities and ownership interests.  The trusts bore the generic names “Beechwood 

Trust No. 1” through “Beechwood Trust No. 19.”  The beneficiaries of the trusts were, in the 
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case of Nordlicht, Bodner, and Huberfeld, their respective children, and in the case of Levy, 

himself. 

51. Nordlicht, Huberfeld, and Bodner also acquired Beechwood Re’s preferred shares 

using a company called Beechwood Re Investments, LLC (“Beechwood Investments”).  The 

managing member of Beechwood Investments was an entity controlled by Nordlicht called N 

Management LLC, and its nine members were denominated as “Beechwood Re Investments, 

LLC Series A” through “Beechwood Re Investments, LLC Series I” (each a “Beechwood 

Series”).  Each Beechwood Series, in turn, was beneficially owned by Nordlicht, Huberfeld, 

Bodner, Levy, and their families.  These complex and generically identified ownership structures 

were designed to hide the Platinum connections and to support the story Beechwood’s principals 

were telling. 

52. Beechwood Re appears to have been capitalized in large part by an undisclosed 

$100 million note from Beechwood Investments, an entity that had unknown financial strength to 

support a note of that size.  It is unclear whether the note was backed by any hard assets or 

reliable collateral.       

53. At the time of Beechwood Re’s formation, Feuer was its Chief Executive Officer 

(“CEO”) , Taylor was its President, and Levy was its Chief Investment Officer (“CIO”). 

54. BBIL appears to have had a similar ownership and control structure to 

Beechwood Re, with Feuer as CEO and Taylor as President. 

55. BAM served as the investment arm for Beechwood Re and BBIL.  In 2014, Levy 

served as BAM’s Chief Financial Officer and CIO.  Until approximately June 2016, Nordlicht, 

Levy, and two other Platinum-related associates apparently owned a majority interest in BAM.  
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BRILLC, which guaranteed the investment return under the BAM IMA, likewise was controlled 

by the Platinum-related parties.  

56. Narain became part of the Beechwood management no later than January 2016.  

Any ownership interests or control of Narain or the company he later formed, Illumin, with 

regard to the Beechwood entities was not disclosed and is presently unknown to SHIP. 

C. Defendants’ Misrepresentations to Induce SHIP to Enter Into the IMAs 

57. On April 10, 2014, Taylor, on behalf of Beechwood and through the mails and 

wires of interstate commerce, sent SHIP’s CEO Wegner an email, with copies to Levy and 

Feuer.  The email attached documents that provided information concerning Beechwood’s 

purported “asset management capabilities, strategies, and platform” and advised that 

Beechwood’s “focus for SHIP will be in the Asset Backed Senior Secured Credit class of 

investments.”  Taylor noted in his April 10, 2014 email that those classes of investments were 

“where we [Beechwood] are particularly strong, and can provide you [SHIP] some superior yield 

on a risk adjusted basis.” 

58. The April 10, 2014 email included a “Discussion Document” that summarized 

Beechwood’s purported investment strategy and guidelines.  The Discussion Document indicates 

that, in investing assets, Beechwood:  (a) employs a “[c]redit-focused investment strategy which 

focuses on capital preservation”; (b) seeks “[s]uperior adjusted returns”; (c) has a “[s]trong 

culture of risk management and transparency”; and (d) uses “[b]est in class third party vendors.”   

59. The Discussion Document represents that “Capital Preservation is [Beechwood’s] 

highest priority,” that “[r]isk management and capital preservation are central tenets of strategy,” 

and that Beechwood pursues “strategies that focus on niche opportunities that provide low-
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volatility returns irrespective of the direction of broader markets.”  The document states that the 

“Basis of Beechwood’s Investment Strategy is Superior Risk Management Capabilities,” which 

includes “[d]etailed analysis of underlying forms of collateral,” a “[f]ocus on appropriate deal 

controls,” “active monitoring and due diligence,” and “third party controls, independent 

valuation, compliance program.” 

60. The Discussion Document indicates that Beechwood uses “[b]est in class third 

party administration, audit, and valuation services.”  It represents that Beechwood’s portfolio is 

audited annually “by a top tier accounting firm with significant industry experience” and that 

“Lincoln Valuation Group evaluates all valuations on a quarterly basis.”  

61. The Discussion Document touts its management team as “[s]table and 

experienced,” with a “[p]roven record of outperformance in various market environments.”    

The document lists and provides biographies for four key members of the Beechwood team, 

including Feuer, Taylor, and Levy.  The biographies of Feuer and Taylor set forth their prior 

experience with Marsh & McLennan and their respective prior experience with Merrill Lynch 

and McKinsey & Company.   

62. Feuer and Taylor also made other oral and written representations to SHIP that 

promoted their experience with Marsh & McLennan and their respective prior experience with 

Merrill Lynch and McKinsey & Company.   

63. The entire sales pitch was a ruse.  Beechwood’s various oral and written 

representations were untrue and misleading because they did not reflect Beechwood’s true 

investment approach and scheme and did not account for the fact that Beechwood intended to 

and would use SHIP’s assets to favor Beechwood, Platinum, and their related parties and 
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affiliates.  Defendants repeatedly misrepresented to SHIP that Beechwood was owned by Feuer 

and Taylor, who portrayed themselves as upstanding professionals who capitalized Beechwood 

with family money and the fortunes earned during their professional careers, along with funds 

from a third principal, Levy. 

64. During a series of meetings and communications in 2014, when SHIP was 

evaluating Beechwood as a potential investment manager, Beechwood – primarily through 

Feuer, Taylor, and Levy – consistently misrepresented Platinum employees as being senior 

officers of Beechwood, without revealing that Platinum would control investment of SHIP’s 

assets contributed under the IMAs or that Platinum and Beechwood related parties would enjoy 

preferential treatment over SHIP’s interests.   

65. Feuer attended a SHIP Board meeting on May 13, 2014 and presented 

information on Beechwood, its experience in managing insurance business, and its plans for 

reinsuring blocks of long-term care business.  Again, he did not discuss Platinum’s significant 

involvement in or control over Beechwood’s investing strategies.  The presentation discussed 

Beechwood’s strategy as an investment manager, but did not review any specific investments or 

assets under management by Beechwood.   

66. Levy led an oral and written presentation to SHIP officials, including Wegner and 

Lorentz, at Beechwood’s New York office in the months prior to the IMAs being executed.  

Levy reiterated Beechwood’s consistent themes of strong security and collateralization, 

conservative approach, and a guaranteed return for SHIP. 

67. Prior to entering into the IMAs or placing any assets with Beechwood for 

investment management, SHIP was provided available Beechwood financial statements and 
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other financial reporting that were purportedly provided by Beechwood’s independent auditor, 

KPMG.   This information from Beechwood indicated that it possessed a strong balance sheet, 

providing increased comfort to SHIP while considering Beechwood’s business proposals. 

68. SHIP’s senior management also understood that CNO had vetted Beechwood in 

connection with the 2013 reinsurance transactions between CNO and Beechwood and that both 

the Indiana and New York Departments of Insurance had reviewed and approved the CNO-

Beechwood reinsurance transaction.  CNO and the regulators apparently were not told about 

Platinum’s involvement either, and CNO has sued Beechwood as well. 

69. Over the course of several meetings and communications, Beechwood 

consistently described to SHIP how Beechwood could provide attractive rates of return on equity 

investments and loans and emphasized the security underlying its portfolio loans. 

70. In its presentations to SHIP, Beechwood recommended a strategy of investing in 

assets that were highly collateralized and well protected.  Beechwood represented to SHIP that 

the investments were over-secured by collateral that Beechwood could seize in the event that a 

loan or other investment was not repaid, which would enable Beechwood to recover the value of 

any investment. 

71. Beechwood’s April 2014 Discussion Document also emphasized its relationships 

with well-known third-party valuation firms, including Egan Jones, Lincoln Valuation Group, 

and Duff & Phelps, and claimed to have “formal policies outlining all fair valuation practices and 

methods.”  

72. Unbeknownst to SHIP, Defendants’ representations were false, misleading, and 

material, and Defendants knew, or they were at least grossly negligent in not knowing, that they 
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were false, misleading, and material when they made them to SHIP in order to induce SHIP to 

enter the IMAs and to turn over, in time, more than $270 million for investment.   

73. Defendants concealed from SHIP in a fraudulent or at least grossly negligent 

manner that they intended to place SHIP’s assets into investments that were highly speculative, 

opaque, and not adequately secured.  They also hid the reality that Beechwood intended, in 

essence, to convert SHIP’s assets to the uses of Platinum and the individuals controlling 

Beechwood and Platinum in a manner fundamentally inconsistent with the safe and conservative 

portfolio they promised would result in a guaranteed return.  

74. Defendants concealed from SHIP in a fraudulent or at least grossly negligent 

manner that they intended to place SHIP’s assets in related-party transactions involving one or 

more of the principals of the Beechwood Advisors or the Platinum entities and their associates.   

75. Defendants concealed from SHIP in a fraudulent or at least grossly negligent 

manner that they intended to place SHIP’s funds into high-risk investments without sufficient 

collateralization, which enabled the Beechwood Advisors, in concert with the Individual 

Defendants, to divert SHIP’s funds to Platinum-related entities without providing adequate 

protections to enable SHIP to recover its invested funds and in violation of SHIP’s known 

investment guidelines and restrictions. 

76. Defendants concealed from SHIP in a fraudulent or at least grossly negligent 

manner that Beechwood was materially owned and influenced by Nordlicht, Huberfeld, and 

Bodner and that Beechwood had substantial and direct ties to Platinum and was effectively 

controlled by it. 
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77. Defendants concealed from SHIP in a fraudulent or at least grossly negligent 

manner that, with only one apparent exception other than Feuer and Taylor, every purported 

senior officer of Beechwood was actually an employee of Platinum. 

78. As each of the three IMAs was successively executed, Defendants further 

concealed their actions by, as set forth in this Complaint, providing false and misleading 

information to SHIP regarding the nature of the investment strategy and the individual 

investments, including fraudulent valuations.  Beechwood thus created a false impression that the 

investments made on SHIP’s behalf were performing well, which encouraged SHIP to invest 

additional funds and discouraged SHIP from taking earlier actions to protect its funds that were 

being manipulated and diminished in value by Beechwood’s schemes. 

79. Based upon and in reliance on Defendants’ false and misleading representations 

and the fraudulent or grossly negligent omission or concealment of material information, SHIP 

entered into the IMAs to its detriment. 

80. If SHIP had known that Beechwood’s representations were false and misleading 

and that Defendants had omitted and concealed material facts about Defendants’ investment 

opportunities and structure in a fraudulent or at least grossly negligent manner, SHIP never 

would have entered into the IMAs. 

E. The Investment Management Agreements 

81. SHIP entered into three Investment Management Agreements with the 

Beechwood Advisors.  All three IMAs contain the same basic structure, with a few minor 

exceptions that do not materially change the nature of Beechwood’s breaches or 

misrepresentations.  The substance of the IMAs is incorporated into this Complaint by reference.  
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The IMAs all were controlled by the Individual Defendants and their related parties in essentially 

the same manner, even though the individual agreements had different contractual 

counterparties.  A primary reason for using different counterparties, ironically in retrospect, was 

that this diversification should further protect SHIP’s invested funds.  SHIP also was subject to 

investment guidelines limiting investment concentration.  SHIP further understood from 

Beechwood prior to executing the IMAs that Beechwood was managing assets that were 

achieving returns well in excess of the IMA guaranteed returns, which guarantees were 

considered additional protection for SHIP.  Each of the IMAs granted Beechwood discretion 

over the specific investments made. 

 i. The BBIL IMA 

82. The first IMA between SHIP and BBIL for the provision of  investment 

management and advisory services was executed as of May 22, 2014 (the “BBIL IMA”).   

83. The BBIL IMA is governed by New York law.  BBIL IMA, ¶ 20. 

84. Pursuant to the BBIL IMA, SHIP ultimately deposited a total of $80 million into a 

custody account at Wilmington Trust for investment by Beechwood on SHIP’s behalf. 

85. The BBIL IMA appointed BBIL as SHIP’s investment adviser and manager to 

invest and manage the funds on behalf of SHIP and “subject at all times to the fiduciary duties 

imposed upon it by reason of its appointment to invest and manage the Assets.”  BBIL IMA, ¶ 1. 

86. BBIL contractually guaranteed an annual investment return to SHIP equal to 

5.85% (non-compounded) of the net asset value of the assets contributed to the account.  This 

guaranteed payment would then be automatically reinvested in the custody account to be 
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managed by BBIL, BBIL IMA, Exhibit B at ¶ 3, which effectively makes the guaranteed annual 

return “compounded.” 

87. In the event that SHIP’s investments under the BBIL IMA did not achieve an 

annual Investment Return of 5.85%, BBIL was obligated to “(i) pay the Client [SHIP] any 

Investment Return shortfall from its own account and (ii) as necessary, contribute assets to the 

Account from its own account such that the net asset value of the Account equals the Initial 

NAV.”  BBIL IMA, Exhibit B at ¶ 3.  This “True-Up Payment” provision effectively required 

BBIL to pay the guaranteed investment return and maintain the asset base, whether the 

investments performed as BBIL represented they would or not. 

88. The BBIL IMA permitted BBIL to retain investment returns above the 5.85% 

guaranteed Investment Return as a Performance Fee.  BBIL IMA, Exhibit B at ¶ 1.  

89. From September 2015 to July 2016, BBIL withdrew from the Wilmington Trust 

account at least $12,343,891 of SHIP’s funds in performance fees, according to the records 

available to SHIP, and the actual amount could be higher.  Because these performance fees had 

not in fact been earned, Defendants paid themselves out of SHIP’s invested principal and not out 

of excess earnings. 

90. Pursuant to the terms of the BBIL IMA, BBIL was required to “use all proper and 

professional skill, diligence and care at all times in the performance of its duties and the exercise 

of its powers” under the agreement.  BBIL IMA, ¶ 1. 

91. Pursuant to the terms of the BBIL IMA, BBIL promised to make all investment 

decisions and to manage SHIP’s invested funds “consistent with the general investment policy, 

guidelines and restrictions” of BBIL for Senior Secured Credit Opportunities and to invest in 
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classes of admitted assets subject to SHIP’s corporate investment guidelines.  BBIL IMA, ¶ 3(b) 

and Exhibit A. 

92. The referenced Exhibit A to the BBIL IMA contains BBIL’s “Adviser Investment 

Policy, Guidelines and Restrictions” and “Guidelines for Senior Secured Credit Opportunities.”  

BBIL’s investment document specifies that it must invest in a manner permitted by “SHIP’s 

corporate investment guidelines ‘Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania: Investment 

Objectives, Policies and Guidelines, Version 1.6’” (“SHIP’s Investment Policies”).   

93. SHIP’s Investment Policies begin by emphasizing that “[c]ognizant of the 

fiduciary character of the insurance business, [SHIP] seeks to achieve investment returns 

commensurate with the protection of invested capital while minimizing the risk of impairment of 

investment assets to provide financial stability for its policy holders.”  SHIP’s “general 

investment objective” was specified to be “to seek current income consistent with the 

preservation of capital and prudent investment risk.  Long-term growth is an important secondary 

consideration.”   

94. As Beechwood fully understood, SHIP’s Investment Policies at the time required, 

among other things, that “[a]ssets invested to support run-off long term care obligations will 

have liquidity, risk and maturity characteristics appropriate to such policies and will be invested 

in such a manner as to meet policyholder obligations while providing a reasonable return.”  

95. BBIL’s own investment guidelines likewise required, among other things, that 

BBIL would “engage in transactions in which there is a well-known and understood 

counterparty risk, and liquid/valuable collateral to secure any such loan.  Controls are always in 
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place to secure the movements of cash and proceeds such that Beechwood always has a first 

right to monies.”  BBIL IMA, Exhibit A (emphasis added). 

96. BBIL failed to comply with both its own investment guidelines and SHIP’s 

Investment Policies.  Rather, BBIL, together with the Individual Defendants, utilized the BBIL 

IMA to take control over SHIP’s assets and to deploy those assets to benefit Platinum, thereby 

enriching the Individual Defendants as well as Platinum’s and Beechwood’s owners and related 

parties, at the expense of SHIP.  Beechwood did so without SHIP’s knowledge of or consent to 

the risky and hopelessly conflicted relationship with Platinum that led to inappropriate 

investments. 

97. During performance under the IMA, BBIL compounded the damage to SHIP by 

falsely overstating the value of the assets under management in the BBIL IMA account to justify 

its retention of Performance Fees to which it would not otherwise be entitled as well as to extend 

the duration of the scheme and magnify the losses.  

 ii. The Beechwood Re IMA   

98. The second IMA for the provision of investment management and advisory 

services was between SHIP and Beechwood Re and was executed as of June 13, 2014 (the “BRe 

IMA”). 

99. The BRe IMA is governed by New York law.  BRe IMA, ¶ 20.   

100. In connection with the BRe IMA, SHIP ultimately deposited a total of $80 million 

into a custody account at Wilmington Trust for investment by Beechwood Re on SHIP’s behalf.  

This amount was in addition to the previously described $80 million invested pursuant to the 

BBIL IMA. 
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101. Similar to the BBIL IMA, the BRe IMA appointed Beechwood Re as an 

investment adviser and manager to invest and manage the funds on behalf of SHIP and subject at 

all times to fiduciary duties.  Beechwood Re agreed to “use all proper and professional skill, 

diligence and care at all times in the performance of its duties and the exercise of its powers 

under this Agreement.”  BRe IMA, ¶ 1. 

102. Beechwood Re contractually guaranteed an annual investment return to SHIP 

equal to 5.85% (non-compounded) of the net asset value of the assets contributed to the account.  

This guaranteed payment would then be automatically reinvested in the custody account to be 

managed by Beechwood Re on SHIP’s behalf, which again effectively makes the guaranteed 

annual return “compounded.”  BRe IMA, ¶ 1(b) and Exhibit B at ¶ 3. 

103. In the event that SHIP’s investments under the BRe IMA did not achieve an 

annual Investment Return of 5.85%, Beechwood Re was obligated to “(i) pay the Client [SHIP] 

any Investment Return shortfall from its own account and (ii) as necessary, contribute assets to 

the Account from its own account such that the net asset value of the Account equals the Initial 

NAV.”  BRe IMA, Exhibit B at ¶ 3.  This “True-Up Payment” provision effectively required 

BBIL to pay the guaranteed investment return and maintain the asset base, whether the 

investments performed as BBIL represented they would or not. 

104. The BRe IMA permitted Beechwood Re to retain investment returns above the 

5.85% guaranteed Investment Return as a Performance Fee.  BRe IMA, Exhibit B at ¶ 1.  

105. From September 2014 to April 2016, Beechwood Re withdrew from the 

Wilmington Trust account at least $10,275,000 of SHIP’s funds in performance fees, according 

to the records available to SHIP, and the actual amount could be higher.  Because these 
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performance fees had not in fact been earned, Defendants paid themselves out of SHIP’s 

invested principal and not out of excess earnings. 

106. Pursuant to the terms of the BRe IMA, Beechwood Re was required to “use all 

proper and professional skill, diligence and care at all times in the performance of its duties and 

the exercise of its powers” under the agreement.  BRe IMA, ¶ 1.  

107. Pursuant to the terms of the BRe IMA, Beechwood Re promised to make all 

investment decisions and to manage SHIP’s invested funds “consistent with the general 

investment policy, guidelines and restrictions” of BBIL for Senior Secured Credit Opportunities 

and to invest in classes of admitted assets subject to SHIP’s corporate investment guidelines.  

BRe IMA, ¶ 3(b) and Exhibit A.  

108. The referenced Exhibit A to the BRe IMA contains Beechwood Re’s “Adviser 

Investment Policy, Guidelines and Restrictions” and “Guidelines for Senior Secured Credit 

Opportunities.”  Beechwood Re’s investment document specifies that it must invest in a manner 

permitted by “SHIP’s corporate investment guidelines ‘Senior Health Insurance Company of 

Pennsylvania: Investment Objectives, Policies and Guidelines, Version 1.6’” (“SHIP’s 

Investment Policies”).   

109. SHIP’s Investment Policies begin by emphasizing that “[c]ognizant of the 

fiduciary character of the insurance business, [SHIP] seeks to achieve investment returns 

commensurate with the protection of invested capital while minimizing the risk of impairment of 

investment assets to provide financial stability for its policy holders.”  SHIP’s “general 

investment objective” was specified to be “to seek current income consistent with the 
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preservation of capital and prudent investment risk.  Long-term growth is an important secondary 

consideration.”   

110. As Beechwood fully understood, SHIP’s Investment Policies at the time required, 

among other things, that “[a]ssets invested to support run-off long term care obligations will 

have liquidity, risk and maturity characteristics appropriate to such policies and will be invested 

in such a manner as to meet policyholder obligations while providing a reasonable return.”    

111. Beechwood Re’s own investment guidelines likewise required, among other 

things, that Beechwood Re would “engage in transactions in which there is a well-known and 

understood counterparty risk, and liquid/valuable collateral to secure any such loan.  Controls 

are always in place to secure the movements of cash and proceeds such that Beechwood 

always has a first right to monies.”  BRe IMA, Exhibit A (emphasis added). 

112. Beechwood Re failed to comply with both its own investment guidelines and 

SHIP’s Investment Policies.  Rather, Beechwood Re, together with the Individual Defendants, 

utilized the BRe IMA to take control over SHIP’s assets and to deploy those assets to benefit 

Platinum, thereby enriching the Individual Defendants as well as Platinum’s and Beechwood’s 

owners and related parties, at the expense of SHIP.  Beechwood did so without SHIP’s 

knowledge of or consent to the risky and hopelessly conflicted relationship with Platinum that 

led to inappropriate investments. 

113. During performance under the IMA, Beechwood Re compounded the damage to 

SHIP by falsely overstating the value of the assets under management in the BRe IMA account 

to justify its retention of Performance Fees to which it would not otherwise be entitled as well as 

to extend the duration of the scheme and magnify the losses.  
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 iii. The BAM IMA and Side Letter 

114. The third IMA for the provision of  investment management and advisory services 

was between SHIP and BAM and was executed as of January 15, 2015 (the “BAM IMA”). 

115. The BAM IMA is governed by New York law.  BAM IMA, ¶ 20.   

116. Contemporaneous with execution of the BAM IMA, in January 2015, SHIP 

deposited an initial $50 million into a custody account at Wilmington Trust to be invested and 

managed by BAM, subject to investment guidelines prescribed by the IMAs and the insurance 

laws of Pennsylvania.  Subsequently, in March 2015, SHIP deposited an additional $60 million 

into the same account and subject to the same investment guidelines and legal limitations, for a 

total investment of $110 million to be managed by BAM under the BAM IMA.  This $110 

million was in addition to the $160 million invested with Beechwood pursuant to the other two 

IMAs. 

117. Similar to the other two IMAs, the BAM IMA appointed BAM as an investment 

adviser and manager to invest and manage the funds on behalf of SHIP and subject at all times to 

fiduciary duties.  BAM agreed to “use all proper and professional skill, diligence and care at all 

times in the performance of its duties and the exercise of its powers under this Agreement.”  

BAM IMA, ¶ 1.   

118.  The language of the BAM IMA itself differed from the BBIL IMA and BRe IMA 

in that it did not expressly guarantee a specific investment return.  SHIP, however, entered into a 

side letter with BRILLC, which was commonly controlled along with the other Beechwood 

Advisors, and in the side letter BRILLC guaranteed an annual investment return of 5.85% (non-

compounded) of the net asset value of the assets contributed by SHIP under the BAM IMA (the 
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“Side Letter”).  The purpose of the Side Letter was to “provide to Client [SHIP] certain 

assurances as relates to the performance of the investments managed under the IMA.”  

Beechwood explained to SHIP that BRILLC’s involvement provided additional capital support 

to BAM.  The guaranteed payment would be automatically reinvested in the custody account to 

be managed by BAM on SHIP’s behalf, which effectively makes the guaranteed annual return 

“compounded.”  Side Letter at 1.  

119. The method of calculating BAM’s Performance Fee was slightly different under 

the BAM IMA as compared with the other two IMAs.  Pursuant to Exhibit B to the BAM IMA, 

BAM’s Performance Fee was to be the greater of the following: 

(1) 1% of the net asset value of the Assets in the Account as of the last day of 

each measuring Year, or (2) 100% of the cash value reflected in the Net Profit 

Yield (as defined below).  For purposes hereof, (a) “Net Profit Yield” shall be 

defined as the Total Portfolio Yield (as defined below) minus 5.85% and (b) 

“Total Portfolio Yield” shall be defined as the investment return (based on both 

realized and unrealized trading profit) on the Account for each respective 

measuring Year….”) 

 

BAM IMA, Exhibit B at ¶  1.  

 

120. The BAM IMA still anticipated an annual 5.85% guaranteed return to SHIP, 

through the Side Letter, and the excess over that amount would go to BAM.  If a return of less 

than 5.85% was achieved, however, BAM would receive 1% of the net asset value, a feature not 

included in the other two IMAs.  The Side Letter likewise promised a “True-Up Payment” in the 

event of any shortfall in the annual return, and this mechanism was designed to work in a manner 

similar to the provision in the other IMAs. 

121. From March 2015 to June 2016, BAM withdrew from the Wilmington Trust 

account at least $10,950,000 from SHIP in performance fees, according to the records available 
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to SHIP, and the actual amount could be higher.  Because these performance fees had not in fact 

been earned, Defendants paid themselves out of SHIP’s invested principal and not out of excess 

earnings. 

122. Pursuant to the terms of the BAM IMA, BAM was required to “use all proper and 

professional skill, diligence and care at all times in the performance of its duties and the exercise 

of its powers under this Agreement.”  BAM IMA, ¶ 1.  

123. Pursuant to the terms of the BAM IMA, BAM promised to make all investment 

decisions and to manage SHIP’s assets “consistent and compliant with . . . the general investment 

policy, guidelines and restrictions as described  on Exhibit A.”  BAM IMA, ¶ 3(b).   

124. The referenced Exhibit A to the BAM IMA contains BAM’s “Adviser Investment 

Policy, Guidelines and Restrictions.”  BAM’s investment document specifies that it must invest 

in a manner permitted by “SHIP’s corporate investment guidelines ‘Senior Health Insurance 

Company of Pennsylvania: Investment Objectives, Policies and Guidelines, Version 1.7’” 

(“SHIP’s Investment Policies, Version 1.7”), which document was materially consistent with the 

earlier version.   

125. SHIP’s Investment Policies, Version 1.7 begins by emphasizing that “[c]ognizant 

of the fiduciary character of the insurance business, [SHIP] seeks to achieve investment returns 

commensurate with the protection of invested capital while minimizing the risk of impairment of 

investment assets to provide financial stability for its policy holders.”  SHIP’s “general 

investment objective” was specified to be “to seek current income consistent with the 

preservation of capital and prudent investment risk.  Long-term growth is an important secondary 

consideration.”  
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126. As Beechwood fully understood, SHIP’s Investment Policies, Version 1.7 in place 

at the time required, among other things, that “[a]ssets invested to support run-off long term care 

obligations will have liquidity, risk and maturity characteristics appropriate to such policies and 

will be invested in such a manner as to meet policyholder obligations while providing a 

reasonable return.”  

127. BAM and BRILLC failed to comply with SHIP’s investment policy.  Rather, 

BAM and BRILLC, together with the Individual Defendants, utilized the BAM IMA and 

BRILLC Side Letter to take control over SHIP’s assets and to deploy those assets to benefit 

Platinum, thereby enriching the Individual Defendants as well as Platinum’s and Beechwood’s 

owners and related parties, at the expense of SHIP.  Beechwood did so without SHIP’s 

knowledge of or consent to the risky and hopelessly conflicted relationship with Platinum that 

led to inappropriate investments. 

128. During performance under the IMA, BAM and BRILLC compounded the damage 

to SHIP by falsely overstating the value of the assets under management in the BAM IMA 

account to justify its retention of Performance Fees to which it would not otherwise be entitled as 

well as to extend the duration of the scheme and magnify the losses.  

F. Beechwood’s Failed and Fraudulent Performance 

129. SHIP entrusted $270 million to the Beechwood Advisors to invest prudently, 

conservatively, and in accordance with the terms of the three IMAs and another $50 million was 

entrusted outside the IMAs.  SHIP relied on the material misrepresentations and omissions by the 

Beechwood Advisors and the Individual Defendants who controlled the Beechwood Advisors’ 

activities in deciding to entrust Beechwood with the investment of funds that SHIP held as 
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reserves to pay policyholder claims.  Notwithstanding the representations made about their 

investment protocols, disciplines, and security, not to mention guaranteed returns, to induce 

SHIP to enter into the IMAs and to invest both the IMA funds and additional funds through 

them, and contrary to the promises made in the IMAs and in violation of the fiduciary duties 

owed to SHIP, the Beechwood Advisors placed SHIP’s money into investments that were highly 

speculative, not adequately secured, opaque, and not appropriately disclosed to SHIP.  Many of 

the Beechwood investments are invested in related-party transactions involving one or more of 

the principals of the Beechwood Advisors or the Platinum entities.   

130. Rather than adhering to their representations and promises made in the IMAs and 

otherwise, the Beechwood Advisors, in concert with the Individual Defendants, used most of the 

SHIP funds entrusted to them to acquire high-risk, complex, inadequately collateralized, and 

often distressed investments tied to Platinum that were purposely structured by Beechwood, the 

Individual Defendants, and the co-conspirators to enrich themselves and their related parties at 

the expense of investors like SHIP. 

131. For example, Beechwood invested SHIP’s money in direct and indirect interests 

in numerous loans that had been made by Platinum-related entities, including PPCO and PPVA.  

Far removed from the safe, well-vetted, well-collateralized middle market credit transactions that 

SHIP expected, based on Beechwood’s representations, the Platinum-related loans were high-

risk investments that had been made to entities pursuing highly speculative ventures.  The loans 

carried artificially high interest rates and were subject to fees and upfront payments that were not 

reasonably supported by the financial condition or outlook of the obligors.  Beechwood, the 

Individual Defendants, and the co-conspirators knew, or were grossly negligent in not knowing, 
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when they structured these loan investments that a high probability existed that the obligors 

would default and would fail to repay the principal.  When they purchased these investments on 

SHIP’s behalf, typically from PPCO, PPVA, or an entity managed by or related to Beechwood, 

the Individual Defendants knew, or were grossly negligent in not knowing, that the investments 

were severely distressed, defaulting, or about to default.  Indeed, Platinum was able to perpetuate 

these investments and prolong its scheme only so long as Beechwood attracted new investors or 

diverted funds from existing investors to structure and restructure the investments and thereby 

continued to use them to funnel cash, fees, and payments to Beechwood, the Individual 

Defendants, Platinum, and the related parties and co-conspirators. 

132. To avoid detection of these practices and to justify their claims to Performance 

Fees under the IMAs, which only were recoverable if the annual return exceeded the 5.85% 

guaranteed to SHIP, Defendants, other purported employees of Beechwood, and Beechwood’s 

paid advisors and consultants submitted reports that contained inflated, and in some cases 

entirely falsified, valuations that purported to show that the Platinum-related investments were 

performing well and that SHIP’s investments were sound.   

133. Beechwood provided reports to SHIP on a quarterly basis that included an 

overview of the investments that Beechwood managed on SHIP’s behalf.  These reports did not 

accurately or adequately disclose the profound involvement and conflicted entanglements of 

Platinum Partners or other Platinum-affiliated entities in the investments or that many of the 

investments were severely distressed, defaulting, or nearly defaulting at the time of the reports 

and were likely to default prior to repayment of principal.  SHIP relied on Beechwood as its 
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investment manager and fiduciary to provide accurate information regarding the assets under 

management and to disclose fully any potential conflicts of interest or related-party transactions.   

134. Beechwood also provided monthly valuation reports to SHIP that purported to 

show the value of the assets under management.  The monthly reports included Beechwood’s 

valuations of the investments under management, but did not include detailed information 

regarding the full nature of and parties involved in the Beechwood investments. 

135. Although SHIP did not know it at the time, the values in these monthly reports 

also were largely inflated or falsified and did not reflect accurate representations regarding 

SHIP’s assets under Defendants’ control.  SHIP relied on Beechwood as its investment manager 

to provide the company with accurate information. 

136. By way of example, on April 20, 2015, Elliot Feit of Beechwood, through the 

mails and wires of interstate commerce, sent Paul Lorentz, SHIP’s then-Chief Financial Officer, 

an April 9, 2015 Duff & Phelps Report, which SHIP later learned significantly overvalued at 

least two assets in which Beechwood invested SHIP funds:  Montsant Partners LLC and 

MYSYRL Capital LLC. 

137. Although Beechwood claimed to use “independent valuation” based on “fair 

valuation practices and methods,” SHIP later learned that no such independent valuation was 

ever conducted, as Beechwood controlled all information provided to its third-party valuation 

consultants, and the valuation consultants provided disclaimers and did not attempt to verify the 

accuracy or completeness of any information provided regarding the value of investments 

managed by Beechwood.  This enabled Beechwood to provide an air of legitimacy to its inflated 

valuations by essentially laundering them through a third party. 
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138. Beechwood used these inflated valuation reports to support the various and 

multiple withdrawals over time of “Performance Fees” under the IMAs, even though such fees 

had not truly been earned. 

139. Beechwood also entered into transactions that placed its interests and those of 

Platinum or Platinum-related individuals ahead of SHIP’s, in breach of the IMAs, the fiduciary 

duties, and the representations Beechwood had made in seeking to induce SHIP’s investments.  

For example, in addition to using SHIP funds to acquire high-risk and over-valued investments 

that had been owned or structured by Platinum, Beechwood caused SHIP to invest nearly $40  

million directly in certain Platinum funds, including PPCO and PPVA.  This was particularly 

harmful to SHIP, because the same high-risk investments, with their false and inflated values, in 

which SHIP became invested directly, also represented a significant percentage of the PPCO and 

PPVA portfolios.  SHIP thus was victimized through double exposure to Platinum’s problems. 

i. Montsant Partners LLC 

140. BAM’s investment in Montsant Partners, LLC (“Montsant”) illustrates the 

Beechwood Advisors’ misuse of SHIP’s assets to enrich Platinum-controlled entities to SHIP’s 

detriment.  Montsant is a Delaware limited liability company that is wholly owned by PPVA.  

Michael Nordlicht, Montsant’s managing member, is the nephew of Mark Nordlicht, one of the 

founders of the Platinum fund complex.   

141. On January 30, 2015, at BAM’s sole direction and just two weeks after the BAM 

IMA was executed, funds deposited in the BAM IMA account were used to acquire, on SHIP’s 

behalf, an unsecured term note issued by Montsant in the principal amount of $35,500,000.   
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142. Daniel Saks of BAM signed the January 30, 2015 Montsant Note Purchase 

Agreement (the “Montsant NPA”) on behalf of SHIP as its investment manager.  Saks also 

signed the Montsant NPA on behalf of BAM Administrative Services, LLC. 

143. The Montsant NPA, which was not provided to SHIP before BAM made the 

investment on SHIP’s behalf, specifies that Montsant “shall use the proceeds of the sale of the 

Notes to disburse to its parent company, PPVA.”  In other words, BAM took $35,500,000 of 

SHIP’s funds and handed these funds directly into Platinum’s control by way of the Montsant 

NPA.   

144. The Montsant NPA also contained a post-closing collateralization requirement.  

Between January 30, 2015 and April 16, 2015, the NPA was amended nine times to extend the 

date for the required collateralization.  Ultimately, Montsant purported to pledge a small amount 

of collateral that appears to have lacked any monetary value even remotely commensurate with 

Montsant’s debt obligation.  Further, in a complex and arcane structure typical of those used by 

Beechwood, this collateral simultaneously served as collateral for the debt to be collected under 

two other defaulted investments in which Beechwood had invested SHIP policy reserves.  

145. BAM’s use of SHIP’s assets to enrich Platinum through the Montsant investment 

constitutes a breach of the BAM IMA, including the implied covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing, and of the fiduciary duties owed by each of the Defendants to SHIP, and evidences 

Beechwood’s concerted efforts to defraud SHIP by using SHIP’s assets to enrich and benefit 

themselves and Platinum to SHIP’s deliberate detriment, all in furtherance of the common 

scheme. 
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ii. PEDEVCO Corp.   

146. In addition to direct investments in Platinum or Platinum-related investments, 

SHIP’s funds were used to salvage and perpetuate highly speculative, poorly performing 

investments structured by Beechwood, the Individual Defendants, and the co-conspirators.  For 

example, at BAM’s sole direction, funds deposited in the BAM IMA account were used to 

acquire, on SHIP’s behalf, debt interests in an entity known as PEDEVCO Corp. (“PEDEVCO”), 

as described below.  BAM used SHIP’s funds to purchase, at par value, highly risky distressed 

debt that PEDEVCO originally had issued to Beechwood-related entities, and then attempted to 

alter and subordinate SHIP’s interests so that the Beechwood-related entities would be preferred 

over SHIP in the likely event that PEDEVCO defaulted on its obligations.   

147. PEDEVCO’s primary business activity was the acquisition, exploration, 

development, and production of oil and natural gas shale in the United States, with a secondary 

focus on conventional oil and gas investments.  As such, PEDEVCO was a highly speculative 

business carrying a high degree of risk, because the success of its business depended not only on 

its ability to find and extract these natural resources but also on whatever the prevailing prices of 

oil and natural gas were at the time of extraction.  Under the best of circumstances, PEDEVCO 

would be an entirely unsuitable investment for SHIP, even without the favoritism shown to other 

interests over SHIP’s, because an investment of this type typically lacks early positive cash flow 

and liquidity.  At the time that BAM forced SHIP into PEDEVCO, however, circumstances were 

particularly grim for the oil and gas industry, as oil and natural gas prices were rapidly declining.  

Notwithstanding the price decline and its negative effect on PEDEVCO’s value and 
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creditworthiness, BAM exercised its complete discretion under the IMA and used BAM IMA 

funds contributed by SHIP to purchase a portion of the Beechwood investment at full par value. 

148. Specifically, on or about March 7, 2014, PEDEVCO had entered into a senior 

debt facility with five Beechwood investors, including BRE BCLIC Primary Trust (“BCLIC 

Primary”), an entity that had loaned PEDEVCO $11,800,000.  The loan from BCLIC Primary 

was evidenced by a Senior Secured Promissory Notice issued by PEDEVCO on March 7, 2014 

(the “2014 Pedevco Note”).   

149. On or about October 7, 2014, BCLIC Primary entered into a Participation 

Agreement with BBIL pursuant to which BBIL acquired a $2,433,383.06 participation interest in 

the 2014 Pedevco Note (the “BBIL Participation Interest”), reducing BCLIC Primary’s 

investment by that amount. 

150. The prices of oil and natural gas declined by 50% between March 2014 and April 

2015.  As a result, PEDEVCO’s financial condition had deteriorated and the likelihood of 

repayment of the 2014 PEDEVCO Note was low.  Despite this perilous condition, in April 2015 

BAM purchased, on SHIP’s behalf, the 2014 PEDEVCO Note (which was subject to the BBIL 

Participation Interest) from BCLIC Primary.  SHIP’s purchase was made pursuant to an 

Assignment Agreement, dated April 16, 2015, between BCLIC Primary and SHIP.   

151. After using SHIP’s funds to rescue BCLIC Primary from this poor investment and 

dumping it on SHIP, BAM doubled down on the harm to SHIP by restructuring PEDEVCO’s 

debt (including the 2014 PEDEVCO Note) in 2016 to assure that Beechwood entities would be 

repaid in full with interest, charges, and fees, ahead of and to the detriment of other investors, 

including SHIP. 
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152. The price of oil and the price of natural gas continued to decline, and by the 

beginning of May 2016 PEDEVCO needed more financing.  In May 2016, Beechwood arranged 

to have two of its related entities, BBLN-PEDCO Corp., a Delaware corporation (“BBLN”) and 

BHLN-PEDCO Corp., a Delaware corporation (“BHLN”), provide additional financing to 

PEDEVCO pursuant to the terms of an Amended and Restated Note Purchase Agreement dated 

as of May 12, 2016, by and among PEDEVCO, BBLN, BHLN, and others, including SHIP (the 

“2016 NPA”).  The 2016 NPA was negotiated by Dhruv Narain, BAM’s then-Chief Investment 

Officer, who also executed the 2016 NPA on behalf of SHIP in his capacity as authorized 

signatory for BAM. 

153. Pursuant to the 2016 NPA, the existing investors, including SHIP, had their 

existing Senior Secured Promissory Notes replaced with Amended and Restated Secured 

Promissory Notes (“Tranche B Notes”) that were subordinated to Senior Secured Promissory 

Notes (“Tranche A Notes”) that PEDEVCO issued to BBLN and BHLN.  The 2016 NPA also 

increased the size of SHIP’s loan to PEDEVCO from $11,800,000 to $12,585,118.75 (the “SHIP 

PEDEVCO Note”) by adding accrued and unpaid interest to the principal.  That is, Beechwood 

decreased the relative priority of SHIP’s investment position at the same time that it increased 

the size of SHIP’s financial commitment in a failing venture. 

154. At the time of the 2016 NPA, PEDEVCO lacked the capital to extract oil and 

natural gas from its properties and thus had no viable means of generating enough funds to repay 

both the Tranche A and the Tranche B debt.   Because the self-dealing terms of the 2016 NPA 

provided for BBLN and BHLN to be repaid in full (including interest) before SHIP would 

receive even one cent in repayment of the SHIP PEDEVCO Note, SHIP was set up from the 
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outset to lose its entire investment.  Worse, having staked out a priority position, BBLN and 

BHLN made SHIP’s recovery even less likely in that they failed to fund their commitments fully, 

providing only $6.4 million of the $12.5 million promised to PEDEVCO to fund its operations. 

155. PEDEVCO ultimately acknowledged its inability to repay the Tranche B Notes, 

which included the SHIP PEDEVCO Note.  SHIP has been forced to take pennies on the dollar 

for its interests in the PEDEVCO Note, all because of the actions of Beechwood and the 

Individual Defendants, including the subordination of the PEDEVCO Note to the Tranche A 

Notes.  Beechwood, by contrast, abused its investment management authority and maneuvered to 

its favor and SHIP’s detriment such that both BBLN-Pedco and BHLN-Pedco have largely 

recovered their principal investments in the Tranche A Notes.   

156. These PEDEVCO-related transactions, including most egregiously the 2016 NPA 

and the purported subordination of the PEDEVCO Note to the Tranche A Notes, constitute a 

breach of the IMAs, including the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and of the 

fiduciary duties owed by each of the Defendants to SHIP, and evidence Beechwood’s concerted 

efforts to defraud SHIP by using SHIP’s assets to enrich and benefit themselves without regard 

for and to the deliberate detriment of SHIP. 

iii. BRILLC-BBIL Note 

157. The PEDEVCO investment was not an isolated experience.  In February 2015, 

BRILLC issued a $50 million note to its closely related party, BBIL (the “BRILLC Note”).  

BBIL wired $50 million of SHIP’s funds from the BBIL IMA custodial account to BRILLC’s 

account at Capital One Bank on February 19, 2015 to fund the BRILLC Note. 
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158. As BBIL has acknowledged, BBIL holds the BRILLC Note as SHIP’s nominee.  

BBIL identified the note as an asset of SHIP on the Wilmington Trust custodial account 

statements, beginning in or around February 2015, and BBIL agreed, as discussed below, to 

transfer the BRILLC Note formally into SHIP’s name in 2017. 

159. The BRILLC Note was secured by BRILLC’s assets.  Pursuant to a Pledge 

Agreement dated February 19, 2015, BRILLC pledged its equity interests in several funds, 

including PPVA and PPCO and other Platinum-related investments, as collateral for the BRILLC 

Note. 

160. The BRILLC Note specified that interest accrued on the outstanding principal of 

the note at an annual rate of six percent (6%). 

161. Interest on the BRILLC Note was payable in cash annually in arrears; payment 

was due on April 30 each year, beginning with April 30, 2016. 

162. To date, BRILLC has not made payment of any principal or interest on the 

BRILLC Note.   BRILLC thus is in default under the terms of the BRILLC Note and owes the 

amounts due to SHIP. 

163. The terms of the BRILLC Note provide that, upon occurrence of an Event of 

Default, the BRILLC Note “shall immediately become due and payable, without notice, together 

with reasonable attorneys’ fees.”  Despite this requirement, BRILLC has not satisfied its 

obligations under the Note and has not repaid SHIP the $50 Million transferred from SHIP to 

fund the principal or any accrued interest.  BBIL similarly has not taken any action to collect on 

the BRILLC Note or any of the assets pledged by BRILLC. 
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164. In 2017, BBIL acknowledged that it held the BRILLC Note for SHIP and thus 

agreed to transfer the BRILLC Note to SHIP.  BBIL refused, however, to complete the transfer 

unless SHIP executed an assignment agreement in a form that was unacceptable to SHIP.  

Further, at the time that the draft assignment agreement was proposed by BBIL, SHIP learned 

that BBIL had, unilaterally and without SHIP’s knowledge or consent, allowed BRILLC to alter 

in a substantial manner the collateral securing the BRILLC Note and had executed an Amended 

and Restated Pledge Agreement as of March 31, 2017. 

165. These self-dealing actions constitute a breach of the IMAs, including the implied 

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and of the fiduciary duties owed by each of the 

Defendants to SHIP, and evidence Beechwood’s concerted efforts to defraud SHIP by using 

SHIP’s assets to enrich and benefit themselves without regard for and to the deliberate detriment 

of SHIP. 

iv. Agera Energy  

166. Among the most egregious abuses of Beechwood’s access to SHIP’s funds 

involves AGH Parent, LLC (“AGH Parent”), a vehicle through which tens of millions of dollars 

of SHIP’s funds were funneled to PPCO and PPVA, while structuring the ownership of the 

investment in a highly complex and opaque manner that positioned Defendants and their related 

parties to exit their positions in AGH Parent successfully and at a large profit, while leaving 

SHIP with illiquid investments of uncertain value. 

167. An entity known as Agera Energy, LLC (“Agera Energy”) was formed in March 

2014 to enable Platinum Partners to acquire surreptitiously the assets of electricity and natural 

gas retailer Glacial Energy Holdings Inc. (“Glacial”), which was then the subject of Chapter 11 
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bankruptcy proceedings.  Platinum Partners was Glacial’s lender and had taken an ownership 

stake in the entity when it was unable to repay its debt.   

168. Shortly after Agera Energy’s formation, Platinum Partners purported to make a 

loan to Agera Energy secured by a note that could, at the holder’s option, be converted into 

ownership of nearly all of the company’s equity interests.  This convertible note, and the equity 

rights it represented, would ultimately become the vehicle through which Platinum Partners, 

aided by Beechwood, would use investor money – including funds from SHIP – to realize in 

excess of $100 million in profits and fees without investing or risking any appreciable amount of 

its own funds.  

169. Specifically, in May 2014, Agera Energy issued a Secured Convertible 

Promissory Note (the “Original Note”) to Principal Growth Strategies LLC (“PGS”).  On June 

11, 2014, the Original Note was amended and restated into a $600,071.23 Secured Convertible 

Promissory Note (the “Convertible Note”), which granted PGS the unconditional option to 

exchange the Convertible Note for 95.01% of the equity interests in Agera Energy.  PGS is 

owned 55% by PPVA and 45% by PPCO.  It is unknown whether, as with many Platinum 

Partners-related company loans, these transactions existed only on paper or whether funds 

actually were transferred. 

170. On June 17, 2014, Michael Nordlicht acquired 100% of the equity in Agera 

Energy.  At the time of the sale, Michael Nordlicht was a recent law school graduate who 

previously had worked as an analyst at Platinum Management for his uncle, Mark Nordlicht.  It 

is unclear what, if anything, he paid for his interest in Agera Energy. 
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171. The next day, on June 18, 2014, Michael Nordlicht sold a 4.99% interest in Agera 

Energy to Beechwood Re.  It is unclear what, if anything, Beechwood Re paid for that interest. 

172. Also on June 18, 2014, Beechwood-related entities, including Beechwood Re, 

acquired $51.9 million of senior secured debt issued by Agera Energy.  SHIP provided $30 

million of the $51.9 million loaned.  Agera Energy used the loan proceeds to fund its purchase of 

Glacial assets for $53 million.  Treating the SHIP IMA accounts like Beechwood’s personal 

stash of cash, BBIL transferred $30 million from SHIP’s BBIL IMA account to Beechwood Re, 

which is identified as the owner of the senior secured debt attributable to SHIP’s payment, 

falsely creating the impression that Beechwood Re was the source of the funds that Agera 

Energy used to buy Glacial and falsely inflating Beechwood Re’s balance sheet.   

173. The transaction was reported on SHIP’s IMA account statements as a $30 million 

secured term note issued by Agera Energy at 14% interest.  SHIP’s principal was repaid by 

December 2014, apparently without any accrued interest being paid.   

174. As a result of this transaction, Platinum Partners and Beechwood essentially 

owned Agera Energy, which in turn owned the Glacial assets, without any evidence of having 

expended any funds of their own.  Instead, they used Beechwood’s access to SHIP’s assets 

within the IMA accounts and other investor money to fund the acquisition, but did not provide 

any equity stake to SHIP and did not even pay SHIP interest for the use of its funds.  

175. In April 2015, Platinum and Beechwood needed more capital to buy two smaller 

energy retailers and to otherwise fund activities.  Once again, Beechwood reached into SHIP’s 

pockets, and BAM caused SHIP to loan $14 million to Agera Energy to fund its purchase of 
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Energy.me LLC and Lumens Energy Group, LLC.  As before, the acquisition loans were repaid 

without interest.  

176. By April 2016, circumstances had become dire for the cash-strapped Platinum 

funds.  Narain, who had taken the helm as Chief Investment Officer at BAM, began to seek a 

buyer for Agera Energy in order to exit the investment.  In order to assure that Agera Energy 

would be sold at a massive profit that would primarily benefit Beechwood, Platinum, and other 

related parties, Narain and the co-conspirators embarked upon a scheme designed to drive up the 

value of Agera Energy artificially while funneling tens of millions of investor dollars to the 

Platinum funds.   

177. Working in concert with Platinum, Narain and Beechwood orchestrated the sale 

and resale of the Convertible Note to investors, including SHIP, in a series of transactions that 

ultimately resulted in the transfer of $65 million in cash and $105 million in other assets to PGS 

in order to prop up PPCO and PPVA.  Narain, acting for Beechwood, maneuvered the 

transactions as described below so that Beechwood and Platinum entities and insiders received 

unearned equity interests in the Agera enterprise, Beechwood retained complete control over 

Agera Energy, and the Beechwood, Platinum, and other related parties would essentially siphon 

off any profit. 

178. Specifically, on April 1, 2016, pursuant to an Assignment of Note and Liens (the 

“First Repo Agreement”), PGS assigned the Convertible Note to BBIL ULICO 2014 (“BBIL 

ULICO”), Beechwood Bermuda Investment Holdings Ltd. (“BBIH”), and BBIL (together, the 

“First Repo Assignees”) in exchange for $15 million in cash, of which $2.5 million (representing 

16.7%) was funded from SHIP’s BBIL IMA funds.  The First Repo Agreement gave PGS the 
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unconditional right to repurchase the Convertible Note by repaying the $15 million purchase 

price, plus a fee, by June 15, 2016.  The $15 million price did not reflect the value of the 

Convertible Note and appears to represent the amount of money that Platinum needed at that 

moment to survive, pending a sale of the Agera Energy enterprise. 

179. PGS did not exercise its repurchase right by the repurchase date or ever repay the 

$15 million purchase price. Nonetheless, on May 12, 2016, BAM caused the First Repo 

Assignees and a newly formed Beechwood entity, BBLN-Agera Corp. (“BBLN-Agera”), to enter 

into an Amended and Restated Assignment of Note and Liens (the “Second Repo Agreement”), 

which effectively resold the Convertible Note at a new purchase price of $25 million.  This price 

included the $15 million previously paid by the First Repo Assignees.  The remaining $10 

million was paid to PGS by BBLN-Agera.  Of that $10 million, $5 million was funded from 

SHIP’s BBIL IMA account. These transactions funneled $25 million in new investor money 

(including a total of $7.5 million from SHIP) to PGS, and thus to PPVA and PPCO, at a time 

when both entities were in the midst of a liquidity crisis and required immediate capital 

infusions.  Nothing changed with respect to Agera Energy between April and May 2016 that 

could justify a $10 million increase in the value of the Convertible Note.  The sole driver of the 

increase in the purchase price was Platinum’s need for immediate cash. 

180. The Repo Note transactions were short-term fixes designed to keep funds flowing 

to Platinum pending the exit event that Narain was orchestrating.  In order to assure large payoffs 

to Platinum, Beechwood, and their related parties, on May 31, 2016, Beechwood caused the 

formation of AGH Parent to acquire the Convertible Note from PGS for $170 million in new 
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cash and investment assets, including substantial equity in AGH Parent while, at the same time, 

giving Beechwood control over the operation of AGH Parent and, thus, Agera Energy.   

181. The $170 million purchase price for the Convertible Note was not supported by 

any third-party valuation of the Agera enterprise.  In addition, it is unfathomable that the true 

value of the Convertible Note could have increased from $15 million in April 2016, to $25 

million in May 2016, and then to $170 million in June 2016.  Rather, the $170 million purchase 

price was negotiated between Narain on Beechwood’s behalf and related party Platinum based 

on the needs of Platinum for cash to satisfy demands for investor withdrawals, to support 

distressed investments, and to provide the appearance of valuable assets in Platinum funds in 

order to stave off the impending insolvencies of these funds.  Further, PGS had invested no 

money, beyond the initial (at least on paper) $600,071.23 note value in the enterprise.  Every 

penny of the acquisition of the Agera assets had been funded by Beechwood investors, primarily 

SHIP, on terms that were unfair to those investors, who had taken all of the risk.  Had the 

Beechwood Advisors acted prudently and in SHIP’s best interests, SHIP would have held the 

majority of the equity in Agera Energy directly or through the option represented in the 

Convertible Note.  Instead, having caused SHIP to fund most of the acquisition costs for the 

underlying energy assets, as well as two purchases of the Convertible Note, the Beechwood 

Advisors, led by Narain, allowed PGS to reclaim “ownership” of the Convertible Note, all in 

order to funnel more cash to PGS.  

182. In an effort to generate new investment dollars for PGS, in May 2016, 

Beechwood approached SHIP about investing funds in AGH Parent outside of the IMA 

agreements.  Beechwood made representations to SHIP regarding the soundness of the proposed 
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additional investment, assuring SHIP that Beechwood was acting in SHIP’s best interests with 

respect to investments in AGH Parent regardless of whether SHIP’s investments were made 

through the IMA funds or through new funds from SHIP invested at Beechwood’s direction and 

with Beechwood’s advice. 

183. On June 8 and 9, 2016, Beechwood caused and induced SHIP to enter into a 

series of unconventional and complex transactions (the “June 2016 Transactions”) that were 

designed to avoid detection of the scheme that appears to have been orchestrated primarily by 

Narain on behalf of Beechwood.   

a. Certain Platinum-related distressed assets in accounts under management at 

Beechwood (including SHIP’s accounts) were assigned to AGH Parent pursuant to 

an Assignment Agreement dated June 8, 2016 (the “Assignment Agreement”); 

 

b. PGS re-acquired the Convertible Note from BBLN-Agera and the First Repo 

Assignees under the Assignment of Secured Convertible Promissory Note dated 

June 9, 2016 (the “Repurchase Assignment”); 

 

c. The Convertible Note was amended and restated, then sold by PGS to AGH Parent 

for $170,000,000 in cash and non-cash consideration to PGS under a Purchase 

Agreement dated June 9, 2016 (the “PGS Note Purchase Agreement”); 

 

d. Beechwood caused its investor clients (including SHIP) to contribute cash and non-

cash interests (primarily in additional distressed Platinum assets) in exchange for B-

1 Units in AGH Parent valued at $100 per unit pursuant to a Contribution 

Agreement dated June 9, 2016 among AGH Parent and various transferors (the 

“Contribution Agreement”); 

 

e. AGH Parent was recapitalized under an Amended and Restated Limited Liability 

Company Agreement (the “LLC Agreement”) that gave Beechwood full 

management control of AGH Parent; 

 

f. AGH Parent issued $51,960,000 of secured notes to various investors (including 

SHIP) pursuant to a Note Purchase Agreement and related documents, in exchange 

for a mix of cash and asset contributions;  and 

 

g. Beechwood entered into a Purchase Option Agreement on behalf of certain 

Beechwood investors (including SHIP) that provided those investors (including 
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SHIP) with a collective option to purchase a 4.99% equity interest in Agera 

Holdings.   

 

184. At the closing that occurred on June 9, 2016, AGH Parent paid PGS $65,293,540 

in cash; $43,666,460 in scheduled debt and equity instruments, including various debt 

instruments then held by SHIP; 3,438 newly issued Class B-2 Units in AGH Parent with an 

original value of $2,000,000; and 590,400 Class C Units in AGH Parent with an original value of 

$59,040,000.   PGS also repaid the $25 million it received under the Repo Note transactions as 

the consideration for reacquiring the Convertible Note under the Repurchase Agreement. 

185. Significantly, AGH Parent reserved a right to redeem a portion of the Class C 

Units from PGS in exchange for certain Platinum-related assets that were scheduled and given an 

agreed value as part of the transactions.  Given the distress of the Platinum fund complex, this 

redemption right was included in order to give Beechwood and Platinum insiders a mechanism to 

attempt to transfer equity in AGH Parent to themselves in the event that PGS or its owners were 

placed into insolvency or receivership proceedings. 

186. The cash and securities paid to PGS exceeded $55 million, including $50 million 

that came from SHIP and was not invested directly through one of the existing IMA accounts.   

187. In exchange for its direct investment of $50 million in AGH Parent, SHIP 

received 350,000 Class A Preferred Units, a B-1 Senior Secured Note issued by AGH Parent in 

the principal amount of $15 million, and 5,730 Common Units in AGH Parent as an “equity 

kicker.”   SHIP also received a $940,000 B-1 Senior Secured Note issued by AGH Parent and a 

$5,000,000 interest in BBLN-Agera’s $9,060,000 B-1 Senior Secured Note issued by AGH 

Parent from cash and assets contributed through the IMA Accounts. 
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188. BAM Management Services LLC (“BAM Management”), which is wholly owned 

and controlled by Beechwood, was appointed as the Manager of AGH Parent. As such, BAM 

Management essentially had complete discretion to manage AGH Parent in exchange for a fee of 

$1 million per year.  Another Beechwood entity, BAM Administrative Services, LLC (“BAM 

Administrative”), which served as the administrative agent for all Beechwood-related debt 

investments that Beechwood acquired for the account of SHIP, was appointed as the 

administrative agent on the AGH Parent debt.   Thus, between BAM Management and BAM 

Administrative, Beechwood possessed complete control over all of SHIP’s interests in AGH 

Parent, Agera Energy, and any related entities.    

189. After giving effect to the June 2016 transactions, SHIP’s total investment in AGH 

Parent, Agera Holdings, Agera Energy, and any related entity was approximately $60 million. 

190. In late July 2016, the relationship between Beechwood and Platinum was first 

reported in the press, resulting in pressure on Beechwood Re in particular both to justify its 

investment of reserve funds under its various reinsurance agreements with other insurers in 

Platinum-related entities and to liquidate investments to demonstrate returns.  To that end, on 

July 26, 2016, Beechwood caused SHIP to purchase 18,593.80 B-1 Units in AGH Parent from 

BBIL-ULICO, an entity that appears to have been set up by Beechwood to invest reserves ceded 

to Beechwood Re under a reinsurance agreement between Beechwood Re and one or more long-

term care insurers associated with ULICO Casualty Company.  Although these units had been 

issued to BBIL-ULICO on June 9, 2016 at a valuation of $100 per unit, Beechwood caused SHIP 

to pay $11,323,000 for them, which represents a purported six-fold value increase in just over 

one month.  
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191. Beechwood sought to avoid detection of this elaborate scheme by brokering a sale 

of AGH Parent, which would result in the unwinding of the structure and the repayment of 

SHIP’s debt and equity interests, without any significant return for SHIP, but at a substantial 

profit to Beechwood, its principals, and its investors. As part of this scheme, AGH Parent 

exercised its redemption option with PGS, notifying PGS of its intent to redeem 336,928.93 

Class C Units. 

192. Pursuant to a Purchase Agreement dated November 18, 2016, AGH Parent agreed 

to sell the Convertible Note and the 49.9 common units of Agera Holdings for a purchase price 

of $315,000,000.  The agreement was negotiated by Narain and was executed by Narain on 

behalf of AGH Parent and Feuer as Manager of AGH Supplemental.  The buyer under this 

agreement was a third-party, unrelated acquisition vehicle set up by Bamara LLC.  Once Bamara 

and its lenders completed diligence on the transaction, however, they declined to close. 

193. In January 2017, AGH Parent redeemed the Class C Units from PGS.  

Immediately thereafter, and in violation of the LLC Agreement, BAM Management caused AGH 

Parent to reissue those Class C Units to Beechwood-related entities and various insiders without 

adequate consideration, thus seeking to assure that, in the event of a sale of the Convertible Note, 

those sums that (following the redemption) would have flowed to SHIP and others would 

actually flow to Beechwood-related entities and insiders.   

194. In or around January 2017, Narain formed Illumin and moved the remaining 

Beechwood investment management, operations, and administrative team to Illumin.  From that 

date, Illumin effectively served as an alter ego to Beechwood, performing the operations and 
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agency functions formerly performed by BAM Administrative and the investment management 

functions formerly provided by BAM, BBIL, and Beechwood Re. 

195. In or about June 2017, Beechwood entered into one or more transactions with 

affiliates of Eli Global/Global Bankers Insurance Group through which it sold its interests in 

various Beechwood entities for, upon information and belief, in excess of $1 billion.  Those 

assets included interests held by Beechwood in AGH Parent for its own account, as well as for 

the account of certain other investors, not including SHIP, thereby allowing Beechwood, its 

insiders, and certain Platinum insiders to cash out interests in the Agera enterprise for which they 

had invested no funds and had taken no risk, while leaving SHIP with nearly $70 million of 

funds tied up in illiquid interests of questionable worth in an entity now controlled by Eli Global.     

196. These examples illustrate Beechwood’s distorted priorities and misguided 

loyalties and show the complex schemes devised and employed to keep SHIP and others in the 

dark while SHIP’s assets were being depleted, misused, and converted to Defendants’ benefit 

and to SHIP’s detriment.  Defendants used SHIP’s funds for their own purposes and without 

regard to the purported purposes of the written agreements and without regard for differences 

among the various entities and agreements.  SHIP’s funds were just new fuel to keep the broad 

scheme burning longer.  Defendants’ actions prevented SHIP, among other things, from 

discovering the true nature and value of investments made with its assets, denied SHIP the ability 

to protect its assets from speculative investments, depletion, and misuse by Defendants.  

Defendants further denied SHIP access to full and accurate information about the nature and 

performance of the investments, thus preventing SHIP from taking earlier actions to protect itself 

and limit the damage being done to it.  Defendants caused SHIP to expend significant amounts in 
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order to uncover over time the true nature and value of investments made with its assets as well 

as additional amounts in an effort to alter or exit investments and otherwise to realize any value 

from such investments in mitigation of Defendants’ unlawful acts.  The full extent of the harm 

caused by Beechwood’s manipulations still is not fully known. 

G. Revelation of Beechwood’s Misconduct 

197. SHIP was unaware of and had no reason to suspect Beechwood’s deep ties to 

Platinum or the pervasive nature of Defendants’ fraudulent conduct or their failure to perform in 

accordance with the IMAs and their fiduciary duties.  The truth was not revealed until after news 

reports in the summer and fall of 2016 gradually began to expose the nature and extent of 

Beechwood’s involvement with and control by Platinum.  Murray Huberfeld of Platinum was 

arrested on June 8, 2016, and news articles followed, but they did not reveal Platinum’s complex 

connections to Beechwood.  The first article to reveal connections between Platinum and 

Beechwood was published by the Wall Street Journal on July 25, 2016. 

198. After its connections to Platinum were identified, Beechwood continued its 

pattern of deceiving SHIP.  A July 26, 2016 Beechwood letter to Wegner, SHIP’s CEO, 

represented that Beechwood had reviewed investments that Beechwood made involving 

Platinum Partners and reassured SHIP that Beechwood has “no reason to believe that either 

Beechwood or any of your related portfolios suffered financial harm.”  Beechwood also 

continued to tout its “appropriate risk management” and “strong safeguards” for SHIP’s 

investments.  Beechwood likewise represented to SHIP that it was in the process of, and was 

capable of, severing all ties with Platinum.  Into the fall of 2016, SHIP continued to be assured 

that its investments were secured by appropriate collateral, and Beechwood offered no indication 
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that it had favored its own interests and those of its affiliates, including Platinum-related 

interests, over SHIP’s.   

199. In connection with its representation to SHIP that Beechwood was not exposed to 

Platinum’s troubles and that SHIP’s investments were not at risk, Beechwood continued to claim 

performance fees under the IMAs at least through the fall of 2016.  For example, BBIL withdrew 

performance fees of $11,291,401 on August 1, 2016 under the BBIL IMA and BAM claimed 

$2,755,544.56 in performance fees for the period ending September 30, 2016.  While the IMAs 

permitted Beechwood to receive quarterly payments based on estimated performance fees, 

Beechwood was only entitled to receive performance fees if the investment return on the IMAs 

exceeded the 5.85% guaranteed return.  With the Platinum funds collapsing, Beechwood knew, 

or was grossly negligent in not knowing, that the actual value of the assets in the respective 

IMAs was far below the point at which Beechwood was entitled to retain the performance fees it 

has taken, much less take additional fees.   

200. In addition to reassuring SHIP that its investments were secure throughout the 

summer and fall of 2016, Beechwood also represented to the Pennsylvania Insurance Department 

on August 17, 2016 that SHIP’s portfolio was strongly protected and highly collateralized, 

Beechwood was taking “aggressive action” to reduce its exposure to Platinum investments and to 

unwind and sever “our limited ties with Platinum,” and the guaranteed returns in SHIP’s IMA 

accounts remained secure.  This letter reassured SHIP as to the extent of capital and surplus 

available for the Beechwood Advisors to “backstop these respective guarantees” to SHIP on its 

investments. 
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201. In or about November 2016, as Beechwood purported to be attempting to assist 

SHIP, Beechwood’s in-house counsel proposed to SHIP that the IMAs be terminated, an action 

clearly designed to protect the Beechwood Advisors at SHIP’s expense. 

202. SHIP refused to act on Beechwood’s request, but directed Beechwood to transfer 

all cash and short-term investments out of the IMA accounts managed by Beechwood and to 

move those assets into SHIP’s custodial accounts at Bank of New York Mellon.  SHIP also 

instructed Beechwood to transfer all limited partnership and other equity interests in each of the 

IMA accounts that were not registered solely in SHIP’s name into SHIP’s exclusive name and 

advised Beechwood that it was no longer authorized to act with respect to any asset in which 

SHIP possessed a direct or indirect interest, without express direction from SHIP. 

203. Despite SHIP’s efforts to limit its harm, by November 2016 much of the damage 

already was done. Over the course of the next several months, SHIP gradually began to uncover 

misrepresentations and omissions by Beechwood and the pervasive cover-up of Beechwood’s 

disastrously harmful and unsuitable investment of SHIP assets and its favoring of its own 

interests and those of its affiliates over the interests of its client, SHIP.  Beechwood’s 

cooperation and release of information to assist SHIP’s damage-control efforts has been, and 

remains, intermittent and incomplete.  Beechwood continues to advance its interests over SHIP’s 

in the resolution and disposition of mutual investments or investments in the same entities.  What 

SHIP has learned, though still incomplete, demonstrates forcefully Beechwood’s breaches of 

each of the IMAs, its bad faith, its breaches of fiduciary and other legal duties owed to SHIP, its 

gross negligence, and its intentional misconduct, conspiring, and racketeering with others.  
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E. The RICO Enterprises 

204. Beechwood Re, BBIL, BAM, BRILLC, and Illumin are enterprises within the 

meaning of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act of 1970 (“RICO”).  

Moreover, Beechwood – the association-in-fact of Beechwood Re, BBIL, BAM, BRILLC, 

Illumin, Beechwood Holdings, Beechwood Investments, and the Beechwood trusts – constitutes 

a second RICO enterprise.  And the association-in-fact of these entities and their co-conspirators, 

including, but not limited to, Feuer, Taylor, Levy, Narain, Nordlicht, Bodner, and others at or 

associated with Platinum, constitutes a third RICO enterprise.  As set forth in this Complaint, as 

well as in the Criminal Indictments and SEC Complaint, Defendants and their co-conspirators 

functioned as a unit and conducted the affairs of each of these three RICO enterprises through a 

pattern of racketeering activity.  

205. These RICO enterprises shared common purposes and a structure.  The primary 

purpose was to use the vehicles of Beechwood Re, BBIL, BAM, BRILLC, and Illumin to obtain 

funds from institutional investors, particularly insurance companies, and to use them to enrich 

the co-conspirators while furthering their ongoing Ponzi-like scheme, all to SHIP’s detriment. 

206. Defendants’ and their co-conspirators’ use of the mails and wires of interstate 

commerce was integral to their perpetration of their common purposes and fraudulent schemes.  

Each of the co-conspirators agreed and committed to participate in these RICO enterprises and 

their common purposes and fraudulent schemes through two or more predicate acts of 

racketeering activity. 

207. These RICO enterprises had an ascertainable structure and organization that 

existed apart from the predicate acts of racketeering activity, as is demonstrated by: (a) the 
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ownership and management structure of Beechwood Re, BBIL, BAM, BRILLC, Beechwood 

Holdings, Beechwood Investments, and Illumin; (b) the roles the co-conspirators played in the 

establishment of, acquisition of interests in, and operation and management of Beechwood Re, 

BBIL, BAM, BRILLC, Beechwood Holdings, Beechwood Investments, and Illumin; and (c) 

many of the co-conspirators’ often overlapping roles and positions at Beechwood Re, BBIL, 

BAM, BRILLC, Beechwood Holdings, Beechwood Investments, Illumin and the various 

Platinum entities.  As is demonstrated not only by each of the Defendants’ roles and positions, 

but also by the facts set forth in this Complaint, the Criminal Indictments of Levy, Nordlicht, 

Huberfeld, and others, and the SEC Complaint, the co-conspirators functioned as a unit, with 

each of the Defendants participating in the operation or management of the RICO enterprises and 

playing vital roles in directing the enterprises’ affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity. 

208. On May 25, 2018, a Department of Justice press release announced that Huberfeld 

pled guilty to conspiracy to commit wire fraud in connection with at least one aspect of his 

Platinum-related activities. 

209. The co-conspirators’ pattern of racketeering activity has been continuous and 

ongoing.  The Criminal Indictments and the SEC Complaint confirm the pattern of racketeering, 

as it relates to SHIP and other insurers, that commenced at least by 2013 and remains ongoing 

and open-ended.  For example, Beechwood Re’s and BBIL’s reinsurance relationships with other 

insurers appear to be continuing at present, and Beechwood Re still maintains control of 

reinsurance trust assets.  The predicate acts of racketeering activity are all related, as all are tied 

to the enterprises’ central purposes, as identified in this Complaint, and all have had the same or 

similar results (e.g., inducing institutional investors such as insurers to entrust assets to 
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Beechwood), participants (e.g., the co-conspirators, including those identified as Defendants in 

this action), victims (e.g., SHIP and other insurers), methods of commissions (e.g., deceptive 

schemes and promises, misrepresentations, fraudulent concealment of material facts, and over-

valuation of assets), personally profiting Defendants and Platinum-related participants (e.g., 

Nordlicht, Huberfeld, Bodner, Levy, Feuer, and Taylor), and other distinguishing characteristics 

such as using Platinum’s designees to serve as Beechwood managers.  The predicate acts of 

racketeering activity have been an integral part of the enterprises’ regular way of doing business. 

COUNT ONE 

Breach of Contract 

(Against BBIL) 

 

210. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 

211. SHIP executed three contractually binding IMAs with the Beechwood Advisors.  

The BBIL IMA was executed by SHIP and BBIL on May 22, 2014. 

212. The BBIL IMA guaranteed SHIP an annual investment return equal to 5.85% of 

the net asset value of the funds invested by SHIP.   

213. BBIL breached the BBIL IMA by failing to deliver the promised, guaranteed 

investment returns.  BBIL further breached the BBIL IMA by failing to protect and return 

SHIP’s invested funds or equivalent assets, upon SHIP’s demand.   

214. Under the BBIL IMA, BBIL was also required to manage SHIP’s assets in a 

manner “consistent with the general investment policy, guidelines and restrictions” of BBIL and 

SHIP and its other contractual duties.   
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215. BBIL breached the BBIL IMA by not complying with those investment policies, 

guidelines, and restrictions, by placing SHIP funds into investments and related-party 

transactions that were highly speculative, not adequately secured, opaque, and  not appropriately 

disclosed to SHIP, and by failing to have sufficient controls in place to secure SHIP’s interests.   

BBIL further favored its own financial interests and those of its affiliates, to SHIP’s financial 

detriment, in the manner in which BBIL managed the investment of SHIP’s funds. 

216. BBIL’s breaches, individually and together, have had the effect of denying SHIP 

the guaranteed fruits of the BBIL IMA. 

217. BBIL’s breaches of the BBIL IMA, individually and together, were intentional 

and deliberate, were aimed at the public generally, and evince a high degree of moral turpitude, 

demonstrating BBIL’s wanton dishonesty or reckless disregard as to its obligations under the 

BBIL IMA.  

218. BBIL’s actions, omissions, or concealments taken in connection with its duties 

under the BBIL IMA were not in good faith, were in violation of the BBIL IMA, and constituted 

fraud, willful misconduct, or at the very least gross negligence on the part of BBIL. 

219. BBIL’s conduct in its failed performance of the BBIL IMA further constitutes a 

breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing that exists in every contract. 

220. As a result of such breach, SHIP has suffered damages in excess of $75,000.  

221. Because of the intentional, deliberate, and malicious nature of BBIL’s acts in 

breach of the BBIL IMA, as set forth in this Complaint, SHIP is entitled to punitive damages. 
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COUNT TWO 

Breach of Contract 

(Against Beechwood Re) 

 

222. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 

223. SHIP executed three contractually binding IMAs with the Beechwood Advisors. 

The BRe IMA was executed by SHIP and Beechwood Re on June 13, 2014. 

224. The BRe IMA guaranteed SHIP an annual investment return equal to 5.85% of 

the net asset value of the funds invested by SHIP. 

225. Beechwood Re breached the BRe IMA by failing to deliver the promised, 

guaranteed investment returns.  Beechwood further breached the BRe IMA  by failing to protect 

and return SHIP’s invested funds or equivalent assets, upon SHIP’s demand. 

226. Under the BRe IMA, Beechwood was also required to manage SHIP’s assets in a 

manner “consistent with the general investment policy, guidelines and restrictions” of 

Beechwood Re and SHIP and its other contractual duties. 

227. Beechwood Re breached the BRe IMA by not complying with those investment 

policies, guidelines, and restrictions, by placing SHIP funds into investments and related-party 

transactions that were highly speculative, not adequately secured, opaque, and  not appropriately 

disclosed to SHIP, and by failing to have sufficient controls in place to secure SHIP’s interests.   

Beechwood Re further favored its own financial interests and those of its affiliates, to SHIP’s 

financial detriment, in the manner in which Beechwood Re managed the investment of SHIP’s 

funds. 
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228. Beechwood Re’s breaches, individually and together, have had the effect of 

denying SHIP the guaranteed fruits of the BRe IMA. 

229. Beechwood Re’s breaches of the BRe IMA, individually and together, were 

intentional and deliberate, were aimed at the public generally, and evince a high degree of moral 

turpitude, demonstrating Beechwood Re’s wanton dishonesty or reckless disregard as to its 

obligations under the BRe IMA. 

230. Beechwood Re’s actions, omissions, or concealments taken in connection with its 

duties under the BRe IMA were not in good faith, were in violation of the BRe IMA, and 

constituted fraud, willful misconduct, or at the very least gross negligence on the part of 

Beechwood. 

231. Beechwood Re’s conduct in its failed performance of the BRe IMA further 

constitutes a breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing that exists in every 

contract. 

232. As a result of such breach, SHIP has suffered damages in excess of $75,000. 

233. Because of the intentional, deliberate, and malicious nature of Beechwood Re’s 

acts in breach of the BRe IMA, as set forth in this Complaint, SHIP is entitled to punitive 

damages. 

COUNT THREE 

Breach of Contract 

(Against BAM and BRILLC) 

234. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 
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235. SHIP executed three contractually binding IMAs with the Beechwood Advisors.  

The BAM IMA was executed by SHIP and BAM on January 15, 2015. 

236. The BAM IMA, subject to a Side Letter with BRILLC, guaranteed SHIP an 

annual investment return equal to 5.85% of the net asset value of the funds invested by SHIP. 

237. BAM and BRILLC breached the BAM IMA and Side Letter by failing to deliver 

the promised, guaranteed investment returns.  BAM and BRILLC further breached the BAM 

IMA and Side Letter by failing to protect and return SHIP’s invested funds or equivalent assets, 

upon SHIP’s demand. 

238. Under the BAM IMA, BAM was required to manage SHIP’s assets in a manner 

“consistent with the general investment policy, guidelines and restrictions” of BAM and SHIP 

and its other contractual duties. 

239. BAM breached the BAM IMA by not complying with those investment policies, 

guidelines, and restrictions, by placing SHIP assets into investments and related-party 

transactions that were highly speculative, not adequately secured, opaque, and  not appropriately 

disclosed to SHIP, and by failing to have sufficient controls in place to secure SHIP’s interests.   

BAM further favored its own financial interests and those of its affiliates, to SHIP’s financial 

detriment, in the manner in which BAM managed the investment of SHIP’s funds. 

240. The breaches by BAM and BRILLC, individually and together, have had the 

effect of denying SHIP the guaranteed fruits of the BAM IMA and Side Letter. 

241. The breaches by BAM and BRILLC of the BAM IMA and Side Letter, 

individually and together, were intentional and deliberate, were aimed at the public generally, 
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and evince a high degree of moral turpitude, demonstrating the wanton dishonesty or reckless 

disregard by BAM and BRILLC as to their obligations under the BAM IMA and Side Letter. 

242. The actions, omissions, or concealments taken by BAM and BRILLC in 

connection with their duties under the BAM IMA and Side Letter were not in good faith, were in 

violation of the BAM IMA and Side Letter, and constituted fraud, willful misconduct, or at the 

very least gross negligence on the part of BAM and BRILLC. 

243. The conduct of BAM and BRILLC in its failed performance of the BAM IMA 

and Side Letter further constitutes a breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 

that exists in every contract. 

244. As a result of such breach, SHIP has suffered damages in excess of $75,000. 

245. Because of the intentional, deliberate, and malicious nature of the acts of BAM 

and BRILLC in breach of the BAM IMA and Side Letter, as set forth in this Complaint, SHIP is 

entitled to punitive damages. 

COUNT FOUR 

Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

(Against All Known Defendants) 

 

246. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count.  The term “Known Defendants” in this Complaint is intended to refer to all identified 

Defendants, but not John Does 1-10. 

247. The Beechwood Advisors, as SHIP’s investment advisors, owed fiduciary duties 

to SHIP pursuant to the terms of the IMAs and by the nature of the overall relationship of trust 

that existed. 
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248. The Individual Defendants, as the most senior officers of Beechwood responsible 

for performance of the IMAs and given the nature of the overall relationship of trust, owed SHIP 

fiduciary duties as well. 

249. Based on Defendants’ assurances that Beechwood would invest SHIP’s assets 

prudently, in accordance with all relevant investment guidelines, and consistently with 

Defendants’ other representations, and would be able to perform on Beechwood’s guaranteed 

contractual returns, SHIP reposed trust and confidence in Defendants. 

250. Defendants owed SHIP duties of candor, loyalty, and care. 

251. Defendants breached these fiduciary duties by the acts set forth in this Complaint, 

and thus denied SHIP the use and benefit of its invested funds and denied it the guaranteed 

contractual returns on those funds or the promised returns on certain specific investments.  

Defendants further denied SHIP access to full and accurate information about the nature and 

performance of the investments, thus preventing SHIP from taking earlier actions to protect itself 

and limit the damage being done to it.  

252. Defendants’ breaches of their fiduciary duties were intentional and deliberate, and 

evince a high degree of moral turpitude, demonstrating Beechwood’s wanton dishonesty or 

reckless disregard as to its obligations under the IMAs and Side Letter.  At the very least, 

Defendants’ actions constitute gross negligence. 

253. As a direct result of Defendants’ misconduct, SHIP has suffered damages in 

excess of $75,000. 
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254. Because of the intentional, deliberate, and malicious nature of Beechwood’s acts 

in breach of its fiduciary duties, as set forth in this Complaint, SHIP is entitled to punitive 

damages. 

COUNT FIVE 

Fraud in the Inducement 

(Against All Known Defendants) 

 

255. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 

256. Prior to execution of each of the IMAs and any investments, Defendants 

knowingly made numerous false representations of material fact to SHIP, knowing such 

statements were false when making them, as detailed in this Complaint, with the intent of 

inducing SHIP to enter into the IMAs or any investments.  

257. Defendants also knowingly omitted and concealed from SHIP material 

information, even though Defendants knew such information was material, as detailed in this 

Complaint, and they did so with the intent of inducing SHIP to enter into the IMAs or any 

investments. 

258. SHIP was induced to believe that its contributed assets would be invested 

conservatively and in investments suitable to an insurer in run-off.  SHIP further was induced to 

believe that its assets would be invested consistent with SHIP’s best interests and that 

Beechwood would not favor its own interests and the interests of its affiliates to SHIP’s 

detriment.  Beechwood induced SHIP to believe that it would receive guaranteed annual returns 

and that Beechwood was capable of producing, and intended to produce, those guaranteed annual 

returns. 
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259. SHIP justifiably relied upon such misrepresentations and omissions or 

concealments to its detriment in entering into the IMAs or any investments. 

260. SHIP has been injured as a proximate result of Defendants’ fraudulent 

misrepresentations, omissions, and concealments.  Defendants denied SHIP the use and benefit 

of the funds it invested through and with Defendants, denied it the ability to invest those funds 

consistent with SHIP’s investment policies and guidelines, and denied it the ability to obtain a 

reasonable investment return on its invested funds. 

261. Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions or concealments in inducing SHIP 

to enter into the IMAs and otherwise to invest through and with Defendants were intentional and 

deliberate, evince a high degree of moral turpitude, and demonstrate Defendants’ wanton 

dishonesty or reckless disregard for the rights of SHIP.  

262. As a result of Defendants’ conduct, SHIP has suffered damages in excess of 

$75,000. 

263. Because of the intentional, deliberate, and malicious nature of Beechwood’s acts, 

as set forth in this Complaint, SHIP is entitled to punitive damages. 

COUNT SIX 

Fraud 

(Against All Known Defendants) 

 

264. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count.  

265. During as well as before performance under the IMAs or in connection with any 

investment, Defendants knowingly made numerous false representations of material fact to 
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SHIP, as detailed in this Complaint, with the intent of causing SHIP not to terminate the IMAs or 

any investments after they were executed or otherwise interfere with Defendants’ scheme. 

266. During as well as before performance under the IMAs or in connection with any 

investment, Defendants also knowingly omitted and concealed material information from SHIP, 

even though they knew such information was material, as detailed in this Complaint, and 

Defendants did so with the intent of causing SHIP to continue to invest and not to terminate the 

IMAs or any investments or otherwise interfere with Defendants’ scheme. 

267. SHIP justifiably relied upon such misrepresentations and omissions or 

concealments to its detriment by investing, by continuing to invest, and by not terminating the 

IMAs or any investments after they were executed, and by not attempting to interfere with or 

influence Defendants’ actions. 

268. SHIP has been injured as a proximate result of each of the Defendants’ fraudulent 

misrepresentations and concealments, as set forth in this Complaint.   

269. Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions or concealments made with the 

intent of causing SHIP to enter into and remain in the IMAs or any investments were intentional 

and deliberate, evince a high degree of moral turpitude, and demonstrate Defendants’ wanton 

dishonesty or reckless disregard for the rights of SHIP. 

270. As a result of Defendants’ conduct, SHIP has suffered damages in excess of 

$75,000. 

271. Because of the intentional, deliberate, and malicious nature of Beechwood’s acts, 

as set forth in this Complaint, SHIP is entitled to punitive damages. 
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COUNT SEVEN 

Constructive Fraud 

(Against All Known Defendants) 

272. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 

273. During as well as before performance under the IMAs, Defendants made 

numerous false representations of material fact to SHIP, as detailed in this Complaint, with the 

intent of causing SHIP not to terminate the IMAs or any investments after they were executed 

and to continue investing through Beechwood. 

274. During as well as before performance under the IMAs or in connection with any 

investment, Defendants also omitted and concealed material information from SHIP, as detailed 

in this Complaint, and Defendants did so with the intent of causing SHIP to continue to invest 

and not to terminate the IMAs or any investments. 

275. A fiduciary relationship existed between SHIP and the Beechwood Advisors.  As 

described above, the Beechwood Advisors, as SHIP’s investment advisors, owed fiduciary duties 

to SHIP pursuant to the terms of the IMAs and by the nature of the relationship of trust that 

existed. 

276. A fiduciary relationship also existed between SHIP and the Individual Defendants 

who acted on behalf of Beechwood, including the most senior officers of Beechwood responsible 

for performance of the IMAs and Narain, who assumed certain responsibilities after the IMAs 

had been executed. 

277. SHIP reposed trust and confidence in Defendants, based on Defendants’ 

assurances that Beechwood would invest SHIP’s assets prudently, in accordance with all relevant 
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investment guidelines, consistently with Defendants’ other representations, and in SHIP’s best 

interests.  Defendants also assured SHIP that they would be able to perform on Beechwood’s 

guaranteed contractual returns and all other promises. 

278. Because of the nature of the fiduciary relationships, SHIP justifiably relied upon 

Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions or concealments to its detriment by investing, by 

continuing to invest, and by not terminating the IMAs or any investments after they were 

executed. 

279. SHIP has been injured as a proximate result of each of the Defendants’ fraudulent 

misrepresentations and concealments, as set forth in this Complaint.   

280. Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions or concealments made with the 

intent of causing SHIP to enter into the IMAs or any investments were intentional and deliberate, 

evince a high degree of moral turpitude, and demonstrate Defendants’ wanton dishonesty or 

reckless disregard for the rights of SHIP. 

281. As a result of Defendants’ conduct, SHIP has suffered damages in excess of 

$75,000. 

282. Because of the intentional, deliberate, and malicious nature of Beechwood’s acts, 

as set forth in this Complaint, SHIP is entitled to punitive damages. 

COUNT EIGHT 

Violation of RICO – 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) 

(Against All Known Defendants) 

 

283.  SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 
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284. Under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c), it is “unlawful for any person employed by or 

associated with any enterprise engaged in, or the activities of which affect, interstate or foreign 

commerce, to conduct or participate, directly or indirectly, in the conduct of such enterprise’s 

affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity.” 

285. Plaintiff SHIP is a “person” as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 1961(3). 

286. Each of the Defendants is a “person” as that term is defined in 18 U.S.C. § 

1961(3). 

287. Each of the Defendants was employed by, an owner of, or associated with certain 

enterprises: (a) Beechwood Re, BBIL, BAM, BRILLC, or Illumin; (b) Beechwood – the 

association-in-fact of Beechwood Re, BBIL, BAM, BRILLC, Beechwood Holdings, Beechwood 

Investments, and Illumin; and (c) the association-in-fact of Defendants and their co-conspirators, 

including, but not limited to, Nordlicht, Huberfeld, Bodner, and the other Platinum-related 

persons. 

288. Each of these entities or associations-in-fact constitutes an “enterprise” within the 

meaning of RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1961(4).  Each of these RICO enterprises had an ascertainable 

structure, organization, and common purposes and existed apart from the predicate acts 

perpetrated by these Defendants.  At all relevant times, each enterprise engaged in, and its 

activities affected, interstate commerce.  Each of the Defendants participated directly or 

indirectly in the management, direction, or operation of each enterprise. 

289. As set forth in detail in this Complaint, each Defendant conducted or participated 

in the conduct of affairs of each of these three RICO enterprises through a pattern of racketeering 

activity, as set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 1961(5).  That is, each Defendant knowingly perpetrated and 
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agreed to perpetrate numerous predicate acts of racketeering activity identified under 18 U.S.C. § 

1961(1), specifically mail and wire fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 and 1343.  Each 

Defendant knowingly perpetrated and agree to perpetrate two or more acts of racketeering 

activity in furtherance of their fraudulent schemes or artifices to defraud, with a specific intent to 

defraud SHIP and other institutional investors to enter into investment management agreements 

or reinsurance agreements and to obtain money and property by means of false pretenses, 

representations and promises.   Predicate acts of racketeering include, but are not limited to, 

using the mails and wires of interstate commerce to: 

a) make representations to SHIP, including, but not limited to, the April 10, 2014 

Discussion Document, the BBIL IMA, the Beechwood Re IMA, the BAM IMA, 

and the BRILLC Side Letter, that Defendants would provide secure, highly 

collateralized, and well-protected investments when instead Defendants intended 

to use investment assets to perpetuate a scheme that involved enriching Platinum 

Partners or committing SHIP’s entrusted assets in risky, speculative transactions 

and subordinating SHIP’s interests to those of Beechwood-related entities; 

b) transmit communications, including, but not limited to, the April 9, 2015 Duff 

& Phelps Report and the April 20, 2015 email to Paul Lorentz of SHIP, that 

contained inflated, and in some cases fraudulent, valuations of Beechwood’s 

Platinum Partners-related investments to SHIP and others, and these 

communications in turn were used by Defendants to collect unearned performance 

fees;  
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c) transmit communications, primarily statements by Feuer and Taylor, 

mispresenting that Beechwood was well capitalized and would prudently invest 

SHIP’s assets, while concealing and affirmatively misrepresenting Beechwood’s 

true ownership structure and purpose; 

d) transmit communications, including the April 10, 2014 Discussion Document, 

that misrepresented the true nature of Beechwood’s management team, while 

concealing its ties to and control by Platinum Partners, Nordlicht, Huberfeld, 

Bodner, and other Platinum-related persons;  

e) orchestrate the use of funds invested by SHIP to acquire highly risky debt 

assets, including, but not limited to, the PEDEVCO Note and 2016 NPA, the 2015 

Montsant NPA and subsequent amendments, and the Agera Energy transactions 

extending through at least 2017, and then subordinate SHIP’s interests to those of 

Beechwood-related entities, thereby enriching Defendants; and 

f) commit similar and related acts of fraud against BCLIC and WNLIC, which 

date back to at latest 2013. 

290. These predicate acts of racketeering activity are all related, as Defendants have 

perpetrated the predicate acts from the common purpose of furthering their fraudulent schemes, 

as identified and discussed in detail in this Complaint.  Their predicate acts of racketeering 

activity have all had common (a) results (furthering their fraudulent schemes to induce 

institutional investors such as insurers to entrust assets to Beechwood), (b) participants 

(Defendants and their co-conspirators), (c) victims (insurers such as SHIP), (d) methods of 

commission (the use of fraudulent and deceptive devices to induce insurers into entrusting their 
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assets to Beechwood, the false and fraudulent over-valuation of assets) and (e) other 

distinguishing characteristics (such as using Platinum-associated individuals as purported 

Beechwood managers). 

291. The predicate acts of racketeering have also been continuous.  Defendants began 

perpetrating predicate acts of racketeering in furtherance of their fraudulent schemes by 2013 at 

the latest, when they fraudulently executed reinsurance agreements with BLCLIC and WNIC, 

and they have perpetrated them continuously for several years.  Defendants began their 

racketeering with direct regard to SHIP no later than 2014, when they caused SHIP to execute 

the first IMA.  Their predicate acts of racketeering remain ongoing and open-ended, as 

Defendants retain millions in funds or assets from and owing to SHIP and other investors, which 

Defendants misappropriated and misused over a period of serval years.  The predicate acts of 

racketeering activity have been an integral part of the enterprises’ regular way of doing business.  

Defendants thus have engaged in a “pattern” of racketeering activity, as that phrase is defined in 

18 U.S.C. § 1961(5). 

292. Each Defendant has violated 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) by conducting or participating 

in the conduct of the enterprises’ affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity. 

293. SHIP has been injured in its business and property by reason and a proximate 

result of each of Defendant’s violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c), in at least the following ways: 

(a) by being fraudulently induced to enter into IMAs or other investments with Beechwood and 

by paying unearned performance fees to Beechwood; (b) by reducing the value of SHIP’s assets 

through investments that are speculative, risky, or simply sham transactions, all of which were 

made to benefit Platinum; (c) by the need to hire consultants and legal counsel to unwind 
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Beechwood’s improper investments of SHIP assets; and (d) by the need to hire legal counsel and 

advisors to pursue SHIP’s claim.  

294.  By virtue of Defendants’ violations of 18 U.S.C. §1962(c), SHIP is entitled to 

recover from them three times the damages sustained by reason of the Defendants’ actions, and 

others acting in concert with them, together with the costs of suit, including reasonable attorneys’ 

fees. 

COUNT NINE 

Violation of RICO – 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a) 

(Against All Known Defendants) 

 

295. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 

296. Under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a), it is “unlawful for any person who has received any 

income derived, directly or indirectly, from a pattern of racketeering activity . . . to use or invest, 

directly or indirectly, any part of such income, or the proceeds of such income, in acquisition of 

any interest in, or the establishment or operation of, any enterprise which is engaged in, or the 

activities of which affect, interstate or foreign commerce.” 

297. Each Defendant has received income derived, directly or indirectly, from the 

pattern of racketeering set forth above, including, but not limited to: (a) the assets that SHIP and 

other similarly situated victims entrusted to Defendants, which assets were used to enrich the 

Defendants and closely related Platinum Partners entities and affiliates; and (b) the unearned 

performance fees that Defendants collected as a result of the fraudulent valuations provided to 

SHIP and other similarly situated victims.  
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298. Although Defendants represented to SHIP that they would invest SHIP’s assets 

conservatively, Defendants instead used SHIP funds to buy Beechwood-related entities out of 

distressed and highly risky investments, including but not limited to the PEDEVCO note.  To 

make things worse, Defendants subordinated SHIP’s interests beneath their own.  This enriched 

Defendants and allowed them to perpetuate their Ponzi-esque scheme, which in turn further 

injured SHIP and similarly-situated victims of the scheme. 

299. Defendants used the above-mentioned racketeering income in furtherance of their 

RICO enterprises: (a) Beechwood Re, BBIL, BAM, BRILLC, or Illumin; (b) Beechwood – the 

association-in-fact of Beechwood Re, BBIL, BAM, BRILLC, Beechwood Holdings, Beechwood 

Investments, and Illumin; and (c) the association-in-fact of Defendants and their co-conspirators, 

including, but not limited to, Nordlicht, Huberfeld, Bodner, and the other Platinum-related 

persons.  Each enterprise was engaged in and affected interstate and foreign commerce.   The 

racketeering income was reinvested in these enterprises as part of a scheme by Defendants to 

perpetuate more injurious and illegal acts. 

300. Each Defendant’s violation of 18 U.S.C. §1962(a) has directly and proximately 

injured SHIP in its business and property in at least the following ways: (a) by being fraudulently 

induced to enter into IMAs or other investments with Beechwood and paying unearned 

performance fees to Beechwood; (b) by reducing the value of the SHIP’s assets through 

investments that were speculative, risky, or simply sham transactions, all of which were made to 

benefit Defendants and Platinum; (c) by the need to hire consultants and legal counsel to unwind 

Beechwood’s improper investments of SHIP assets; and (d) by the need to hire legal counsel to 

pursue SHIP’s claim. 
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301. By virtue of Defendants’ violations of 18 U.S.C. §1962(a), SHIP is entitled to 

recover from them three times the damages sustained by reason of the claims submitted by them, 

and others acting in concert with them, together with the costs of suit, including reasonable 

attorneys’ fees. 

COUNT TEN 

Violation of RICO – 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) 

(Against All Known Defendants) 

 

302. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 

303. Under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d), it is “unlawful for any person to conspire to violate 

any of the provisions of [§ 1962(a), (b), or (c)].” 

304. As described in detail in this Complaint, Defendants and their co-conspirators 

agreed and conspired with each other to violate 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(a) and (c). 

305. The purposes of the conspiracy included obtaining funds from institutional 

investors, particularly insurers such as SHIP, via investment management agreements and 

reinsurance agreements, taking control of such funds, and using them to further and perpetuate 

the co-conspirators’ ongoing Ponzi-esque scheme to enrich Defendants and their co-conspirators 

to the detriment of their purported investors. 

306. Defendants, as co-conspirators, perpetrated and agreed to perpetrate numerous 

predicate acts of racketeering activity identified under 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1), specifically mail and 

wire fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 and 1343.  Each Defendant perpetrated and agreed 

to perpetrate two or more acts of racketeering activity in furtherance of their fraudulent schemes 

or artifices to defraud, with a specific intent to defraud SHIP and other institutional investors to 
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enter into investment management agreements or reinsurance agreements and to obtain money 

and property by means of false pretenses, representations and promises.  Predicate acts of 

racketeering include, but are not limited to, using the mails and wires of interstate commerce to: 

a) make representations to SHIP, including but not limited to the April 10, 2014 

Discussion Document, the BBIL IMA, the Beechwood Re IMA, the BAM IMA, 

and the BRILLC Side Letter, that Defendants would provide secure, highly 

collateralized and well-protected investments, when instead Defendants intended 

to use investment assets to perpetuate a scheme that involved enriching Platinum 

Partners and/or committing SHIP’s entrusted assets in risky, speculative 

transactions, and subordinating SHIP’s interests to those of Beechwood-related 

entities; 

b) transmit communications, including but not limited to the April 9, 2015 Duff & 

Phelps Report and the April 20, 2015 email to Paul Lorentz of SHIP, that 

contained inflated, and in some cases fraudulent, valuations of Beechwood’s 

Platinum Partners-related investments to SHIP and others, which in turn were 

used by Defendants to collect unearned performance fees;  

c) transmit communications, primarily statements by Feuer and Taylor, 

misrepresenting that Beechwood was well capitalized and would prudently invest 

SHIP’s assets, while concealing and affirmatively misrepresenting Beechwood 

Re’s true ownership structure and purpose; 

d) transmit communications, including the April 10, 2014 Discussion Document, 

that misrepresented Beechwood’s management team, while concealing its ties to 
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and control by Platinum Partners, Nordlicht, Huberfeld, Bodner, and other 

Platinum-related persons;  

e) orchestrate the use of funds invested by SHIP to acquire highly risky debt 

assets, including but not limited to the PEDEVCO Note and the Agera Energy 

transactions, then subordinate SHIP’s interests to those of Beechwood-related 

entities, thereby enriching Defendants; and 

f) commit similar and related acts of fraud against BCLIC and WNLIC, which 

date back to at latest 2013. 

307. Each Defendant’s agreement can reasonably be inferred from the close ties to the 

other co-conspirators and their mutually dependent, coordinated efforts to achieve the common 

purposes of the co-conspirators and each enterprise.  Specifically, the Individual Defendants, as 

the primary executives and Chief Investment Officer of Defendants Beechwood Re, BBIL, 

BAM, and Illumin, acted in concert with executives of Platinum Partners to create a fraudulent 

scheme to attract new, unsuspecting institutional investors, including SHIP, without revealing 

that such investors were being committed to investment through Platinum Partners. 

308. SHIP has been injured in its business and property by reason of the 

aforementioned conspiracy, and a proximate result of each of Defendant’s violations of 18 

U.S.C. §§ 1962(a) and (c), in at least the following ways: (a) by being fraudulently induced to 

enter into IMAs or other investments with Beechwood and paying unearned performance fees to 

Beechwood; (b) by reducing the value of the SHIP’s assets through investments that are 

speculative, risky, or simply sham transactions, all of which were made to benefit Platinum; (c) 
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by the need to hire consultants and legal counsel to unwind Beechwood’s improper investments 

of SHIP assets; and (d) by the need to hire legal counsel to pursue SHIP’s claim. 

309. By virtue of the Defendants’ violations of 18 U.S.C. §1962(d), SHIP is entitled to 

recover from them three times the damages sustained by reason of the claims submitted by them, 

and others acting in concert with them, together with the costs of suit, including reasonable 

attorneys’ fees. 

COUNT ELEVEN 

Civil Conspiracy 

(Against All Defendants, Including John Does 1-10) 

310. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 

311. Defendants, acting in concert and as a conspiracy, committed fraud in the 

inducement against SHIP by fraudulently inducing SHIP to enter each of the three IMAs and in 

turn invest SHIP’s funds pursuant to those IMAs, as well as by causing or inducing SHIP to 

entire into other investments. 

312. Defendants, including John Does 1-10, further conspired to commit fraud in the 

performance against SHIP by misrepresenting the nature and performance of SHIP’s 

investments, thereby causing SHIP to remain in unsuitable investments that favored the interests 

of the co-conspirators and their related parties over SHIP’s best interests and to pay performance 

fees as well as continue to invest and not terminate the fraudulently induced IMAs or other 

investments. 

313. At all relevant times, each Defendant was a knowing and intentional participant in 

the conspiracy and agreed to pursue its aims.  Defendants were closely related entities or 
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individuals, with close corporate relationships and common control between the Beechwood 

Advisors and the individuals who are Defendants. 

314. Each Defendant committed one or more overt acts in furtherance of the 

conspiracy, including, but not limited to, making fraudulent representations to SHIP concerning 

its investment strategy, fraudulently concealing material information from SHIP concerning the 

performance of its assets, egregiously and maliciously mishandling the assets that SHIP 

entrusted to Defendants, or accepting ill-gotten benefits of the scheme. 

315. SHIP has been injured as a proximate result of the wrongful acts committed by 

Defendants in furtherance of the conspiracy, as set forth in this Complaint.   

316. As a result of Defendants’ conduct, SHIP has suffered damages in excess of 

$75,000. 

317. Because of the intentional, deliberate, and malicious nature of Beechwood’s acts, 

as set forth in this Complaint, SHIP is entitled to punitive damages. 

COUNT TWELVE 

In the Alternative, Gross Negligence 

(Against All Known Defendants) 

 

318. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 

319. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 

320. As set forth in this Complaint, SHIP alleges that Defendants conspired with 

Platinum and its principals, as well as others, to defraud and harm Plaintiffs, by knowingly and 

intentionally participating in a fraudulent scheme to induce SHIP to turn over approximately 
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$320 million to be managed by Beechwood for the benefit of Platinum and its principals, and to 

bolster and further Platinum’s fraud scheme, which was known to Defendants. 

321. In the event it is determined that Defendants were unaware that the scheme was 

fraudulent and did not conspire intentionally with others to defraud SHIP in the manner set forth, 

SHIP asserts this claim for relief for gross negligence. 

322. Defendants owed SHIP a duty to act with reasonable care in connection with 

managing SHIP’s assets. 

323. Defendants breached that duty of care by, among other things, making imprudent 

investments to benefit Platinum, failing to advise SHIP of the reasons for such investments, and 

improperly valuing such assets.  Defendants’ conduct, as set forth in this Complaint, evinces a 

reckless disregard for and indifference to the rights of SHIP and smacks of intentional 

wrongdoing.   

324. As a result of Defendants’ gross negligence, SHIP has sustained substantial losses 

in connection with the investments made under the IMAs and through other investments. 

325. Such gross negligence has actually and proximately caused damages to SHIP, in 

an amount in excess of $75,000. 

326. Because of the reckless or wanton nature of Beechwood’s acts, as set forth in this 

Complaint, SHIP is entitled to punitive damages. 

COUNT THIRTEEN 

In the Alternative, Unjust Enrichment 

(Against All Defendants, Including John Does 1-10) 

 

327. SHIP incorporates each and every allegation above as if set forth fully in this 

count. 
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328. As set forth in this Complaint, SHIP alleges that Defendants breached the IMAs 

and Side Letter and otherwise received money from SHIP for investment.   

329. In the event it is determined that the IMAs or Side Letter or other investment 

agreements are not enforceable for any reason, or that they do not apply to any Defendant’s 

actions, SHIP asserts this equitable claim for relief. 

330. Defendants, including John Does 1-10, were unjustly enriched, at SHIP’s 

expense, when Defendants received and enjoyed the use of SHIP’s invested assets as well as 

when they collected Performance Fees in connection with investments that did not comply with 

SHIP’s investment guidelines and had not in truth earned the requisite return to merit 

Performance Fees.  But for Defendants’ improper conduct, those amounts never would have 

been paid to Beechwood and Defendants, and equity and good conscience militate against 

permitting any of the Defendants to retain those amounts, and other amounts they have 

personally received as a result of the IMAs or other investments. 

331. SHIP is entitled to restitution or other recoverable damages in an amount to be 

proven at trial. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF  

WHEREFORE, SHIP respectfully demands judgment in the amount of actual damages 

proven at trial, including all direct or consequential damages, treble damages pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 1964 (RICO), punitive damages under state law, damages for diminution of value, and 

restitution, plus all applicable interest, attorneys’ fees, costs of suit, and such other and further 

relief as this Court deems just and proper.   

DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY 

Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury on all issues so triable. 
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Investment Strategy & Guidelines 

Discussion Document 

April 2014 
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Beechwood Re Investment Management Strategy 
is Based on Producing Superior Risk-Adjusted 
Returns Through Credit-Based Strategies 

Beechwood Re 
and Health 
rea llocations 

capacity to Life, Accident 
efficiency through 

mr1,e>r1A.1nrn,n expertise and capacity for 
disabi lity, and long

to these requirements 

Officer seeks to employ a 
seeks superior risk-adj usted returns 

Beechwood Re emphasizes qualitative , quantitative , operational, and structural risk 
management and util izes best of class third party administration, audit , and valuation 
services. 

Beechwood Re Will manage ihVestmehts directly, in add ition to seeking out best in 
class third party managers, allocating capital across multiple distinct investment 
strategies that span various asset classes, geographies and liquidity profiles 
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The Basis of Beechwood Re's Investment Strategy 
is Superior Risk Management Capabilities 

Strong risk 

The Chief nv<><,t mp,nt 

multiple tools. 

our investments with third party managers. 

be addressed on several levels with 
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Beechwood Investment Management Overview 

Strategy Mix: 

Experience: 

Second meeting: Gabe 

is in a broad array of 
strategies which allow for 

uncorrelated to any 

focus of the 
uti lize multiple third-

Strong track record of Beechwood 's CIO, with a strong 
portfol io management team including extensive 
experience in capital markets, trading, asset 
structuring, attorneys, etc. 

Multi-strategy hedge fund targeting consistent annualized net returns of 10-20% with bond like volatility 

Annualized returns of 17.25% since inception with a 3.64 standard deviation 

Stable and experienced management team: Manager has 15 years of industry experience; augmented by Chief Risk 

Officer, CFO and COO 

Risk management and capital preservation are central tenets of strategy 

Pursuit of strategies that focus on niche opportunities that provide low-volatility returns irrespective of the direction of 

broader markets 

Substantial infrastructure: level of people, processes and controls well positions fund to scale assets and manage growth 

Opportunistic deployment of capital with diversification across multiple asset classes 
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The Basis of Beechwood's Investment Strategy is 
Superior Risk Management Capabilities 

various strategies and industries 

lockboxesicontrolled 

from corporate counsel in structuring investments 

• Careful management of exposure through the use of LLC structures 

valuation, compliance program 
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The Majority of the Asset Allocation is Focused on 
Credit Based Investments with U.S. Corporations 

• General, 

Commodities 

• U.S. Equities 

• Cash f Near Cash 

U-5. Corporations 

Fixed Income Obligations 
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A Culture of Transparency Is Critical in 
Maintaining a Healthy Relationship with Clients 

performance contribution and risk 

with significant industry experience 

request 

Independent valuationand reporting 

- Lincoln Valuation Group evaluates all valuations on a quarterly basis 

- Formal policies outlining all fair valuation practices and methods 

- We will seek out third-party managers with 

- Deep internal team of experienced professionals with accounting and 
operations backgrounds 

- Subject to deep diligence and underwriting standards 
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KEY MEMBERS OF 
MANAGEMENT TEAM 
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DAVID LEVY 

Mr. Levy has spent 
manager 

investment specialist and portfolio 

at Platinum Partners 
managed over $250 million in 

The focus of Mr. 
variety of industries, and 

with less risk than 

and with the Chief Counsel for Senator Orrin Hatch 

Mr. Levy serves as a member of the International Crisis Group's Advisory 
Council 

Mr. Levy holds a Bachelor of Science in Finance from Yeshiva University in 
NewYork, NY 
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PORTFOLIO MANAGER PROFILES - Examples 

PM1 - PM1 is a corporate bond generalist for Mr. Levy's team. Prior to this role, he 
was a Senior Analyst at Glenview Capital, a $6B investment fund located in New 
York City. Previously, he was a Director in the Strategic Risk Group at Merri ll Lynch. 
Prior to that, he was an equity analyst at Troubh Partners, as well as a Director in 
the Mergers and Acquisitions department at SG Cohen . He was also a corporate 
attorney at LeBouef, Lamb, Green & MacRae in New York City. He holds a JD from 
the University of Pennsylvania Law School and B.S.E. in finance, accounting and 
political science from the Wharton School. 

PM2 - PM2 manages Global Environmental Finance portfolios focusing on carbon, 
emissions, and related environmental commodity investments and arbitrage trading 
strategies. Prior to this role, PM2 was Director of Global Environmental Finance in 
London & and then San Francisco for Stark Investments, expanding the finance 
facility and focusing on emerging domestic opportunities. Prior to Stark London in 
2006, PM2 specialized in Chinese and Indian carbon emission investments for the 
European Carbon Fund at lxis Corporate & Investment Bank in Paris. PM2 holds a 
Master of Science degree from University of Oxford, St. John's College (Dist) where 
he examined the European Emissions Trading Scheme, a Bachelor of Science from 
UC Berkelely (Hons), Bachelor of Arts from UC Berkeley (Dist), and a minor in 
Forestry Science. 
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PORTFOLIO MANAGER PROFILES - Examples 

PM3 - PM3, M.D. is a biotechnology and healthcare long-short specialist on Mr. 
Levy's team. He served as Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of Emisphere Technologies, Inc. from November 1991 to January 2007. 
From 1985 to 1990 he was a founding member of The First Boston Corporation's 
healthcare investment banking department. He received a B.S. from Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, an M.D. from Albany Medical College of Union University and 
an M.B.A in finance from Columbia University Graduate School of Business where 
he was a Samuel Bronfman Fellow. 

PM4 - PM4 has over 20 years experience in the commodity derivative markets. 
From 2006-2011, PM4 traded his own capital in the natural gas and cotton options 
markets on the floor of the CME and the I CE exchanges. From 1993 to 2005, PM4 
was a senior partner at KG capital, a proprietary options trading firm where he co
managed a team of traders in various commodity markets. From 1009-1993, PM4 
traded cotton and coffee options for The Hanley Group, a Chicago-based proprietary 
trading firm. In 1990 PM4 graduated from Brown University with a BA in 
economics. 
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MARK FEUER 

Mr. Feuer has 20 years of experience in the financial services and insurance 
sectors 

Mr. Feuer was an owner in a Managing General Underwriter and reinsurance 
operation focused in the property and casualty market - specifically workers' 
compensation insurance for the healthcare industry 

Mr. Feuer was Chief Executive Officer of Marsh's U.S. operations, controlling 
a $2.5B+ revenue P&L and thousands of employees. Mr. Feuer was also a 
senior leader within Merrill Lynch's Private Client Business, rising to be the 
Chief Operating Officer for the Americas, with responsibility for the trust 
company, retirement division, private bank, and other operations 

Mr. Feuer serves on several Boards of Directors, including many non-profit 
institutions in the New York area 

Mr. Feuer holds a Juris Doctor from New York Law 
Taxation from New York University School of Law 

LLM in 
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SCOTT TAYLOR 

Mr. Taylor has spent his career in financial services and the insurance sectors 

Mr. Taylor led the underwriting team and reinsurance contracts for a property 
and casualty program manager and reinsurance operation. In this role Mr. 
Taylor played the lead role in carrier relations, focused on both primary 
underwriting and reinsurance operations 

Mr. Taylor led the Small Commercial business segment within Marsh & 
McLennan, responsible for the P&L and over $1 B of P&C premiums. Roles 
prior to MMC included being the Chief Operating Officer of the Merrill Lynch 
Private Banking and Investments division 

Mr. Taylor began his career at McKinsey & Company in New York, providing 
management consulting services in the insurance industry, including extensive 
experience in the life insurance arena 

Mr. Taylor holds an A.B. with honors from Harvard University 
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RICK HODGDON 

Mr. Hodgdon has held executive management and board positions with some 
of the largest financial services organizations, both domestic and international, 
respectively; Willis Re, Imagine Holdings, AEGON, Life Reassurance Corp, 
ING, and Manulife 

Mr. Hodgdon has provided advisory services on in-force capital management 
transactions, offshore structuring, and specialty program product/distribution -
developed reinsurance structures to provide capital efficiency and/or capital 
and reserve relief on behalf of multiple US and International counter-parties 

Mr. Hodgdon has lead multiple Life and A&H reinsurance companies, with a 
focus on creative risk management, including Ad min Re, PPO alliances, 
reserve credit trust structures, and executing offshore strategies 

Mr. Hodgdon spent 8 years in Ireland leading the AEGON reinsurance 
expansion in Europe, was Chairman ofDIMA, a member of the Taoiseach 
Finance Committee, and was integrally involved in the European Life 
Reinsurance Directive and Solvency II 

Mr. Hodgdon holds a Bsc from Concordia University 
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Summary 

focuses on capital 

market 

Strong management and transparency 

Broad diversification through use of third party managers 

Proprietary self sourced transactions 

Best in class third party vendors 
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 

This JN'VESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (the "Agreement") is dated as of 
[:22- t-'C1 -it>liJ, 2014 and is between Beechwood Bermuda International, Ltd. (the "Adviser"), 
having its office at Canon's Court, 22 Victoria Street, Hamilton HMll, Bermuda and Senior 
Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (the "Client"), having its office at 1289 City Center 
Drive, Suite 200, Carmel, IN, 46077. 

WHEREAS, the Client and the Adviser wish to enter into this Agreement for the purpose 
of retaining the Adviser to provide investment management and advisory services to the Client; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants herein 
contained, the Client and the Adviser do hereby agree as follows: 

1. Appointment of the Adviser; Guaranteed Investment Return. (a) The Client 
hereby appoints the Adviser as investment adviser and manager with the power and 
authority subject at all times to the fiduciary duties imposed upon it by reason of its 
appointment to invest and manage the Assets (as defined below), and the Adviser 
hereby accepts such appointment, on the terms and conditions set forth in this 
Agreement which shall include and incorporate all Exhibits (as may be amended from 
time to time) attached he~;_to. The responsibilities of the Adviser hereunder shall 
commence on r11 ~1,o\~_], 2014 (the "Effective Date") and shall continue until 
this Agreement is te' nated as provided in Section 17 hereof. The term "Assets" 
shall mean the securities, cash and other property of the Client, whether held directly 
or indirectly or by other indirect means, which such Assets Client shall hold in one or 
more custody accounts (collectively, the "Account") of the Client maintained with the 
"Custodian" (as such term is defined in Section 2 hereof), together with those 
additional Assets which result from transactions in the Account, earnings thereon, 
distributions with respect thereto or additions thereto made by the Client. The 
Adviser shall use all proper and professional skill, diligence and care at all times in 
the performance of its duties and the exercise of its powers under this Agreement. 

(b) The Adviser hereby guarantees to Client an Investment Return (as defined in 
Section 3 of Exhibit B) in respect of the Assets in the Account, which shall be 
calculated and reinvested annually (or payable upon delivery to Adviser of required 
notice), all as more fully described in said Section 3 of Exhibit B. Any annual 
shortfall in the Investment Return shall obligate the Advisor to make a "True-Up 
Payment" as also defined and described in Section 3 of Exhibit B. Further, upon 
termination of this Agreement as described in Section 17 below, Adviser shall transfer 
to Client, subject to compliance with applicable law and regulation, (i) cash from the 
Account in an amount equal to the Initial NAV plus all accrued but unpaid Investment 
Return in respect of such Account (the "Termination Amount") or (ii) transfer title of 
Assets in the Account to the Client having a value (as determined by the Adviser in 
accordance with Section 7) equal to the Termination Amount. In the event that the 
value of the Assets in the Account is less than the Termination Amount (such 
shortfall, the ''Termination Shortfall"), the Adviser shall pay to the Client such 
Termination Shortfall from its own account in cash or assets at its sole discretion. 

- 1 -
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Following payment of the Termination Amount to Client and the settlement of all 
expenses incurred pursuant to Section 6 but excluding the custodial expenses 
referenced in Section 2(b), all remaining Assets in the Account shall be promptly 
transferred, and Adviser is hereby authorized by Client to cause such transfer, to an 
account designated by and for Adviser (the "Termination Performance Fee"). The 
Adviser shall have sole discretion in allocating the Assets in the Account in 
satisfaction of the Termination Amount, subject to the reasonable requests of the 
Client in respect of such allocation. 

2. Custodian and Custody. (a) The Client will appoint a custodian that maintains a 
separate account for the Client under the Client's name (the "Custodian") to take and 
have possession of the securities, cash, and other property held in the Account. The 
Client will promptly notify the Adviser in writing upon its appointment of a 
Custodian which meets the requirements set forth above. Any such Custodian 
utilized by the Client must be approved by the Adviser, such approval not to be 
unreasonably withheld. It is agreed that the Custodian must meet the NAIC SVO 
requirements. 

(b) The Client agrees to notify the Adviser in writing of any changes with respect 
to the Custodian and to provide the Adviser with reasonable prior notice of any 
intention to appoint a successor Custodian that meets the requirements set forth 
above. Any Custodian (or successor Custodian) utilized by the Client must be 
approved by the Adviser, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld. The Client 
understands and agrees that (i) the Adviser will not serve as the Custodian to the 
Account, and (ii) the Adviser will not be liable for any act or omission of any 
Custodian provided that such act or omission did not result from the fraud, gross 
negligence, willful default, breach of applicable law or the terms of this Agreement, 
or breach of fiduciary duty, in each case by the Adviser. All custodial costs of the 
Account shall be paid by the Client (and not by the Adviser). The Custodian shall be 
responsible for keeping complete and accurate books and records reflecting all 
activities of the Account. 

3. Authority and Duties of the Adviser. (a) Subject to the general investment policy, 
guidelines and restrictions established by the Client with respect to the Account 
(attached hereto as Exhibit A) and the provisions of this Agreement as may be 
amended from time to time, the Client hereby grants to the Adviser complete, 
unlimited and unrestricted authority with respect to the investment and reinvestment 
of the Account. Such authority shall include the authority, at the sole expense of the 
Client: 

(i) to invest and reinvest the Assets at such time and in such manner as the 
Adviser in its sole discretion shall determine or elect; 

(ii) to purchase and sell securities and other investments for the Account in the 
name of the Account, for the Account and at the sole risk of the Account 
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(iii) to select and retain counterparties in furtherance of the Account's investment 
program, including entering into swap arrangements and ISDA master 
agreements with such counterparties as Adviser may select; 

(iv) to enter into other hedging transactions and other derivative instruments 
pursuant to a derivative use plan that has been presented by Adviser to and 
approved by Client. 

(v) to arrange for the delivery of and payment for any such investments, including 
securities, bought and sold for the account of the Client, by providing clear 
and proper settlement instructions to the Custodian provided that the Adviser 
shall not have authority to cause the Custodian to deliver securities and other 
assets or pay cash to the Adviser other than in settlement of the fees and 
expenses payable under the terms of this Agreement; and 

(vi) in effecting any such investments, reinvestments, purchases and sales, to use 
and obtain the assistance and services of such brokers, dealers, investment 
bankers, underwriters and other firms, enterprises and services as the Adviser 
in its sole discretion shall designate or select. The Client shall advise the 
Custodian of the Client's retention of the Adviser as provided herein and shall 
ensure that the Custodian (i) provides the necessary reporting and systems to 
the Adviser to facilitate the Adviser's activities in connection with the 
Account, (ii) provides the Adviser with appropriate cash and investment 
holdings reports, (iii) settles executed transactions where appropriate 
information is provided to the Custodian by the Adviser, and (iv) otherwise 
complies with and honors requests and instructions of the Adviser made or 
given in connection with the exercise of the authority granted to the Adviser 
hereunder. The Adviser shall conduct reconciliations with the Custodian for 
purposes of determining that the Custodian arranges for the collection of all 
moneys receivable in respect of the investments held for the Account, pays 
interest on credit balances on the accounts maintained with the Custodian and 
credits such interest periodically in accordance with normal banking practice 
at the Custodian's prevailing call rates. 

(b) The Adviser shall make its investment decisions consistent with the general 
investment policy, guidelines and restrictions as described on Exhibit A, but 
otherwise shall have sole and exclusive authority and discretion to manage and 
control the Assets of the Account. The Adviser shall have no obligation to determine · 
whether the investment guidelines are appropriate for the Client and shall not be 
responsible or liable for the selection of or revisions to such policy, guidelines and/or 
restrictions. Without affecting any other parts of this Agreement, the Client may, with 
the prior written consent of the Adviser, revise the general investment policy, 
guidelines and restrictions with respect to the Account in writing from time to time 
following consultation with the Adviser and shall make due allowance, as the parties 
hereto shall mutually agree, for the time that the Adviser shall have within which to 
come into compliance with such revised policy, guidelines and/or restrictions. 
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(c) Instructions from the Client that request investment asset allocation 
restrictions on the investments in the Account or place other similar restrictions on 
investments that may be required by the Client's regulators from time to time, shall in 
each case be acknowledged and acted upon by the Adviser unless the Client is 
promptly advised that the Adviser believes such compliance might in its judgment 
involve a breach on the part of either party of any applicable law or recognized code 
of conduct or expose the Adviser to a substantial risk of criticism for impropriety 
(whether by reason of it or any of its officers or employees being in possession of 
confidential information or otherwise). 

(d) The Adviser is permitted to borrow money for the Account or on behalf of the 
Account, or enter into transactions having a similar leveraging effect from any source 
or with any person ( or cause or permit any entity in which the Account has a direct or 
indirect interest to do so), or guarantee obligations of entities in which the Account 
has a direct or indirect interest, upon such terms and conditions as the Adviser may 
deem advisable and proper, execute promissory notes, guarantees, drafts and other 
similar instruments and secure the payment thereof by mortgages, pledges or 
assignments of or security interests in assets of the Account, any other Assets in the 
Account, or in any entities in which the Account has a direct or indirect interest, and 
refinance, recast, modify or extend any of such obligations and the instruments 
securing or evidencing the same. 

( e) The Adviser shall provide all reasonable assistance on the request of the Client 
to enable it or the Custodian to apply for any tax credits or similar claims. 

(f) Adviser may, upon any term or condition it specifies, delegate or exercise any 
of its rights, powers and remedies under, and delegate or perform any of its duties or 
any other action with respect to this Agreement, the Account or otherwise, by or 
through any sub-agent selected by Adviser provided that such sub-agent shall be an 
affiliate of Adviser. Any such sub-agent shall benefit from the indemnities and 
protections set forth in this Agreement to the same extent as Adviser. 

4. Brokerage and Execution. (a) The Adviser may place orders for the execution of 
transactions with or through such brokers, dealers, or banks as the Adviser may select. 
The Adviser shall not be responsible for any acts or omissions by any broker or dealer 
selected and monitored with due care. 

(b) The Client acknowledges that the Adviser may execute cross-transactions with 
other clients of the Adviser (e.g., transactions in which one client of the Adviser 
purchases investments from, or sells investments to, another client of the Adviser) and 
the Client hereby consents to any such cross-transactions. However, the Adviser is 
under no obligation to effect cross transactions with other clients of the Adviser. 

(c) The Client acknowledges and agrees that the Adviser may aggregate purchase 
or sale orders for the Account with purchase or sale orders for the same security for 
other accounts, both proprietary and for other clients, where such aggregation is 
feasible and will, in the Adviser's reasonable professional judgment, result in a 
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benefit to the Account considering the relevant selling or purchase price, brokerage 
commission and other expenses. However, the Adviser is under no obligation to 
aggregate orders. The Adviser will allocate such trades on a fair and reasonable basis. 

(d) In effecting transactions for the Account, the Adviser shall seek to minimize 
the costs of such transactions, subject to an overall policy of seeking best execution 
for such transactions. 

5. Additions and Withdrawals. The Client may not, except with the prior written 
consent of the Adviser or upon tennination of this Agreement as set forth in Section 
17, withdraw any amounts from the Account or contribute additional amounts to the 
Account. It is understood and agreed that the Adviser may withdraw the Performance 
Fee from the Account and contribute the True-Up Payment to the Account in each 
case in accordance with Exhibit B. 

6. Fees and Expenses. (a) As compensation for the Adviser's continued services 
hereunder, the Client shall pay or cause to be paid to the Adviser a performance fee 
calculated and paid in accordance with the fee schedule attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

(b) The Adviser is authorized to incur all expenses on behalf of the Client and the 
Account that it deems necessary or appropriate. The Account will bear its own 
operating and other expenses, including investment-related expenses (e.g., brokerage 
commissions, clearing and settlement charges, custodial fees, interest expenses, 
expenses relating to consultants, attorneys, brokers or other professionals or advisors 
who or which provide research, advice or due diligence services with regard to actual 
or potential investments, appraisal fees and expenses, and investment banking 
expenses), entity-level taxes, legal expenses, valuation, accounting, audit, tax 
preparation and other tax-related expenses, organizational expenses, fees of an 
administrator and related costs, custodial and clerical expenses (including expenses 
incurred in preparing and transmitting reports and tax information to Client and 
regulatory authorities and expenses for specialized administrative services), printing 
and duplication expenses, mailing expenses, indemnification expenses incurred in 
accordance with this Agreement, extraordinary expenses and other similar expenses 
related to the Account. Any costs of a particular transaction shall be allocated to the 
investors of that transaction on a pro-rata basis. 

(c) A portion of research- or brokerage-related expenses may be paid for using 
"soft dollars", provided that the use of such "soft dollar" arrangements meet the 
requirements for protection under the safe harbor provided by Section 28(e) of the 
U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act"), or 
analogous provisions of non-U.S. laws. Use of "soft dollars" by the Adviser will not 
constitute a breach by it of any fiduciary or other duty that the Adviser may be 
deemed to owe to the Client. 

(d) To the extent that expenses to be borne by the Client are paid by the Adviser, 
the Client will, out of the assets of the Account, reimburse the Adviser for such 
expenses. 
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(e) The Adviser shall periodically furnish to the Client an invoice setting forth the 
Adviser's calculation of the expenses to which the Adviser is entitled to 
reimbursement pursuant to this Section 6, and the Client shall, out of the assets of the 
Account, pay or cause to be paid the invoiced amount within fifteen (15) days of 
receipt of the invoice. 

7. Valuation of Assets. Any valuation of the Assets in the Account pursuant to this 
Agreement, including for purposes of calculating fees under Section 6 and/or the 
Termination Amount under Section l(b), shall be made by or at the direction of the 
Adviser in accordance with the Adviser's valuation policy. In computing the value of 
any Asset in the Account for purposes of this Agreement, a security regularly traded 
shall be valued as of the valuation date at the latest available price quotation furnished 
to the Adviser or its agents by sources the Adviser deems appropriate. All other 
securities and investments included in the Account shall be valued by or at the 
direction of the Adviser in its reasonable discretion in a manner determined in good 
faith to reflect fair market value. The Adviser shall conduct quarterly reconciliations 
with the Custodian to verify the valuation of the Assets in the Account. 

8. Proxies. Legal Proceedings and Filings. The Client authorizes the Adviser to vote or 
make determinations with respect to and execute any and all proxies, amendments, 
consents, exchange offers, legal proceedings, bankruptcies, restructurings and 
workouts involving securities or other property of the Client in the Account or other 
similar instruments or notices in relation to such securities or property which require 
a response from the beneficial owner of a security (collectively, "Consents"). The 
Adviser shall vote or make determinations with respect to the Consents with a view to 
protecting the rights of beneficial owners and enhancing beneficial owners' value. 
The Adviser will use reasonable efforts to provide the Client with advanced notice of 
any Consent which would result in the exchange of securities, loans or other Assets 
held in the Account, for different securities, loans or other assets, and shall take 
instruction from the Client with respect to any such Consent, provided, however, that 
where it is not practicable to provide notice to the Client, or the Adviser has not 
received timely instruction from the Client, the Adviser may vote or make a 
determination with respect to such Consent as provided in the foregoing sentence. 
The Adviser is authorized and directed to instruct the Custodian to forward promptly 
to the Adviser copies of all Consents and other investor communications relating to 
investments held in the Account. The Client agrees that the Adviser will not be 
responsible with regard to taking action with respect to Consents if the Adviser has 
not received such Consents or other investor communications on a timely basis. The 
Adviser shall compile and maintain a record of its voting instructions in respect of the 
Account and shall allow the Client to examine such record or shall provide copies of 
such record to the Client as it may reasonably request. The Client acknowledges that 
the Adviser shall include the securities in the Account in its Form 13F filings to the 
extent required under Section 13(f) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 
13f-l thereunder. The Adviser shall notify the Client in advance of such filings. 

9. Client Reports; Audits. The Adviser shall cause to be delivered to the Client the 
reports and other information included in Schedule E ("Reports").. Client may, at its 
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I _ 

own expense, no more frequently than once every six (6) months, examine, inspect, 
audit and copy and make extracts from any Report, including such Reports prepared 
by the independent accountants of the Account, as well as discuss such Reports with 
Adviser and/or such independent accountants. 

10. Confidential Information. The Client agrees to maintain in strict confidence any and 
all information, materials or other documents regarding the Adviser that it obtains 
pursuant to or in connection with this Agreement, and agrees that it will not disclose 
any such documents, materials or other information to any person other than the 
Client's attorneys, accountants or other professional advisers who are subject to 
obligations of confidentiality covering the confidential information under this Section 
10 unless consented to by the Adviser or required to do so by law, regulation, the 
request of any regulatory or self-regulatory authority or valid legal process. The 
Client acknowledges that the exact details of the investment advice provided by the 
Adviser constitute proprietary information of the Adviser, and except as otherwise 
expressly set forth in this Agreement, the Client will not, without the consent of the 
Adviser, make use of such advice in any manner or disclose such advice to any 
person unless required to do so by law, regulation, the request of any regulatory or 
self-regulatory authority or valid legal process. Nothing contained in this Agreement 
will be construed or deemed to require the Adviser to disclose the proprietary details 
of its investment strategies. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 
10, the parties hereto (and each employee, representative, or other agent of the parties 
hereto) may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation of any kind, the tax 
treatment and any facts that may be relevant to the tax structure of the investment 
advice; provided, however, that no party (and no employee, representative, or other 
agent thereof) will disclose any other information that is not relevant to an 
understanding of the tax treatment and tax structure of the advice (including the 
identity of any party or any information that could lead another to determine the 
identity of any party). 

11. Information Concerning the Client. The Client agrees to provide the Adviser with any 
trust agreement(s) and any amendments thereto and such other information pertaining 
to the Account as the Adviser may reasonably request, including but not limited to 
legal documents identifying the Client, or anyone signing on behalf of the Client, 
necessary to fulfill the Adviser's anti-money laundering obligations. In addition, the 
Client agrees to provide the Adviser with the name of any person or entity other than 
Brian Wegnerand Paul Lorentzthat has or shares the authority to appoint or terminate 
the Adviser as a manager of the Assets or to negotiate the terms of this Agreement or 
any renewal or modification thereof. Client acknowledges that information supplied 
pursuant to this Section 11 will be used by the Adviser to the extent necessary for 
purposes of providing anti-money laundering information to trading counterparties 
and issuers of securities (where required) who shall be advised of the confidential 
nature of the Client's information. 

12. Representations of the Client. The Client represents, warrants and covenants to the 
Adviser as follows: 
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(a) it is duly incorporated or registered, as applicable, and validly existing and in 
good standing under the laws of the jurisdiction of its formation or incorporation, as 
applicable, with full power and authority to enter into and perform its obligations 
under this Agreement; 

(b) this Agreement has been duly and validly authorized, executed and delivered 
by it and is a valid and binding agreement of it enforceable in accordance with its 
terms subject to (i) any applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, fraudulent conveyance, 
reorganization, moratorium and similar laws of general applicability affecting 
creditors' rights generally and (ii) general principles of equity; 

(c) the performance by it of its obligations under this Agreement will not conflict 
with or result in a breach of any of the terms or provisions of, or in the imposition of 
any lien, charge or encumbrance upon any of the property or assets of it pursuant to 
the terms of, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other 
agreement or instrument to which it is a party or by which it is bound or to which any 
of the property or assets of it is subject, nor will any such action or performance result 
in a violation of the provisions of its organizational documents or any law, statute, 
order, rule or regulation of any court or governmental authority or body having 
jurisdiction over it; 

(d) it will comply in all material respects with all laws, rules, regulations and 
orders of any governmental agency or self-regulatory organization applicable to its 
business and this Agreement; 

( e) at no time during the term of this Agreement shall the Client permit the assets 
of the Account (i) to be deemed to include "plan assets" within the meaning of 
Department of Labor Regulation Section 2510.3-101, as modified by Section 3(42) of 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended ("BRISA") or 
otherwise or (ii) to be subject to any other laws substantially similar to the prohibited 
transaction provisions of BRISA or the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, 
and it will notify the Adviser at least 10 Business Days prior to the Account becoming 
subject to any of the foregoing (i.e., (i) or (ii) above); 

(f) [it is a foreign insurance company as defined under Rule 3a-6 under the 
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the "1940 Act");] and 

(g) at the time of establishment of the Account, Client is: (i) an "accredited 
investor" as such term is defined in Rule 501(a) of Regulation D promulgated under 
the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"); (ii) a "qualified eligible 
person" as defined in Commodity Futures Trading Commission Rule 4.7 promulgated 
under the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended; (iii) a "qualified purchaser" as 
defined under Section 2(a)(51) of the 1940 Act; and (iv) a "qualified institutional 
buyer" as defined under Rule 144A under the Securities Act. The Client agrees to 
provide, if requested, any additional information that may reasonably be required to 
substantiate the Client's status as an accredited investor, qualified eligible person, 
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qualified purchaser or qualified institutional buyer or to otherwise determine the 
eligibility of the Client to enter into this Agreement. 

13. Representations of the Adviser. The Adviser represents and warrants that its execution 
and delivery of this Agreement are authorized by all instruments governing the affairs 
of the Adviser and do not violate any law, regulation, agreement, order or decree 
applicable to the Adviser, and that performance by the Adviser in accordance with the 
terms of this Agreement, as amended from time to time, will not conflict with any 
provision of any instrument governing the Adviser. This Agreement when executed 
and delivered by the parties will be binding upon the Adviser and enforceable against 
the Adviser in accordance with its terms subject to (i) any applicable bankruptcy, 
insolvency, fraudulent conveyance, reorganization, moratorium and similar laws of 
general applicability affecting creditors' rights generally and (ii) general principles of 
equity. 

14. Assignment. No assignment of this Agreement shall be made by the Adviser or the 
Client without the prior written consent of the other party. 

15. Non-Exclusive Contract. (a) The Client understands that the Adviser and its affiliates 
may perform investment advisory services for clients other than the Client and 
recognizes that the Adviser may give, advise and take action in the performance of its 
duties to other clients which may be the same as, or may differ from, 
recommendations or advice given, or the timing or nature of action taken, with 
respect to the Account. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to impose upon 
the Adviser any obligation to purchase or sell or to recommend for purchase or sale 
for the Account any security or other property which the Adviser or its managers, 
employees, officers and affiliates may purchase or sell for their own accounts or for 
the accounts of others. 

16. 

(b) By reason of the Adviser's and its affiliates' advisory and other related 
activities, they may acquire confidential or material non-public information or be 
restricted from initiating transactions in certain securities, including securities that are 
already owned. It is acknowledged and agreed that the Adviser and its affiliates may 
not be free to divulge, or to act upon, any such confidential or material non-public 
information with respect to performance under this Agreement and that the Adviser 
and its affiliates may determine in their discretion not to initiate a transaction for the 
Account that otherwise may have been initiated, and the Account may be frozen in an 
investment position that otherwise might have been liquidated or closed out. In 
addition, the Adviser's compliance department may impose internal trading 
restrictions on certain securities, even if trading in those securities is not strictly 
prohibited as a matter of law. If a restriction is in place, it may result in missed 
investment opportunities and may result in a loss of value, including a total loss, of an 
existing investment. 

Business Activities. The Adviser may, on behalf of the Client and from time to time in 
the conduct of this Agreement, employ, engage, dismiss, utilize the services of or 
otherwise engage in business activities with, any person, including an affiliate of the 
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Adviser as well as investment funds, accounts or clients advised by affiliates of the 
Adviser, to perform services for the Account (including management and advisory 
services). The Adviser may consult with various members or employees of its 
affiliates with respect to the services provided pursuant to this Agreement subject to 
the confidentiality obligations set forth in Section 10 of this Agreement. The Adviser 
represents and warrants to the Client that the transactions contemplated hereby are or 
will be conducted on an arm's length basis. 

17. Term and Termination; Termination Payment. (a) This Agreement shall continue for a 
period of three (3) years from the Effective Date unless terminated as described below 
or by operation of law (the "Initial Term"); provided, that, this Agreement shall 
automatically renew and be extended for successive one-year periods (each a 
"Renewal Term" and together with the Initial Term, each a "Term") at the end of each 
Term unless Client shall deliver to the Adviser at least one (1) years' prior written 
notice of its election to terminate this Agreement upon expiration of the then current 
Term. This Agreement may be terminated by either the Adviser or the Client at any 
time upon one years' written notice to the other party. Furthermore, if the Adviser 
fails to make a True-Up Payment as set forth in Exhibit B (if applicable), this 
Agreement may be terminated by the Client upon thirty (30) days' written notice to 
the Adviser. Upon any such termination, the Adviser shall not be permitted to initiate 
any new transaction on behalf of the Account, unless specifically requested to do so 
by the Client, but shall nevertheless be entitled to settle any outstanding purchase or 
sale transaction executed on behalf of the Account prior to the date such termination 
became effective. The obligations set forth in Sections 10 and 18 shall survive any 
termination of this Agreement, as shall the obligation to pay any Performance Fee, 
Termination Performance Fee, Investment Return, Termination Amount, Termination 
Shortfall or True-Up Payment due on the date of such termination and the obligation 
to reimburse the Advisor for expenses incurred prior to such termination. 

(b) All representations, warranties and covenants contained in this Agreement 
shall be continuing during the term of this Agreement and shall survive the 
termination of this Agreement with respect to any matter arising while this Agreement 
was in effect. Each party hereby agrees that as of the date of this Agreement it is, and 
during its term shall be, in compliance with its representations, warranties and 
covenants herein contained. In addition, if at any time any event occurs which would 
make, or tend to make, any of such representations, warranties or covenants not true, 
the party promptly will notify the other party of such facts. All representations, 
warranties and covenants herein contained shall inure to the benefit of each of the 
parties to whom it is addressed and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, 
legal representatives, successors and permitted assigns. 

18. Liability. (a) Except as required by applicable law, none of the Adviser or its 
subsidiaries or any sub-advisor engaged by the Adviser or any director, officer, 
partner, member, stockholder, controlling person, employee or agent of the Adviser or 
its subsidiaries or any such sub-advisor, or any of their affiliates (all of the foregoing 
persons and entities being referred to collectively as "Indemnified Parties" and 
individually as an "Indemnified Party") shall be liable to the Account, any contributor 
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of assets to the Account, the Client or any of the Client's shareholders for any act or 
omission suffered or taken by such Indemnified Party in good faith in connection 
with its or his performance of the Adviser's duties or exercise of the Adviser's powers 
under this Agreement, including, without limitation, any loss arising out of any 
investment or act or omission in the execution of transactions for the Account, that is 
not in violation of this Agreement and does not constitute fraud, gross negligence or 
willful misconduct, and with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, without 
reasonable cause to believe that his or its conduct was unlawful. None of the Client 
or any of the Client's shareholders (all of the foregoing persons and entities being 
referred to collectively as "Client Indemnified Parties" and individually as a "Client 
Indemnified Party") shall be liable for any liability or loss (including amounts paid in 
respect of judgments, fines, penalties or settlement of litigation, and legal fees and 
expenses reasonably incurred in connection with any pending or threatened litigation 
or proceeding) suffered by such Client Indemnified Party by reason of a material 
violation by Adviser of this Agreement which violation (i) is determined by a court of 
competent jurisdiction (in a final non-appealable decision) to constitute fraud, gross 
negligence or the willful misconduct of the Adviser or (ii) arises as a result of any 
criminal action or proceeding against the Adviser where it is reasonably demonstrated 
in such action or proceeding that the Adviser had reasonable cause to believe its 
conduct was unlawful. 

(b) Except as required by applicable law or otherwise in respect of the accrual of 
a True-Up Payment (as determined in accordance with Exhibit B), the Adviser shall 
have no responsibility (i) with respect to any assets of the Client other than those of 
the Account or (ii) for any loss incurred by reason of any act or omission of any 
broker or dealer, the Custodian or any other authorized representative with respect to 
the Account provided that, with respect to losses incurred by reason of any act or 
omission of any broker or dealer, the Custodian or any other authorized 
representative, such damages or loss did not result from the fraud, gross negligence or 
willful misconduct of or by the Adviser. Except as required by applicable law, the 
Adviser shall have no responsibility for any loss resulting from anything done or 
omitted to be done in good faith reliance on any written instructions from the Client 
or any authorized representative thereof provided always that in obtaining such 
instructions the Adviser acts in good faith, without negligence and in accordance with 
this Agreement. Except as required by applicable law, the Adviser shall not be liable 
for any delay in the performance of its duties under this Agreement caused by factors 
beyond its reasonable control provided that the Adviser shall take reasonable steps to 
prevent or mitigate any loss, damage or failure arising out of such circumstances. 

(c) To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, each Indemnified Party 
shall be fully protected and indemnified by the Client, out of the assets of the 
Account, against all liabilities and losses (including amounts paid in respect of 
judgments, fines, penalties or settlement of litigation, and legal fees and expenses 
reasonably incurred in connection with any pending or threatened litigation or 
proceeding) suffered by virtue of its or his serving as an Indemnified Party with 
respect to any action or omission suffered or taken that is not in material violation of 
this Agreement and does not constitute fraud, gross negligence or willful misconduct, 
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and with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, without reasonable cause to 
believe his or its conduct was unlawful. The Client shall, out of the assets of the 
Account, advance expenses, including legal fees, for which any Indemnified Party 
would be entitled by this Agreement to be indemnified upon receipt of an unsecured 
undertaking by such Indemnified Party to repay such advances if it is ultimately 
determined by a court of proper jurisdiction that indemnification for such expenses is 
not permitted by law or authorized by this Agreement. To the maximum extent 
permitted by applicable law, each Client Indemnified Party shall be fully protected 
and indemnified by Adviser against all liabilities and losses (including amounts paid 
in respect of judgments, fines, penalties or settlement of litigation, and legal fees and 
expenses reasonably incurred in connection with any pending or threatened litigation 
or proceeding) suffered by such Client Indemnified Party by reason of a material 
violation by Adviser of this Agreement which violation (i) is determined by a court of 
competent jurisdiction (in a final non-appealable decision) to constitute fraud, gross 
negligence or the willful misconduct of the Adviser or (ii) arises as a result of any 
criminal action or proceeding against the Adviser where it is reasonably demonstrated 
in such action or proceeding that the Adviser had reasonable cause to believe its 
conduct was unlawful. 

(d) Each Indemnified Party and Client Indemnified Party may consult with 
recognized, outside legal counsel and any action or omission by Adviser taken or 
suffered in good faith in reliance and accordance with the opinion or advice of such 
counsel shall be conclusive evidence that such action or omission did not materially 
violate this Agreement, did not constitute fraud, gross negligence or willful 
misconduct, and with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, was suffered or 
taken without reasonable cause to believe such Adviser's conduct was unlawful. 
Unless there is a specific finding of fraud, gross negligence, willful misconduct by 
Adviser or reasonable cause to believe that Adviser's conduct was unlawful (or where 
such a finding is an essential element of a judgment or order), the termination of any 
action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order or settlement, or upon a plea of nolo 
contendere or its equivalent, shall not, of itself, create a presumption for the purposes 
of this Section 18 that Adviser or other the person or entity in question acted 
fraudulently, was grossly negligent or engaged in willful misconduct, or with respect 
to any criminal action or proceeding, had reasonable cause to believe that his or its 
conduct was unlawful. 

19. Performance Disclaimer. The Client's investments are subject to risks associated with 
investing in securities and commodities, including various market, currency, 
economic, political and business risks. The Adviser makes no warranty, representation 
or guaranty (a) as to the performance of the Client's investments; (b) that the 
Adviser's investment advice or strategies will be successful; (c) that the Client's 
investment objectives will be met; or (d) that any one or more specific individuals 
will be responsible for supplying the services required by the Agreement. 

20. Governing Law. This Agreement shall in all respects be governed by, and construed 
in accordance with, the laws of the State of New York. 
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21. Consent to Jurisdiction. Each party to this Agreement irrevocably submits to the 
nonexclusive jurisdiction of the state courts of the State of New York and to the 
nonexclusive jurisdiction of the United States District Courts for the Districts of New 
York for the purpose of any suit, action or other proceeding arising out of or based 
upon this Agreement or the subject matter hereof or in any way connected to the 
dealings of the Adviser or the Client in connection with any of the above. 

22. Notices. (a) Unless otherwise specified in this Agreement, all notices or other 
communication required to be given under this Agreement shall be sent in person, by 
U.S. mail, by overnight mail, by facsimile transmission or by electronic mail and 
shall be deemed given when received at the addresses specified below or at such other 
address as a party to receive notice may specify in a notice given in accordance with 
this provision. The Adviser may rely on any notice or other communication from any 
person reasonably believed to be genuine and authorized by the Client to act on its 
behalf. 

If to the Client: 

If to the Adviser: 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania 
1289 City Center Drive, Suite 200, Carmel, IN 46077 
Attention: Patrick Carmody, General Counsel 
Phone: 317-566-7567 
Email: pcarmody@shipltc.com 

Beechwood Bermuda International, Ltd. 
Attention: Scott Taylor, Director 
Phone: +1 4412486811 
Fax: 212-260-5051 
Email: staylor@beechwood.com 

(b) The Client acknowledges its consent to electronic delivery, including via 
email or facsimile, of any documents or materials required and/or provided to the 
Client by the Adviser related to services provided to the Client under this Agreement. 
The Client may revoke this consent and request any such documents or materials to 
be mailed, in lieu of electronic delivery, at any time upon reasonable notice to the 
Adviser. 

23. Agency Appointment. To enable the Adviser to exercise fully its discretion and 
authority as provided in this Agreement, the Client hereby authorizes the Adviser to 
act as the Client's agent with full power and authority for the Client and on the 
Client's behalf to buy, sell and otherwise deal in securities and other property and 
contracts relating to same for the Account, including, without limitation, trading 
agreements and confirmations. The Client further grants to the Adviser as the Client's 
agent full power and authority to do and perform every act necessary and proper to be 
done in the exercise of the foregoing limited powers as fully as the Client might or 
could do if personally present. This agency appointment shall terminate on 
termination of this Agreement. 
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24. Entire Agreement; Amendment and Waiver. This Agreement represents the entire 
agreement between the parties with regard to the matters described herein. No 
amendment, modification, supplement, termination or waiver of or to any provision 
of this Agreement shall be effective except put in writing and signed by each party to 
be bound by such amendment, modification, supplement, termination or waiver. Any 
waiver of any provision of this Agreement, and any consent to any departure by either 
party from the terms of any provision of this Agreement, shall be effective only in the 
specific instance and for the specific purpose for which it was given. 

25. Severability. (a) If any provision of this Agreement shall be held or made invalid by a 
statute, rule, regulation, decision of a tribunal or otherwise, the remainder of this 
Agreement shall not be affected thereby and, to this extent, the provisions of this 
Agreement shall be deemed to be severable. 

(b) This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts, all of which together 
shall for all purposes constitute one instrument. 

[Signature Page Follows] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the 
day and year first above written. 

ADVISER: Beechwood Bermuda International, Ltd. 

By: 

CLIENT: Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania 

By: Na~/ 
Title: Chief Executive Officer 
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EXHIBIT A 

Adviser Investment Policy, Guidelines and Restrictions 

The investment guidelines Adviser shall utilize exclusively in managing assets pursuant to this 

agreement shall be as follows: 

1. Up to 100% of managed assets can be invested in Senior Secured Credit Opportunities as 

described in the attached guidelines "Guidelines for Senior Secured Credit 

Opportunities". 

2. Up to 50% of managed assets shall be managed in any other class of admitted assets, 

subject to 

a. Eligibility of assets pursuant to SHIP's corporate investment guidelines "Senior 

Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania : Investment Objectives, Policies and 

Guidelines, Version 1.6" 

b. Availability of unused allocation limits within the desired class of assets Adviser 

wishes in which to invest at the time of the proposed investment. 
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Guidelines for Senior Secured Credit Opportunities 

The Investment Team at Beechwood Bermuda has a long track record of successfully originating, structuring and 
investing in private, highly securitized debt obligations with corporations. This asset class has proven to generate 
higher risk adjusted returns than investing in investment grade public debt, largely due to eliminating market and 
interest rate risk, and crafting debt terms and loan covenants directly with the creditor. These securities are not 
rated by the SVO, as they are private transactions, however Beechwood has contracted a third-party valuation 
company to provide quarterly valuation reports to Beechwoodand Client in order to provide a basis of valuation for 
the trust account and credit quality for Client. 

SUB-CLASSES OF DEBT OBLIGATIONS WITH KEY UNDERWITING INFORMATION 

Receivables Finance with Investment Grade Ultimate Counterparties 

Class Description - These loan agreements are made with U.S.-based corporations in varying industries, 
in which the ultimate counterparty to the loan are investment grade companies or governmental 
agencies. These loans are typically structured with "lock box" arrangements and other controls such that 
Beechwood's exposure is directly against the ultimate counterparty / guarantor, rather than the 
corporation who was lent money. 

Underwriting Guidelines - For loans collateralized by trade or consumer receivables of investment 
grade or equivalent credit risk companies, we lend up to 80% of the unimpaired outstanding value of 
such trade or consumer receivables. When collateralized by trade or consumer receivables of a rated 
government agency, we lend up to 90% of the unimpaired outstanding value. 

Receivables Finance with Below-Investment Grade Ultimate Counterparties 

Class Description - These loan agreements are made with U.S.-based corporations in varying industries, 
in which the ultimate counterparty to the loan may be unrated or below investment grade. These loans 
are typically structured with "lock box" arrangements and other controls such that Beechwood's 
exposure is directly against the ultimate counterparty / guarantor, rather than the corporation who was 
lent money. In order to maintain similar credit quality of the loans made, Beechwood significantly lowers 
to LTV offered on loans against non-rated ultimate counterparties. 

Underwriting Guidelines - For loans collateralized by trade or consumer receivables of non-investment 
grade or equivalent credit risk companies, we lend up to 65% of the unimpaired outstanding value of 
such trade or consumer receivables, or -150% collateral level. 

Physical Commodity Arbitrage 

Class Description - These loan agreements are made between Beechwood and a producer of a given 
commodity (i.e., oil, gas, precious metals). Beechwood seeks to lend money in highly collateralized 
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environments, with low LTV ratios. The collateral value is often the physical commodities themselves, 
with additional security provided through other assets of the company. Market based hedges are often 
placed to reduce/ eliminate Beechwood's exposure to the commodity markets. 

Underwriting Guidelines - For loans collateralized by natural resources reserves, we require that such 
collateral be evaluated by an independent third party technical consultant in order to assess the likely 
discounted present value of the in-ground resources in addition to the current market value of such 
collateral in an arms-length sale between two interested parties. In this strategy, the maximum loan 
amount at origination shall be 40% of the unhedged present market value of such collateral and up to 
65% of the hedged present market value of such collateral, representing collateralization levels of 150%-
200%. Beechwood shall seek to minimize commodities market exposure, and engage in transactions only 
when the collateral value can be hedged to create a secure liquidation value, or the collateralization is 
fully adequate to support an unhedged strategy. 

Consumer Lending 

Class Description -These loans are made to U.S.-based corporations who engage in lending to consumers 
as the ultimate counterparty. The businesses are in a variety of industries and the individual consumers 
personally guarantee their individual loans. The consumer loans are small (e.g., under $2,000) and 
generally well diversified. 

Underwriting Guidelines- For loans collateralized by consumer receivables, we allow lending up to 60% 
of the unimpaired outstanding value of such trade or consumer receivables, resulting in 
collateralization rates of greater than 160%. 

Loans Against Common Stock of Publicly Traded Companies 

Class Description - These loans are made to corporate and private holders of common and preferred stock 
of publically traded companies. For a variety of reasons, the holders of these (usually) concentrated stock 
positions need liquidity, however do not want to sell their positions to fund the needed liquidity. 
Beechwood will lend money to these entities while taking custody of their positions, such that the 
collateral is always within Beechwood's controlled accounts. 

Underwriting Guidelines - For loans collateralized by publicly traded common or preferred stock, we 
lend up to 60% of the publically traded market value, subject to discounts for liquidity, block, or other 
impairment of the collateral position. The Investment Office will begin liquidating a position upon 
value of collateral dropping to a 75% LTV position, unless further collateralized by client. For thinly 
traded securities or other factors affecting the liquidity of the positions, Beechwood always holds 
additional collateral to account for such factors. 

Other 

Class Description - There are a variety of other types of loans Beechwood may make. These are largely 
opportunistic in nature and may range from litigation finance with investment grade counterparties, to 
Homeowner Association financing in jurisdictions in which those fees are senior to the mortgage 
payments on the properties. Beechwood seeks to engage in transactions in which there is a well-known 
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and understood counterparty risk, and liquid/valuable collateral to secure any such loan. Controls are 
always in place to secure the movements of cash and proceeds such that Beechwood always has a first 
right to monies. 

Underwriting Guidelines - For loans collateralized by other categories of assets, we generally lend up to 
60% of the unimpaired third party-evaluated independent market value of such collateral, resulting in 
collateralization rates of greater than 160%. 
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EXHIBITB 

Performance Fee 

The purpose of this Exhibit B is to set forth (i) the performance fee to be paid to the Adviser by 
the Client and (ii) the investment return and true-up payment to be paid to the Client by the 
Adviser. 

1. Performance Fee. 

2. 

(a) Subject to the provisions of this Section 1 and Section 2 of this Exhibit B, the Adviser 
shall be entitled to a performance fee ("Performance Fee") calculated each Year. As used 
herein, the term "Year" means a period that shall (i) commence on the day the Client 
makes the first contribution to the Account in the case of the first Year and for each Year 
thereafter immediately after the close of the preceding Year, and (ii) end on the earlier of 
(A) December 31 of the same calendar year, and (B) the date of termination of the 
Agreement. The Performance Fee is equal to 100% of the amount by which the net profit 
("Net Profit") exceeds the Investment Return (as set forth in Section 3 of this Exhibit) of 
the Account for the Year ("Net Profit") The Net Profit is equal to the net trading profit 
(realized and unrealized) of the Account for the Year less expenses (as set forth in Section 
6 of the Agreement but excluding the custodial expenses referenced in Section 2(b)). 
Solely for illustration purposes only, see Scenario A of Exhibit D which sets forth 
hypothetical results of operations of Adviser on behalf of Client during a hypothetical 
Year in which a Performance Fee would be earned. 

(b) The Net Profit of the Account for any Year shall be calculated by the Adviser on a 
mark-to-market basis. There shall be an accrual for the Investment Return (as set forth in 
Section 3 of this Exhibit) and other Account related expenses incurred pursuant to 
Section 6 of the Agreement but excluding the custodial expenses referenced in Section 
2(b) whether or not paid from the Account. 

Invoicing and Payment of Fees. 

The Adviser shall furnish to the Client an invoice setting forth the Performance Fee and 
the computation thereof promptly following the date set forth in Section l(a)(ii) of this 
Exhibit B. Upon delivery of the invoice to the Client, the Adviser shall be authorized to 
(i) transfer cash from the Account to the Adviser's account in an amount equal to the 
Performance Fee or (ii) transfer title of Assets in the Account to the Adviser having a 
value (as determined by the Adviser in its sole discretion) in an amount equal to the 
Performance Fee. 

3. Investment Return 

The Client shall be entitled to an investment return (the "Investment Return") calculated 
and payable each Year. The Investment Return is equal to 5.85% per annum (non
compounded) of the net asset value of the Assets contributed to the Account as of the date 
of this Agreement (the "Initial NAV"), and shall be pro rated for any Year that is less than 
12 complete calendar months. The Investment Return shall be deemed paid to the Client 
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from the Net Profit of the Account and reinvested in the Account at the end of each Year, 
provided, that, upon no less than 120 days prior written notice to Adviser, Client may 
request that all or any portion of Investment Return that has been reinvested or is 
scheduled to be reinvested in the Account prior to expiration of such 120 day period 
(each, a "Requested Disbursement") be paid to Client in cash or through the transfer of 
Assets in the Account, in each case, with a valuation (as determined pursuant to Section 7 
of the Agreement) equal to the Requested Disbursement. If, however, the Net Profit of 
the Account is insufficient to pay the Investment Return for the Year, the Adviser shall (i) 
pay the Client any Investment Return shortfall from its own account and (ii) as necessary, 
contribute assets to the Account from its own account such that the net asset value of the 
Account equals the Initial NAV (collectively, the ''True-Up Payment"). Solely for 
illustration purposes only, see Scenario B of Exhibit D which sets forth hypothetical 
results of operations of Adviser on behalf of Client during a hypothetical Year in which a 
True-Up Payment would be required. For the avoidance of doubt, the parties 
acknowledge and agree that it is their intent that as a result of the application of the 
Performance Fee, Investment Return, and the True-Up Payment, absent termination of 
this Agreement the value of the Account as of January 1 of each Year will be the Initial 
NAV plus any accrued and unpaid Investment Return for such Year .. 
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EXHIBITC 

INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 
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EXHIBITE 

Reports 

Monthly: 

Within 15 calendar days subsequent to month end, Adviser will provide Client the holdings as of 
month-end and the Net Asset V aloe. 

Quarterly: 

Within 15 calendar days subsequent to quarter end, Adviser will provide Client valuation reports 
from an independent third-party valuation company (currently Lincoln International) on all non
public securities, as well as the quarter end investment holding report and Net Asset Value. 
Additionally, Adviser will provide to Client all data required for preparation of its Quarterly 
Annual Statement, including all required disclosures and related regulatory filings, in the format 
required by Client within 30 days of Quarter-End. 

Annual: 

On or about May 15th
, Adviser will provide Client with a letter from its independent auditors 

(currently KPMG, LLP) including its opinion on the preceding December 31st Net Asset Value 
balances, and any material notes on specific holdings. Additionally, Adviser will provide to 
Client all data required for preparation of its Statutory Annual Statement, including all required 
disclosures and related regulatory filings, in the format required by Client within 30 days of 
Year-End. 
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 

This INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (the "Agreement") is dated as of 
June 13, 2014 and is between Beechwood Re Ltd., a Cayman Islands stock life reinsurance 
company (the "Adviser"), having its office at Building 3, 2nd Floor, Governors Square, 23 Lime 
Tree Street, Grand Cayman, KYl-1108 and Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania 
(the "Client"), having its office at 1289 City Center Drive, Suite 200, Carmel, TN, 46077. 

WHEREAS, the Client and the Adviser wish to enter into this Agreement for the purpose 
ofretaining the Adviser to provide investment management and advisory services to the Client; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants herein 
contained, the Client and the Adviser do hereby agree as follows: 

1. AJ)_nointment of the Adviser: Guaranteed Investment Return. (a) The CJient 
hereby appoints the Adviser as investment adviser and manager with the power and 
authority subject at all times to the fiduciary duties imposed upon it by reason of its 
appointment to invest and manage the Assets (as defined below), and the Adviser 
hereby accepts such appointment, on the terms and conditions set forth in this 
Agreement which shall include and incorporate all Exhibits (as may be amended from 
time to time) attached hereto. The responsibilities of the Adviser hereunder shall 
commence on June 13, 2014 (the "Effective Date") and shall continue until this 
Agreement is terminated as provided in Section 17 hereof. The term "Assets" shall 
mean the securities, cash and other property of the Client, whether held directly or 
indirectly or by other indirect means, which such Assets Client shall hold in one or 
more custody accounts (collectively, the "Account") of the Client maintained with the 
"Custodian" ( as such term is defined in Section 2 hereof), together with those additional 
Assets which result from transactions in the Account, earnings thereon, distributions 
with respect thereto or additions thereto made by the Client. The Adviser shall use all 
proper and prnfessional skill, diligence and care at all times in the performance of its 
duties and the exercise of its powers under this Agreement. 

(b) The Adviser hereby guarantees to Client an Investment Return (as defined in 
Section 3 of Exhibit B) in respect of the Assets in the Account, which shall be calculated 
and reinvested annually (or payable upon delivery to Adviser ofrequired notice), all as 
more fully described in said Section 3 of Exhibit B. Any annual shortfall in the 
Investment Return shall obligate the Advisor to make a "True-Up Payment'' as also 
defined and described in Section 3 of Exhibit B. Further, upon termination of this 
Agreement as described in Section 17 below, Adviser shall transfer to Client, subject 
to compliance with applicable law and regulation, (i) cash from the Account in an 
amount equal to the Initial NAY plus all accrued but unpaid Investment Return in 
respect of such Account (the "Termination Amount") or (ii) transfer title of Assets in 
the Account to the Client having a value (as determined by the Adviser in accordance 
with Section 7) equal to the Termination Amount. In the event that the value of the 
Assets in the Account is less than the Termination Amount (such shortfall, the 
"Termination Sh01tfal I"), the Adviser shall pay to the Client such Termination Shortfall 
from its own account in cash or assets at its sole discretion. Following payment of the 
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Termination Amount to Client and the settlement of all expenses incurred pursuant to 
Section 6 but excluding the custodial expenses referenced in Section 2(b), all remaining 
Assets in the Account shall be promptly transferred, and Adviser is hereby authorized 
by Client to cause such transfe1~ to an account designated by and for Adviser (the 
''Termination Performance Fee"). The Adviser shall have sole discretion in allocating 
the Assets in the Account in satisfaction of the Termination Amount, subject to the 
reasonable requests of the Client in respect of such allocation. 

2. Custodian and Custody. (a) The Client will appoint a custodian that maintains a separate 
account for the Client under the Client's name (the "Custodian") to take and have 
possession of the securities, cash, and other property held in the Account. The Client 
will promptly notify the Adviser in writing upon its appointment of a Custodian which 
meets the requirements set forth above. Any such Custodian utilized by the Client must 
be approved by the Advise,~ such approval not to be unreasonably withheld. It is agreed 
that the Custodian must meet the NAIC SVO requirements. 

(b) The Client agrees to notif'.y the Adviser in writing of any changes with respect 
to the Custodian and to provide the Adviser with reasonable prior notice of any 
intention to appoint a successor Custodian that meets the requirements set forth above. 
Any Custodian ( or successor Custodian) utilized by the Client must be approved by the 
Adviser, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld. The Client understands and 
agrees that (i) the Adviser will not serve as the Custodian to the Account, and (ii) the 
Adviser will not be liable for any act or omission of any Custodian provided that such 
act or omission did not result from the fraud, gross negligence, willful default, breach 
of applicable law or the terms of this Agreement, or breach of fiduciary duty, in each 
case by the Adviser. All custodial costs of the Account shall be paid by the Client (and 
not by the Adviser). The Custodian shall be responsible for keeping complete and 
accurate books and records reflecting all activities of the Account. 

3. Authority and Duties of the Adviser. (a) Subject to the general inv~stment policy, 
guidelines and restrictions established by the Client with respect to the Account 
(attached hereto as Exhibit A) and the provisions of this Agreement as may be amended 
from time to time, the Client hereby grants to the Adviser complete, unlimited and 
unrestricted authority with respect to the investment and reinvestment of the Account. 
Such authority shall include the authority, at the sole expense of the Client 

(i) to invest and reinvest the Assets at such time and in such manner as the Adviser 
in its sole discretion shall determine or elect; 

(ii) to purchase and sell securities and other investments for the Account in the 
name of the Account, for the Account and at the sole risk of the Account 

(iii) to select and retain counterparties in furtherance of the Accmmt's investment 
program, including entering into swap arrangements and ISDA master 
agreements with such counterparties as Adviser may select; 
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(iv) to enter into other hedging transactions and other derivative instrnments 
pursuant to a derivative use plan that has been presented by Adviser to and 
approved by Client. 

(v) to arrange for the delivery of and payment for any such investments, including 
securitjes, bought and sold for the account of the Client, by providing clear and 
proper settlement instrnctions to the Custodian provided that the Adviser shall 
not have authority to cause the Custodian to deliver securities and other assets 
or pay cash to the Adviser other than in settlement of the fees and expenses 
payable under the terms of this Agreement; and 

(vi) in effecting any such investments, reinvestments, purchases and sales, to use 
and obtain the assistance and services of such brokers, dealers, investment 
bankers, underwriters and other firms, enterprises and services as the Adviser 
in its sole discretion shall designate or select. The Client shall advise the 
Custodjan of the Client's retention of the Adviser as provided herein and shall 
ensure that the Custodian (i) provides the necessary reporting and systems to 
the Adviser to facilitate the Adviser's activities in connection with the Account, 
(ii) provides the Adviser with appropriate cash and investment holdings reports, 
(iii) settles executed transactions where appropriate information is provided to 
the Custodian by the Adviser, and (iv) otherwise complies with and honors 
requests and .instructions of the Adviser made or given in connection with the 
exercise of the authority granted to the Adviser hereunder. The Adviser shall 
conduct reconciliations with the Custodian for purposes of determining that the 
Custodian arranges for the collection of all moneys receivable in respect of the 
investments held for the Account, pays interest on credit balances on the 
accounts maintained with the Custodian and credits such .interest periodically 
in accordance with normal banking practice at the Custodian's prevailing call 
rates. 

(b) The Adviser shall make its investment decisjons consistent with the general 
investment policy, guidelines and restrictions as described on Exhibit A, but otherwise 
shall have sole and exclusive authority and discretion to manage and control the Assets 
of the Account. The Adviser shall have no obligation to determine whether the 
investment guidelines are appropriate for the Client and shalt not be responsible or 
Hable for the selection of or revisions to such policy, guidelines and/or restrictions. 
Without affecting any other parts of this Agreement, the Client may, with the prior 
written consent of the Adviser, revise the general jnvestment policy, guidelines and 
restrictions with respect to the Account in writing from time to time followjng 
consultation with the Adviser and shall make due allowance, as the parties hereto shall 
mutually agree, for the time that the Adviser shall have within which to come into 
compliance with such revised policy, guideHnes and/or restrictions. 

( c) Instructions from the Client that request investment asset allocation restrictions 
on the investments in the Account or place other similar restrictions on investments that 
may be required by the Client's regulators from time to time, shall in each case be 
acknowledged and acted upon by the Adviser unless the Client is promptly advised that 
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the Adviser believes such compliance might in its judgment involve a breach on the 
part of either party of any appJicable law or recognized code of conduct or expose the 
Adviser to a substantial risk of criticism for impropriety (whether by reason of it or any 
of its officers or employees being in possession of confidential information or 
otherwise). 

( d) The Adviser is permitted to borrow money for the Account or on behalf of the 
Account, or enter into transactions having a similar leveraging effect from any source 
or with any person ( or cause or permit any entity in which the Account has a direct or 
indirect interest to do so), or guarantee obligations of entities in which the Account has 
a direct or indirect interest, upon such terms and conditions as the Adviser may deem 
advisable and proper, execute promissory notes, guarantees, drafts and other similar 
instrnments and secure the payment thereof by mortgages, pledges or assignments of 
or security interests in assets of the Account, any other Assets in the Account, or in any 
entities in which the Account has a direct or indirect interest, and refinance, recast, 
modify or extend any of such obligations and the instruments securing or evidencing 
the same. 

(e) The Adviser shall provide all reasonable assistance on the request of the Client 
to enable it or the Custodian to apply for any tax credits or similar claims. 

(f) Adviser may, upon any term or condition it specifies, delegate or exercise any 
of its rights, powers and remedies under, and delegate or perform any of its duties or 
any other action with respect to this Agreement, the Account or otherwise, by or 
through any sub-agent selected by Adviser provided that such sub-agent shall be an 
affiliate of Adviser. Any such sub-agent shall benefit from the indemnities and 
protections set forth in this Agreement to the same extent as Adviser. 

4. Brokerage and Execution. (a) The Adviser may place orders for the execution of 
transactions with or through such brokers, dealers, or banks as the Adviser may select. 
The Adviser shall not be responsible for any acts or omissions by any broker or dealer 
selected and monitored with due care. 

(b) The Client acknowledges that the Adviser may execute cross-transactions with 
other clients of the Adviser ( e.g., transactions in which one client of the Adviser 
purchases investments from, or sells investments to, another client of the Adviser) and 
the Client hereby consents to any such cross-transactions. However, the Adviser is 
under no obligation to effect cross transactions with other clients of the Adviser. 

( c) The Client acknowledges and agrees that the Adviser may aggregate purchase 
or sale orders for the Account with purchase or sale orders for the same security for 
other accounts, both proprietary and for other clients, where such aggregation is 
feasible and will, in the Adviser's reasonable professional judgment, result in a benefit 
to the Account considering the relevant selling or purchase price, brokerage 
commission and other expenses. However, the Adviser is under no obligation to 
aggregate orders. The Adviser will allocate such trades on a fair and reasonable basis. 
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( d) In effecting transactions for the Account, the Adviser shall seek to minimize the 
costs of such transactions, subject to an overall policy of seeking best execution for 
such transactions. 

5. Additions and Withdrawals. The Client may not, except with the prior written consent 
of the Adviser or upon termination of this Agreement as set fo11h in Section 17, 
withdraw any amounts from the Account or contribute additional amounts to the 
Account. Tt is understood and agreed that the Adviser may withdraw the Performance 
Fee from the Account and contribute the True-Up Payment to the Account in each case 
in accordance with Exhibit B. 

6. Fees and Expenses. (a) As compensation for the Adviser's continued services 
hereunder, the Client shall pay or cause to be paid to the Adviser a performance fee 
calculated and paid in accordance with the fee schedule attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

(b) The Adviser is authorized to incur all expenses on behalf of the Client and the 
Account that it deems necessary or appropriate. The Account will bear its own 
operating and other expenses, including investment-related expenses (e.g., brokerage 
commissions, clearing and settlement charges, custodial fees, interest expenses, 
expenses relating to consultants, attorneys, brokers or other professionals or advisors 
who or which provide research, advice or due diligence services with regard to actual 
or potential investments, appraisal fees and expenses, and investment banking 
expenses), entity-level taxes, legal expenses, valuation, accounting, audit, tax 
preparation and other tax-related expenses, organizational expenses, fees of an 
administrator and related costs, custodial and clerical expenses (including expenses 
incurred in preparing and transmitting repo1ts and tax information to Client and 
regulatory authorities and expenses for specialized administrative services), printing 
and duplication expenses, mailing expenses, indemnification expenses incurred in 
accordance with this Agreement, extraordina1y expenses and other similar expenses 
related to the Account. Any costs of a pa1ticular transaction shall be allocated to the 
investors of that transaction on a pro-rata basis. 

(c) A portion ofresearch- or brokerage-related expenses may be paid for using "soft 
dollars", provided that the use of such "soft dollar" arrangements meetthe requirements 
for protection under the safe harbor provided by Section 28(e) of the U.S. Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act"), or analogous provisions of 
non-U.S. laws. Use of "soft dollars" by the Adviser will not constitute a breach by it 
of any fiduciary or other duty that the Adviser may be deemed to mve to the Client. 

(d) To the extent that expenses to be borne by the Client are paid by the Advise1~ 
the Client will, out of the assets of the Account, reimburse the Adviser for such 
expenses. 

(e) The Adviser shall periodically furnish to the Client an invoice setting forth the 
Adviser's calculation of the expenses to which the Adviser is entitled to reimbursement 
pursuant to this Section 6, and the Client shall, out of the assets of the Account, pay or 
cause to be paid the invoiced amount within fifteen (15) days ofreceipt of the invoice. 
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7. Valuation of Assets. Any valuation of the Assets in the Account pursuant to this 
Agreement, including for purposes of calculating fees under Section 6 and/or the 
Termination Amount under Section I (b ), shall be made by or at the direction of the 
Adviser in accordance with the Adviser's valuation policy. In computing the value of 
any Asset in the Account for purposes of this Agreement, a security regularly traded 
shall be valued as of the valuation date at the latest available price quotation furnished 
to the Adviser or its agents by sources the Adviser deems appropriate. All other 
securities and investments included in the Account shall be valued by or at the direction 
of the Adviser in its reasonable discretion in a manner determined in good faith to 
reflect fair market value. The Adviser shall conduct quaiterly reconciliations with the 
Custodian to verify the valuation of the Assets in the Account. 

8. Proxies..l&gal Proceedings and Filings. The Client authorizes the Adviser to vote or 
make determinations with respect to and execute any and all proxies, amendments, 
consents, exchange offers, legal proceedings, bankruptcies, restructurings and 
workouts involving securities or other property of the Client in the Account or other 
similar instruments or notices in relation to such securities or property which require a 
response from the beneficial owner of a security ( collectively, "Consents"). The 
Adviser shall vote or make determinations with respect to the Consents with a view to 
protecting the rights of beneficial owners and enhancing beneficial owners' value. The 
Adviser will use reasonable efforts to provide the Client with advanced notice of any 
Consent which would result in the exchange of securities, loans or other Assets held in 
the Account, for different securities, loans or other assets, and shall take instruction 
from the Client with respect to any such Consent, provided, however, that where it is 
not practicable to provide notice to the Client, or the Adviser has not received timely 
h1strnction from the Client, the Adviser may vote or make a determination with respect 
to such Consent as provided in the foregoing sentence. The Adviser is authorized and 
directed to instrnct the Custodian to forward promptly to the Adviser copies of all 
Consents and other investor communications relating to investments held in the 
Account. The Client agrees that the Adviser will not be responsible with regard to 
taking action with respect to Consents if the Adviser has not received such Consents or 
other investor communications on a timely basis. The Adviser shall compile and 
maintain a record of its voting instrnctions in respect of the Account and shall allow 
the Client to examine such record or shall provide copies of such record to the Client 
as it may reasonably request. The Client acknowledges that the Adviser shall include 
the securities in the Account in its Form 13F filings to the extent required under Section 
I 3(f) of the Secul'ities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule I 3f-l thereunder. The Adviser 
shall notify the Client in advance of such filings. 

9. Client Reports; Audits. The Adviser shall cause to be delivered to the CJient the reports 
and other information included in Schedule E ("Reports"). Client may, at its own 
expense, no more frequently than once every six (6) months, examine, inspect, audit 
and copy and make extracts from any Report, including such Reports prepared by the 
independent accountants of the Account, as well as discuss such Reports with Adviser 
and/or such independent accountants. 
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10. Confidential Information. The Client agrees to maintain in strict confidence any and 
all information, materials or other documents regarding the Adviser that it obtains 
pursuant to or in connection with this Agreement, and agrees that it will not disclose 
any such documents, materials or other information to any person other than the 
Client's attorneys, accountants or other professional advisers who are subject to 
obligations of confidentiality covering the confidential information under this Section 
10 unless consented to by the Adviser or required to do so by law, regulation, the request 
of any regulatory or self-regulatory authority or valid legal process. The Client 
acknowledges that the exact details of the investment advice provided by the Adviser 
constitute proprietary information of the Adviser, and except as otherwise expressly set 
forth in this Agreement, the Client wm not, without the consent of the Adviser, make 
use of such advice in any manner or disclose such advice to any person unless required 
to do so by law, regulation, the request of any regulatory or self-regulatory authority or 
valid legal process. Nothing contained in this Agreement will be construed or deemed 
to require the Adviser to disclose the proprietary details of its investment strategies. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section I 0, the parties hereto (and each 
employee, representative, or other agent of the parties hereto) may disclose to any and 
all persons, without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and any facts that may be 
relevant to the tax slructure of the investment advice; provided, howeve1~ that no party 
(and no employee, representative, or other agent thereof) will disclose any other 
information that is not relevant to an understanding of the tax treatment and tax 
slrnctme of the advice (including the identity of any party or any information that could 
lead another to determine the identity of any party). 

11. Information Concerning the Client. The Client agrees to provide the Adviser with any 
trust agreement(s) and any amendments thereto and such other information pertaining 
to the Account as the Adviser may reasonably request, including but not limited to legal 
documents identifying the Client, or anyone signing on behalf of the Client, necessary 
to folfill the Adviser's anti-money laundering obligations. In addition, the Client agrees 
to provide the Adviser with the name of any person or entity other than Brian 
Wegnerand or Paul Lorentz that has or shares the authority to appoint or terminate the 
Adviser as a manager of the Assets or to negotiate the terms of this Agreement or any 
renewal or modification thereof. Client acknowledges that information supplied 
pursuant to this Section I I will be used by the Adviser to the extent necessary for 
purposes of providing anti-money laundering information to trading counterparties and 
issuers of securities (where required) who shall be advised of the confidential nature of 
the Client's information. 

12. Representations of the Client. The Client represents, warrants and covenants to the 
Adviser as follows: 

(a) it is duly incorporated or registered, as applicable, and validly existing and in 
good standing under the laws of the jurisdiction of its formation or incorporation, as 
applicable, with full power and authority to enter into and perform its obligations under 
this Agreement; 
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(b) this Agreement has been duly and validly authorized, executed and delivered 
by it and is a valid and binding agreement of it enforceable in accordance with its terms 
subject to (i) any applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, fraudulent conveyance, 
reorganization, moratorium and similar laws of general applicability affecting 
creditors' rights generally and (ii) general principles of equity; 

(c) the performance by it of its obligations under this Agreement will not conflict 
with or result in a breach of any of the terms or provisions of, or in the imposition of 
any lien, charge or encumbrance upon any of the property or assets of it pursuant to the 
terms of'; any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other agreement or 
instrnment to which it is a party or by which it is bound or to which any of the property 
or assets of it is subject, nor will any such action or performance resuit in a violation 
of the provisions of its organizational documents or any law, statute, order, rnle or 
regulation of any court or governmental authority or body having jurisdiction over it; 

(d) it will comply in all material respects with all laws, rnles, regulations and orders 
of any governmental agency or self-regulatory organization applicable to its business 
and this Agreement; 

(e) at no time during the term of this Agreement shall the Client permit the assets 
of the Account (i) to be deemed to include "plan assets" within the meaning of 
Department of Labor Regulation Section 2510.3-101, as modified by Section 3( 42) of 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended ("ERTSA") or 
otherwise or (ii) to be subject to any other laws substantially similar to the prohibited 
transaction provisions of ERJSA or the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, 
and it will notify the Adviser at least 10 Business Days prior to the Account becoming 
subject to any of the foregoing (i.e., (i) or (ii) above); 

(f) [it is a foreign insurance company as defined under Rule 3a-6 under the 
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the "1940 Act");] and 

(g) at the time of establishment of the Account, Client is: (i) an "accredited 
investor" as such term is defined in Rule 501 (a) of Regulation D promulgated under 
the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"); (ii) a "qualified eligible 
person" as defined in Commodity Futures Trading Commission Rule 4.7 promulgated 
under the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended; (iii) a "qualified purchaser" as 
defined under Section 2(a)(51) of the 1940 Act; and (iv) a "qualified institutional 
buyer" as defined under Rule 144A under the Securities Act. The Client agrees to 
provide, if requested, any additional information that may reasonably be required to 
substantiate the Client's status as an accredited investor, qualified eligible person, 
qualified purchaser or qualified institutional buyer or to otherwise determine the 
eligibility of the Client to enter into this Agreement. 

13. Representations of the Adviser. The Adviser represents and warrants that its execution 
and delivery of this Agreement are authorized by all instruments governing the affairs 
of the Adviser and do not violate any law, regulation, agreement, order or decree 
applicable to the Adviser, and that performance by the Adviser in accordance with the 
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terms of this Agreement, as amended from time to time, will not conflict with any 
provision of any instrument governing the Adviser. This Agreement when executed and 
delivered by the parties will be binding upon the Adviser and enforceable against the 
Adviser in accordance with its terms subject to (i) any applicable bankruptcy, 
insolvency, fraudulent conveyance, reorganization, moratorium and similar laws of 
general applicability affecting creditors' rights generally and (ii) general principles of 
equity. 

14. Assignment. No assignment of this Agreement shall be made by the Adviser or the 
Client without the prior written consent of the other party. 

15. Non•Exclusivc Contract. (a) The Client understands that the Adviser and its affiliates 
may perform investment advisory services for clients other than the Client and 
recognizes that the Adviser may give, advise and take action in the performance of its 
duties to other clients which may be the same as, or may differ from, recommendations 
or advice given, or the timing or nature of action taken> with respect to the Account. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to impose upon the Adviser any obligation 
to purchase or sell or to recommend for purchase or sale for the Account any security 
or other property which the Adviser or its managers, employees, officers and affiliates 
may pmchase or sell for their own accounts or for the accounts of others. 

(b) By reason of the Adviser's and its affiliates' advisory and other related 
activities, they may acquire confidential or material non-public information or be 
restricted from initiating transactions in certain securities, including securities that are 
already owned. It is acknowledged and agreed that the Adviser and its affiliates may 
not be free to divulge, or to act upon, any such confidential or material non-public 
information with respect to performance under this Agreement and that the Adviser and 
its affiliates 1nay determine in their discretion not to initiate a transaction for the 
Account that otherwise may have been initiated, and the Account may be frozen in an 
investment position that otherwise might have been liquidated or closed out. In 
addition, the Adviser's compliance department: may impose internal trading restrictions 
on certain securities, even if trading in those securities is not strictly prohibited as a 
matter of law. If a restriction is in place, it may result in missed investment 
opport11nities and may result in a loss of value, including a total loss, of an existing 
investment. 

16. Business Activities. The Adviser may, on behalf of the Client and from time to time in 
the conduct of this Agreement, employ> engage, dismiss, utilize the services of or 
otherwise engage in business activities with, any person, including an affiliate of the 
Adviser as well as investment funds, accounts or clients advised by affiliates of the 
Adviser, to perform services for the Account (including management and advisory 
services). The Adviser may consult with various members or employees of its affiliates 
with respect to the services provided pursuant to this Agreement subject to the 
confidentiality obligations set forth in Section IO of this Agreement. The Adviser 
represents and warrants to the Client that the transactions contemplated hereby are or 
will be conducted on an arm's length basis. 
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17. Term and Termination: Termination Payment. (a) This Agreement shall continue for a 
period of three (3) years from the Effective Date unless terminated as described below 
or by operation of law (the "Initial Term"); provided, that, this Agreement shall 
automatically renew and be extended for successive one-year periods ( each a "Renewal 
Term" and together with thelnitial Term, each a "Tenn") at the end of each Tenn unless 
Client shall deliver to the Adviser at least one (1) years' prior written notice of its 
election to terminate this Agreement upon expiration of the then current Term. This 
Agreement may be terminated by either the Adviser or the Client at any time upon one 
years' written notice to the other party. Furthermore, if the Adviser fails to make a 
Trne-Up Payment as set forth in Exhibit B (if appHcab]e), this Agreement may be 
terminated by the Client upon thirty (30) days' written notice to the Adviser. Upon any 
such termination, the Adviser shall not be permitted to initiate any new transaction on 
behalf of the Account, unless specifically requested to do so by the Client, but shall 
nevertheless be entitled to settle any outstanding purchase or sale transaction executed 
on behalf of the Account prior to the date such termination became effective. The 
obligations set forth in Sections 10 and 18 shall survive any termination of this 
Agreement, as shall the obligation to pay any Performance Fee, Termination 
Performance Fee, Investment Return, Termination Amount, Termination Shortfall or 
True-Up Payment due on the date of such termination and the obligation to reimbmse 
the Advisor for expenses incurred prior to such termination. 

(b) All representations, warranties and covenants contained in this Agreement shall 
be continuing during the term of this Agreement and shall survive the termination of 
this Agreement with respect to any matter arising while this Agreement was in effect. 
Each party hereby agrees that as of the date of this Agreement it is, and during its term 
shall be, in compliance with its representations, warranties and covenants herein 
contained. In addition, if at any time any event occurs which would make, or tend to 
make, any of such representations, warranties or covenants not true, the paity promptly 
will notify the other party of such facts. All representations, warranties and covenants 
herein contained shall inure to the benefit of each of the parties to whom it is addressed 
and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, legal representatives, successors 
and permitted assigns. 

18. Liability. (a) Except as required by applicable law, none of the Adviser or its 
subsidiaries or any sub-advisor engaged by the Adviser or any director, officer, partner, 
member, stockholder, controlling person, employee or agent of the Adviser or its 
subsidiaries or any such sub-advisor, or any of their affiliates (all of the foregoing 
persons and entities being referred to collectively as "Indemnified Parties" and 
individually as an "Indemnified Party") shall be liable to the Account, any contributor 
of assets to the Account, the Client or any of the Client's shareholders for any act or 
omission suffered or taken by such Indemnified Party in good faith in connection with 
its or his performance of the Adviser's duties or exercise of the Adviser's powers under 
this Agreement, including, without limitation, any loss arising out of any investment or 
act or omission in the execution of transactions for the Account, that is not in material 
violation of this Agreement and does not constitute fraud, gross negligence or willful 
misconduct, and with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, without reasonable 
cause to believe that his or its conduct was unlawful. None of the Client or any of the 
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Client's shareholders (all of the foregoing persons and entities being refel'J'ed to 
collectively as "Client Indemnified Parties" and individually as a "Client Indemnified 
Party") shall be liable for any liability or loss (including amounts paid in respect of 
judgments, fines, penalties or settlement of litigation, and legal fees and expenses 
reasonably incurred in connection with any pending or threatened litigation or 
proceeding) suffered by such Client Indemnified Party by reason of a material violation 
by Adviser of this Agreement which violation (i) is determined by a court of competent 
jurisdiction (in a final non-appealable decision) to constitute fraud, gross negligence or 
the willful misconduct of the Adviser or (ii) adses as a result of any criminal action or 
proceeding against the Adviser where it is reasonably demonstrated in such action or 
proceeding that the Adviser had reasonable cause to believe its conduct was unlawful. 

(b) Except as required by applicable law or otherwise in respect of the accrual of a 
True-Up Payment (as determined in accordance with Exhibit B), the Adviser shall have 
no responsibility (i) with respect to any assets of the Client other than those of the 
Account or (ii) for any loss incurred by reason of any act or omission of any broker or 
dealer, the Custodian or any other authorized representative with respect to the Account 
provided that, with respect to losses incurred by reason of any act or omission of any 
broker or dealer, the Custodian or any other authorized representative, such damages 
or loss did not result from the fraud, gross negligence or willfol misconduct of or by 
the Adviser. Except as required by applicable law, the Adviser shall have no 
responsibility for any loss resulting from anything done or omitted to be done in good 
faith reliance on any written instructions from the Client or any authorized 
representative thereof provided always that in obtaining such instructions the Adviser 
acts in good faith, without negligence and in accordance with this Agreement. Except 
as required by applicable law, the Adviser shall not be liable for any delay in the 
performance of its duties under this Agreement caused by factors beyond its reasonable 
control provided that the Adviser shall take reasonable steps to prevent or mitigate any 
loss, damage or failure arising out of such circumstances. 

(c) To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, each Indemnified Party 
shall be fully protected and indemnified by the Client, out of the assets of the Account, 
against all liabilities and losses (including amounts paid in respect of judgments, fines, 
penalties or settlement of litigation, and legal fees and expenses reasonably incurred in 
connection with any pending or threatened litigation or proceeding) suffered by virtue 
of its or his serving as an Indemnified Party with respect to any action or omission 
suffered or taken that is not in material violation of this Agreement and does not 
constitute fraud, gross negligence or willful misconduct, and with respect to any 
criminal action or proceeding, without reasonable cause to believe his or its conduct 
was unlawful. The Client shall, out of the assets of the Account, advance expenses, 
including legal fees, for which any Indemnified Party would be entitled by this 
Agreement to be indemnified upon receipt of an unsecured undertaking by such 
Indemnified Party to repay such advances if it is ultimately determined by a court of 
proper jurisdiction that indemnification for such expenses is not permitted by law or 
authorized by this Agreement. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, 
each Client Indemnified Party shall be fully protected and indemnified by Adviser 
against all liabilities and losses (including amounts paid in respect of judgments, fines, 
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penalties or settlement of litigation, and legal fees and expenses reasonably incmred in 
connection with any pending or threatened litigation or proceeding) suffered by such 
Client Indemnified Party by reason ofa material violation by Adviser of this Agreement 
which violation (i) is determined by a court of competent jurisdiction (in a final non
appealable decision) to constitute fraud, gross negligence or the willful misconduct of 
the Adviser or (ii) arises as a result of any criminal action or proceeding against the 
Adviser where it is reasonably demonstrated in such action or proceeding that the 
Adviser had reasonable cause to believe its conduct was unlawful. 

(d) Each Indemnified Party and Client Indemnified Party may consult with 
recognized, outside legal counsel and any action or omission by Adviser taken or 
suffered in good faith in reliance and accordance with the opinion or advice of such 
counsel shall be conclusive evidence that such action or omission did not materially 
violate this Agreement, did not constitute fraud, gross negligence or willful misconduct, 
and with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, was suffered or taken without 
reasonable cause to believe such Adviser's conduct was unlawful. Unless there is a 
specific finding of fraud, gross negligence, willfol misconduct by Adviser or reasonable 
cause to believe that Adviser's conduct was unlawful (or where such a finding is an 
essential element of a judgment or order), the termination of any action, suit or 
proceeding by judgment, order or settlement, or upon a plea of nolo contendere or its 
equivalent, shall not, of itself, create a presumption for the purposes of this Section 18 
that Adviser or other the person or entity in question acted fraudulently, was grossly 
negligent or engaged in willful misconduct, or with respect to any criminal action or 
proceeding, had reasonable cause to believe that his or its conduct was unlawful. 

19. Performance Disclaimer. The Client's investments are subject to risks associated with 
investing in securities and commodities, including various market, currency, economic, 
political and business risks. The Adviser makes no warranty, representation or guaranty 
(a) as to the performance of the Client's investments; (b) that the Adviser's investment 
advice or strategies will be successful; (c) that the Client's investment objectives will 
be met; or (d) that any one or more specific individuals will be responsible for 
supplying the services required by the Agreement. 

20. Governing Law. This Agreement shall in all respects be governed by, and construed in 
accordance with, the laws of the State of New York. 

21. Consent to Jurisdiction. Each party to this Agreement irrevocably submits to the 
nonexclusive jurisdiction of the state courts of the State of New York and to the 
nonexclusive jurisdiction of the United States District Courts for the Districts of New 
York for the purpose of any suit, action or other proceeding arising out of or based upon 
this Agreement or the subject matter hereof or in any way connected to the dealings of 
the Adviser or the Client in connection with any of the above. 

22. Notices. (a) Unless otherwise specified in this Agreement, all notices or other 
communication required to be given under this Agreement shall be sent in person, by 
U.S. mail, by overnight mail, by facsimile transmission or by electronic mail and shall 
be deemed given when received at the addresses specified below or at such other 
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address as a party to receive notice may specify in a notice given in accordance with 
this provision. The Adviser may rely on any notice or other communication from any 
person reasonably believed to be genuine and authorized by the Client to act on its 
behalf. 

If to the Client: 

Ifto the Adviser: 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania 
1289 City Center Drive, Suite 200, Carmel, IN 46077 
Attention: Patrick Carmody, General Counsel 
Phone: 317-566-7567 
Email: pcarmody@shiplyc.com 

Beechwood Re Ltd. 
Building 3, 2nd Floor, Governors Square 
23 Lime Tree Street, Grand Cayman, KY 1-1108 
Attention: Scott Taylor, President 
Phone: 345-949-7966 
Email: staylor@beechwood.com 

(b) The Client acknowledges its consent to electronic delivery, including via email 
or facsimile, of any documents or materials requixed and/or provided to the Client by 
the Adviser related to services provided to the Client under this Agreement. The Client 
may revoke this consent and request any such documents or materials to be mailed, in 
lieu of electronic delivery, at any time upon reasonable notice to the Adviser. 

23. Agency Appointment. To enable the Adviser to exercise folly its discretion and 
authority as provided in this Agreement, the Client hereby authorizes the Adviser to act 
as the Client's agent with full power and authority for the Client and on the Client's 
behalf to buy, sell and otherwise deal in secmities and other property and contracts 
relating to same for the Account, including, without limitation, trading agreements and 
confirmations. The Client further grants to the Adviser as the Client's agent full power 
and authority to do and perform every act necessary and proper to be done in the 
exercise of the foregoing limited powers as fully as the Client might or could do if 
personally present. This agency appointment shall terminate on termination of this 
Agreement. 

24. Entire Agreement: Amendment and Waiver. This Agreement represents the entire 
agreement between the parties with regard to the matters described herein. No 
amendment, modification, supplement, termination or waiver of or to any provision of 
this Agreement shall be effective except put in writing and signed by each party to be 
bound by such amendment, modification, supplement, termination or waiver. Any 
waiver of any provision of this Agreement, and any consent to any departure by either 
party from the terms of any provision of this Agreement, shall be effective only in the 
specific instance and for the specific purpose for which it was given. 

25. Severability. (a) Tf any provision of this Agreement shall be held or made invalid by a 
statute, rule, regulation, decision of a tribunal or otherwise, the remainder of this 
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Agreement shall not be affected thereby and, to this extent, the provisions of this 
Agreement shall be deemed to be severable. 

(b) This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts, all of which together 
shall for all purposes constitute one instrnment. 

[Signature P<tge Follows] 
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IN WITNESS WHERE OJ?, the part ics hereto have executed this Agreement us of the day 
and year first above written. · 

ADVISER: 

CLIENT: 

Beechwood Re Ltd. ( 

//d~/~// 
i~/fl/4~ 

By: t.~✓ / , / 
Name:" sdott<.Tuy-lo'"'"r _______ _ 

Title: 1/i·esidtmt 

By: 
Brian Wegner 
Chief Executive Officer 
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EXHIBIT A 

Adviser Investment Policy, Guidelines and Restrictions 

The investment guidelines Adviser shall utilize exclusively in managing assets pursuant to this 

agreement shall be as follows: 

1. Up to 100% of managed assets can be invested in Senior Secured Credit Opportunities as 

described in the attached guidelines "Guidelines for Senior Secured Credit 

Opportunities". 

2. Up to 50% ofinanaged assets shall be managed in any other class of admitted assets, 

subject to 

a. Eligibility of assets pursuant to SHIP's corporate investment guidelines "Senior 

Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania : Investment Objectives, Policies and 

Guidelines, Version 1.6" 

b. Availability of unused al location limits within the desired class of assets Adviser 

wishes in which to invest at the time of the proposed investment. 
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Guidelines for Senior Secured Credit Opportunities 

The Investment Te11111 nt Beecliwood Bermuda fins n long lmck record of successfully 01iginaling, stmct11ring 1111d 
iuvesti11g iu private, highly sewritized debt obligatious with corporations. This asset class has proven to generate 
higher risk a,[justed returns lhm1 i11vesti11g i11 i11vestme11t grade public debt, largely due to eli111illali11g market a11d 
inl:erest rate risk, and crafting debt: terms and [o(lll cor,eunnfs directly with f1,e creditor. 'I11ese securities are not 
rated by tlte SVO, as they arc private transactions, however Beechwood has contracted a lhird•-parly val1talio11 
comp1111y to provide quarterly vnl11atio11 reports to Beechwood 1111d Clie11t in order to provide a basis of val1111tion for 
tlte tmsl acco1111t and credit quality for Client. 

SUB-CLASSES OF DEBT OBLIGATIONS WITH KEY UNDERWITING INFORMATION 

Receivables Finance with Investment Grade Ultimate Counterparties 

Class Description - These loan agreements are made with U.S.-based corporations in varying indush·ies, in 
which the ultin1~te counterparty to the loan are investment grade comp11J1ies or governmental agencies. 
These loans are typically structured with "lock box" arrangements and other controls such that 
Beechwood' s exposure is directly against the ultimate counterparty / guarantor, rather than the corporation 
who was lent money. · 

Underwriting Guidelines• For loans collateralized by trade 01· consumerreceivables of inveshnent grade 
or equivalent credit risk companies, we lend up to 80% of the unimpaired outstanding value of such 
trade or consumer receivables. When coUateralized by trade or consumer receivables of a rated 
government agency, we lend up to 90% of the unimpaired outstanding value. 

Receivables Finance with Below-Inveshnent Grade Ultimate Counterparties 

Class Description - These Joan agreements are made with U .S.-based corporations in varying indush'ies, in 
which the ultimate cotmterparty to the loan may be unrated or below investment grade. These loans are 
fypically structured with "lock box" arrangements and other contTols such that Beechwood' s exposure is 
directly against the ultin1ate counterpart),/ guarantor, rather than the corporation who was lent money. In 
order to maintain similar credit quality of the loans made, Beechwood significantly Jowers to LTV offered 
on loans against non-rated ultimate counterparties. 

Underwriting Guidelines ~ For loans collateralized by trade or consumer receivables of non-investment 
grade or equivalent credit risk companies, we lend up to 65% of the unimpaired outstanding value of 
such trade or consumer receivables, or ~150% collateral level. 

Physical Commodity Arbitrage 

Oass Description - These lollfl agreements are made between Beechwood and a producer of a given 
commodity (i.e., oil, gas, precious metals). Beechwood seeks to lend money in highly collateralized 
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environments, with low LTV ratios. The collateral value is often the physical commodities themselves, 
with additional secw·ity provided through other assets of the company. Market based hedges are often 
placed to reduce/eliminate Beechwood's exposure to the commodity markets. 

UnderwritiJ.1g Guidelines - For Joans collateralized by natural resources reserves, ,ve require that such 
collateral be evaluated by an independent third party technical consultant in order to assess the likely 
discounted present value of the in-ground resow·ces in addition to the current market value of such 
collateral in an anus-length sale between two foterested parties. Jn this strategy, the maximum loan 
amount at origination shall be 40% of the tmhedged present market value of such collateral and up to 
65% of the hedged present market value of such collateral, representing collatera1izatimt levels of 150%-
200%. Beechwood shall seek to minimize commodities market exposw-e, and engage in transactions only 
when the collateral value can be hedged to create a secm-e liquidation value, or the collateraJiz.ation is fully 
adequate to support an unhcdgcd strategy. 

Consumer Lending 

Class Description - These loans are made to U.S.-based corporations who engage in lending to consumers 
as the ultimate cow1terparty. The businesses are in a variety of industries and the individual consumers 
personally guarantee their individual loans. The conswner loans a re small (e.g., under $2,000) and 
generally well diversified. 

Underwriting Guidelines- For loans collateralized by consumer receivables, we allow lending up to 60% 
of the unimpaired outstanding value of such h·ade or consumer receivables, resulting in collateralization 
rates of greater than 160%. 

Loans Against Common Stock of Publicly Traded Companies 

Class Description - These loans are made to corporate and private holders of common and preferred stock 
of p ubl.icaUy h·aded companies. For a variety of reasons, the holders of these (usually) concentrated stock 
positions need liquidity, however do not want to sell their positions to fund the needed liquidity. 
Beechwood will lend money to these entities while taking custody of their positions, such that the collateral 
is always ·within Beechwood's controlled accounts. 

Underwriting Guidelines - For loans col!ateralized by publicly traded conunon or preferred stock, we lend 
up to 60% of the publically t-raded market value, subject to discounts for liquidity, block, or other 
impairment of the co11ateral position. The Investment Office will begin liquidating a position upon 
value of collateral dropping to a 75% LTV position, wtless further collateralized by client. For thinly 
traded securities or other factors affecting the liquidity of the positions, Beechwood al ways holds additional 
collateral to account for such factors. 

Other 

Class Description - There are a variety of other types of loans Beechwood may make. These are largely 
opporhmistic in nature a11d may rcmge from litigation finance with investment grade counterparties, to 
Homeowner Association financing in jurisdictions in which those fees are senior to the mortgage payments 
on the properties. Beechwood seeks to engage in transactions in which there is a well-known and 
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w1derstood cou.nterparty risk, and liquid/valuable collateral to secure any such Joan. Controls are always 
in place to secure the movements of cash and proceeds such that Beechwood always has a first right to 
monies. 

Underwriting Guidelines - For loans collateralized by other categories of assets, we generally lend up to 
60% of the unimpaired third party-evaluated independent market value of such collateral, resulting in 
collateralization rates of greater than 160%. 

- 19 -
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EXHTBITB 

Performance Fee 

The purpose of this Exhibit Bis to set forth (i) the performance fee to be paid to the Adviser by 
the Client and (ii) the investment return and true-up payment to be paid to the Client by the 
Adviser. 

1. Performance Fee. 

(a) Subject to the provisions of this Section I and Section 2 of this Exhibit B, the Adviser 
shall be entitled to a performance fee ("Performance Fee") calculated each Year. As used 
herein, the term "Year" means a period that shall (i) commence on the day the Client makes 
the first contribution to the Account in the case of the first Year and for each Year thereafter 
immediately after the close of the preceding Year, and (ii) end on the earlier of (A) 
December 31 of the same calendar yem~ and (B) the date of termination of the Agreement. 
The Performance Fee is equal to l 00% of the amount by which the net profit ("Net Profit'') 
exceeds the Investment Return (as set forth in Section 3 of this Exhibit) of the Account for 
the Year ("Net Profit") The Net Profit is equal to the net trading profit (realized and 
unrealized) of the Account for the Year less expenses (as set forth in Section 6 of the 
Agreement but excluding the custodial expenses referenced in Section 2(b)), Solely for 
illustration purposes only, see Scenario A of Exhibit D which sets forth hypothetical results 
of operations of Adviser on behalf of Client during a hypothetical Year in which a 
Performance Fee would be earned. 

(b) The Net Profit of the Account for any Year shall be calculated by the Adviser on a mark
to-market basis. There shall be an accrual for the Investment Return (as set forth in Section 
3 of this Exhibit) and other Account related expenses incurred pursuant to Section 6 of the 
Agreement but excluding the custodial expenses referenced in Section 2(b) whether or not 
paid from the Account. 

2. Invoicing and Payment of Fees. 

The Adviser shall furnish to the Client an invoice setting forth the Performance Fee and 
the computation thereof promptly following the date set forth in Section l(a)(ii) of this 
Exhibit B. Upon delivery of the invoice to the Client, the Adviser shall be authorized to (i) 
transfer cash from the Account to the Adviser's account in an amount equal to the 
Performance Fee or (ii) transfer title of Assets in the Account to the Adviser having a value 
(as determined by the Adviser in its sole discretion) in an amount equal to the Performance 
Fee. 

3. Investment Return 

The Client shall be entitled to an investment return (the "Investment Return',) calculated 
and payable each Year. The lnvestment Return is equal to 5.85% per annum (non
componndecl) of the net asset value of the Assets contributed to the Account as of the date 
of this Agreement (the "Initial NAY"), and shaJI be pro rated for any Year that is less than 
12 complete calendar months. The Investment Retum shall be deemed paid to the Client 
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from the Net Profit of the Account and reinvested in the Account at the end of each Year, 
provided, that, upon no less than 120 days prior written notice to Adviser, Client may 
request that all or any portion ofJ nvestment Return that has been reinvested or is scheduled 
to be reinvested in the Account prior to expiration of such 120 day period (each, a 
"Requested Disbursement'') be paid to Client in cash or through the transfer of Assets in 
the Account, in each case, with a valuation (as determined pursuant to Section 7 of the 
Agreement) equal to the Requested Disbursement. If, however, the Net Profit of the 
Account is insufficient to pay the Tnvestment Return for the Year, the Adviser shall (i) pay 
the Client any Investment Return shortfall from its own account and (ii) as necessary, 
contribute assets to the Account from its own account such that the net asset value of the 
Account equals the Initial NAV (collectively, the "True~Up Payment"). Solely for 
illustration purposes only, see Scenario B ofExhibit D which sets fo1th hypothetical results 
of operations of Adviser on behalf of Client during a hypothetical Year in which a Trne~Up 
Payment would be required. For the avoidance of doubt, the parties acknowledge and agree 
that it is their intent that as a result of the application of the Performance Fee, Investment 
Return, and the Trne-Up Payment, absent termination of this Agreement the value of the 
Account as of January I of each Year will be the Initial NAY plus any accrued and unpaid 
Investment Return for such Year. 
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EXHTBJTC 

INTENTIONALLY OMITfED 
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EXIDBITD 

Hypothetical Illustrations of Performance Fee and Trne-U11 Payment 

Net trading profit (on 
$100m NAV) 

Expenses 

Net Profit 

Investment Return 

Performance Fee 

True-Up Payment 

8. 

7.0 

(0.2) 

6.8 

{5.85) 

0.95 

!! 

5.0 

(0.2) 

4.8 

(5.85) 

1.05 

In Scenario A above, the net trading profits are in excess of the guaranteed Investment Return, 
and therefore a Performance fee is earned. 

However, in Scenario B above, the net trading profits are l 05 basis points less than the 
guaranteed Investment Return, and therefore Beechwood has guaranteed, and will pay, a True
Up Payment to Client 
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EXHIBITE 

Reports 

Monthly: 

Within 15 calendar days subsequent to month end, Adviser will provide Client the holdings as of 
month-end and the Net Asset Value. 

Quarterly: 

Within 15 calendar days subsequent to quarter end, Adviser will provide Client valuation reports 
from an independent third-party valuation company (currently Lincoln International) on all non
public securities, as well as the quarter end investment holding report and Net Asset Value. 
Additionally, Adviser will provide to Client all data required for preparation of its Quarterly 
Annual Statement, including all required disclosures and related regulatory filings, in the format 
required by Client within 30 days of Quarter-End. 

Annual: 

On or about May 15°1, Adviser will provide Client with a letter from its independent auditors 
(currently KPMG, LLP) including its opinion on the preceding December 3!51 Net Asset Value 
balances, and any material notes on specific holdings. Additionally, Adviser will provide to 
Client all data required for preparation of its Statutory Annual Statement, including all required 
disclosures and related regulat01y filings, in the format required by Client within 30 days of 
Year-End. 
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EXHIBIT E 
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 

This INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (the "Agreement,,) is dated as of 
January 15, 2015 (the "Effective Date") and is between B Asset Manager, L.P., a Delaware limited 
partnership (the "Adviser,,), having its office at 1370 Avenue of the Americas, 32nd Floor, New 
York, New York 10019 and Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania, a Pennsylvania 
domiciled life insurance company (the "Client"), having its office at 550 Congressional Blvd., 
Suite 200, Carmel, IN 46032. 

WHEREAS, the Client and the Adviser wish to enter into this Agreement for the purpose 
of retaining the Adviser to provide investment management and advisory services to the Client; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants herein 
contained, the Client and the Adviser do hereby agree as foHows: 

1. Appointment of the Adviser. (a) The Client hereby appoints the Adviser as 
investment adviser and manager with the power and authority subject at all times to the 
fiduciary duties imposed upon it by reason of its appointment to invest and manage the 
Assets (as defined below), and the Adviser hereby accepts such appointment, on the 
terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement which shall include and incorporate 
all Exhibits (as may be amended from time to time) attached hereto. The responsibilities 
of the Adviser hereunder shall commence on the Effective Date and shall continue until 
this Agreement is terminated as provided in Section 17 hereof. The term "Assets" shall 
mean the securities, cash and other property of the Client, whether held directly or 
indirectly or by other indirect means, which such Assets Client shall hold in one or 
more custody accounts (collectively, the "Account") of the Client maintained with the 
"Custodian" (as such te1m is defined in Section 2 hereof), together with those additional 
Assets which result from transactions in the Account, earnings thereon, distributions 
with respect thereto or additions thereto made by the Client. The Adviser shall use all 
proper and professional skill, diligence and care at,all times in the performance of its 
duties and the exercise of its powers under this Agreement. The initial aggregate fair 
market value of all Assets contributed by Client to the Account with the consent of 
Adviser from time to time, together with all expenses of the Account (including the 
Performance Fee or a reasonable estimation thereof), shall be defined herein as the 
"Required Deposit Amount." 

2. Custodian and Custody. (a) Upon the request of Advisor, the Client will appoint a 
custodian that maintains a separate account for the Client under the Client's name (the 
"Custodian") to take and have possession of the securities> cash, and other property 
held in the Account. The Client will promptly notify the Adviser in writing upon its 
appointment of a Custodian which meets the requirements set forth above. Any such 
Custodian utilized by the Client must be approved by the Adviser, such approval not to 
be unreasonably withheld. It is agreed that the Custodian must meet the NAIC SVO 
rnquirements within a reasonable period of time following the Effective Date. The 
Advisor may request that Client appoint multiple custodians. 
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(b) The Client agrees to notify the Adviser in writing of any changes with respect 
to the Custodian and to provide the Adviser with reasonable prior notice of any 
intention to appoint a successor Custodian that meets the requirements set forth above. 
Any Custodian ( or successor C11stodian) utilized by the Client must be approved by the 
Adviser, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld. The Client understands and 
agrees that (i) the Adviser will not serve as the Custodian to the Account, and (ii) the 
Adviser will not be liable for any act or omission of any Custodian provided that such 
act or omission did not result from the fraud, gross negligence, willful default, breach 
of applicable law or the terms of this Agreement, or breach of fiduciary duty, in each 
case by the Adviser. All custodial costs of the Account shall be paid by the Client (and 
not by the Adviser). The Custodian shall be responsible for keeping complete and 
accurate books and records reflecting all activities of the Account. 

3. Authority and Duties of the Adviser. (a) Subject to the general investment policy, 
guidelines and restrictions established by the Client with respect to the Account 
(attached hereto as Exhibit A, which Exhibit A may be amended from time to time by 
Client with the written consent of Adviser, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld)' and the provisions of this Agreement as may_ be amended from time to time, 
the Client hereby grants to the Adviser complete, unlimited and um·estricted full 
authority, discretion and power with respect to the investment and reinvestment of the 
Account. Such authority shall include the full authority, discretion and power, at the 
sole expense of the Client: 

(i) to invest and reinvest the Assets at such time and in such manner as the Adviser 
in its sole discretion shall determine or elect; 

(ii) to purchase, hold and sell securities and other investments of any sort for the 
Account in the name of the Account, and rights therein, on margin or otherwise, 
for the Account and at the sole risk of the Account; 

(iii) to select and retain counterparties in fm1herance of the Account's investment 
program, including entering into swap arrangements and ISDA master 
agreements with such counterpat1ies as Adviser may select; 

(iv) to enter into other hedging transactions and other derivative instruments 
pursuant to a derivative use plan that has been presented by Adviser to and 
approved by Client; 

(v) to arrange for the delivery of and payment for any such investments, including 
securities, bought and sold for the account of the Client, by providing cleat· and 
proper settlement instructions to the Custodian provided that the Adviser shall 
not have authority to cause the Custodian to deliver securities and other assets 
or pay cash to the Adviser other than in settlement of the fees and expenses 
payable under the terms of this Agreement; and 

(vi) in effecting any such investments, reinvestments, purchases and sales, to use 
and obtain the assistance and services of such brokers, dealers, investment 
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bankers, underwriters and other firms, enterprises and services as the Adviser 
in its sole discretion shall designate or select. The Client shall advise the 
Custodian of the Client's retention of the Adviser as provided herein and shall 
ensure that the Custodian (i) provides the necessary reporting and systems to 
the Adviser to facilitate the Adviser's activities in connection with the Account, 
(ii) provides the Adviser with appropriate cash and investment holdings reports, 
(iii) settles executed transactions where appropriate information is provided to 
the Custodian by the Adviser, and (iv) otherwise complies with and honors 
requests and instructions of the Adviser made or given in connection with the 
exercise of the authority granted to the Adviser hereunder. The Adviser shall 
conduct reconciliations with the Custodian for purposes of determining that the 
Custodian arranges for the collection of all moneys receivable in respect of the 
investments held for the Account, pays interest on credit balances on the 
accounts maintained with the Custodian and credits such interest periodically 
in accordance with normal banking practice at the Custodian's prevailing call 
rates. 

(b) The Adviser shall exercise the foregoing authority, discretion and power, 
including, without limitation, all investment decisions, consistent and compliant with 
(i) any provisions of applicable law and regulation, and (ii) the general investment 
policy, guidelines and restrictions as described on Exhibit A, but otherwise shall have 
sole and exclusive authority and discretion to manage and control the Assets of the 
Account. The Adviser shall have no obligation to determine whether the investment 
guidelines are appropriate for the Client and shall not be responsible or liable for the 
selection of or revisions to such policy, guidelines and/or restrictions. Without affecting 
any other parts of this Agreement, the Client may, with the prior written consent of the 
Adviser, revise the general investment policy, guidelines and restrictions with respect 
to the Account in writing from time to time following consultation with the Adviser 
and shall make due allowance, as the pa11ies hereto shall mutually agree, for the time 
that the Adviser shall have within which to come into compliance with such revised 
policy, guidelines and/or restrictions. 

(c) Instructions from the Client that request investment asset allocation restrictions 
on the investments in the Account or place other similar restrictions on investments that 
may be required by the Client's regulators from time to time, shall in each case be 
acknowledged and acted upon by the Adviser unless the Client is promptly advised that 
the Adviser believes such compliance might in its judgment involve a breach on the 
part of either patty of any applicable law or recognized code of conduct or expose the 
Adviser to a substantial risk of criticism for impropriety (whether by reason of it or any 
of its officers or employees being in possession of confidential information or 
otherwise). 

( d) The Adviser is pe1mitted to bonow money for the Account or on behalf of the 
Account, or enter into transactions having a similar leveraging effect from any source 
or with any person ( or cause or permit any entity in which the Account has a direct or 
indirect interest to do so), or guarantee obligations of entities in which the Account has 
a direct or indirect interest, upon such terms and conditions as the Adviser may deem 
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4. 

advisable and proper, execute promissory notes, guarantees, drafts and other similar 
instruments and secure the payment thereof by mortgages, pledges or assignments of 
or security interests in assets of the Account, any other Assets in the Account, or in any 
entities in which the Account has a direct or indirect interest, and refinance, recast, 
modify or extend any of such obligations and the instruments securing 01· evidencing 
the same. 

(e) The Adviser shall provide all reasonable assistance on the request of the Client 
to enable it or the Custodian to apply for any tax credits or similar claims. 

(t) Adviser may, upon any te1m or condition it specifies, delegate or exercise any 
of its rights, powers and remedies under, and delegate or perform any of its duties or 
any other action with respect to this Agreement, the Account or otherwise, by or 
through any sub-agent selected by Adviser provided that such sub-agent shall be an 
affiliate of Adviser. Any such sub-agent shall benefit from the indemnities and 
protections set forth in this Agreement to the same extent as Adviser. 

Brokerage and Execution. (a) The Adviser may place orders for the execution of 
transactions with or through such brokers, dealers, or battles as the Adviser may select. 
The Adviser shall not be responsible for any acts or omissions by any broker or dealer 
selected and monitored with due care. 

(b) The Client acknowledges that the Adviser may execute cross-transactions with 
other clients of the Adviser (e.g., transactions in which one client of the Adviser 
purchases investments from, or sells investments to, another client of the Adviser) and 
the Client hereby consent'> to any such cross-transactions. However, the Adviser is 
under no obligation to effect cross transactions with other clients of the Adviser. 

( c) The Client acknowledges and agrees that the Adviser may aggregate purchase 
or sale orders for the Account with purchase or sale orders for the same security for 
other accounts, both proprietary and for other clients, where such aggregation is 
feasible and will, in the Adviser's reasonable professional judgment, result in a benefit 
to the Account considering the relevant seJling or purchase price, brokerage 
commission and other expenses. However, the Adviser is under no obligation to 
aggregate orders. The Adviser will allocate such trades on a fair and reasonable basis. 

( d) In effecting transactions for the Accow1t, the Adviser shall seek to minimize the 
costs of such transactions, subject to an overall policy of seeking best execution for 
such transactions. 

5. Additions and Withdrawals. The Client may not, except with the prior written consent 
of the Adviser or upon te1mination of this Agreement as set forth in Section 17, 
withdraw any Required Deposit Amount. The Client may at any time withdraw 
amounts in excess of the Required Deposit Amount from the Account. The Client may 
not, except with the prior written consent of the Adviser, contribute additional amounts 
to the Account. It is understood and agreed that the Adviser may withdraw the 
Perfmmance Fee from the Account in accordance with Exhibit B. 
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6. Fees and Expenses. (a) As compensation for the Adviser's continued services 
hereunder, the Client shall pay or cause to be paid to the Adviser a performance fee 
calculated and paid in accordance with the fee schedule attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

(b) The Adviser is authorized to incur all expenses on behalf of the Client and the 
Account that it deems necessary or appropriate. The Account will bear its own 
operating and other expenses, including investment-related expenses (e.g., brokerage 
commissions, clearing and settlement charges, custodial fees, interest expenses, 
expenses relating to consultants, attorneys, brokers or other professionals or advisors 
who or which provide research, advice or due diligence services with regard to actual 
or potential investments, appraisal fees and expenses, and investment banking 
expenses), entity-level taxes, legal expenses, valuation, accounting, audit, tax 
preparation and other tax-related expenses, organizational expenses, fees of an 
administrator and related costs, custodial and clerical expenses (including expenses 
incurred in preparing and transmitting reports and tax information to Client and 
regulatory authorities and expenses for specialized administrntive services), printing 
and duplication expenses, mailing expenses, indemnification expenses incurred in 
accordance with this Agreement, extraordinary expenses and other similar expenses 
related to the Account. Any costs of a particular transaction shall be allocated to the 
investors of that transaction on a pro~rata basis. 

( c) A portion of research- or brokerage-related expenses may be paid for using "soft 
dollars", provided that the use of such "soft dollar" arrangements meet the requirements 
for protection under the safe harbor provided by Section 28(e) of the U.S. Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act"), or analogous provisions of 
non-U.S. laws. Use of "soft dollars" by the Adviser will not constitute a breach by it 
of any fiduciary or other duty that the Adviser may be deemed to owe to the Client. 

( d) To the extent that expenses to be borne by the Client are paid by the Adviser, 
the Client will, out of the assets of the Account, reimbmse the Adviser for such 
expenses. 

(e) The Adviser shall periodically furnish to the Client an invoice setting forth the 
Adviser's calculation of the expenses to which the Adviser is entitled to reimbursement 
pursuant to this Section 6, and the Client shall, out of the assets of the Account, pay or 
cause to be paid the invoiced amount within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the invoice. 

7. Valuation of Assets. Any valuation of the Assets in the Account pursuant to this 
Agreement, including for purposes of calculating fees under Section 6, shall be made 
by or at the direction of the Adviser in accordance with the Adviser's valuation policy. 
In computing the value of any Asset in the Account for purposes of this Agreement, a 
security regularly traded shall be valued as of the valuation date at the latest available 
price quotation furnished to the Adviser or its agents by sources the Adviser deems 
appropriate. All other securities and investments included in the Account shall be 
valued by or at the direction of the Adviser in its reasonable discretion in a manner 
determined in good faith to reflect fair market value. The Adviser shall conduct 
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quarterly reconciliations with the Custodian to verify the valuation of the Assets in the 
Account. 

8. Proxies, Legal Proceedings and Filings. The Client authorizes the Adviser to vote or 
make determinations with respect to and execute any and all proxies, amendments, 
consents, exchange offers, legal proceedings, bankruptcies, restrncturings and 
workouts involving securities or other property of the Client in the Account or other 
similar instruments or notices in relation to such securities or property which require a 
response from the beneficial owner of a security (collectively, "Consents,,). The 
Adviser shall vote or make determinations with respect to the Consents with a view to 
protecting the rights of beneficial owners and enhancing beneficial owners' value. The 
Adviser will use reasonable efforts to provide the Client with advanced notice of any 
Consent which would result in the exchange of securities, loans or other Assets held in 
the Account, for different securities, loans or other assets, and shall take instruction 
from the Client with respect to any such Consent, provided, however, that where it is 
not practicable to provide notice to the Client, or the Adviser has not received timely 
instruction from the Client, the Adviser may vote or make a determination with respect 
to such Consent as provided in the foregoing sentence. The Adviser is authorjzed and 
directed to instruct the Custodian to forward promptly to the Adviser copies of all 
Consents and other investor communications relating to investments held in the 
Account. The Client agrees that the Adviser will not be responsible with regard to 
taking action with respect to Consents if the Adviser has not received such Consents or 
other .investor communications on a timely basis. The Adviser shall compile and 
maintain a record of its voting instructions in respect of the Account and shall allow 
the Client to examine such record or shall provide copies of such record to the Client 
as it may reasonably request. The Client acknowledges that the Adviser shall include 
the securities in the Account in its Form 13F filings to the extent required under Section 
13(f) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 13f-l thereunder. The Adviser 
shall notify the Client in advance of such filings. 

9. Client Reports: Audits. The Adviser shall cause to be delivered to the Client the reports 
and other information included in Exhibit D ("Reports,'). Client may, at its own 
expense, no more frequently than once every six (6) months, examine, inspect, audit 
and copy and make extracts from any Report, including such Reports prepared by the 
independent accountants of the Account, as well as discuss such Repo1is with Adviser 
and/or such independent accountants. 

10. Confidential Information. The Client agrees to maintain in strict confidence any and 
all information, materials or other documents regarding the Adviser that it obtains 
pursuant to or in connection with this Agreement, and agrees that it will not disclose 
any such documents, materials or other information to any person other than the 
Client's attorneys, accountants or other professional advisers who are subject to 
obligations of confidentiality covering the confidential information under this Section 
10 unless consented to by the Adviser or required to do so by law., regulation, the request 
of any regulatory or self-regulatory authority or valid legal process. The Client 
acknowledges that the exact details of the investment advice provided by the Adviser 
constitute proprietary information of the Adviser, and except as otherwise expressly set 
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forth in this Agreement, the Client will not, without the consent of the Adviser, make 
use of such advice in any manner or disclose such advice to any person unless required 
to do so by law, regulation, the request of any regulatory or self-regulatory authority or 
valid legal process. Nothing contained in this Agreement will be construed or deemed 
to require the Adviser to disclose the proprietary details of its investment strategies. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 10, the parties hereto (and each 
employee, representative, or other agent of the parties hereto) may disclose to any and 
all persons, without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and any facts that may be 
relevant to the tax structure of the investment advice; provided, however, that no paity 
(and no employee, representative, or other agent thereof) will disclose any other 
information that is not relevant to an understanding of the tax treatment and tax 
structure of the advice (including the identity of any party or any information that could 
lead another to determine the identity of any party). 

11. Information Concerning the Client. The Client agrees to provide the Adviser with any 
trust agreement(s) and any amendments thereto and such other information pertaining 
to the Account as the Adviser may reasonably request, including but not limited to legal 
documents identifying the Client, or anyone signing on behalf of the Client, necessary
to fulfill the Adviser's anti~money laundering obligations. In addition, the Client agrees 
to provide the Adviser with the name of any person or entity other than Brian Wegner 
or Paul Lorentz that has or shares the authority to appoint or terminate the Adviser as a 
manager of the Assets or to negotiate the terms of this Agreement or any renewal or 
modification thereof. Client acknowledges that information supplied pursuant to this 
Section 11 will be used by the Adviser to the extent necessary for purposes of providing 
anti-money laundering infonnation to trading counterpa1ties and issuers of securities 
(where required) who shall be advised of the confidential nature of the Client's 
information. 

12. Representations of the Client. The Client represents, warrants and covenants to the 
Adviser as follows: 

(a) it is duly incorporated or registered, as applicable, and validly existing and in 
good standing under the laws of the jurisdiction of its formation or incorporation, as 
applicable, with full power and authority to enter into and perform its obligations under 
this Agreement; 

(b) this Agreement has been duly and validly authorized, executed and delivered 
by it and is a valid and binding agreement of it enforceable in accordance with its terms 
subject to (i) any applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, fraudulent conveyance, 
reorganization, moratorium and similar laws of general applicability affecting 
creditors' rights generally and (ii) general principles of equity; 

( c) the performance by it of its obligations under this Agreement will not conflict 
with or result in a breach of any of the terms or provisions ot: or in the imposition of 
any lien, charge or encumbrance upon any of the property or assets of it pursuant to the 
terms of, any indenture, mo1tgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other agreement or 
instrument to which it is a patty or by which it is bound or to which any of the prope1ty 
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or assets of it is subject, nor will any such action or performance result in a violation 
of the provisions of its organizational documents or any law, statute, order, rule or 
regulation of any court or governmental authority or body havingjtll'isdiction over it; 

( d) it will comply in all material respects with all laws, mies, regulations and orders 
of any governmental agency or self-regulatory organization applicable to its business 
and this Agreement; 

(e) at no time during the term of this Agreement shall the Client permit the assets 
of the Account (i) to be deemed to include ''plan assets" within the meaning of 
Department of Labor Regulation Section 2510.3-101, as modified by Section 3(42) of 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended ("ERISA") or 
otherwise or (ii) to be subject to any other laws substantially similar to the prohibited 
transaction provisions of BRISA or the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, 
and it will notify the Adviser at least 10 Business Days prior to the Account becoming 
subject to any of the foregoing (i.e., (i) or (ii) above); 

(t) it understands, acknowledges and agrees that the Performance Fee (as defined 
in Exhibit B) may create an incentive for the Adviser and its affiliates to make 
investments on behalf of the Account that are more speculative or subject to a greater 
risk of loss than would be the case if no such Performance Fee arrangement existed, 
and the Performance Fee, if paid, could result in payments to the Adviser and its 
affiliates that are greater than payments normally made to other investment managers 
for similar services; 

(g) it understands, acknowledges and agrees that the Pe1formance Fee is calculated 
on the aggregate performance of the Account, and not on the performance of each 
single investment that comprises the Account, and that as a result a Performance Fee 
may be due at a time when one or more of such investments has negative perfo1mance; 

(h) at the time of establishment of the Account, Client is: (i) an "accredited 
investor" as such term is defined in Rule 501(a) of Regulation D promulgated under 
the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"); (ii) a "qualified eligible 
person'' as defined in Commodity Futures Trading Commission Rule 4.7 promulgated 
under the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended; (iii) a "qualified purchaser" as 
defined under Section 2(a)(51) of the 1940 Act; and (iv) a "qualified institutional 
buyer" as defined under Rule 144A under the Securities Act. The Client agrees to 
provide, if requested, any additional information that may reasonably be required to 
substantiate the Client's status as an accredited investor, qualified eligible person, 
qualified purchaser or qualified institutional buyer or to otherwise determine the 
eligibility of the Client to enter into this Agreement. 

13. Representations of the Adviser. The Adviser represents and warrants that its execution 
and delivery of this Agreement are authorized by all instruments governing the affairs 
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of the Adviser and do not violate any law, regulation, agreement, order or decree 
applicable to the Adviser, and that performance by the Adviser in accordance with the 
terms of this Agreement, as amended from time to time, will not conflict with any 
provision of any instrument governing the Adviser. The Adviser fiuther represents and 
warrants that it shall at all times during the term of this Agreement maintain all required 
licenses and registrations necessary for the provision of services by Adviser to Client 
as described herein; it being acknowledged and agreed that the Adviser is relying on 
Section 203(b)(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended (the "Advisers 
Act,,), to exempt it from registration with the SEC as a registered investment adviser. 
This Agreement when executed and delivered by the parties will be binding upon the 
Adviser and enforceable against the Adviser in accordance with its terms subject to (i) 
any applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, fraudulent conveyance, reorganization, 
moratorium and similar laws of general appJicability affecting creditors' rights 
generally and (ii) general principles of equity. 

14. Assignment. No assignment of this Agreement shall be made by the Adviser or the 
Client without the prior written consent of the other party. 

15. Non-Exclusive Contract. (a) The Client understands that the Adviser and its affiliates 
may perform investment advisory services for clients other than the Client and 
recognizes that the Adviser may give, advise and take action in the performance of its 
duties to other clients which may be the same as, or may differ from, recommendations 
or advice given, or the timing or nature of action taken, with respect to the Account. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to impose upon the Adviser any obligation 
to purchase or sell or to recommend for purchase or sale for the Account any security 
or other property which the Adviser or its managers, employees, officers and affiliates 
may purchase or sell for their own accounts or for the accounts of others. 

(b) By reason of the Adviser's and its affiliates' advisory and other related 
activities, they may acquire confidential or material non-public information or be 
restricted from initiating transactions in certain securities, including securities that are 
already owned. It is acknowledged and agreed that the Adviser and its affiliates may 
not be free to divulge, or to act upon, any such confidential or material non-public 
information with respect to performance under this Agreement and that the Adviser and 
its affiliates may determine in their discretion not to initiate a transaction for the 
Account that otherwise may have been initiated, and the Account may be frozen in an 
investment position that otherwise might have been liquidated or closed out. In 
addition, the Adviser's compliance department may impose internal trading restrictions 
on certain securities, even if trading in those securities is not strictly prohibited as a 
matter of law. If a restriction is in place, it may l'esult in missed investment 
opportunities and may result in a loss of value, including a total loss, of an existing 
investment. 

16. Business Activities. The Adviser may, on behalf of the Client and from time to time in 
the conduct of this Agreement, employ, engage, dismiss, utilize the services of or 
otherwise engage in business activities with, any person, including an affiliate of the 
Adviser as well as investment funds, accounts or clients advised by affiliates of the 
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Adviser, to perform services for the Account (including management and advisory 
services), The Adviser may consult with various members or employees ofits affiliates 
with respect to the services provided pursuant to this Agreement subject to the 
confidentiality obligations set forth in Section 10 of this Agreement. The Adviser 
represents and warrants to the Client that the transactions contemplated hereby are or 
will be conducted on an arm's length basis. 

17. Term and Te1mination: Tennination Payment. (a) This Agreement shall continue for a 
period of five (5) years from the Effective Date unless terminated as described below 
or by operation of law (the "Initial Term"); provided, that, this Agreement shall 
automatically renew and be extended for successive one-year periods ( each a "Renewal 
Term" and together with the Initial Term, each a "Term") at the end of each Term unless 
Client shall deliver to the Adviser at least one (1) years' prior written notice of its 
election to terminate this Agreement upon expiration of the then current Term. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, either party may terminate this agreement upon ninety 
(90) days prior written notice to the other party of a material breach by such other party 
of this Agreement. This Agreement may be terminated by either the Adviser or the 
Client at any time upon one years' written notice to the other party. Upon any such 
tem1ination, the Adviser shall not be permitted to initiate any new transaction on behalf 
of the Account, unless specifically requested to do so by the Client, but shall 
nevertheless be entitled to settle any outstanding purchase or sale transaction executed 
on behalf of the Account prior to the date such termination became effective. The 
obligations set fo1th in Sections 10 and 18 shall survive any termination of this 
Agreement, as shall the obligation to pay any Performance Fee that accrued pdor to 
such te1mination and the obligation to reimburse the Advisor for expenses incurred 
prior to such termination. 

(b) All representations, warranties and covenants contained in this Agreement shall 
be continuing during the term of this Agreement and shall survive the termination of 
this Agreement with respect to any matter arising while this Agreement was in effect. 
Each party hereby agrees that as of the date of this Agreement it is, and during its term 
shall be, in compliance with its representations, ,:varranties and covenants herein 
contained. In addition, if at any time any event occurs which would make, or tend to 
make, any of such representations, warranties or covenants not true, the party promptly 
will notify the other party of such facts. All representations, warranties and covenants 
herein contained shall inure to the benefit of each of the pa11ies to whom it is addressed 
and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, legal representatives, successors 
and permitted assigns. 

18. Liability. (a) Except as required by applicable Jaw, none of the Adviser or its 
subsidiaries or any sub-advisor engaged by the Adviser or any director, officer, partner, 
member, stockholder, controlling person, employee or agent of the Adviser or its 
subsidiaries or any such sub-advisor, or any of their affiliates (all of the foregoing 
persons and entities being referred to collectively as "Indemnified Parties" and 
individually as an "Indemnified Party") shall be liable to the Account, any contributor 
of assets to the Account, the Client or any of the Client's shareholders for any act or 
omission suffered or taken by such Indemnified Party in good faith in connection with 
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its or his performance of the Adviser's duties or exercise of the Adviser's powers under 
this Agreement, including, without limitation, any loss arising out of any investment or 
act or omission in the execution of transactions for the Account, that is not in material 
violation of this Agreement and does not constitute fraud, gross negligence 01· willful 
misconduct, and with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, without reasonable 
cause to believe that his or its conduct was unlawful. None of the Client or any of the 
Client's shareholders (all of the foregoing persons and entities being referred to 
collectively as "Client Indemnified Patiies" and individually as a "Client Indemnified 
Patty") shall be liable for any liability or loss (including amounts paid in respect of 
judgments, fines, penalties or settlement of litigation, and legal fees and expenses 
reasonably incurred in connection with any pending or threatened Jitigation or 
proceeding) suffered by such Client Indemnified Pruiy by reason of a material violation 
by Adviser of this Agreement which violation (i) is detennined by a court of competent 
jurisdiction (in a final non-appealable decision) to constitute fraud, gross negligence or 
the willful misconduct of the Adviser or (ii) arises as a result of any criminal action or 
proceeding against the Adviser where it is reasonably demonstrated in such action or 
proceeding that the Adviser had reasonable cause to believe its conduct was unlawful. 

(b) Except as required by applicable law, the Adviser shall have no responsibility 
(i) with respect to any assets of the Client other than those of the Account or (ii) for any 
loss incurred by reason of any act or omission of any broker or dealer, the Custodian or 
any other authorized representative with respect to the Account provided that, with 
respect to losses incurred by reason of any act or omission of any broker or dealer, the 
Custodian or any other authorized representative, such damages or loss did not result 
from the fraud, gross negligence or willful misconduct of or by the Adviser. Except as 
required by applicable law, the Adviser shall have no responsibility for any loss 
resulting from anything done or omitted to be done in good faith reliance on any written 
instructions from the Client or any authorized representative thereof provided always 
that in obtaining such instructions the Adviser acts in good faith, without negligence 
and in accordance with this Agreement. Except as required by applicable law, the 
Adviser shall not be liable for any delay in the performance of its duties under this 
Agreement caused by factors beyond its reasonable control provided that the Adviser 
shall take reasonable steps to prevent or mitigate any loss, damage or failure arising out 
of such circumstances. 

(c) To the maximum extent pe1mitted by applicable law, each Indemnified Party 
shall be fully protected and indemnified by the Client, out of the assets of the Account, 
against all liabilities and losses (including amounts paid in respect of judgments, fines, 
penalties or settlement of litigation, and legal fees and expenses reasonably inctmed in 
connection with any pending or threatened litigation or proceeding) suffered by virtue 
of its or bis serving as an Indemnified Party with respect to any action or omission 
suffered or taken that is not in material violation of this Agreement and does not 
constitute fraud, gross negligence or willful misconduct, and with respect to any 
criminal action or proceeding, without reasonable cause to believe his or its conduct 
was unlawful. The Client shall, out of the assets of the Account, advance expenses, 
including legal fees, for which any Indemnified Party would be entitled by this 
Agreement to be indemnified upon receipt of an unsecured undertaking by such 
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Indemnified Pa1ty to repay such advances if it is ultimately determined by a cou1t of 
proper jurisdiction that indemnification for such expenses is not permitted by law or 
authorized by this Agreement. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, 
each Client Indemnified Paity shall be fully protected and indemnified by Adviser 
against all liabilities and losses (including amounts paid in respect of judgments, fines, 
penalties or settlement oflitigation, and legal fees and expenses reasonably incurred in 
connection with any pending or threatened litigation or proceeding) suffered by such 
Client Indemnified Party by reason of a material violation by Adviser of this Agreement 
which violation (i) is determined by a court of competent jurisdiction (in a final non
appealable decision) to constitute fraud, gross negligence or the willful misconduct of 
the Adviser or (ii) arises as a result of any criminal action or proceeding against the 
Adviser where it is reasonably demonstrated in such action or proceeding that the 
Adviser had reasonable cause to believe its conduct was unlawful. 

(d) Each Indemnified Party and Client Indemnified Party may consult with 
recognized, outside legal counsel and any action or omission by Adviser taken or 
suffered in good faith in reliance and accordance with the opinion or advice of such 
counsel shall be conclusive evidence that such action or omission did not materially 
violate this Agreement, did not constitute fraud, gross negligence or willful misconduct, 
and with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, was suffered or taken without 
reasonable cause to believe such Adviser's conduct was unlawful. Unless there is a 
specific finding of fraud, gross negligence, willful misconduct by Adviser or reasonable 
cause to believe that Adviser's conduct was unlmvful (or where such a finding is an 
essential element of a judgment or order), the termination of any action, suit or 
proceeding by judgment, order or settlement, or upon a plea of nolo contendere or its 
equivalent, shall not, of itself, create a presumption for the pmposes of this Section 18 
that Adviser or other person or entity in question acted fraudulently, was grossly 
negligent or engaged in willful misconduct, or with respect to any criminal action or 
proceeding, had reasonable cause to believe that his or its conduct was unlawful. 

19. Performance Disclaimer. The Client's investments are subject to risks associated with 
investing in securities and commodities, including various market, currency, economic, 
political and business risks as set fo1ih on Exhibit C. The Adviser makes no wan-anty, 
representation or guaranty (a) as to the performance of the Client's investments; (b) 
that the Adviser's investment advice or strategies will be successful; ( c) that the Client's 
investment objectives will be met; or ( d) that any one or more specific individuals will 
be responsible for supplying the services required by the Agreement. 

20. Governing Law. This Agreement shall in all respects be governed by, and constrned in 
accordance with, the laws of the State of New York. 

21. Consent to Jurisdiction. Each patty to this Agreement hTevocably submits to the 
nonexclusive jurisdiction of the state comts of the State of New York and to the 
nonexclusive jurisdiction of the United States District Courts for the Districts of New 
York for the purpose of any suit, action or other proceeding arising out of or based upon 
this Agreement or the subject matter hereof or in any way connected to the dealings of 
the Adviser or the Client in connection with any of the above. 
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22. Notices. (a) Unless otherwise specified in this Agreement, all notices or other 
communication required to be given under thfo Agreement shall be sent in person, by 
U.S. mail, by overnight mail, by facsimile transmission or by electronic mail and shall 
be deemed given when received at the addresses specified below or at such other 
address as a pa1iy to receive notice may specify in a notice given in accordance with 
this provision. The Adviser may rely on any notice or other communication from any 
person reasonably believed to be genuine and authorized by the Client to act on its 
behalf. 

If to the Client: 

Ifto the Adviser: 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania 
550 Congressional Blvd., Suite 200, Carmel, IN 46032 
Attention: Patrick Carmody, General Counsel 
Phone: 317-566-7567 
Email: pcarmody@shipltc.com 

B Asset Manager, L.P. 
1370 Avenue of the Americas, 32nd Floor 
New York, New York 10019 
Attention: Daniel Saks, President 
Phone: 212-541-1633 
Fax: 212-260-5051 
Email: dsaks@bassetmanager.com 

(b) The Client acknowledges its consent to electronic delive1y, including via email 
or facsimile, of any documents or materials required and/or provided to the Client by 
the Adviser related to services provided to the Client under this Agreement. The Client 
may revoke this consent and request any such documents or materials to be mailed, in 
lieu of electronic delivery, at any time upon reasonable notice to the Adviser. 

23. Agency Appointment. To enable the Adviser to exercise fully its discretion and 
authority as provided in this Agreement, the Client hereby authorizes the Adviser to act 
as the Client's agent and attorney-in-fact with full power, discretion and authority for 
the Client and on the Client's behalf to buy, sell and otherwise deal in securities and 
other property and contracts relating to same for the Account, including, without 
limitation, to enter into agreements and commitments on behalf of and in the name of 
the Client, to open and close bank and brokerage accounts, to transfer Assets to and 
from such Account(s), as well as trading agreements and confirmations. The Client 
further grants to the Adviser as the Client's agent full power, discretion and authority 
to do and perform every act necessary and proper to be done in the exercise of the 
foregoing powers as fully as the Client might or could do if personally present. This 
agency appointment shall terminate on termination of this Agreement. 

24. Entire Agreement: Amendment and Waiver. This Agreement represents the entire 
agreement between the parties with regard to the matters described herein. No 
amendment, modification, supplement, te1mination or waiver of or to any provision of 
this Agreement shal1 be effective except put in writing and signed by each patiy to be 
bound by such amendment, modification, supplement, termination or waiver. Any 
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waiver of any provision of this Agreement, and any consent to any departure by either 
pa1iy from the tenns of any provision of this Agreement, shall be effective only in the 
specific instance and for the specific purpose for which it was given. 

25. Severability. (a) If any provision of this Agreement shall be held or made invalid by a 
statute, rule, regulation, decision of a tribunal or otherwise, the remainder of this 
Agreement shall not be affected thereby and, to this extent, the provisions of this 
Agreement shall be deemed to be severable. 

(b) This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts, all of which together 
shall for all purposes constitute one instrument. 

[Signature Page Follows] 
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IN WITN:u:ss WH:EREOJi', the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the day 
a:nd year first above written, 

ADVISER: 

CU.ENT: 

13 ASSET MANAGER, L.P. 

,,,,,,.,,., ~ 
/'/.2:/1'// ~-/,/,;7,'?ff"1/ ~ 

By: //? , 
Name: Daniel Saks 
Title: President 

SENIOR HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY OF 
PHNNSYLVANIA 

By: £4~-~ -
Name:Brian Wegner 
Title: Chief Executive Officer 
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EXHIBIT A 

Adviser Investment Policy, Guidelines and Restrictions 

The investment guidelines Adviser shall utilize exclusively in managing assets pursuant to this 

agreement shall be as follows: 

1. Investments in any class of admitted assets, subject to 

a. Eligibility of assets pursuant to Client's corporate investment guidelines "Senior 
Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania: Investment Objectives, Policies and 
Guidelines, Version 1.7," as amended from time to time, which guidelines shall 
be in compliance with the Pennsylvania Insurance Code. 

b. Availability of unused allocation limits within the desired class of assets in which 
the Adviser wishes to invest at the time of the proposed investment. 

It is understood that Adviser shall use commercially reasonable effmts to ensure that all 

secured debt investments in the Account are rated by the Securities Valuations Office, or 

another eligible rating agency, as of the end of each calendar year during the term. 
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EXHIBITB 

PERFORMANCE FEE 

The purpose of this Exhibit B is to set fo1ih the performance fee to be paid to the Adviser by the 
Client. 

1. Performance Fee. (a) For services rendered to the Client, the Adviser shall be entitled to a 
performance fee ("Pe1formance Fee") calculate9 each Year. As used herein, the term 
"Year" means a period that shall (i) commence on the day the Client makes the first 
contribution to the Account in the case of the first Year and for each Year thereafter 
immediately after the close of the preceding Year, and (ii) end on the earlier of (A) 
December 31 of the same calendar year, and (B) the date of termination of the Agreement. 
The Pe1formance Fee shall be the greater of the following: (1) 1% of the net asset value of 
the Assets in the Account as of the last day of each measuring Year, or (2) 100% of the 
cash value reflected in the Net Profit Yield (as defined below). For purposes hereof, (a) 
''Net Profit Yield" shall be defined as the Total Portfolio Yield (as defined below) minus 
5.85% and (b) "Total Portfolio Yield" shall be defined as the investment retmn (based on 
both realized and unrealized trading profit) on the Account for each rnspective measuring 
Year after deduction for permitted expenses borne by the Account during such measuring 
Year but before deduction of taxes, in each case, as shall be reasonably determined by 
Advisor consistent with past practice. For purposes hereof, "net asset value" shall mean 
the aggregate market (or fair market) value as determined by Adviser pursuant to Section 
7 of the Agreement. 

(b) The Total Po11folio Yield of the Account for any Year shall be calculated by the Adviser 
on a mark-to-market basis. There shall be an accmal for Account related expenses incurred 
pursuant to Section 6 of the Agreement but excluding the custodial expenses referenced in 
Section 2(b) whether or not paid from the Account. The Account's net asset value shall be 
(i) increased to reflect any net profit of the Account and any additional contribution of 
capital to the Account by the Client and (ii) decreased to reflect any net loss of the Account, 
the payment of Account related expenses (including the Performance Fee) and any 
withdrawal of capital from the Account by the Client. 

2. Invoicing and Payment of Fees. The Adviser shall furnish to the Client an invoice setting 
forth the Performance Fee and the computation thereof promptly following the date set 
forth in Section l(a) of this Exhibit B. The Adviser shall also be permitted to furnish 
incremental invoices no more frequently than quarterly basis using quarterly estimates of 
the Perfonnance Fee (each, an "Incremental Performance Fee") as reasonably determined 
by Advisor. Upon delivery of the invoice to the Client, the Adviser shall be authorized to 
(i) transfer cash from the Account to the Adviser's account in an amount equal to the 
Performance Fee, or Incremental Performance Fee, as the case may be or (ii) transfer title 
of Assets in the Account to the Adviser having a value ( as determined by the Adviser in its 
sole but reasonable discretion) in an amount equal to the Pe1fo1ma11ce Fee, or Incremental 
Performance Fee, as the case may be. In the event that any Incremental Performance Fees 
are collected by Advisor in any measuring Year, if (a) the Performance Fee for such 
measuring Year is greater than the aggregate amount of all hlcremental Performance Fees 
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paid to Advisor during such same measuring Year (such difference, a "Shortfall,,), Advisor 
shall be authorized to h·ansfer cash or Assets (per clauses (i) or (ii) above) from the Account 
to the Adviser>s account in an amount or with a value, as the case may be, equal to such 
Sh01tfall, or (b) the Performance Fee for such measuring Year is less than the aggregate 
amount of all Incremental Performance Fees paid to Advisor during such same measuring 
Year (such difference, an "Overpayment"), Advisor shall be required hereunder to transfer 
cash in an amount equal to the Overpayment into the Account within thirty (30) days of the 
end of such applicable measuring Year. 
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EXHIBITC 

Certain Risk Factors and Conflicts of Interest 

An investment in the Account is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. The 
performance of the Account may be volatile. No assurance can be given that the Adviser's 
speculative investments will result in profitable ta·ades or that the Account will not incur 
substantial losses. Tl1e risks described below do not purport to be, and may not be relied 
upon as, a complete or comprehensive discussion of the risks associated with an investment 
in the Account. Additional risks, inclucling those of which the Adviser is currently unaware 
01· deems to be immaterial at this time, may have a material adverse effect on the CJient's 
investment in the Account. If any of these risks and uncertainties actually occurs, the Client 
may lose all or pa1·t of its investment in the Account. The Client should carefully consider 
all of the risks involved, including the following factors ancl other information set forth in 
tltis Agreement, in determining whether an investment in the Account is a suitable 
investment. The Adviser makes no representations or warranties 1·cgarding the 
comprehensiveness of tl1e discussion contained herein 01· in the Agreement regarding the 
risks associated with an investment in the Account. The Client should consult its legal, tax 
and financial advisers and consider the following factors, among others, in determining 
whether an investment in the Account is suitable for the Client. 

General Economic and Capital Market Conditions. General economic and capital market 
conditions may affect the Account. Interest rates, the price of securities and participation by other 
investors in the financial markets may also affect the value of the Account. The issuers in which 
the Account may invest may face intense competition, changing business and economic conditions 
and other developments that may adversely affect their and its performance. Business risks may 
be more significant in issuers that are embarking on a build-up or operating a turnaround strategy. 
General fluctuations in the market prices of securities, including public securities market prices, 
may adversely affect the value of the Account's investments and/or the ability of the Account to 
dispose ofinvestments at attractive valuations. The Adviser may be unsuccessful in stmcturing the 
Account's investments to minimize any detrimental impact that a recession may have on its 
investments and as a result the Account and the Client may suffer significant losses. 

Risks Associated with the Adviser's Investment Strategies. The success of the investment 
activities depends to a significant degree on the Adviser's ability to identify and exploit 
inefficiencies in the markets. Identification and exploitation of these opportunities involve 
uncertainty. No assurance can be given that the Adviser will be able to correctly exploit 
inefficiencies in the markets. Depending upon the investment strategies employed and market 
conditions, the Account's investments may be adversely affected by unforeseen events involving 
such matters as political crises, changes in currency exchange rates or interest rates, forced 
redemptions of securities or acquisition proposals, regulatory intervention or general market 
conditions creating illiquidity or pricing anomalies or value impairment. The Adviser believes 
that its investment strategy and risk management techniques will likely moderate these risks. No 
guarantee or representation is made that the Account's investments will be successful. Certain of 
the investment strategies employed by the Adviser are based on historical relationships between 
prices. There can be no assurance that such historical relationships will continue, and no 
representation is made by the Adviser as to what results the Account's investments will or are 
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likely to achieve based on such trends and relationships. 

Dependence ou the Adviser's Key Personnel. The Client will have no authority to make 
investment decisions on behalf of the Account. The success of the Account depends upon the 
ability of key personnel of the Adviser and its affiliates to develop and implement inveshnent 
strategies in respect of the Account. Key personnel of the Advise!' oversee the management of the 
Adviser and its allocation and management of the capital of the Account and other accounts 
advised and managed by the Adviser. If the Adviser were to lose the services of certain key 
personnel, the consequence to the Account could be material and adverse. The Account's 
performance will be highly dependent on the Adviser's ability to attract new employees and to 
retain existing employees. 

Reliance on Judgment of the Adviser. The Adviser has broad discretionary authority to 
determine how the Account will invest its assets. While the Adviser's investment efforts may be 
supported by fundamental research of major industty sectors, markets and financial instruments, 
the Adviser is not required to conduct any minfomm level of research or analysis in connection 
with making investment decisions for the Account. The Adviser may from time to time instead 
make investment decisions based upon other factors. In such a circumstance, the Accow1t invests 
opportunistically without the due diligence or analysis that may be utilized with respect to other 
investments. For example, the Account may purchase or sell ce11ain instrnments based solely on 
the Adviser's anticipation of general market trends or trends relating to a specific instrument 
without conducting any analysis or research or, in some cases, the Adviser may disregard available 
analysis and research relating to such instruments. 

Analytical Mode) Risks. The Adviser employs cet1ain strategies which depend upon the 
reliability, accuracy and analysis of the Adviser's analytical models. To the extent such models 
(or the assumptions underlying them) do not prove to be correct, the Account's investments may 
not perform as anticipated, which could result in substantial losses. All models ultimately depend 
upon the judgment of the individuals and the assumptions embedded in the models. To the extent 
that with respect to any investment the judgment or assumptions are incorrect, the Accotmt can 
suffer losses. 

Projections. The Adviser may rely upon projections, forecasts or estimates developed by the 
Adviser and/or a portfolio company concerning the portfolio company's future performance and 
cash flow. Projections, forecasts and estimates are forward-looking statements and are based upon 
certain assumptions. Actual events are difficult to predict and beyond the Adviser's control. 
Actual events may differ from those assumed. Some important factors which could cause actual 
results to differ materially from those in any fon,,ard-looking statements include changes in 
interest rates; domestic and foreign business, market, financial or legal conditions; differences in 
the actual allocation of opportunities in the Account's investments among different asset categories 
from those assumed herein; the degree to which the Account's investments are hedged and the 
effectiveness of such hedges; and the te1ms ofbonowing agreements, among others. Accordingly, 
there can be no assurance that estimated returns or projections can be realized or that actual returns 
or results will not be materially lower than those estimated therein. 

Projections are inherently subject to uncertainty and factors beyond the control of the Adviser. The 
inaccuracy of ce11ain assumptions, the failure to satisfy certain financial requirements and the 
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occurrence of other unforeseen events could impair the ability of the Account's investments to 
realize projected values and cash flow. 

Systemic Risk. Credit risk may arise through a default by one of several large institutions that are 
dependent on one another to meet their liquidity or operational needs, so that a default by one 
institution causes a series of defaults by the other institutions. This is sometimes refe1Ted to as a 
"systemic risk" and may adversely affect financial intermediaries, such as clearing agencies, 
clearing houses, banks, securities firms and exchanges, with which the Account interacts on a daily 
basis. 

Systems Risks. The Account depends on the Adviser to develop and implement appropriate 
systems for the Account's activities. The Account relies extensively on computer programs and 
systems to trade, clear and settle securities transactions, to evaluate certain securities based on real
time trading information, to monitor its portfolio and net capital, and to generate risk management 
and other repotts that are critical to oversight of their activities. In addition, certain of the Adviser's 
operations inte1face with or depend on systems operated by third parties, including its respective 
prime brokers, market counterpa1iies, sub-custodians and other service providers, as applicable, 
and the Adviser may not be in a position to verify the risks or reliability of such third pru1y systems. 
These programs or systems may be subject to certain defects, failures or inten1.1ptions, including, 
but not limited to, those caused by worms, viruses and power failures. Any such defect or failure 
could have a material adverse effect on the Account. For example, such failures could cause 
settlement of trades to fail, lead to inaccurate accounting, recording or processing of trades, and 
cause inaccurate reports, which may affect the Account's ability to monitor its investment portfolio 
and risks. The Adviser will not be liable to the Client for losses caused by such failures. 

Operational Risk. Operational risks arising from mistakes made in the confirmation or settlement 
of transactions, from transactions not being properly booked, evaluated or accounted for or other 
similar disruption in the Adviser's operations may cause the Account to suffer financial losses, the 
disruption of its business, liability to clients or third parties, regulatory intervention or damage to 
its reputation. Human error (including, without limitation, trading errors), system failure 01· other 
problems with any of the operational processes could result in material losses or costs, which will 
generally be borne by the Account. The Account is highly dependent on the Adviser's ability to 
process, on a daily basis, a large number of transactions across numerous and diverse markets. 
Consequently, the Account relies heavily on the Adviser's financial, accounting and other data 
processing systems. The ability of its systems to accommodate an jncreasing volume of 
transactions could also constrain the Adviser's ability to properly manage the portfolio. The 
Adviser wil1 not be liable to the Client for losses incurred due to the occurrence of any of the risks 
described in this paragraph. 

Misconduct of Employees and of Thinl Party SerYice Providers. Misconduct by employees or 
by third party service providers could cause significant losses to the Account. Employee 
misconduct may include binding the Account to transactions that exceed authorized limits or 
present unacceptable risks and unauthorized investment activities or concealing unsuccessful 
investment activities (which, in either case, may result in unknown and unmanaged risks or losses). 
Losses could also result from actions by third party service providers, including, without limitation, 
failing to recognize trades and misappropriating assets. In addition, employees and third party 
service providers may improperly use or disclose confidential information, which could result in 
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litigation or serious financial harm, including limiting the Accounfs prospects. 

Execution of Orders. The Account's investment strategy depends on its ability to establish and 
maintain an overall market position in a combination of financial instruments selected by the 
Adviser. The Account's investment orders may not be executed in a timely and efficient manner 
because of various circumstances, including, without limitation, systems failures or human enor 
attributable to the Account, its brokers, agents or other service providers. In such event, the 
Account might only be able to acquire some, but not all, of the components of such position, or if 
the overall position were to need adjustment, the Account might not be able to make such 
adjustment. As a result, the Account would not be able to achieve the market position selected by 
the Adviser, and might incur a loss in liquidating its position. In addition, the Account relies 
heavily on electronic execution systems, and such systems may be subject to failure, causing the 
interruption of investment orders made by the Account. 

Investments An Speculative and Volatile. Securities and commodity interest prices are highly 
volatile. Moreover, since the Adviser may buy and "sells short" securities on margin, the volatility 
of the Account's portfolio may be greatly increased, leading to significantly greater risks. The 
Account invests in these markets on a purely speculative basis. No assurance can be given that 
the Adviser's speculative investing wil1 result in profitable investments for the Account or that the 
Account will not incur substantial losses. 

Investments Are Highly Leveraged. The Account's investments may be conducted on a highly 
leveraged basis. Accordingly, a relatively small price movement may result in immediate and 
substantial losses to the Account. Like other leveraged investments, any trade may result in losses 
in excess of the amount invested. In addition, investing in securities on margin results in interest 
charges to the Account. Although the use of leverage can substantially improve the return on 
invested capital, its use also may increase any adverse impact to which the investment pmtfolio of 
the Account may be subject. In certain economic environments, the Account may be unable to 
obtain the leverage the Adviser might otherwise desire to utilize or the financial terms on which 
leverage is available may be unattractive. Without leverage the Account may be unable to achieve 
attractive fovestment returns. 

Material Non-Public Information. As part of its investment advisory activities, the Adviser may 
come into possession of material non-public information of an issuer that it will be prohibited from 
using for the benefit of the Account or other accounts that may engage in the same or similar 
businesses as the Client and may use the same or similar investment strategies (the "Other 
Accounts"). In such a circumstance, the Account and the Other Accounts are generally restricted 
in their ability to buy and sell the public securities of such issuer. This may occur, for example, if 
the Adviser is contemplating a transaction and, as part of that process, is required to sign a non
discloslU'e agreement, even though the Account will not likely pruticipate in such transaction. 
Alternatively, one or more employees of the Adviser or an affiliate may sit on an issuer's board of 
directors or hold a significant personal interest in a company. In such a circumstance, the Adviser 
may be considered an "insider" for the purpose of the U.S. federal securities laws and, accordingly, 
may be restricted or prohibited from trading securities of the issuer, including securities that the 
Account may already own. In addition, the Adviser's compliance department may impose internal 
trading restrictions on the securities of a particular issuer, even if trading in those securities is not 
strictly prohibited as a matter oflaw. If the Account has an existing holding in the securities of an 
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issuer and the Adviser restricts trading in those securities, the Account would not be able to sell or 
otherwise dispose of that position during the period in which the restriction is in place, and the 
Account may experience a loss in value, including a total loss, of the position during this period. 

Participation in Management of Issuer. From time to time, the Adviser or its affiliate may take 
actions in an effort to maximize shareholder value in companies in which the Account or Other 
Accounts have a substantial investment by participating in the management of such companies. 
For example, the Adviser may seek representation on the board of directors of such a company. A 
member of a board of directors owes certain obligations to all shareholders of the company. Due 
to these activities, the Adviser may become an "insider" for the purpose of the federal securities 
laws and, accordingly, the Account may be restricted or prohibited from trading securities of the 
company, including securities which it may own in such company, while the Adviser continues to 
be represented on the board of directors. Determination of whether information obtained by an 
"insider" is material and non-public and how long such information restricts trading is a matter of 
considerab]e uncertainty and judgment. If a company performs inadequately and the Account is 
restricted in its ability to withdraw its capital from the company, it could have a material adverse 
effect on the performance of the Account. 

No History; Past Performance. The Adviser has no history managing the Account and the Client 
should not assume that the Account's investments will achieve the results of any hypothetical 
models. Past pe1formance is not indicative of future results, and the Account's investments may 
not achieve results comparable to those that the Other Accounts, including those pursuing a 
strategy similar to the Account, have achieved in the past. Accordingly, the Client should draw 
no conclusions from the prior performance of the Other Accounts and the Adviser and should not 
expect the Account's investments to achieve similar returns. 

Changes to Investment Strategy. The Adviser may, from time to time in its sole discretion, 
refine or change the investment strategy (including technical trading factors or analyses, securities 
traded, and money management principles used) without prior notice to or approval by the Client, 
and such changes may be material. If this happens, the different investment strategies may involve 
risks that are not described herein. 

Possibility of Different Information Rights. Certain investors in the Other Accounts may receive 
information regarding the Adviser's portfolios that is not generally available to the Client and, as 
a result, may be able to take actions on the basis of such information which, in the absence of such 
information, the Client does not have the opportunity to take. 

Difficult Market Conditions. The performance of the Account is highly dependent upon 
conditions in the global financial markets and economic conditions tlu-oughout the world that are 
outside the Adviser's control and difficult to predict. Factors such as interest rates, availability of 
credit, inflation rates, economic uncertainty, changes in laws (including laws relating to taxation), 
trade barriers, commodity prices, currency exchange rates and controls, and national and 
international political circumstances (including wars, terrorist acts or security operations) can have 
a material negative impact on the Account's investments. Unpredictable or unstable market 
conditions may result in reduced opportunities to find suitable risk-adjusted investments to deploy 
capital and/or make it more difficult to exit and realize value from existing investments of the 
Account. It is important to understand that the Account can incur material losses even if it reacts 
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quickly to difficult market conditions and there can be no assurance that the Account will not suffer 
material adverse effects from broad and rapid changes in market conditions. Markets can correlate 
strongly at times or in ways that are difficult for the Adviser to predict, so the Adviser may not be 
able to protect the Account from significant losses under certain market conditions. 

Competition; Availability oflnvestments. Certain markets in which the Account may invest are 
extremely competitive for attractive investment opportunities. There can be no assurance that the 
Adviser will be able to identify, or that the Account will successfully pursue, attractive investment 
opportunities in such environments. Among other factors, competition for suitable investments 
from other pooled investment vehicles, the public equity markets and other investors may reduce 
the availability of investment opportunities. There has been significant growth in the number of 
firms organized to make such investments, which may result in increased competition to the 
Account in obtaining suitable investments or an increase in the number of investors that are 
attempting to purchase or sell similar positions simultaneously. 

Micro, Small and Medium Capitalization Companies. The Account may invest its assets in the 
stocks of companies with micro- or small- to medium-sized market capitalizations. While the 
Adviser believes they often provide significant potential for appreciation, those stocks, patticularly 
micro- and small-capitalization stocks, involve higher risks in some respects than do investments 
in stocks of larger companies. For example, prices of micro- and smallcapitalization and even 
medium-capitalization stocks are often more volatile than prices of large-capitalization stocks and 
the risk of bankruptcy or insolvency of many smaller companies (with the attendant losses to 
investors) is higher than for larger, "blue-chip" companies. The management teams of smaller 
companies may be less experienced and less capable in some cases than is typical of larger 
companies. In addition, because the trading volume in some micro- and small-capitalization stocks 
is small, an investment in those stocks may be illiquid. 

Equity Securities. The Adviser may recommend investments in common stock of a public 
company. Equity securities generally involve a high degree of risk and will be subordinate to the 
debt securities and other indebtedness of the issuers of such equity securities. Prices of equity 
securities generally fluctuate more than prices of debt securities and are more likely to be affected 
by poor economic or market conditions. Issuers of such equity securities may be highly leveraged 
or subject to other risks such as limited product lines, markets or financial resources. In addition, 
some of these equity securities may be illiquid. Because of perceived or actual illiquidity or 
investor concerns regarding leveraged capitalization, these securities often trade at significant 
discounts to otherwise comparable investments or are not readily tradable. These securities 
generally do not produce ctment income and may also be speculative. The Account may 
experience a substantial or complete loss with respect to an investment on individual equity 
securities. 

Hedging Transactions. The Account may use a variety of derivatives and other financial 
instruments both for investment purposes and for risk-management purposes. However, the 
Adviser is not in managing the Account obligated to, and may choose not to, hedge against risks. 
While the Account may enter into hedging transactions to seek to reduce risk, such transactions 
may result in a poorer overall performance for the Account than if it had not engaged in any such 
hedging transaction. Moreover, certain risks cannot be hedged, such as credit risk (relating both 
to particular securities and counterpatiies), or the Adviser may elect not to hedge risks. 
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Short Sales. The Account may engage in "sholi sales" (i.e., the sale of a security which the 
Account does not own in the hope of purchasing the same security at a later date at a lower price). 
The Account will realize a gain if the security declines in price between these dates by an amount 
sufficient to offset net expenses of the short sale. Neveliheless, a short sale by the Account 
involves the theoretically unlimited risk of loss if the price of the security increases between the 
date of the short sale and the date on which the Account covers its sho1t position (i.e., purchases 
the security to replace the borrowed security). Many jurisdictions have recently imposed 
restrictions and reporting requirements on short selling. In particular, the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (the "SEC") temporarily suspended short selling on stocks of over 900 
publicly traded companies in 2008. The SEC also adopted a sho1t sale price test rule which restricts 
sho1t selling in ce1tain securities for a period following a decrease of 10% or more in the price of 
the securities. There may be additional significant restrictions on short selling enacted in the 
United States or elsewhere. The restrictions and reporting requirements may prevent the Account 
from successfully implementing its investment strategy and may provide transparency to the 
Account's competitors as to its positions, thereby having detrimental impact on the Account's 
returns. The Adviser is unable to predict how additional restrictions on short selling may affect 
the investment methods and strategies of the Account. 

Use of Options. The Account may buy or sell (write) both call options and put options, and when 
it writes options it may do so on a "covered" or an "uncovered" basis. A call option is "covered" 
when the writer owns securities of the class and amount of those as to which the call option applies. 
A put option is covered when the writer has an open sho1t position in securities of the relevant 
class and amount. The Account's options transactions may be part of a hedging tactic (i.e., 
offsetting the risk involved in another securities position) or a form of leverage, in which the 
Account has the right to benefit from price movements in a large number of securities with a small 
commitment of capital. These activities involve risks that can be substantial, depending on the 
circumstances. 

In general, the principal risks involved in options investing can be described as foJlows, without 
taking into account other positions or transactions into which the Account may enter. When the 
Account buys an option, a decrease ( or inadequate increase) in the price of the underlying security 
in the case of a call, or an increase ( or inadequate decrease) in the price of the underlying security 
in the case of a put, could result in a total loss of the Accow1t's investment in the option (including 
commissions). 

When the Account seIIs (writes) an option, the risk can be substantially greater than when it buys 
an option. The seller of an uncovered call option bears the risk of an increase in the market price 
of the underlying security above the exercise price. The risk is theoretically unlimited unless the 
option is "covered" (i.e., accompanied by a long position in the underlying security). If it is 
covered, the Account would forego the oppo1tunity for profit on the underlying security should the 
market price of the security rise above the exercise price. 

The seller of an uncovered put option theoretically could lose an amount equal to the entire 
aggregate exercise price of the option less the option proceeds. if the underlying security were to 
become valueless. If the option were covered with a short position in the underlying security, this 
risk would be limited, but the Account would forego the oppo1tunity for profit on the underlying 
sho1t position should the market price of the security fall below the exercise price. 
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Stock Index Options. The Account may also purchase and sell call and put options on stock 
indices listed on securities exchanges or traded in the over-the-counter market for investment 
purposes or for the purpose of hedging its portfolio. A stock index fluctuates with changes in the 
market values of the stocks included in the index. The effectiveness of purchasing or writing stock 
index options for hedging purposes will depend upon the extent to which price movements in the 
Account's po11folio correlates with price movements of the stock indices selected. Because the 
value of an index option depends upon movements in the level of the index rather than the price 
of a particular stock, whether the Account realizes gains or losses from the purchase or writing of 
options on indices depends upon movements in the level of prices in the stock market genernlly 
or, in the case of certain indices, in an industry or market segment, rather than movements in the 
price of pa11icular stocks. Accordingly, successful use by the Account of options on stock indices 
will be subject to the Adviser's ability to con-ectly predict movements in the direction of the stock 
market generally or of particular industries or market segments. 

Equity &'waps. The Account may make use of equity swaps. A swap is a contract under which 
two parties agree to make periodic payments to each other on the basis of the value of a security, 
specified interest rates, an index or the value of some other instl'Ument, applied to a stated or 
"notional" amount. An equity swap is a customized derivative instrument that entitles the 
counterpaity to ce1tain payments on the gain or loss on the value of an underlying equity security. 
Equity swaps are subject to various types ofrisk, including market risk, liquidity risk, counterparty 
credit risk, legal risk and operations risk. The Account may enter into swap transactions with a 
counterpat1y at prices that reflect a price differential or spread between the bid and the ask prices. 
The differential includes anticipated profits and costs to the counterpruty as dealer, which generally 
includes a mark-up or commission. The amount of such mark-up or commission is not possible to 
quantify. 

Credit Default Swaps. The Account may invest in credit default swaps. A credit default swap is 
a contract between two parties which transfers the risk of loss if a company fails to pay principal 
or interest on time or files for bankruptcy. In essence, an institution which owns corporate debt 
instruments can purchase a limited form of default protection by entering into a credit default swap 
with another bank, broker-dealer or financial intermediary. Upon an event of default, the swap 
may be terminated in one of two ways: (i) by the purchaser of credit protection delivering the 
referenced instrument to the swap counterpatty and receiving a payment of par value, or (ii) by the 
pa11ies pairing off payments, with the purchaser of the protection receiving a payment equal to the 
par value of the reference security less the price at which the reference security trades subsequent 
to default. The first way is the more common form of credit default swap termination. 

In the manner described above, credit default swaps can be used to hedge a portion of the default 
risk on a single corporate bond or a p011folio of bonds. Credit default swaps also can be used to 
implement the Adviser's view that a particular credit, or group of credits, will experience credit 
improvement. In the case of expected credit improvement, the Account may sell credit default 
protection in which it receives a premium to take on the risk. In such atl instance, the obligation 
of the Account to make payments upon the occurrence of a credit event creates leveraged exposure 
to the credit risk of the referenced entity. The Account may also "purchase" credit default 
protection even in the case in which it does not own the referenced instrument if, in the judgment 
of the Adviser, there is a high likelihood of credit deterioration. 
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The credit default swap market in high yield securities is comparatively new and rapidly evolving 
compared to the credit default swap market for more seasoned and liquid investment grade 
securities. Swap transactions dependent upon credit events are priced incorporating many 
variables including the pricing and volatility of the common stock, potential loss upon default and 
the shape of the U.S. Treasury Yield curve, among other factors. As such, there are many factors 
upon which market participants may have divergent views. The Account may also enter into credit 
default swap transactions, even if the credit outlook is positive, if it believes that patticipants in 
the marketplace have incorrectly valued the components which determine the value of a swap. 

Derivatives, particularly swaps, generally have a high degree of embedded leverage. For a small 
amount of premium, the holder of a derivative may obtain exposure to the potential market 
movement of a much greater amount of underlying securities or other instruments. As a result, the 
opportunities for gains, and also the risk of loss, of trading in derivatives is significantly greater in 
many cases than is a position in the underlying securities or other instruments traded in the "cash" 
markets. 

Contracts for Differences. The Account may enter into contracts for differences. ln these 
transactions, the Account and another party assume price positions in reference to an underlying 
security or other financial instrument. The "difference" is dete1mined by comparing each party's 
original . position with the market price of such securities or financial instruments at a 
predetermined closing date. Each pruty will then either receive or pay the difference, depending 
on the success of its investment. Financial markets for the securities or instruments which form 
the subject of a contract for differences can fluctuate significantly. Patties to a contract for 
differences assume the risk that the markets for the underlying securities will move in a direction 
unfavorable to their original positions. In addition, these contracts often involve considerable 
economic leverage. As a result, such contracts can lead to disproportionately large losses as well 
as gains and relatively small market movements can have large impacts on the value of the 
investment. In the United Kingdom, contracts for differences are often preferred to the underlying 
securities or other instruments because contracts for differences, unlike trades in the underlying 
securities or other instruments, do not incur U.K. "stamp" duty. 

Fixed Income Secm·ities. The Account may invest in bonds or other fixed income securities of 
U.S. and non-U.S. issuers, including, without limitation, bonds, notes and debentures issued by 
corporations; debt securities issued or guaranteed by a government or one of its agencies or 
instrumentalities; and commercial paper. Fixed income securities pay fixed, variable or floating 
rates of interest. The value of fixed income securities in which the Account may invest will change 
in response to fluctuations in interest rates. In addition, the value of certain fixed income securities 
can fluctuate in response to perceptions of creditworthiness, political stability or soundness of 
economic policies. Fixed income securities are subject to the risk of the issuer's inability to meet 
principal and interest payments on its obligations (i.e., credit risk) and are subject to price volatility 
due to such factors as interest rate sensitivity, market perception of the creditworthiness of the 
issuer and general market liquidity (i.e., market risk). 

Loans of Portfolio Securities. The Account may lend its po1tfolio securities. By doing so, the 
Account attempts to increase income through the receipt of interest on the loan. In the event of 
the bankruptcy of the other party to a securities loan, the Account could experience delays or losses 
in recovering such securities. To the extent that the value of the securities lent by the Account has 
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increased, the Account could experience a loss if such securities are not recovered. 

Other Derivative Instruments. The Account may take advantage of oppo1tunities with respect 
to derivative instruments that are not presently contemplated for use or that are cmrently not 
available, but that may be developed, to the extent such opportunities are legally permissible. 
Special risks may apply to instruments that are invested in by the Account in the future that cannot 
be determined until such instruments are developed or the Adviser determines to make such an 
investment. 

Investing on Non-U.S. Exchanges Presents Certain Risks. The Account may invest in securities 
on exchanges and other markets located outside the United States, where the protections provided 
by the SEC and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (the "CFTC") regulations do not 
apply. Investment in non-U.S. securities may be subject to greater risks than purely domestic 
investment because of a variety of factors, including the fluctuation of currency exchange rates, 
changes in govemmental policies (in the United States and abroad), confiscation of assets by 
governmental decree, war or political upheaval, or changed circumstances in dealings between 
nations. The Account also may not have the same access to certain trades as do various other 
participants in foreign markets. 

The Account's net asset value is determined in U.S. dollars and as a result they are subject to the 
tisk of fluctuation in the exchange rate between the local currency and dollars when investing on 
foreign markets, and are also subject to the risk of exchange controls. 

There may be less publicly available information about foreign issuers than about U.S. issuers, and 
foreign issuers are not subject to uniform accounting, auditing and financial repo11ing standards 
and requirements comparable to those of U.S. issuers. Securities of some foreign issuers are less 
liquid and more volatile than securities of comparable U.S. issuers and foreign brokerage 
commissions are generally higher than in the United States. 

The Account, to the extent that it trades nonMU.S. commodity interests, will be subject to the 
regulations of the applicable foreign jurisdiction, if any. Some foreign commodities exchanges, in 
contrast to domestic exchanges, are "principals' markets" in which performance with respect to a 
commodity interest contract is the responsibility only of the individual member with whom the 
trader has entered into the contract and not of the exchange or its clearinghouse, if any. In the case 
of investments by the Account on foreign exchanges, the Account is subject to the risk of the 
inability of or refusal by its counterparties to perform with respect to their contracts with the 
Account. 

Spread Investing and Arbitrage Investing May Involve Potential Risks. The Account's 
investment operations may involve spread positions between two or more securities or commodity 
interest positions. To the extent the price relationships between such positions remain constant, 
no gain or loss on the positions will occur. These positions, however, do entail a substantial risk 
that the price differential could change unfavorably, causing a loss to the spread position. 
Investment operations may involve arbitraging: (i) between two securities; (ii) between the equity 
and equity options markets; (iii) between commodity interests and securities and/or options; (iv) 
between two commodity interests; (v) between securities and commodity interests; and/or (vi) any 
combination of the above. This means, for example, that the Account may purchase ( or sell) 
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securities (i.e., on a current basis) and take offsetting, or patiially offaetting, positions in options 
in the same or related securities. To the extent the price relationships between such positions 
remain constant, no gain or loss on the positions will occur. These offsetting positions, however, 
entail substantial risk that the price differential could change unfavorably, causing a loss to the 
position. 

Repurchase and Revel'se Repurchase Agreements Present Certain Rislcs. The Account may 
engage in repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements as pa1t of its investment and cash 
management procedures. In the case of default by the transferee of a security in a reverse 
repurchase agreement, the Account as transferor runs the risk that the transferee may not deliver 
the security when required. In the event of the bankruptcy or other default of a transferor of a 
security in a repurchase agreement, the Account as transferee could experience delays in 
liquidating the underlying security and losses, including: (i) a possible decline in the value of the 
collateral during the period while the Account seeks to enforce its rights thereto; (ii) possible 
subnonnal levels of income and lack of access to income during this period; and (iii) expenses of 
enforcing its rights. 

Illiquidity in the Commodities Market. Most U.S. commodities exchanges limit fluctuations in 
certain commodity interest prices during a single day by imposing what are known as "daily price 
fluctuation limits" or "daily limits". The existence of "daily price fluctuation limits" or "daily 
limits" may reduce liquidity or effectively curtail investing in pa1iicula1· markets. Once the price 
of a particular contract has increased or decreased by the daily limit, positions in the contract can 
effectively neither be taken nor liquidated. Contract prices in various commodities have 
occasionally moved the daily limit for several consecutive days with little or no trading. Similar 
occurrences could prevent the Account from promptly liquidating unfavorable positions and 
subject it to substantial losses which could exceed the margin initially committed to these 
investments. Daily limits may reduce liquidity, but they do not limit ultimate losses, as daily limits 
apply only on a day-to-day basis. In addition, even if contract prices have not moved the daily 
limit, the Account may not be able to execute trades at favorable prices ifthere is only light trading 
in the contracts involved. 

As part of its emergency powers, an exchange or the CFTC can suspend or limit trading in a 
particular contract, order immediate liquidation and settlement of a particular contract, or order 
that trading in a particular contract be conducted for liquidation only. The possibility also exists 
that governments may intervene to stabilize or fix exchange rates, restricting or substantially 
eliminating trading in the affected currencies. 

Commodity futures contracts are, generally, contracts that provide for the future delivery of 
various energy commodities, agricultural commodities, industrial commodities, foreign currencies 
or financial instruments at a specified date, time and place. The Account may conduct commodity 
activities that are evidenced by commodity warehouse receipts or electronic shipping certificates. 
Such receipts or certificates allow the Account to take actual delivery of the commodity or dispose 
of such receipts or certificates in exchange for futures contracts or otherwise. The Account intends 
to dispose of such receipts or certificates to avoid taking physical delivery of any commodities. 
However, if the Account is unable to dispose of such receipts or ce11ificates or elects to take 
physical delivery of commodities may incur significant costs in connection with taking physical 
delivery of the related commodities. 
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Certain Risks Peculiar to Fonvard Trading. The Account may enter into forward contracts for 
the trading of certain commodity interests, such as currencies and precious metals, with U.S. and 
foreign banks and currency and precious metals dealers. Forward contracts are not traded on an 
exchange and may be subject to greater volatility leading to greater risk ofloss. A forward contract 
is a contractual obligation to buy or sell a specified quantity of a commodity on or before a 
specified date in the future at a specified price and, therefore, is similar to a futures contract. These 
contracts, unlike futures contracts and options on futures, are currently not regulated by the CFTC 
when traded between certain "eligible contract pa11icipants," as defined in the Commodity 
Exchange Act. The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the "Dodd
Frank Act") includes 11011-U.S. exchange forward contracts in the definition of "swap" and 
therefore contemplates that certain of these contracts may be exchange-traded, cleared by a 
clearinghouse and regulated by the CFTC. Although the CFTC has been granted authority to 
regulate forward foreign currencies, until the CFTC establishes mies with respect to these 
transactions or if the Treasury Department exempts these transactions, trading by the Account in 
forward foreign currencies is not regulated by the CFTC. Therefore, the Account will not receive 
any benefit of CFTC regulation for these trading activities. Furthermore, although the Dodd-Frank 
Act contemplates that certain foreign exchange forwards may be exchangetraded and cleared by a 
clearinghouse, these transactions are not cmTently exchange-traded so that, generally, no 
clearinghouse or exchange stands ready to meet the obligations of the contract. Thus, the Account 
faces the risk that its counterparties may not perform their obligations. This risk may cause some 
or all of the Account's gains, and protection from loss in the case of hedging transactions, to be 
unrealized. 

Speculative Position Limits. The CFTC and U.S. exchanges have established "speculative 
position limits" on the maximum net long or net short position which any Person may hold or 
control in paliicular futures and options on futures. Most exchanges also limit the amount of 
fluctuation in commodity futures contract prices on a single trading day. The Adviser believes 
that established position limits will not adversely affect the Account's contemplated trading. It is 
possible, however, that from time to time the investment decisions of the Adviser may have to be 
modified and positions held or controlled by the Adviser, its principals and affiliates may have to 
be liquidated to avoid exceeding position limits. Such modifications and liquidations could have 
an adverse effect on a Account. The 2008 amendments to the Commodity Exchange Act, among 
other things, require certain previously exempt markets to establish speculative position limits on 
contracts that the CFTC determines are "significant price discovery contracts". To the extent the 
Adviser trades for the Account on such markets the risks discussed above will apply. The 
DoddFrank Act also authorizes the CFTC to impose aggregate position Jimits across all futures 
contracts and swap contracts on the same underlying commodity that pe1form significant price 
discovery functions, which, if enacted, could have an adverse effect on the Adviser's trading for 
the Account. 

Commodity Brokers May Fail. Commodity Exchange Act Section 4d(a)(2) requires a futures 
commission merchant to segregate funds deposited in a customer's commodity futures account. If 
a commodity broker used by the Account fails to properly segregate customer funds, the Account 
may be subject to a risk of loss of its funds on deposit in the event of such commodity brnker's 
bankruptcy or insolvency. In addition, under ce1tain circumstances, such as the inability of another 
customer of the commodity broker or the commodity broker itself to satisfy substantial deficiencies 
in the other customer's account, the Account may be subject to a risk ofloss of the funds on deposit 
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even if such funds are properly segregated. In the case of any such bankruptcy or customer loss, 
the Account might recover, even in respect of prope1ty specifically traceable to it, only a pro rata 
share of all property available for distribution to all of the commodity broker's customers. If no 
property is available for distribution, the Account would not recover any of its assets. 

Purchases of Securities and Other Obligations of Financially Distressed Companies. From 
time to time, the Account may purchase securities and other obligations of companies that are 
experiencing significant financial or business distress, including companies involved in 
bankruptcy or other reorganization and liquidation proceedings. Although these purchases may 
result in significant returns to the Account, they involve a substantial degree of risk and may not 
show any returns for a considerable period of time. In fact, many of these securities and 
investments ordinarily cannot be realized unless and until the company reorganizes and/or emerges 
from bankruptcy proceedings, and as a result may have to be held for an extended period of time. 
The level of analytical sophistication, both financial and legal, necessary for successful investment 
in companies experiencing significant business and financial distress is unusually high. There is 
no assurance that the Adviser will con·ectly evaluate the nature and magnitude of the various 
factors that could affect the prospects for a successful reorganization or similar action. In any 
reorganization or liquidation proceeding relating to a company in which the Account invests, the 
Account may lose its entire investment or may be required to accept cash or securities with a value 
less than the Account's original investment. 

Brokerage Firms May Fail. The Account may leave all or substantially all of its assets on deposit 
with its brokers and banks and may choose not to use a bank custodian to hold its assets. Rule 
15c3-3 under the Exchange Act requires a broker-dealer to segregate a customer's cash and fully 
paid-for securities from the broker-dealer's own assets. If the broker-dealer fails to do so, the 
Account may be subject to risk of loss of the assets held by the broker-dealer in the event of the 
broker-dealer's bankruptcy. In the event of a failure of a broker-dealer used by the Account, the 
U.S. Securities Investor Protection Corporation provides a maximum of $500,000 of account 
insurance per entity, subject to a limit of $250,000 for cash. Since the Account's assets on deposit 
usually will exceed these amounts, the Account may receive only a pro rata share of the remaining 
assets deposited with the failed broker-dealer. The Account may also utilize foreign broker-dealers 
which may not be subject to investor protection regulations such as those referenced above. In the 
event of the failure or insolvency of a foreign broker-dealer, the po11ion of a Account's assets on 
deposit which are recoverable may be extremely limited. An example of such a risk occurred upon 
the failure of Lehman Brothers and several of its foreign affiliates. 

Counterparties to Derivatives Transactions May Fail. The Account may enter into derivatives 
transactions in the course ofits investment activities. The economic success of these transactions, 
including forwards, futures, options and swaps, depend on foture performance by the counterparty 
with which the Account has transacted. If there is a default by the counterparty to such a 
transaction, the Account will under normal circumstances have contractual remedies pursuant to 
the agreements related to the transaction. However, exercising such contractual rights may involve 
delays or costs which could result in the net asset value of the Account being less than if the 
Account had not entered into the transaction. The obligation of the counterpaiiy may not be 
secured by pledged assets, or if secured, possibly may not be fully secured. To the extent such 
transactions are not fully secured, the Account depends on the creditworthiness of the 
counterpa11ies with which it has transacted. If one or more of the Account's counterparties were 
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to become insolvent or the subject of liquidation proceedings in the United States, there exists the 
risk that the recovery of the Account's securities and other assets from such counterparty will be 
delayed or be of a lesser value. Counterparties located in a jurisdiction other than the United States 
may be subject to various laws and regulations that are designed to protect their customers in the 
event of their insolvency. Due to the large number of counterpaities and jurisdictions involved 
and the range of possible factual scenarios involving the insolvency of a counterparty, it is 
impossible to generalize about the effect of insolvency on the Account and its assets. Client should 
assume that the insolvency of any counterparty would result in a loss to the Account, which could 
be material. 

Limitations Due to Regulatory Restrictions. The Adviser or its affiliates may seek to acquire a 
significant stake in certain securities. In the event such a stake exceeds certain percentage or value 
limits, the acquirers may be required to ftle a notification with a governmental agency or comply 
with other regulatory requirements. This may result in certain filing obligations on the part of the 
Client or the Adviser in respect of the Account. Certain notice filings are subject to review that 
may require a delay in the acquisition of the security and some notice filings require the investor 
to cease buying or selling the subject security for a period following the filing. Compliance with 
such filing and other requirements may result in restrictions or other requirements imposed upon 
the Client, and additional costs to the Account, the Other Accounts, the Adviser or its affiliates, 
and may delay the ability to respond in a timely manner to changes in the markets with respect to 
such securities. To avoid or mitigate the review and/or delay in connection with notice filings, the 
Adviser may limit the size of the Account's stake in certain securities which may adversely affect 
the Account's investments. 

Conflicts of Interest 

Management of Multiple Accounts by the Adviser. The Adviser, its affiliates and their 
principals and employees may in the future establish, sponsor, or be affiliated with, Other 
Accounts. The Adviser, its affiliates and their principals and employees may own all or a portion 
of an Other Account. The trading records of Other Accounts will not be available for inspection 
by the Client. 

The portfolio strategies the Adviser and its affiliates may use for Other Accounts could conflict 
with the transactions and strategies employed in managing the Account and affect the prices and 
availability of the securities and other financial instruments in which the Account invests. 
Situations could occur in which the Account could be disadvantaged because of the investment 
activities conducted by the Adviser and its affiliates for Other Accounts. In addition, the Adviser 
may have a conflict of interest in rendering advice to a client because the financial benefit from 
managing some other client's account may be greater (e.g., such account generates higher fees or 
allocations due to either higher percentages earned or larger amounts of capital invested by the 
Adviser or its affiliates), which may provide an incentive to favor the Other Account. 

The Adviser has a conflict of interest in deciding whether a given investment opportunity will be 
provided to the Account or an Other Account, including one owned by the Adviser, its affiliates 
and/or their principals and employees. Investment opportunities appropriate for the Account and 
Other Accounts will be allocated on the basis of several factors, including relative capital, tax and 
regulatory considerations, specific investment guidelines and composition of the investment pools 
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at the time of purchase. 

When the Adviser and/or its affiliates place the same or similar orders at or about the same time 
for the Account and Other Accounts, all these accounts may be competing for the same or similar 
positions and some accounts may be disadvantaged relative to other accounts managed by the 
Adviser and/or its affiliates. Factors that may result in differences in allocations of securities, or 
the price received on such securities, among the Account and Other Accounts include the size of 
an order, a previous history of purchasing securities through a pa11icular broker or dealer and the 
timing of the placement of the orders. 

The compensation received by the Adviser, its affiliates and their principals and/or employees with 
respect to one or more accounts may be different from the compensation received with respect to 
other accounts investing in the same instruments. If the compensation to be received from an 
Other Account is greater than the compensation received from the Account, the Adviser will have 
an incentive to favor the Other Account over the Account. Similarly, in instances where certain 
employees of the Adviser or its affiliates are responsible for investing assets on behalf of multiple 
accounts, if the compensation to be received by such employees with respect to certain accounts 
is greater than the compensation to be received with respect to other accounts the employees will 
have an incentive to favor the former accounts, including in allocating investment opportunities. 
These accounts will be investing in the same instruments and as a result, to the extent that an 
account takes advantage of a trading opportunity, such oppo1tunity may not be available for the 
othe1· accounts or may not be available at attractive rates or quantities. 

Investments by the Adviser, Its Principals and Employees. The Adviser, its affiliates and their 
principals and employees may trade securities interests for their own accounts, including securities 
of the type held by or considered for investment by the Account. The Adviser has a conflict of 
interest in deciding whether a given investment opportunity will be provided to the Account or the 
Adviser, its affiliates and/or their principals and employees. The records of such proprietary or 
personal trading are confidential and will not be available for inspection by the Client. The Client 
should be aware that these persons may from time to time take positions in their proprietary or 
personal accounts that are opposite to the positions taken for, or held by, the Account at the same 
time. 

In addition, the Adviser, its affiliates and their respective principals and employees may invest in 
securities, investment funds or other obligations, or may establish joint ventures or other strategic 
relationships, brought to its attention and which the Adviser has determined are not appropriate 
for investment by the Accotmt. These investments are made through accounts which are not 
managed by the Adviser but in which a principal or employee of the Adviser or an affiliate of the 
Adviser may have a financial interest. To the extent that the Account is not invested in such 
securities, investment funds, other obligations, joint ventures or strategic relationships, the 
Account will not pa11icipate in any profits or losses generated by such investments and may be 
restricted in its ability to buy and sell ce11ain securities or other instruments related to such 
investments. 

Allocation of Investment Opportunities. When it is determined that it would be appropriate for 
the Account and one or more Other Accounts to patiicipate in an investment oppo11unity, all of 
these accounts will be competing for the same or similar opp01tunities. The Adviser may combine 
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orders on behalf of the Account with orders for Other Accounts. In such cases, the Adviser may 
allocate the securities or proceeds arising out of those twnsactions (and the related transactional 
expenses) on an "average-price" basis among the various participants. The average price could be 
less advantageous to the Account than if the Account had been the only account effecting the 
transaction or had completed its transaction before the other pa1ticipants. 

The Adviser may give advice to and recommend to, or buy securities for, one client or clients, 
which advice or securities may differ from advice given to or securities recommended for the 
Account whether the investment objectives are the same, similar to or different from those of the 
Account. Many of the securities in which the Adviser invests are limited availability investments. 
Accordingly, the Adviser might not be able to allocate investments that are suitable for more than 
one client proportionately among different clients, and the Adviser is not committed to allocating 
opportunities among the accounts it (and its affiliates) manages in any particular proportion. 

Allocation of Adviser Time and Resources. The Adviser is not obligated to devote any specific 
amount oftime, effort and/or resources to the affairs of the Account and is not required to accord 
exclusivity or priority to the Account in the event of limited investment oppo1tunities arising from 
the application of speculative position limits or other factors. The Adviser's personnel devote such 
time to the affairs of the Account as they, in their discretion, determine to be necessary for the 
conduct of the business of the Account. 

Consulting and Othe1· Services. The Adviser receives services from one or more prime brokers 
and other service providers (collectively, "Service Providers") for the Account and Other 
Accounts, including (i) consulting assistance services with facilities management technology, 
design and build, and real estate, (ii) deal referrals, (iii) investment banking services and (iv) 
referrals of agents and employees to the Adviser and its affiliates. The benefits provided to the 
Adviser by receipt of the services will assist the Adviser, either directly or indirectly, in the 
provision of efficient investment management services to the Account and Other Accounts. The 
services may have significant value to the Adviser and its affiliates. For example, a referral of an 
employee from a Service Provider may save the Adviser from paying a traditional recruiter. The 
receipt by the Adviser of the services from Service Providers may give rise to an actual or potential 
conflict of interest for the Adviser. 

Conflicts of Interest in Selecting Brokers. In choosing brokers and dealers, the Adviser is not 
required to consider any pa1ticular criteria. For the most part, the Adviser seeks "best execution" 
of the Accotmt' s transactions. In evaluating whether a broker or dealer will provide best execution, 
the Adviser considers a range of factors. The Adviser is not required to select the broker or dealer 
that charges the lowest transaction cost, even if that broker or dealer provides execution quality 
comparable to other brokers or dealers, and may consider criteria beyond best execution. The 
Adviser may select broker-dealers in recognition of the value of various services or products, 
beyond transaction execution, that they provide to the Account or the Other Accounts. 

Accordingly, in the ordinary course of its operations, the Adviser directs trades to certain brokers 
in exchange for "soft dollar" services or products which flow to the Account, the Other Accotmts 
and/or the Adviser. Further, the amount of compensation (including markups and markdowns on 
principal transactions with market-makers) the Account pays a broker-dealer that provides such 
services and/or products may be higher than what another, equally capable broker-dealer might 
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charge. The foregoing circumstances create a potential conflict of interest between the Adviser's 
duty to manage the Account's investments without concern for trading frequency or brokerage 
commission generation and the Adviser's interest in maintaining for the Account and the Other 
Accounts the reimbursements and "soft dollar" use of the facilities, properties, services and related 
items that may be provided by brokers. 

Governmental and Regulatory Issues 

Adverse Legal Action; Litigation. The Adviser's business is subject to extensive and complex 
regulation. The regulatory bodies with jurisdiction over the Adviser generally have the authority 
to conduct investigations and administrative proceedings, and to grant or cancel the Adviser's 
authority to carry on its business. From time to time, the Adviser becomes aware of investigations 
by regulatory or governmental authorities into certain matters, including trading in particular 
securities or types of securities by the Adviser, its affiliates and their employees or former 
employees. The Adviser may also be subject to litigation arising from investor dissatisfaction with 
the performance or operations of the Other Accounts or otherwise. Any such lawsuits, 
investigations or inquiries have the potential to be protracted and to divert the Adviser's time, 
attention and resources from portfolio management activities which may have an adverse effect on 
the performance of the Account. Any such investigations or proceedings, if begun, possibly could 
result in significant fines, disgorgement of profits, or penalties that could be damaging to the 
Adviser's reputation and business. Moreover, mere allegations of improper conduct, whether the 
ultimate outcome is favorable or unfavorable, or negative publicity or press speculation about an 
investigation or proceeding, whether or not valid, could harm the Adviser's reputation. 

Future Regulation. The financial services industry generally, and the activities of hedge funds 
and their managers, in particular, have been subject to intense and increasing regulatory scrutiny. 
The regulatory environment for hedge funds and their managers is evolving, and legal, tax and 
regulatory changes may adversely affect the value of investments held by the Account and the 
ability of the Account to pursue its investment stmtegy ( e.g., the Account may not be able to obtain 
as much leverage as the Adviser would prefer to implement the investment strategy). The 
regulation of derivatives transactions and funds that engage in such transactions is an evolving 
area of law and is subject to modification by government and judicial actions. Regulatory scrutiny 
may increase the Account's and the Adviser's exposure to potential liabilities and to legal, 
compliance and other related costs. Increased regulatory oversight can also impose administrative 
burdens on the Adviser, including, without limitation, responding to investigations and 
implementing new policies and procedures. Such burdens may divert the Adviser's time, attention 
and resources from portfolio management activities. The effect of any future regulatory change 
on the Adviser and its ability to manage the Account could be substantial and adverse. 

The Account's strategy is expected to change over time and the Account may become subject to 
new or additional regulatory constraints, which may increase the Account's expenses and limit its 
ability to generate profits. This list of risk factors does not address, and the Adviser can not 
anticipate, every possible current or future regulation that may affect the Adviser or the Account. 
Such regulations may have a significant impact on the Client, including, without limitation, 
restricting the types of investments the Account may make, preventing the Account from 
exercising voting rights with regard to ce1tain financial instruments and/or requiring the Client to 
disclose the identity of its investors. The Adviser may, in its sole discretion, cause the Account to 
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be subject to such regulations if it believes that an investment or business activity is in the interest 
of the Account or Other Account, even if such regulations may have a detrimental effect on the 
Client. 

The foregoing list of risk factors and conflicts of interests does not purport to be a complete 
enumeration or explanation of the risks and conflicts involved in an investment in the 
Account or that may arise in the futm·e. The Advise1· does not undertake any obligation to 
update these risk factors to reflect new information, future events or otherwise. 
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EXHIBITD 

Reports 

Monthly: 

Within 15 calendar days subsequent to month end, Adviser will provide Client the holdings as of 
month"end and the Net Asset Value. 

Quarterly: 

Within 15 calendar days subsequent to quai1er end, Adviser will provide Client valuation reports 
from an independent third"party valuation company (cun-ently Lincoln International) on all non" 
public securities, as well as the quarter end investment holding report and Net Asset Value. 
Additionally, Adviser will provide to Client all data required for preparation of its Quarterly and 
Annual Statements, including all required disclosures and related regulatory filings, in the format 
required by Client within 30 days of Quarter"End. 

Annual: 

On or about May 15th, Adviser will provide Client with a letter from its independent auditors 
( currently KPMG, LLP) including its opinion on the preceding December 31st Net Asset Value 
balances, and any material notes on specific holdings. Additionally, Adviser will provide to 
Client all data required for preparation of its Statutory Annual Statement, including all required 
disclosures and related regulatory filings, in the f01mat required by Client within 30 days of 
Year"End. 

"37" 
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January l S, 20 l S 

Beechwood Re Investments, LLC 
250 West 55 th Street 

New York, New York 10019 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania 
550 Congressional Blvd., Suite 200 
Carmel, IN 46032 
Attn: Paul Lorentz 

In re: Return on Investment 

Dear Mr. Lorentz: 

Reference is made to that certain Investment Management Agreement (the "IMA"), dated as of 
January IS, 2015 by and between B Asset Manager, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, as investment 
manager ("Adviser") and Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania, a Pennsylvania domiciled 
life insurance company, as client ("Client"), pursuant to which Adviser will provide investment 
management and advisory services to Client during the term of the IMA. Beechwood Re Investments, 
LLC, a series limited liability company organized under the laws of the State of Delaware, ("BRILLC") 
desires to provide to Client ce1tain assurances as relates to performance of the investments managed by 
Adviser under the IMA as further described herein. All terms used herein but not othenvise defined herein 
shall have such meanings as ascribed such term in the IMA. 

In consideration of the consummation of the IMA by and between Client and Adviser, and the 
agreements set fo1ih herein and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which 11re hereby acknowledged, the BRILLC he1·eby agrees as follows: 

BRILLC hereby acknowledges and agrees that Client shall be entitled to a fixed investment return 
(the "Investment Ret11rn") calculated and payable each Year pursuant to the terms of the IMA. The 
Investment Return shall be equal to 5.85% per annum (non-compounded) of the net asset value of the Assets 
contributed to the Account as of the effective date of the IMA (the "Initial NA V"), and shall be pro rated 
for any Year that is less than 12 complete calendar months. In the event that, the Total Portfolio Yield on 
the Account is insufficient to generate the fixed Investment Return for the applicable Year, the undersigned 
shall (i) pay to the Account for the benefit of Client any Investment Return shortfall from its own account 
and/or (ii) as necessary, contribute qualifying assets to the Account from its own account, such that the net 
asset value of the Account after giving effect to such payment or contribution, as the case may be, shall 
equal the Initial NAV plus the fixed Investment Return ( collectively, the "Tr11e-Up Payment"). The Initial 
NA V shall be increased for all additional deposits by Client in the Account and decreased by all withdrawals 
by Client from the Account. provided, thl!t in the case of such additions or withdrawals, the Investment 
Retum shall be determined on the basis of the daily average net asset value of deposits, less withdrawals in 
the Account (without giving effect to any investment gain or loss in the Account). In addition, the Initial 
NA V shall be increased at the end of each Year during the term of the IMA by the Investment Return to 
the extent such Investment Return is not othenvise withdrawn from the Account. 

The True-Up Payment (ifrequired by Client) shall be deposited in the Account within ninety (90) 
days following receipt of written notice from Client, together with an acknowledgement from Adviser of 
such shortfall, of demand of a True-Up Payment. 

Solely for illustration purposes only, below sets fo1th hypothetical results of operations of Adviser 
on behalf of Client during a hypothetical Year in which a True-Up Payment would be required. For the 
avoidance of doubt, the parties acknowledge and agree that for purposes of determining a Trne-Up Payment 
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hereunder, the value of the Account as of January I of each Year will be the Initial NAV plus any accl'Ued 
and unpaid Investment Return for such Year. The Net Trading Profit of the Account for any Year shall be 
calculated by the Adviser on a mark-to-market basis. 

Hypothetical Illustration ofT1·ue-Up Payment 

Investment Re tum ( on 
$50mNAV) 5.0 

Expenses (0.2) 

Perform!lnce Fee (0.5) 

Total Po1tfolio Yield 4.2 

Fixed Investment Return (5.85) 

True-Up Payment 1.65 

In Scenario above, the net trading profits are 165 basis points less than the fixed Investment Return, 
and therefore the undersigned has agreed, and will deposit, a Trne-Up Payment into the Account 

This letter may not be amended or waived except by an instrument in writing signed by the 
undersigned and Client. This letter may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be 
an original and all of which, when taken together, shall constitute one agreement. Delivery of an executed 
signature page of this letter by facsimile or electronic transmission shall be effective as delivery of a 
manually executed counterpart hereof or thereof, as the case may be. This letter shall be governed by, and 
construed in accordance with, the laws of the State of New York. This letter sets forth the entire agreement 
between the parties hereto as to the matters set forth herein and supersede all prior communications, written 
or oral, with respect to the matters herein . 

*** Remainder of page left intentionally blank; signature page follows *** 
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If the foregoing meets with your approval please signify your acceptance of the tenns hereof by 

signing below. 

Agreed and Accepted this 15th day of January. 2015: 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania 

By: ______ _ __ _ 

Name: 
Title: 

Beechwood Re Investments, LLC' 
By: N Management LLC, its manager 

By: 
Name: Mark Nordlicht 
Title: Authorized Signatory 
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If the foregoing meets with your approval please signify your acceptance of the terms hereof by 
signing below. 

Beechwood Re Investments, LLC 
By: N Management LLC, its manager 

By: ________ _ 

Name: Mark Nordlicht 
Title: Authorized Signatory 

Agreed and Accepted this 15th day of Janua1y, 2015: 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania 

Signalure page to Side Lehor 
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Andrew M. Calamari 
Sanjay Wadhwa 
Adam Grace 
Kevin P. McGrath 
Neal Jacobson 
Danielle Sallah 
Jess Velona 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
New York Regional Office 
Brookfield Place 
200 Vesey Street, Suite 400 
New York, New York 10281-1022 
(212) 336-0180 (V elona) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

PLATINUM MANAGEMENT (NY) LLC; 
PLATINUM CREDIT MANAGEMENT, L.P.; 
MARK NORDLICHT; 
DAVID LEVY; 
DANIEL SMALL; 
URI LANDESMAN; 
JOSEPH MANN; 
JOSEPH SANFILIPPO; and 
JEFFREY SHULSE; 

Defendants. 

Civil Case No. 

Complaint 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission"), for its Complaint 

against Defendants Platinum Management (NY) LLC ("Platinum Management"), Platinum 

Credit Management, L.P. ("Platinum Credit"), Mark Nordlicht ("Nordlicht"), David Levy 

("Levy"), Daniel Small ("Small"), Uri Landesman ("Landesman"), Joseph Mann ("Mann"), 
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Joseph Sanfilippo ("Sanfilippo") ( collectively the "Platinum Defendants"), and Jeffrey Shulse 

("Shulse") (all collectively "Defendants"), alleges as follows: 

SUMMARY 

1. This case involves a multi-pronged fraudulent scheme by Platinum Management 

and Platinum Credit, the managers of hedge funds Platinum Partners Value Arbitrage Fund 

L.P.(together with its feeder funds, "PPVA") and Platinum Credit Opportunities Master Fund 

L.P. (together with its feeder funds, "PPCO"), respectively, led by Nordlicht, the co-Chief 

Investment Officer ("CIO") of PPVA and PPCO. 

2. To existing and prospective investors, Platinum Management projected stability 

and confidence, reporting steady, positive returns every year that averaged 17% annually from 

2003-15. It also guaranteed its investors liquidity, as they were permitted to redeem on 60 or 90 

days' notice ( depending on when they invested) and receive payment of 90% of their redemption 

request within 30 days thereafter. Marketing materials likewise stressed the fund's ready 

capacity to liquidate positions. 

3. Behind the scenes, however, PPVA faced a growing liquidity crisis, which 

Platinum Management, Nordlicht, Landesman, Mann and Sanfilippo in various ways concealed 

from existing and prospective investors for years. In fact, PPVA's growing concentration in 

illiquid positions made it ever-more difficult for Platinum Management to pay investor 

redemptions on time each quarter. Internal documents discussing redemptions are replete with 

references such as "Hail Mary time," and of hoping that new subscriptions would prove 

sufficient to pay current redemptions. As early as November 2012, Nordlicht and Landesman 

complained that redemptions were "daunting" and "relentless," and in June 2014 Nordlicht 

wrote Landesman that "It can't go on like this or practically we will need to wind down .... this 

2 
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is code red ... We can't pay out 25 million in reds [redemptions] per quarter and have 5 come 

in." Nonetheless, existing and prospective investors were kept in the dark for years about 

PPVA's liquidity crisis; to the contrary, Platinum Management continued to market the fund's 

flexible redemption terms even as it struggled to pay redemptions. 

4. Platinum Management also deceived investors by vastly overvaluing its interest in 

a small oil production company, Golden Gate Oil LLC ("Golden Gate"). This position, valued at 

times by Platinum Management at around $170 million, purported to represent more than 19% of 

PPVA's total assets at the end of 2013. In fact, it was worth a fraction of that. Golden Gate 

consumed more than $20 million in PPV A loans and yet barely produced any oil, suffered large 

operating losses and never made a single interest payment on PPVA's loans. Tellingly, when 

Platinum Management engaged in transactions involving Golden Gate, including buying or 

selling options to buy interests in the company, they were at values much lower than what it 

carried on its books. Indeed, it eventually purchased the remaining 52% of Golden Gate for a 

mere $3 .2 million, and yet it was still touting an enterprise valuation of at least $170 million. 

Platinum Management's inflation of Golden Gate's valuation by itselfled to an overstatement of 

PPVA's AUM by as much as 13% at the end of 2014. 

5. Platinum Management also orchestrated a fraudulent scheme in connection with 

its other major oil investment, Black Elk Energy Offshore Operations LLC ("Black Elk"). In 

part to cope with the fund's deepening liquidity crisis, Nordlicht, two of his colleagues, Levy and 

Small, and Black Elk CFO Shulse, schemed to divert almost $100 million - proceeds of a 

forthcoming asset sale - out of Black Elk to benefit preferred shares held mostly by PPV A and 

its affiliates. The problem was that Black Elk noteholders, some of whom were independent of 

Platinum Management, had priority over preferred shares, and Platinum Management and its 

3 
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affiliates, which dominated Black Elk's management, could not participate in any vote among 

noteholders to change this priority. Thus, Nordlicht and others created a deceptive consent 

solicitation process and rigged the vote. They secretly transferred a large block of notes from 

PPV A and its affiliates to various entities advised by two other entities, B Asset Manager and B 

Asset Manager II (together, "BAM"), for whom Levy served as CIO. They drafted a solicitation 

document that falsely stated that PPV A and its affiliates only held $18 million in notes, when in 

fact they controlled almost $100 million. BAM affiliates then joined PPVA and its affiliated 

funds in casting its controlling block of notes for the consent solicitation. Once the votes were 

counted, and Platinum Management's fraudulent scheme prevailed, Nordlicht, Levy and Small 

directed Shulse to wire almost $100 million out of Black Elk for the benefit of PPVA and its 

affiliates. 

6. Meanwhile, in 2014-15, PPVA's liquidity crisis worsened, and Platinum 

Management resorted to other schemes to keep the fund afloat. For example, faced with relying 

on heavy short-term borrowing at annual interest rates as high as 19%, Platinum Management 

and PPVA CFO Sanfilippo told PPVA's auditor that the loans were done to complete 

"investment transactions" - a false explanation provided to investors in the fund's audited 

financials, when they were finally released to investors months later than they were supposed to 

be. Platinum Management's internal documents confirmed that the real purpose for the high

interest borrowing was to ease the fund's liquidity constraints. 

7. In mid-March 2015, Nordlicht, Landesman and other senior Platinum Partners 

officials schemed to meet a sudden wave of over $70 million in redemptions by pressing 

redeeming investors to cancel those redemptions or at least defer them one quarter, and to launch 

an aggressive push for new investment money, all while concealing PPVA's liquidity 

4 
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cns1s. Their pitch focused on anticipated investment gains in the following month, while 

omitting mention of the firm's significant liquidity crisis, which would obviously scare new 

investors and people looking to redeem. 

8. Nordlicht also treated investor monies held in separate funds under the Platinum 

Partners umbrella as fungible, transferring money between funds as needed to meet liquidity 

demands, contrary to promises made to investors in each fund and representing an obvious 

conflict of interest. In particular, Platinum Management schemed with Platinum Credit to have 

PPCO make over $30 million in loans to PPV A in least in part to help PPV A make payments 

that were coming due. On one occasion, $7 million in new subscriptions to PPCO was diverted 

to PPV A within 24 hours to pay off an overdue short-term loan owed by PPV A. Also, certain 

preferred redeeming PPV A investors were allowed to transfer interests worth millions of dollars 

to PPCO, but no cash moved from one fund to the other. The amount was merely added to the 

principal owed by PPVA on its outstanding loan from PPCO, and PPCO got nothing more than a 

promise to pay by a fund that couldn't pay its redemptions. 

9. Along the way, Platinum Management and Nordlicht also repeatedly paid 

redemptions in a preferential manner, even as they continued to market redemption rules that 

promised investors equal treatment. 

10. Eventually, in late November 2015, Platinum Management placed a majority of 

PPVA's assets, all highly illiquid, in a "side pocket", from which no redemptions were possible 

for three years. Even then, however, few redemptions were paid from the supposedly more 

liquid original PPV A fund. 

11. In June 2016, after the FBI executed a search warrant on Platinum Management's 

premises, as well as the filing of criminal charges against a co-owner of Platinum Partners (the 

5 
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umbrella entity for the Platinum companies), Nordlicht announced to investors that PPVA and 

PPCO would stop taking in new money and would look to monetize current investments in an 

orderly fashion. 

12. The PPV A fund is currently in liquidation in the Cayman Islands, while the PPCO 

fund and another Platinum Partners affiliated fund (the Platinum Partners Liquid Opportunity 

Fund ("PPLO")) have contractually retained an independent monitor. By way of this action, the 

Commission seeks to have a court-appointed receiver installed over the domestic PPCO and 

PPLO funds and their respective advisers (together, the "Receivership Entities"), in order to 

protect investor assets and secure a fair and orderly process by which assets are liquidated and 

distributions are made to investors. 

VIOLATIONS 

13. By virtue of the conduct alleged herein, Platinum Management, Platinum Credit 

and Nordlicht, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert, have engaged and are engaging in 

transactions, acts, practices and courses of business that constitute violations of Sections 206(1 ), 

206(2) and 206(4) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (the "Advisers Act"), 15 U.S.C. §§ 

80b-6(1), (2), and (4), and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-8. 

14. By virtue of the conduct alleged herein, Nordlicht, in the alternative, aided and 

abetted Platinum Management's and Platinum Credit's violations of Sections 206(1), 206(2) and 

206(4) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 80b-6(1), (2), and (4), and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder, 

17 C.F.R. § 275.206( 4)-8; and Landesman, Levy, Mann, Sanfilippo and Small aided and abetted 

Platinum Management's violations of Section 206(4) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. §80b-6(4), 

and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-8. 

6 
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15. By virtue of the conduct alleged herein, Platinum Management violated Section 

206(4) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. §80b-6(4), and Rule 206(4)-2 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 

275.206(4)-2. 

16. By virtue of the conduct alleged herein, Platinum Management, Platinum Credit 

Nordlicht, Landesman, Levy and Sanfilippo, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert, have 

engaged and are engaging in transactions, acts, practices and courses of business that constitute 

violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Act"), 15 U.S.C. § 

77q(a), and Mann, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert, has engaged and is engaging in 

transactions, acts, practices and course of business that constitute violations of Securities Act 

Section 17(a)(l) and (3), 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)(l) and (3). 

17. By virtue of the conduct alleged herein, Platinum Management, Platinum Credit 

Nordlicht, Landesman, Levy, Sanfilippo and Small, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert, 

have engaged and are engaging in transactions, acts, practices and courses of business that 

constitute violations of Section 1 0(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange 

Act"), 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), and Rule lOb-5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. §240.l0b-5, and Mann and 

Shulse, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert, have engaged and are engaging in transactions, 

acts, practices and courses of business that constitute violations of Exchange Act Section 1 0(b ), 

15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), and Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder, 17 C.F.R. §240.10b-5(a) and (c). 

18. By virtue of the conduct alleged herein, Nordlicht and Levy, in the alternative, 

aided and abetted Platinum Management's and Platinum Credit's violations of Section 17(a) of 

the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a), and Section IO(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 

78j(b ), and Rule 1 0b-5 thereunder, 17 C.F .R. §240.1 0b-5; Landesman, Mann and SanFilippo, in 

the alternative, aided and abetted Platinum Management's violations of Section 17(a) of the 

7 
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Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a), and Section l0(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), 

and Rule l0b-5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. §240.lOb-5; Small, in the alternative, aided and abetted 

Platinum Management's violations of Section l0(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), 

and Rule l0b-5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. §240.l0b-5; and Shulse, in the alternative, aided and 

abetted Platinum Management, Nordlicht, Levy and Small's violations of Section IO(b) of the 

Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), and Rule lOb-5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. §240.lOb-5. 

NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND RELIEF SOUGHT 

19. The Commission brings this action pursuant to the authority conferred upon it by 

Section 209 of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80b-9, Section 20 of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 

77t, and Section 21 of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78u, seeking to permanently enjoin 

Defendants from engaging in the acts, practices and courses of business alleged herein and for 

such other relief as set forth below. 

20. In addition, the Commission brings an emergency action seeking: (1) a temporary 

restraining order and preliminary injunction against Defendant Platinum Credit enjoining it from 

future violations of Sections 206(1), 206(2) and 206(4) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 80b-

6(1), (2), and (4), and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-8; Section 17(a) of the 

Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a); and Section IO(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), 

and Rule 1 0b-5 thereunder, 17 C.F .R. §240.1 0b-5; (2) appointing a receiver over the 

Receivership Entities; (3) prohibiting the Receivership Entities from destroying or altering any 

documents; and (4) permitting the Commission to conduct expedited discovery. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

21. This Court has jurisdiction over this action, and venue lies in this District, 

pursuant to Section 214 of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80b-14; Sections 20(b), 20(d) and 22(a) 

8 
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of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 77t(b), 77t(d) and 77v(a) and Section 21(d) of the Exchange 

Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78u(d). 

22. Defendants, directly or indirectly, made use of the means or instruments of 

transportation or communication in interstate commerce, or of the mails, or of a facility of a 

national securities exchange, in connection with the transactions, acts, practices, or courses of 

business alleged herein, certain of which occurred in this District. 

23. For example, various investors and portfolio managers were located in Brooklyn, 

New York, and communications in furtherance of the fraudulent schemes and other violations 

alleged herein were sent to them through the means or instruments of communication in 

interstate commerce. 

DEFENDANTS 

24. Platinum Management is an investment adviser registered with the Commission 

since September 2, 2011. It is a Delaware limited liability company headquartered in New York, 

New York, and is the adviser to various funds, including PPV A. Platinum Management's March 

30, 2016 Form ADV ("ADV") reported that it had approximately $1 billion in assets under 

management ("AUM"). 

25. Platinum Credit, a Delaware limited partnership headquartered in New York, 

New York, is a relying adviser of Platinum Management, i.e., it is included within Platinum 

Management's umbrella adviser registration with the Commission. Platinum Credit is the 

adviser to the PPCO. Platinum Management's March 30, 2016 ADV reported that Platinum 

Credit had approximately $590 million in AUM in PPCO .. 

26. Nordlicht, 48, resides in New Rochelle, New York. He is chairman of Platinum 

Partners, the umbrella organization for the various funds, co-chief investment officer or CIO of 

9 
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Platinum Management and Platinum Credit, and CIO of Platinum Liquid Opportunity 

Management (NY) LLC ("Platinum Liquid"), a relying adviser of Platinum Management. He 

also owns, directly and indirectly, between a 20% and 33% beneficial interest in Platinum 

Management, Platinum Credit and Platinum Liquid, and he, his relatives and/or related trusts are 

also investors in certain of the funds managed by the above-named advisers. Nordlicht also was 

a member of the managing member of Platinum Partners Black Elk Opportunities Fund LLC 

("PPBE"). From 1998-99, he held Series 7 and Series 63 licenses and was registered with 

FINRA. 

27. Levy, 41, resides in New York, New York. He is an owner and co-CIO of 

Platinum Management and Platinum Credit. He previously served as a PPV A portfolio manager 

from 2006 to approximately the end of 2013, including with respect to PPVA's investment in 

Black Elk. He also was chairman and CIO and general partner of the managing member of 

PPBE. At the end of 2013, Levy purported to leave Platinum Partners, and he became the CIO 

and 10% owner ofB Asset Manager LP and B Asset Manager II LP (together, "BAM"), the CIO, 

CFO, and 49.99% owner of Beechwood Re Ltd., and the CIO and 49.99% of Beechwood 

Bermuda Ltd. (the latter two, together, "Beechwood"). 

28. Small, 45, resides in New York, New York. From 2007 to at least 2014, he was a 

managing director and portfolio manager at PPV A, and a portfolio manager of, among other 

things, Black Elk. He also was a managing director and portfolio manager of PPBE. From July 

2009 to at least 2014, he served as a Platinum Management-appointed member of Black Elk's 

board of managers. 

29. Landesman, 55, lives in New Rochelle, New York. He was managing general 

partner of PPVA and PPLO until approximately April 2015, and formerly held a percentage of 

10 
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Platinum Management's ownership. Thereafter, he continued to have substantial responsibility 

for investor communications for PPV A. He also supervised PPVA's Chief Marketing Officer. 

30. Mann, 24, resides in Brooklyn, New York. At times pertinent to this Complaint, 

he worked in the investor relations department of Platinum Management. 

31. SanFilippo, 38, resides in Freehold, New Jersey. At times pertinent to this 

Complaint, he was the CFO of PPV A. He is licensed as a CPA in New York. 

32. Shulse, 46, resides in Houston, Texas. He was the CFO of Black Elk from 

approximately January to September 2014, and the CEO thereafter until early 2015. His Texas 

CPA license expired in 2014 and was suspended thereafter due to Shulse's failure to complete 

his mandatory continuing professional education, or CPE. 

RELATED ENTITIES 

33. PPVA is a Cayman Islands exempted limited partnership managed directly by 

Platinum Management. PPV A has the following feeder funds: Platinum Partners Value 

Arbitrage (International) LTD; Platinum Partners Value Arbitrage Fund (USA) L.P .; and, 

Platinum Partners Value Arbitrage Intermediate Fund LTD. The PPVA feeder funds were 

offered only to qualified purchasers, as that term is defined in the Investment Company Act of 

1940 (the "Company Act"). PPVA was marketed as a multi-strategy fund that includes 

long/short fundamental equity trading; asset-based financing in energy, mining, and other 

industries; energy-related and Asia-based arbitrage opportunities; and event-driven investing in 

corporations. 

34. PPCO is a Delaware limited partnership managed by Platinum Credit. It has the 

following feeder funds: Platinum Partners Credit Opportunities Fund (TE) LLC; Platinum 

Partners Credit Opportunities Fund International (A) LTD.; Platinum Partners Credit 
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Opportunities Fund International LTD.; Platinum Partners Credit Opportunities Fund LLC; and, 

Platinum Partners Credit Opportunity Fund (BL) LLC. The PPCO feeder funds were offered 

only to qualified purchasers, as that term is defined in the Company Act. PPCO was marketed as 

a single-strategy fund that invests in asset-based loans in areas such as natural resources, energy 

litigation, life insurance settlements, and receivables. 

35. Platinum Liquid is a Delaware limited liability company that serves as the 

investment manager to Platinum Partners Liquid Opportunity Fund (USA) L.P. ("PPLO USA"); 

Platinum Partners Liquid Opportunity Fund (International) LTD,; Platinum Partners Liquid 

Opportunity Intermediate Fund L.P. and Platinum Partners Liquid Opportunity Master Fund L.P. 

(the "PPLO Master Fund") (such funds, together, "PPLO"). It is a relying adviser of Platinum 

Management. Platinum Management's March 30, 2016 ADV reported that Platinum Liquid had 

approximately $27 million in AUM in PPLO. At times pertinent to this Complaint, Nordlicht 

was the CIO for Platinum Liquid and was "responsible for oversight of all trading, asset 

allocation and risk management on behalf of the Platinum-managed funds." At times pertinent 

to this Complaint, Nordlicht was the majority owner of Platinum Liquid. Landesman became 

President of Platinum Liquid in April 2010 and became the managing member of Platinum 

Liquid effective January 1, 2011. 

36. B Asset Manager LP and B Asset Manager II LP (together, "BAM"), 

headquartered in New York, are operationally integrated umegistered investment advisers that 

manage assets primarily obtained by their controlled affiliates through reinsurance contracts with 

domestic insurance companies and under investment management agreements made directly with 

domestic insurance companies. Nordlicht, Levy, and two other close associates collectively 
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owned 68.9% of BAM through at least August 2016. BAM claims to have approximately $2 

billion in ADM and is an affiliate of the Beechwood reinsurance entities. 

37. PPBE is a special purpose vehicle through which other Platinum funds and 

individual investors obtained interests in Black Elk Class E preferred shares. 

FACTS 

Background 

38. Platinum Partners had two principal funds -PPVA, created in 2003, and PPCO, 

formed in 2005. PPVA, the flagship, was billed as a multi-strategy hedge fund, ranging from 

long/short equity fundamental strategies and arbitrage to asset-based finance. Meanwhile, a 

primary investment strategy of PPCO was "to originate a variety of high yield, fixed income 

instruments." 

39. PPVA was billed as a liquid fund. Its domestic and foreign feeder fund PPMs, 

consistent with their respective limited partnership agreement ("LP A") and governing articles, 

set out a fixed, orderly redemption process for all investors: quarterly redemptions, upon 60 or 

90 days advance notice ( depending on the version of the PPM), with the fund "intend[ing] to 

pay" to the investor at least 90% of the amount requested within 30 days, with the remaining 

10% potentially held back for completion of the fund's audit. Nothing elsewhere in the PPMs or 

their respective formative documents granted broad discretion to pay some redemption requests 

but not others, particularly those submitted in the same cycle. 

40. Platinum Management's Due Diligence Questionnaires for PPVA ("DDQs") 

confirmed the fund's liquidity. From September 2013 through September 2015, they stated, in 

part, 

How long does it take to exit the most liquid positions in the portfolio? 
The Fund's most liquid positions could, under normal market conditions, typically be 
liquidated in less than a week, including assets in the Energy and Power Arbitrage, 
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Long/Short Fundamental Equity, Event Driven, Quantitative and Asia Based Arbitrage 
strategies. 

The listed liquid strategies represented more than half of the portfolio during that same period, 

according to monthly "tear sheets" sent to investors, as well as marketing presentations provided 

. principally to prospective investors. For example, a May 2016 presentation stated the fund was 

targeting "42% risk allocation to short term trading and relative value strategies, 26% to event 

driven strategies and 32% to asset based finance strategies." 

41. Fund documents also carefully delineated the separation between the finances of 

the PPVA and PPCO funds. For example, the March 2015 PPCO and April 2015 PPVA PPMs 

stated, as a risk factor, that they permitted loans to or from affiliated funds, but only in narrow 

circumstances: "in the event that an affiliate fund, such as one of the Platinum-managed funds, 

requires additional funds on a short-term basis in order to make an investment, the Master Fund 

may loan such affiliate fund any amounts to facilitate such investment"; likewise, "in the event 

the Master Fund requires additional funds on a short-term basis in order to make an investment, 

the Managing Member, the Loan Portfolio Manager or their Affiliates and/or an affiliate fund, 

such as one of the Platinum-managed funds, may loan the Master Fund any amounts to facilitate 

such investment" (quoting PPCO Onshore March 2015 PPM; emphasis added.). 

42. On the surface, PPV A and PPCO were highly successful funds. As of March 

2016, Platinum Management reported that PPV A had almost $1.1 billion in AUM, and PPCO 

had almost $600 million in AUM. Also, PPV A reported a virtually unbroken string of strong 

and steady reported performance, with its NA V going up each year from 2003 to 2015, for an 

average annual return of 17%, with typically small gains reported for 85% of the months 

throughout this period. 
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43. Beneath the surface, however, lurked serious problems, which defendants kept 

from investors for years. In fact, from at least 2012, PPV A faced recurring liquidity crises. 

There was a growing liquidity mismatch, as the fund became increasingly concentrated in 

illiquid investments, including equity and debt positions in start-up companies, many of which 

were not publicly traded. And yet, many investors could and did demand their money back 

every quarter. Although the liquidity crisis extended for years, Platinum Management did not -

for whatever reason - sell enough of its illiquid portfolio to overcome this crisis. Instead, it took 

cash out of more liquid strategies, thus skewing the balance of the portfolio toward greater 

illiquidity even while the liquidity pressures remained. 

44. For example, in a November 6, 2012 email entitled "Current Redemptions Nov 5, 

2012," a Platinum Partners employee advised Nordlicht that there were "$27 million total," 

apparently referring to outstanding redemption requests. Nordlicht forwarded this email to 

Landesman and stated: "If we don't exceed this in subs [new subscriptions] from dee 1 andjan 1 

we are probably going to have to put black elk [one of the fund's illiquid investments] in side 

pocket. I also need to pay back [ a loan from an individual] and an additional 4 million oct 31 and 

nov 30 so we are talking 40" - apparently indicating they needed to get $40 million in new 

subscriptions to cover pending redemption requests and other obligations. Landesman responded 

by saying he would try his best, and that he thought " ... we could sweep the table here, so far, 

think Jan. 1st is a possibility for some, if not all." Nordlicht replied that "it's just very daunting. 

It seems like we make some progress and then reds [redemptions] are relentless almost. It's 

tough to get ahead in subs [subscriptions] ifu have to replace 150-200 a year .... " Landesman 

replied: "Didn't take it as complaining, it is my job. Redemptions very daunting." 
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45. That said, illiquid positions, most of them categorized for accounting purposes as 

"Level 3" assets, which represented almost 80% of fund assets at the end of 2014, had one virtue 

for Platinum Management: since they were not publicly traded and there were no other readily 

available market prices, they were valued by Platinum Management itself, "determined in such 

manner as may be selected from time to time by the Investment Manager in its discretion." 

46. To be sure, the PPVA PPMs limited this discretion by requiring that the result 

represent "fair value." Platinum Management reassured investors by noting in its DDQs that its 

valuations were verified by an internal valuation committee. And the DDQs, tear sheets, and 

marketing presentations touted that Platinum Management used the services of an independent 

valuation agent. In reality, however, Nordlicht often instructed his staff to adjust the values of 

various positions up or down, with the staff left to flesh out the rationales for those adjustments. 

4 7. Platinum Management's external auditor in early 2015 reported to it that "a 

material weakness exists in the Master Fund's investment valuation process related to its Level 3 

investments." Platinum Management did not disclose to its investors this important information. 

The auditor also identified a "very material" misstatement that required a large markdown of the 

valuation of one large, illiquid position, triggering a restatement of the fund's year-end 2013 

AUM. 

48. Platinum Management terminated that auditor. Still, the replacement auditor 

included in its 2014 opinion, which it did not issue until September 2015, an "emphasis-of

matter" stating that management's estimated values for investments representing over $800 

million rested on unobservable inputs, and that the amounts that might be realized in the near

term could differ materially from management's valuations. 
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49. Platinum's substantial control over the valuations of its illiquid positions helped 

ensure that fund performance, which was largely composed of unrealized gains, remained steady. 

This was essential, because shortfalls in performance could be expected to trigger more 

redemptions, and so deepen the liquidity crisis. 

Overvaluation of Golden Gate Oil LLC Investment 

50. A principal example of PPVA's growth in AUM through unrealized gains is 

Platinum Management's manipulation of the valuation of its disastrous investment in Golden 

Gate, a start-up oil production company it helped create in 2012. In 2013 through 2014, PPVA's 

reported AUM of approximately $900 million to $1 billion rested heavily on the valuation of this 

single investment. Whereas Platinum Management valued Golden Gate at approximately $78 

million at the end of 2012 (when PPVA's equity interest in Golden Gate was 48% of the 

company, or $37 million), the value rose sharply to $173 million at the end of 2013 (when PPVA 

owned or had the option to buy a 100% interest). 

51. At the end of 2013, the Golden Gate equity and loan constituted approximately 

19% of PPVA's AUM, the fund's largest position. At the end of 2014, even after the price of oil 

had plummeted 60%, from $100 to $40 per barrel, PPV A valued its equity in Golden Gate at 

$140 million, less than 20% below its 2013 year-end valuation. It also continuously valued at 

par its loans to Golden Gate, which reached $18 million in principal by the end of 2013, even 

though Golden Gate never made a single interest payment to PPV A. 

52. Throughout this period, Nordlicht was principally responsible for setting the 

valuation of Golden Gate for PPV A. Golden Gate was vastly overvalued, for multiple reasons. 

53. First, PPV A sharply increased its valuation of Golden Gate while in fact the 

company's performance was falling far below initial projections, with minuscule oil production 
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and heavy operating losses. Golden Gate's first stage involved the drilling of seven wells, but it 

encountered large drilling cost overruns, consuming $18 million borrowed from PPV A by the 

end of 2013, as well as delays in obtaining needed permits. Moreover, the wells produced 

mostly water and many were shut in (i.e., not producing). The only consistently-producing well 

provided revenue representing less than 10% of initial projections. As a result, far from 

generating the expected millions in cash flow to pay for future drilling, Golden Gate generated 

$6 million in net losses in 2013. 

54. Second, several transactions with third parties concerning the sale of some or all 

of Golden Gate's assets were for a mere fraction of the valuation that PPV A carried on its books 

for the same assets. 

55. For example, in October 2013, PPVA granted its partner an option to buy one of 

the two main Golden Gate oil fields for a mere $6.2 million, barely one-tenth of the value touted 

by PPV A for the same fields. 

56. At the same time, the partners granted each other an option to buy the other 

party's share for $60 million, effectively meaning that the whole company was worth roughly 

$120 million (rather than $173 million). 

57. One month later, though, Black Elk (another PPVA investment) reported in a 

public filing that it had obtained an option to buy the whole company for $60 million. This 

posed a problem for Platinum Management; Months later, a PPV A portfolio manager for Golden 

Gate told Nordlicht and Levy that a potential third party lender had brought up Black Elk's 

filing, saying "the issue is that it publicly discloses the value of the option and therefore pegs 

GGO [Golden Gate]'s value to $60M. This is ultimately a marketing issue that could be dealt 

with but something we should all be aware of." 
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58. Then, in August and September of 2014, PPVA in fact bought out its partner's 

52% interest in Golden Gate not for $60 million, or $30 million, but a mere $3.2 million, with an 

additional $5.9 million contingent on achievement of production levels that Golden Gate had not 

come close to achieving. These actual option and sales prices belie Platinum Management's far 

higher valuations, including an enterprise valuation of at least $170 million it touted as of 

September 30, 2014. Third, even internally Platinum Management personnel frequently 

acknowledged Golden Gate was worth much less than claimed. In early 2012, Nordlicht initially 

scoffed at his portfolio manager's optimistic projections: "I cringe at the 1 billion PV-10 number 

[a measure of the present value of the oil reserves] as it doesn't mean anything .... when u have 

billion pvlO on fields that are worth 15 [$15 million] in sale now, it doesn't really mean much .. 

. . " Likewise, in late 2012, one of Platinum's project managers for Golden Gate wrote to 

Nordlicht that once Golden Gate, as a first step, had about seven wells producing at its two 

fields, the value would rise to $45 million. Nonetheless, at the end of 2013, when the drilling 

program had fallen far short even of that goal and Golden Gate was deeply in the red, Platinum 

Management increased PPV A's valuation of its interest to $173 million. 

59. Tellingly, in early 2014, Nordlicht did not grant discretionary compensation to the 

portfolio managers responsible for Golden Gate based on the valuation that was on PPVA's 

books. 

60. Fourth, Platinum Management took steps to mislead third parties who evaluated 

Golden Gate's reserves and the value of PPVA's interest in the company. Those third parties 

were largely at Platinum Management's mercy, for they relied upon Platinum Management and 

Golden Gate for virtually all of the inputs used in their calculations. For example, Platinum 

Management retained an independent valuation expert to buttress its own ultimate valuations, but 
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the valuation expert's quarterly reports repeatedly contained multiple false statements, obtained 

from Platinum Management, overstating the number of producing wells and the volume of oil 

production. 

61. When Platinum Management considered having Black Elk buy PPVA's interest in 

Golden Gate, an independent engineering firm chosen by Black Elk made preliminary estimates 

that valued Golden Gate's reserves at about 10% of the estimates made by the engineering firm 

retained by Golden Gate. In particular, Black Elk's engineering firm found that most of the 

reserves should be characterized as merely "probable" rather than as "proven" - a critical 

difference since classifying reserves as proven rather than probable would have a positive effect 

on PPVA's interest in Golden Gate. Nordlicht ordered that those lower estimates be ignored. 

62. Although Golden Gate's chosen engineering firm was willing to characterize 

more reserves as proven, that firm ultimately determined that it could no longer produce reserve 

reports for Golden Gate based on the company's pattern of making unrealistic projections of 

future well completions and production. 

63. Overall, Platinum Management and Nordlicht's words and conduct, including the 

exceedingly small consideration paid to obtain a larger equity stake in Golden Gate, and the 

decision to hold on to the Golden Gate asset in the throes of deep liquidity crises, reflect that 

Nordlicht understood that the valuations he was continuing to use for PPVA's balance sheet did 

not accurately reflect the lesser realizable value reflected by Platinum Management's negative 

experiences in attempting to develop profitable wells. 

64. Platinum Management's and Nordlicht's recklessly or knowingly inflated 

valuation of PPVA's interest in Golden Gate was material to the fund's overall valuation. For 

example, the $3 .2 million PPV A paid for the remaining 52% interest in Golden Gate in 
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September 2014 implied an enterprise value of about $6.2 million for the whole company. 

Meanwhile, as of December 31, 2014, PPV A valued Golden Gate at $140 million. Deducting 

the difference of $134 million from the fund's overall $872 million in "investments in securities" 

as of the end of 2014 would reduce that line item on its balance sheet by 16%. Likewise, the 

$134 million represented approximately 13% of PPVA's overall AUM of $1.04 billion as of the 

end of 2014. 

65. By failing to adjust Golden Gate's valuation to match reality, Nordlicht and 

Platinum Management inflated the management and incentive fees they received based on that 

inflated valuation. 

66. Meanwhile, Platinum Management responded to investor skepticism about 

Golden Gate by misleading at least one investor who raised repeated concerns about PPVA's 

energy positions and their valuation. On March 28, 2014, investor relations official Mann 

provided this investor with a report about Golden Gate and Black Elk "that we have just created 

for investors who would like to know more about the two positions." In fact, however, the report 

was replete with misstatements exaggerating Golden Gate's performance. It included charts, not 

labeled as either actual or projected, showing Golden Gate's first quarter revenues as $4.6 

million. In fact, information readily available to Platinum showed that Golden Gate's revenue 

for the first quarter (then almost entirely concluded) was less than 5% of the reported figure: 

$229,000. 

67. Moreover, focusing just on revenues was misleading, because due to high 

operating costs Golden Gate had a net operating loss of $100,000 for QI 2014. The same report 

reported Ql 2014 production as 508 barrels per day, when in fact net production for the quarter 

was less than 30 barrels per day. The report also vastly overstated probable reserves, pegging 
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them at 16 million barrels, when the most recent engineering reserve report then available 

showed only 6 million barrels of probable reserves. The report also said that "Overall PPV A has 

lent less than $18 million to GGO." In fact, as of December 31, 2013, the amount lent was $18.4 

million, and after further lending in January and February of 2014 the total outstanding stood at 

$21.8 million. 

68. These misstatements built upon Mann's statement to the same investor two days 

earlier, after speaking with Nordlicht, that Nordlicht had changed his mind about combining 

Golden Gate with Black Elk "since Golden Gate has been doing very well since then" - at a time 

when the project was in fact losing money and producing almost no oil. 

2014: Growing Liquidity Crises and the Ensuing Black Elk Fraud 

69. By 2014, PPVA's liquidity crisis had worsened. Sanfilippo sent Nordlicht and 

Landesman an email on February 5, 2014, attaching a chart entitled "December 31 Redemption 

Summary" that highlighted approximately $14 million in redemptions and other monies still 

owing to investors based on their December 31 redemption requests. Indeed, under the PPMs, 

payment was required within 30 days and so this amount was overdue. The same chart indicated 

that other, apparently preferred, investors, had been paid over $22,325,000 in connection with 

the same quarterly redemption period. 

70. Likewise, in a board meeting of the Directors of PPVA International held on 

March 12, 2014, in which Nordlicht and Landesman participated, Platinum Management 

acknowledged that the fund had experienced a greater number of redemptions than net capital 

contributions during 2013. Platinum Management also represented to the Board that 40% of the 

fund could be liquidated in 30 days, but it also represented that it was focusing on making the 

portfolio more liquid. 
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71. Despite these promises, when an investor emailed Landesman on April 29, 2014 

asking when the wires would go out for the April 1 redemptions, payments for which were due 

no later than the next day, Landesman could not answer and instead forwarded the email to 

SanFilippo, asking: "What can I tell Jacques?" 

72. Later on April 29, 2014, Nordlicht sent an email to San Filippo stating: "Start 

paying down reds [redemptions] as u can. Between Blake and ppbe (additional 10 million), shd 

have decent short term infusion. Hopefully some may 1 subs [subscriptions] show up as well. 

Have a few more outflows to discuss but this is obviously the priority." As indicated in 

Nordlicht's stated hope about subscriptions showing up, PPVA was heavily dependent on the 

infusion of new money from both subscriptions and other sources to meet its ongoing redemption 

obligations and lacked sufficient liquid assets in its portfolios to meet its redemption obligations. 

73. A June 3, 2014 email from a Platinum employee to Nordlicht and others entitled 

"Cash Sheet" listed cash on hand of $96,000; "Pending Inflows" totaling $20,000,000; "Pending 

Outflows" totaling $16,750,000 and Redemptions of $500,000 for May and $9,500,000 for June, 

which resulted in a "Projected Cash" of negative $6,154,000. Nordlicht forwarded this email to 

another employee instructing him to: "Take June reds off the list," suggesting that they were 

unable to meet the pending June redemptions of $9,500,000 due to cash flow problems. 

74. On June 16, 2014, Nordlicht emailed Landesman that the firm was in "code red" 

due to its inability to match redemptions with quarterly inflows of investor funds. Nordlicht 

stated: 

It can't go on like this or practically we will need to wind down. This is not a 
rhetoric thing, it's just not possible to manage net outflows of this magnitude. I 
think we can overcome this but this is code red, we can't go on with the status 
quo .... We can't pay out 25 million in reds per quarter and have 5 come in .... " 
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Landesman responded: "We are pushing hard, illiquidity a bigger hurdle than energy 

concentration ... Need monetization/liquidity events in the fund ... " Nordlicht replied: " .... We 

just need to short term go crazy, get everyone focused, and long term try to come up with 

marketing pitches where we can raise even when we are illiquid." 

75. In early 2014, these same liquidity problems caused Nordlicht to focus on Black 

Elk, PPVA's other large, illiquid energy investment. 

76. Black Elk operated oil wells in the Gulf of Mexico, and PPVA was its principal 

lender. Platinum Management officials once considered the Black Elk position one of the 

strongest in PPVA's portfolio. At the end of 2012, Platinum Management's valuation of Black 

Elk represented 24% of PPVA's total assets. However, Black Elk's ambitious expansion plans 

ran into problems after a deadly 2012 explosion on an offshore rig prompted numerous official 

investigations. By 2014 its economic performance was mixed and it was struggling to pay its 

bills. 

77. Meanwhile, as of early 2014, PPVA owned the vast majority of Black Elk's 

preferred shares, and a large portion of Black Elk's $150 million face value of outstanding senior 

secured notes. PPVA also had the power to control Black Elk's management, as admitted by 

Black Elk in its Form 10-K, as PPVA owned about 85% of the outstanding voting membership 

interests and had the authority to appoint and remove all Black Elk key personnel and determine 

management policies. 1 

1 "As of December 31, 2013, Platinum beneficially owned approximately 85% of our 
outstanding voting membership interests and approximately 66% of our total outstanding 
membership interests. As a result, and for as long as Platinum holds a membership interest in us, 
Platinum has the ability to remove and appoint key personnel, including all of our managers, and 
to determine and control our company and management policies, our financing arrangements, the 
payment of dividends or other distributions, and the outcome of certain company transactions or 
other matters submitted to our members for approval, including potential mergers or acquisitions, 
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78. Moreover, PPVA aggressively exercised this power, through Nordlicht, as well as 

through Levy and Small who were also PPV A portfolio managers for Black Elk. They did so by 

appointing a majority of Black Elk's Board of Managers, appointing Shulse as CFO, repeatedly 

forcing the CEO to rescind his firing of that CFO and otherwise usurping the CEO's authority, 

making prolonged, almost weekly visits to Black Elk's Houston office, and controlling which of 

Black Elk's vendors were paid (if at all) and when. As the CEO later testified in Black Elk's 

bankruptcy proceeding, "Platinum was calling all of the financial shots. I would say as of 

February [2014], they were in complete control of, you know, essentially almost every daily 

activity and most certainly stayed on top on every penny in and every penny out." 

79. Nordlicht decided to use this control over Black Elk not to try to tum around the 

company's business, but to plunder its assets for the benefit of PPVA and its affiliates, by getting 

repayment of most or all of approximately $110 million in Black Elk preferred shares held by 

those entities. A key reason was to stave off PPV A's liquidity crisis. Nordlicht acknowledged 

the liquidity crisis in vivid terms in an email to Small on March 17, 2014: 

This is also a week I need to figure out how to restructure and raise money to pay 
back 110 million of preferred which if unsuccessful, wd be the end of the fund. 
This 'liquidity' crunch was caused by our mismanagement-yours David and I
of the black elk position so I will multi task and also address your concerns but 
forgive me if I am a little distracted. I have been up until 3 am for the last two 
weeks working through this issue. 

80. In 2014, Black Elk agreed to sell much of its prime assets to Renaissance 

Offshore, LLC. Platinum Management, Nordlicht, Levy and Small schemed to divert the 

proceeds from that sale to redeem preferred shares, most of which were held by PPV A and 

affiliated funds. However, the Black Elk note indenture required that such proceeds be paid first 

asset sales and other significant corporate transactions. As a controlling member, Platinum could 
make decisions that may conflict with noteholders' interests." 
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to the noteholders, and many of the notes were held by non-Platinum parties. So the Platinum 

parties thus devised a scheme to amend the note indenture to authorize that proceeds of the 

Renaissance sale be paid to holders of Black Elk Class E preferred shareholders, mostly PPV A, 

PPCO and two other affiliated funds. 

81. The problem for Platinum was that a majority vote of noteholders was required to 

amend the indenture. Platinum controlled a majority of the notes, but it could not vote. As the 

consent solicitation later recited, "Notes owned by the Company or by any person directly or 

indirectly controlling or controlled by or under direct or indirect common control with the 

Company shall be disregarded for purposes of determining the majority." Moreover, 

independent noteholders would have no reason to vote for such an amendment, as it would divert 

the proceeds of the sale of key Black Elk assets to parties junior to themselves. 

82. Therefore, Platinum personnel devised a scheme to obtain the necessary consents 

in a manner that deceived independent noteholders. Specifically, Nordlicht, Small and Levy 

worked to transfer the Black Elk notes held by PPVA to parties he and Small called "friendlies." 

83. In a March 11, 2014 email, Nordlicht wrote to Shulse, Levy, Small and another 

individual, that "We are likely to have friendlies buy the bonds as of tomorrow." 

84. Two days later, Shulse sought to benefit from his support for this effort, asking 

for "a substantial bonus, 1 % of the amount of preferred' s actually paid back to Platinum." He 

added, "Platinum getting its money out of Black Elk is a good thing for Platinum and it should 

be a good thing for me as well." 

85. At one point, the plan was to quietly get pro-Platinum parties representing a 

majority of the notes to sign consents, without consulting independent noteholders. However, 

the note indenture trustee resisted, insisting on a formal consent solicitation process. As Shulse 
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explained in an email to Nordlicht, Small and Levy: "they don't trust our consents are valid 

because we have received a default notice in the past 60 days and we have the behind the scenes 

process with various dates on our consents." 

86. Nordlicht's response to the idea of an open consent solicitation was a vehement 

no. 

87. Shulse, showing a complete understanding of and support for Platinum's scheme 

to control a majority of the notes, supported the solicitation: "the quickest way is to do the 

formal solicitation ... get our 51 % in order ... vote it through the DTC/BNY agents and end it." 

He added, "why are we afraid of an open solicitation? Probably going to avoid a lawsuit and if 

we have the bonds we say we do, the process ends as soon as we get over the number?" 

88. On May 12, 2014, Shulse sent an email to Levy, Small, and Nordlicht suggesting 

they slip an announcement regarding the amendment to the indenture "in with the 1 OQ filing so it 

has a chance to get lost and not seem like such a big deal." 

89. Nordlicht, Levy and Small eventually decided to pursue a formal consent 

solicitation, albeit a rigged one. Crucial to this effort was the transfer of a large number of notes 

from PPV A and its affiliates to BAM and its Beechwood affiliates. BAM was closely affiliated 

with Platinum Management through majority ownership by Nordlicht and other owners of 

Platinum Management, and through Nordlicht's influence over the entity thanks to the 

installation of Levy as CIO and many other Platinum officials in key positions at BAM. Indeed, 

in early 2014 Nordlicht told a third party that he planned to leave Platinum for BAM as of 

January 1, 2015. 

90. All told, prior to the consent solicitation, PPVA transferred over $37 million in 

Black Elk notes to BAM and two related entities, BBIL SHIP and BBIL ULICO 2014 Trust, at 
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prices Nordlicht designated. 

91. Numerous emails reflect Nordlicht's involvement: In a May 13, 2014 email, 

Nordlicht instructed that "Beechwood is buying 8 million black elk from PPV A. What is the best 

way to cross? Can we do it today please." Similarly, on June 23, 2014, he emailed: "I want to 

move/sell IO million of black elk bonds to bbil the nomura account. Please take care of it." 

After confirming that BBIL was buying the bonds from PPVA, Nordlicht emailed instructions on 

July 1, 2014, to sell $7 million in Black Elk bonds from PPVA to BBIL SHIP at a price of 99. 

92. Levy's position as BAM's CIO (along with the fact that many other Platinum 

Partners officials were also BAM officials) assured Nordlicht that the BAM-related entities 

would support the scheme. By July 3, the Platinum Partners-related funds and BAM-related 

entities held almost $100 million out of the $150 million in Black Elk notes, as reflected on a list 

shared by N ordlicht, Levy and Small. 

93. Meanwhile, Nordlicht, Small, Shulse and Levy participated in the drafting of a 

document to be circulated to all noteholders, which contained two closely related parts. The first 

was a tender offer, which offered to buy back notes at par. The second part was a solicitation to 

consent to note indenture amendments, most notably including that the proceeds of the 

Renaissance sale would, after payment of any tendered notes, be payable to holders of preferred 

shares, who were disclosed to be mostly Platinum Partners-related entities. 

94. During the drafting process, on July 3, Small circulated to Black Elk counsel a 

disingenuous deceptive hypothetical question about whether $5 million in notes owned by an 

affiliate had to be excluded from voting - in fact, PPV A and its affiliates held more than $98 

million in notes. Still, counsel confirmed that even Small's hypothetical $5 million in affiliate

held notes would have to be disregarded in the vote, and Small forwarded this finding to 
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Nordlicht and Levy. 

95. Despite their knowing this key principle, the final consent solicitation contained 

this false representation: 

As of the date hereof, there are $150 million aggregate principal amount of Notes issued 
and outstanding under the Indenture. Platinum Partners Value Arbitrage Fund, L.P. and 
its affiliates, which own approximately 85% of our outstanding voting membership 
interests, own approximately $18,321,000 principal amount of the outstanding Notes. 
Otherwise, neither we, nor any person directly or indirectly controlled by or under direct 
or indirect common control with us, nor, to our knowledge, any person directly or 
indirectly controlling us, hold any Notes. (Emphasis added.) 

The $18 million figure was a vast understatement, as it failed to disclose the $72 million in other 

notes held by PPVA affiliates and BAM-related related entities. Knowing the consent 

solicitation contained this falsehood, and that the vote was rigged, Small signed the Black Elk 

Board of Managers' authorization for Black Elk to conduct the consent solicitation, and to 

implement it should it be approved. 

96. Also, while formally the solicitation preserved the priority of tendering 

noteholders, in reality the offer discouraged tenders by its unattractive terms. Because the notes 

were callable months later at par, tendering meant foregoing months of interest for no gain. 

97. However, not tendering would be a mistake if the consent solicitation were 

approved. In the end, $11 million in notes were tendered by independent noteholders. 

98. Platinum caused all of the notes held by its PPV A and its undisclosed affiliates, 

including PPCO and PPLO, and the Beechwood entities to vote in favor of the consent 

solicitation but without tendering. Levy was copied on the document by which Beechwood 

entities cast their votes in that manner, against their own interests as noteholders but in favor of 

the interests of preferred shares held by PPV A and affiliated funds. 
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99. Small signed the consent of Black Elk's board of managers which falsely recited 

that "the Company has received sufficient consents" to amend the indenture. On August 14, 

2014, Black Elk falsely claimed in a press release that "holders of $110,565,000 principal 

amount of the Notes, or 73.71% of the Notes, had validly consented to the Consent Solicitation." 

(Emphasis added.) On August 21, Black Elk issued a Form 8-K announcing that it had received 

"the requisite consents" of noteholders' to, among other things, apply the proceeds from the 

recently-concluded Renaissance sale to retire the tendered notes and use the remaining proceeds 

to repurchase preferred equity issued by Black Elk. 

100. On August 18, Small, from his Platinum email address, but purporting to speak 

for the Black Elk board of managers, directed Shulse to wire $70 million in partial payment of 

Class E preferred shareholders. Levy meanwhile sent Shulse specific wire instructions for 

sending to PPVA and other designated parties most of the proceeds from Black Elk's sale of 

assets to Renaissance. This included three other Platinum Partners funds, and one third party to 

which Platinum had sold preferred shares and was subject to a put repurchase obligation. The 

$20 million of Black Elk sale proceeds sent to that party extinguished that obligation. After 

Nordlicht pressed Shulse to "send these wires out already," Shulse complied with the directions. 

101. All told, from August 18 to 21, 2014, Black Elk wired approximately $98 million 

in Renaissance sale proceeds for the benefit of PPV A and its affiliated funds, including PPCO 

and PPLO. One other such fund, PPBE, set up specifically to invest in Black Elk notes, 

distributed its share of those proceeds to its investors. Among those investors were Levy and 

Small, who received $256,678 and $102,671, respectively, thus benefiting directly from the 

Black Elk fraud. 
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102. PPV A investors received various communications from Platinum Management 

under Nordlicht's direction, such as financial statements, marketing materials and monthly 

reports that reported fund performance based, in part, on the Black Elk fraudulent note scheme. 

However, they omitted the material fact that the proceeds paid to PPV A on account of its Black 

Elk Class E preferred shares were derived based on the above-referenced fraudulent conduct. 

Late 2014: Misleading Investors about PPVA's 
Borrowing to Cope with Liquidity Constraints 

103. Obtaining the Black Elk proceeds by itself was not enough to stanch PPVA's 

liquidity problems. Accordingly, starting at least in July 2014, the fund began incurring short

term loans, a principal purpose of which to ease liquidity constraints, including paying 

redemptions. 

104. On July 1, PPVA borrowed $10 million from a group of insiders for six months, 

at a 19% annual interest rate. ("July 2014 Loan"). This wasn't enough, and in September, 

PPV A borrowed another $50 million, at 16% interest. The vehicles were two notes by PPV A in 

favor of over 40 lender-participants investors, again including many insiders. The notes had a 

three-year term, but in fact each participating lender could elect to get back its principal after six 

months. These notes were marketed and referred to internally as the "PPNE Loan," i.e., 

Platinum Partners Northstar Energy, creating the impression that the funds were to be used to 

invest in Northstar, a recent addition to PPVA's energy portfolio which was in the process of 

acquiring the remaining assets of Black Elk. 

105. All told, PPVA borrowed $95 million from various parties during 2014 at 16-19% 

annual interest, including the July 2014 Loan and the PPNE Loan, and as of the end of 2014 

more than $40 million in overall loan principal remained outstanding. PPV A also paid over $3 
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million in interest on these loans, draining value from the fund and further squeezing its capacity 

to pay redemptions. 

106. In late 2014, Platinum Management continued to market PPVA to prospective 

investors and to make reports to existing investors. However, it misled prospective and existing 

investors by not revealing that PPV A was engaged in heavy short-term borrowing. 

107. Still, the issue of disclosure was forced upon Platinum Management toward the 

end of the year. PPVA's auditor was still working on its audit of the fund's 2013 financial 

statements -the same audit that would conclude with a markdown of one of PPVA's large 

illiquid positions and a finding that Platinum Management's valuation process represented a 

material weakness. In preparing the section on subsequent events, the auditor asked about loans 

incurred by the funds. When the July 2014 Loan and PPNE Loan were produced, the auditor 

inquired as to their purpose. PPVA CFO Sanfilippo misled the auditor, as well as investors who 

received the resulting audited financial statements, about the purpose of those loans, in order to 

conceal PPVA's pressing liquidity needs. 

108. All internal Platinum Management documents addressing auditor questions and 

draft disclosures said that these loans were incurred for liquidity needs. When Levy explained 

the PPNE Loan internally to Sanfilippo, he first wrote its purpose was "liquidity to complete a 

transaction," but he changed this a minute later to "Ppne is a general obligation of PPV A taken 

for liquidity." Sanfilippo ignored this change and used the more benign first version, telling the 

auditor it was for "liquidity to complete a specific transaction." 

109. Even worse, PPV A's later submission to the auditor of a financial statement 

disclosure about the loans - sent by an assistant and copying SanFilippo - eliminated any 

reference to liquidity. The initial draft, not sent to the auditor, listed the two loans separately and 
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in each case said the loan "dealt with liquidity restraints." The version sent to the auditor, 

however, which appeared in the final financial statement notes, combined the loans into a single 

disclosure, saying that PPV A "entered into multiple financial transactions ... in order to 

complete multiple investment transactions." 

110. In this manner, Sanfilippo helped to misstate the purpose of these sizable short

term, high-interest loans and conceal the fund's significant liquidity constraints - which would 

have been a major red flag for PPV A investors. 

111. In addition, PPVA's 2013 audited financials were not released until February 11, 

2015, 287 days following the April 30, 2014 due date. This prolonged delay caused Platinum 

Management to violate the custody rule promulgated under the Advisers Act (the "Custody 

Rule"). Under the Custody Rule, Platinum Management was required to either engage an 

independent public accountant to conduct a surprise examination once per year, or to circulate 

audited financial statements to investors within 120 days of the end of its fiscal year. Platinum 

Management did neither for the fiscal years 2013, 2014 and 2015. 

2015: PPVA's Liquidity Crisis Deepens, as does the Misleading of Investors 

112. Even after having unlawfully extracted nearly $100 million out of its Black Elk 

holding, and having borrowed heavily at high interest rates, PPVA's liquidity troubles continued, 

as current investors sought to redeem investments and Platinum Management scrambled for new 

investor money to replace the amounts being withdrawn. 

113. In addition to trying to raise new money to keep their fund going, Platinum 

Management and Nordlicht embarked on a concerted effort to persuade people not to go through 

with their redemption requests. 
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114. Multiple people at Platinum Management participated in that effort, including 

Landesman, who had substantial responsibility for investor communications for PPV A, and 

Mann, who worked in Platinum Management's investor relations department. 

115. For example, in a January 23, 2015 email chain discussing an upcoming 

redemption request for the end of the first quarter, a Platinum employee told Landesman that he 

had just gotten a $19 million full redemption request from an investor. Landesman replied that 

he would "try to avert, directly tied into lack of November statements." 

116. As of January 30, 2015, a PPVA spreadsheet reflected that Landesman himself 

had made a $6,000,000 redemption request in the prior quarter (12/31/2014), and was waiting to 

get paid. 

117. On March 3, 2015, Nordlicht forwarded an investor's contact information to 

Landesman, saying, "I don't trust myself, I feel I came off really defensive with Leon. I think u 

give us best possibility to try and keep him." Nordlicht provided positive talking points, 

including "tremendous optionality that cd produce some lumpy positive monthly returns in any 

one month," but did not mention any disclosures regarding liquidity problems or their difficulties 

in meeting redemption obligations. Landesman replied, "I'll handle it." 

118. By mid-March 2015, Nordlicht, Landesman and other senior Platinum Partners 

officials schemed to meet a sudden wave of over $70 million in redemptions by pressing 

redeeming investors to cancel those redemptions or at least defer them one quarter, and to launch 

an aggressive push for new investment money, all while concealing PPVA's liquidity 

crisis. Their pitch focused on anticipated investment gains in the following month, while 

omitting the firm's significant liquidity crisis, which would obviously scare new investors and 

people looking to redeem. 
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119. The plan to mislead investors is illustrated by an email exchange that same month 

in which Nordlicht and another employee, copying Landesman, were crafting a response to an 

investor who had made a redemption request. The draft response stated: "By the way, we have 

significant interest on the subscription side for April which we expect to be our best month since 

the fund was founded. Therefore, we are limiting net inflows to 5% of the fund in April. On the 

off chance you decided to recant or defer your withdrawal to June 30, please let us know by 

April 1st so that we can process the subscriptions in a timely manner. Regards ... " 

120. Given the fund's financial straits, capping new investments does not appear to 

have been a sound management strategy. Instead, it appears to have been a stock marketing ploy 

to make the fund appear more desirable. This is particularly so because subscriptions effective 

on January 1, February 1 and March 1, 2015 totaled only approximately $14 million, making the 

possibility of reaching 5% on April 1 (let alone having to implement the cap) remote. 

121. Landesman himself called investors in an attempt to obtain deferrals of March 31, 

2015 redemptions. At the time of those calls, he was aware that there wasn't even enough cash 

to finish paying the December 31, 2014, redemptions that had been made, including by having 

been on emails in which a Platinum employee pressed Nordlicht with respect to an overdue 

redemption and Nordlicht eventually replied: "Working on it." After speaking with Landesman, 

one investor canceled half its redemption, telling Landesman that it was based on "your message 

of the April rebalancing of PPV A." 

122. On March 31, 2015, Landesman hosted Platinum Partners' quarterly investor 

conference call. In introducing the call, Landesman provided a materially misleading 

explanation for why the call had been moved up to March 31 - an odd date for a quarterly 

conference call as the quarter-end performance data, usually the main purpose for such calls, 
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was still unavailable. Landesman told investors that the call had been moved up because 

Passover fell in early April. However, as Landesman knew, the real reason for the early 

conference call was that Platinum Management had decided to meet the liquidity crisis by 

spreading word of their expected April performance gain early enough to induce deferrals of 

redemptions and new subscriptions by early April, when they still could count as effective as of 

March 31. 

123. During the same quarterly investor call, Nordlicht falsely claimed "we have not 

really gone out and tried to market aggressively based on the month that we're having," touted 

their expected April gain, and omitted any mention of PPVA's liquidity crisis. Finally, Nordlicht 

repeated the marketing ploy that net subscriptions would be capped at 5% of the fund. 

124. On April 2, 2015, Nordlicht emailed others at Platinum Partners asking if any new 

"subs" [subscriptions] cleared today, instructing that "[ n ]ext uses of capital for ppva" should be 

to pay back individuals who had lent money to the fund, including insiders such as Landesman. 

For Landesman, the promised payment was $1 million. When he learned that he would be one of 

the persons getting repaid when new money came in, Landesman replied, "Back at ya." 

125. Five days later, on April 7, 2015, Nordlicht and Landesman learned of another 

investor who, despite another employee's efforts to reach the investor to try to change his mind, 

was redeeming his group's PPVA investment. Later that day, Landesman sent the investor an 

email saying he was sorry that the investor was "still redeeming," and adding that he hoped that 

they would one day be worthy of "your reinvestment." Landesman forwarded this email to 

Nordlicht with the words "Hail Mary time." 

126. Meanwhile, PPVA's monthly marketing materials for April 2015 continued to 

represent that there was no lockup and withdrawals were "Quarterly, 60 day notice required," 
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without disclosing the fund's struggles paying redemptions and the resulting efforts to dissuade 

investors from redeeming. 

127. Despite the various Platinum Defendants' efforts to reduce the amount of 

redemptions that would be effective March 31, 2015 and payable April 30, 2015, most of 

PPVA's redemptions that became effective on March 31, 2015 were not paid on April 30 as 

required, nor were they paid as a group at any one time. Rather, they were paid selectively, from 

April through July. 

128. In late May, an investor who was still waiting to receive payment of his 

redemption pointedly asked: "To address our concerns, I ask that you be fully transparent with 

respect to timing of the redemption, including why PPVA does not simply sell some liquid 

securities to fund the redemption." Nordlicht responded: "There are good reasons we do not 

liquidate trading positions but that is another story and doesn't excuse what happened. It was 

really Murphy's law in terms of a few closings getting postponed or dragged out at the same 

time. In any event, I am hopeful for tomorrow." Nordlicht's response omitted material 

information, such as that the fund had been having trouble paying redemptions for more than one 

quarter, and that one of its large portfolio company holdings was overvalued. 

129. As the end of the next quarter approached in June, Platinum once again worked to 

execute on its continued scheme to stave off redemptions. Almost $50 million in June 30, 2015 

redemptions came due by July 31. But payments were made at various times from late-August 

until mid-October, with some redeeming investors not being paid at all. 

130. Landesman persuaded several investors to postpone their redemptions to 

September 2015, without disclosing PPVA's liquidity crisis. Indeed, he assured one investor, 
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who expressed hope for a 12% annual return for 2015 and 15% for 2016-19, "all of that is 

doable," without mentioning that in fact PPV A was essentially out of cash. 

131. On July 1, 2015, PPVA started the day with $1,010,000 and had scheduled 

outflows totaling $991,000, leaving a net of $20,000. The scheduled outflows did not include 

any redemption obligations. 

132. PPVA's financial condition at the time was so perilous that Platinum 

Management principals made loans to allow PPV A to meet certain of its financial 

obligations. For example, as of July 24, 2015, the PPVA master fund bank account was 

overdrawn $1.5 million. That day, a Platinum Management principal wired $1.65 million into 

the Platinum Management bank account, and that $1.65 million was transferred that same day 

into the PPV A master fund account. From there, the money was used for various PPV A 

obligations, including $50,000 that was transferred to the PPV A (USA) account to fund 

payments to two investors. 

133. In other words, in July 2015, Platinum Management was resorting to obtaining 

short-term loans from its principals even to selectively fund $50,000 worth of redemption 

obligations while other redemption requests remained unpaid. 

134. Consistent with prior months' marketing materials, PPVA's July 2015 marketing 

materials made no mention of any liquidity or redemption issues and instead represented that 

there was no lockup and that withdrawals were "Quarterly, 60 days' notice required." 

135. Even as unpaid redeeming investors pressed for explanations, Platinum 

employees held back on revealing the whole truth. For example, in mid-August 2015, one 

investor who was still waiting for payment on his June 30, 2015, redemption asked in an email 

received by Landesman and Mann whether any outstanding redemptions have been paid. He 
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received a misleading response from another Platinum employee, on which both Landesman and 

Mann were copied: "We endeavor to treat all investors equally. We are open to providing 

priority to investors who show severe hardship, but very much prefer to make simultaneous 

payments to all investors at the same time." By the time of that response, however, twelve 

redemptions for June 30 had been paid out, at least in part. 

136. Throughout this period, Mann was aware of PPVA's liquidity problems because 

he prepared internal reports on, among other things, dates and amounts of redemptions and 

subscriptions, and was also aware of investor complaints about late redemptions and pointed 

questions about PPVA's liquidity. Despite that knowledge, he continued to communicate with 

investors about processing new redemptions and deferrals without disclosing the full picture of 

the fund's troubles. 

13 7. Mann also followed Platinum Management's practices of selective redemptions, 

pressing Nordlicht to provide payment to an investor on hardship grounds while ignoring emails 

of another investor who inquired about the status of his own pending redemption request. 

PPV A Borrows from PPCO, Violating the Funds' Rules Made Known to Investors 

138. As PPVA's liquidity crisis deepened, Platinum Management turned to yet another 

source for desperately needed cash: PPCO. The PPMs of both PPVA and PPCO prohibited the 

lending or borrowing of funds from one to the other for any purposes other than to facilitate an 

investment. Starting in October 2014, however, the two funds ignored this restriction, and PPCO 

frequently extended large loans at least in part to help ease PPVA's cash crisis. Nordlicht readily 

executed this scheme, since he was the co-CIO of both funds and essentially controlled their 

affairs, treating their funds as a single "stew." 
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139. In October 2014, PPVA borrowed $10 million from PPCO at 16% interest. This 

principal was paid back by the end of 2014. In 2015 the two funds entered into a $25 million 

revolving credit arrangement. The note evidencing this was dated as of January 1, 2015, and on 

or about that date PPV A borrowed another $18 million. The outstanding principal declined and 

then rose again, so that by late August, it exceeded $12 million. 

140. From August 1 to August 20, 2015, alone, a net $3.35 million flowed from PPCO 

to PPVA. 

141. Toward the end of August 2015, however, Nordlicht briefly reversed course. 

From August 21 to August 31, 2015, with PPCO facing its own unpaid redemption requests, 

PPVA transferred $2.275 million from its master fund account to PPCO (and PPCO transferred 

back only $15,000). During that same period, PPCO paid outstanding June 30, 2015 

redemptions totaling approximately $3.7 million. At the same time that PPVA was helping 

PPCO pay its outstanding redemptions, PPV A as of the end of September 1 had at least fourteen 

overdue redemptions of its own totaling at least $10 million. It was not until mid-October that 

Platinum Management completed paying those fourteen redemptions. 

142. Nordlicht then reversed course again. From September 9 through 30, PPVA's 

ability to pay redemptions was aided by $3.7 million in new funding from PPCO to PPVA. 

143. Still, the September quarter brought continued redemption strains. Of the 

approximately 57 redemptions that became effective on September 30, 2015, most have never 

been paid, although 17 investors did receive preferential payments for some or all of their 

redemptions, in one form or another. 
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144. On September 30, 2015, PPVA's principal bank accounts were again nearly 

empty and the fund faced approximately $20 million in new net redemptions and repayment of a 

short-term loan of $7.2 million. 

145. That same day, two related foreign funds subscribed to PPCO by wiring $6.5 

million and $1.2 million, respectively, into a PPCO account. 

146. The next day, October 1, 2015, those subscribers' funds were transferred to a 

PPCO Master Fund account at the same bank. From there, $7.3 million of the new PPCO 

investors' money was wired to the PPV A Master Fund bank account at a different bank. PPV A 

used that money to repay its outstanding loan. 

147. Thus, within 24 hours of investing $7 million in PPCO, these investors' monies 

had, without their knowledge or consent, been diverted to a separate fund, PPV A, to pay off a 

short-term loan. 

148. The $7 million was then added to the outstanding principal owed by PPCO to 

PPV A on its revolving loan. This "loan" contradicted representations made in the PPMs of both 

funds because PPV A was borrowing, and PPCO was lending, money to handle a short-term cash 

crunch rather than for the permitted purposes of making investments. 

149. Meanwhile, PPV A's monthly marketing materials for September 2015 again 

provided no information on liquidity problems, and repeated that there was no lockup provision 

and that withdrawals were "Quarterly, 60 days' notice required." 

150. On September 16, 2015, PPVA finally provided investors with audited financials 

for the 2014 audit year, 139 days following the April 30, 2014 due date. This prolonged delay 

once again violated Platinum Management's obligations under the Custody Rule. Even worse, 

although the audited financials disclosed that PPV A had borrowed approximately $95 million 
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during 2014, they repeated the misleading statement from the prior year's audit that the purpose 

of those loans was to complete "investment transactions." 

Investors Transfer Interests from PPV A to PPCO, But PPCO Gets No Cash 

151. In October and November 2015, Platinum Management, Platinum Credit and 

Nordlicht also misused PPCO to help PPVA by engaging in preferential, cashless redemptions of 

some PPVA investors and cashless transfers of those investors' interests into PPCO. 

152. In an attempt to redeem certain PPV A investors without having to pay out cash, 

Platinum Management caused them to execute PPCO subscription agreements, together, in most 

cases, with detailed wire instructions to Platinum Management's fund administrator authorizing 

that the proceeds of their PPV A redemptions be wired to a designated PPCO bank account. One 

other investor did not submit wire instructions, but nonetheless gave the direction to 

"selVredeem" $500,000 from PPVA and "invest the redemption proceeds" into PPCO. 

153. In fact, however, the signed wire instructions that had been provided to the fund 

administrator were not followed: no transfers of funds ever occurred. Instead, the amounts -

totaling over $3 million- were simply added to the balance of PPVA's outstanding revolving 

line of credit owed to PPCO. 

154. Such cashless redemptions harmed, and were a breach of fiduciary duty to, both 

PPCO and PPV A. This new PPCO "loan" to PPV A clearly was not a loan for purposes of 

investment, as narrowly permitted by PPCO's fund documents, and thus contradicted 

representations in PPCO's PPMs. And PPCO received no cash for these new subscriptions, 

merely a promise to pay by an affiliated fund that lacked sufficient funds to meet its own 

redemption obligations. This left PPCO investors exposed to the risk presented by PPVA's 

illiquidity. 
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155. PPVA, too, was harmed, as it was forced to incur the obligation to pay high 

interest merely to facilitate redemptions from its own fund. Remaining PPV A investors were 

also harmed by what in effect were preferential redemptions, which allowed certain redeeming 

investors to escape from PPVA to the relatively healthier PPCO. Nonetheless, Platinum 

Management, Platinum Credit, Nordlicht and others ignored the blatant conflict of interest 

between PPCO and PPV A. Further, Nordlicht as co-CIO of the advisers to both PPVA and 

PPCO, caused PPCO and PPVA to act in a way that was potentially contrary to each of their own 

interests. 

156. These were not the first cashless transfers from PPVA to PPCO. As early as 

October 2014, an investor wired instructions to redeem $15 million from PPVA and "use the 

proceeds of the redemption to subscribe" to PPCO "for the same amount of $15,000,000" 

effective December 31, 2014. Later, this was changed to a cashless transfer, which Platinum 

officials first thought to add to the PPNE Loan, and then decided to use as the basis for what 

became the new $25 million revolving note by PPVA to PPCO. The effect was the same: PPVA 

was shed of a $15 million investment interest and PPCO gained a $15 million investment interest 

for no cash, and just a promise to pay by PPV A. 

157. In this earlier case, the failure to deal with the obvious conflict of interest between 

the two funds was blatant. PPCO's CFO wrote that "since the borrower is PPVA no need for 

risk and valuation to sign off as the CIO is obviously comfortable with the risk. David Levy can 

just approve the deal sheet and memo." 

Late 2015 and 2016- the Peaking of the Liquidity Crisis, New 
Misleading Communications with Investors and New Diversions of Funds 

158. By the late fall of 2015, Platinum Management decided to address PPVA's 

liquidity problems by placing certain assets in a "side-pocket" that would prevent them from 
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being used as a basis for calculating the amount of redemptions an investor would be entitled to 

until the assert was sold. Still investors continued to be misled, and funds improperly diverted, 

even after this change occurred. 

159. Nordlicht issued a letter dated November 23, 2015 stating that PPVA USA, via its 

investment in the PPV A Master Fund, "still holds substantial investments in the remaining 

illiquid assets which require additional time before the Master Fund can realize the value of 

those investments. Accordingly, the Investment Manager has a plan to segregate certain illiquid 

assets (and related liabilities) from the remainder of the assets in the portfolio (the 'Special 

Investments') in the interest of protecting investors and maximizing returns .... The Special 

Investments structure protects the Fund investors from being left holding a disproportionately 

high percentage of illiquid assets when redemptions are made by some investors." Nordlicht 

asked for the investors' consent to this "Special Investments" modification of the fund. 

160. In a conference call in late November 2015 explaining this shift, Nordlicht stated 

that the existing fund "should quickly become very very liquid" and "I expect it to have ample 

liquidity," and "liquidity-wise, we're getting things back to normal and we expect to run it with 

ample liquidity .... " In the same investor call, Nordlicht also minimized the significance of the 

redemptions crisis PPV A was facing, saying, "this was not a redemption-driven type of move 

that we've made, and in fact we've had less redemptions than you would expect in a fund of our 

size. This was really a situation where it got to a point where we just had too many private 

equity positions. I don't feel comfortable paying out in cash at this time." 

161. This was misleading, given that the fund was cash-strapped and had substantial 

past-due redemptions, a fact he omitted. 
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162. Moreover, contrary to Nordlicht's promise that the fund "should quickly become 

very very liquid" after illiquid assets were moved to the side-pocket, most investors were not 

paid redemptions even out of the existing fund. With a few selective exceptions, cash 

redemption payments ceased from late 2015 forward. 

163. Meanwhile, on November 11, 2015, an investor who was waiting to receive 

payment on his September 2015 redemption of approximately $394,000 sent an email to Mann 

asking when his redemption would be paid. Mann replied: "[w]e hope to send it to you soon." 

However, during that same month another Platinum employee told the investor that Platinum 

could not return his investment because of liquidity issues, since liquidating their liquid holdings 

in order to pay him would leave remaining investors with too high a portion of the illiquid 

investments. Mann subsequently ignored a January 12, 2016, email from the investor asking 

when his redemption would be paid. To date, the investor has not received any portion of his 

PPV A investment back. 

164. In mid-January 2016, one unpaid PPVA and PPCO investor emailed Platinum 

complaining: "I have asked already about a dozen times about money due to me from PPV A. 

... you have not paid me money that is due for 75 days. Every time I ask I am told a few more 

days .... Also PPNE [note interest payment] is supposed to pay at the start of the month and we 

are now at Jan 15 with no money. This was supposedly guaranteed by the fund." In a reply 

email from a Platinum Management employee, the investor was told that the PPNE interest 

payments would be made the following week and that they would have an answer for him on 

Monday when the overdue September 30 redemption would be paid. 

165. The investor responded in part: "Nothing makes investors more jittery than not 

paying in a timely fashion. I told you that in my opinion holding up the PPCO payment in light 
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of the changes that you wanted to implement at PPV A was a big mistake. If in fact PPCO has 

nothing to do with PPVA than (sic) why was the PPCO delayed for 2 months." 

166. The investor's email reflects Platinum Management's and Platinum Credit's 

failure to disclose the extensive intermingling of funds between the two funds to deal with both 

funds' liquidity problems. 

167. In May 2016, with liquidity problems still not solved, Platinum Management, 

Platinum Credit, Nordlicht and Levy used BAM to essentially steal investor money to obtain 

cash needed for PPV A expenses. 

168. Among its many transactions BAM made with Platinum Partners affiliates, was a 

$25 million participation interest in a term secured loan to a wholly-owned PPCO portfolio 

company named Credit Strategies LLC. The loan requires that Credit Strategies in effect apply 

proceeds either to its own debt obligations or to general corporate purposes. 

169. In May, a Platinum portfolio manager (copying Nordlicht and Levy) emailed a 

request for $1.5 million in funding under the note for purposes of "working capital." The request 

was signed by Levy, as co-CIO for Credit Strategies. On May 11, BAM approved the funding 

instructed its bank to wire the money to Credit Strategies' bank account. 

170. However, the money was not used by Credit Strategies for working capital as 

required, but was diverted to a separate fund, PPV A. 

171. First, Credit Strategies wired approximately $1.5 million to the parent PPCO 

fund's account. From there, PPCO wired the money to its investment manager, Platinum Credit. 

Platinum Credit, in tum, wired approximately the same amount to Platinum Management. 
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172. Platinum Management then wired the money to a PPV A bank account that at the 

time was overdrawn by about $1.54 million because of payments the funds that had been made 

to prime brokers. 

173. Furthermore, in June 2016, with PPVA's liquidity crisis peaking, Sanfilippo 

helped Nordlicht break Platinum Management's oft-repeated promise to investors that overdue 

redemptions would be paid once several illiquid positions were monetized. As an example of 

this promise, Mann told one investor in May 2016 that "we anticipate paying/wiring the whole 

12/31 redemption class their funds (minus 10% audit holdback) together sometime at the end of 

June or beginning of July (or maybe earlier). This is based on our current liquidity and the 

anticipated sale of two companies." 

174. Meanwhile, Nordlicht helped to close a transaction involving one portfolio 

company. As a result, on June 9, 2016, PPVA received $37 million in proceeds. But one of 

those funds were paid that month to investors. Instead, $11 million of these proceeds were 

invested in a different private company - the same type of illiquid investment that had gotten 

PPVA into a liquidity crisis in the first place. And, among other uses of the funds, Nordlicht 

emailed Sanfilippo and directed him to make various payments totaling approximately $900,000 

to a handful of parties, mostly insiders. By the end of the month, there was $31,000 left in the 

PPV A Master Fund account. This use of the proceeds contradicted the repeated promises by 

Platinum Management that such major monetizing events would fund large-scale redemption 

payments. 

PPV A and PPCO Cease Taking on New Investors 

175. In June 2016, the FBI executed a search warrant at Platinum Management's 

offices, and the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York filed criminal 

charges against one of Platinum Partners' co-owner, in connection with a bribery scheme in 
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which he is alleged to have paid kickbacks to a New York City Correction Officer's Union 

official to obtain the union's retirement fund investments in PPV A during the time it was 

experiencing its liquidity crisis. 

176. In the wake of those events, Nordlicht announced to investors that the PPVA fund 

would stop taking in new money and fund investments would gradually be monetized. . 

177. On July 18, 2016, following consultations between Commission staff and counsel 

for Platinum Partners and its affiliates, the PPV A, PPCO, and PPLO funds retained Guidepost 

Solutions LLC ("Guidepost") as an "Independent Oversight Advisor," giving the firm access to 

information and employees and advance notice of major transactions concerning all of Platinum 

Partners' funds. 

178. On July 20, 2016, Platinum circulated to investors Guidepost's letter announcing 

its appointment "to assist the Managers with the development and implementation of a plan for 

the orderly liquidation of the Funds under management." 

179. On July 28, 2016, a petition was filed in the Grand Court of the Cayman Islands, 

commencing an involuntary liquidation proceeding and seeking the appointment of Matthew 

Wright ("Wright") and Christopher Kennedy ("Kennedy") ofRHSW (Cayman Limited) as Joint 

Official Liquidators for the PPV A International feeder fund. 

180. On August 25, 2016, the Cayman Court appointed Wright and Kennedy as joint 

provisional liquidators of the PPV A master fund. An involuntary liquidation proceeding was 

commenced against PPV A in the Cayman Islands, where the PPV A master fund and 

international feeder fund are incorporated. Those PPV A funds are now under the supervision of 

a court-appointed liquidator. On October 19, 2016, the Cayman liquidator commenced an 
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ancillary bankruptcy proceeding in the United States, pursuant to Chapter 15 of the United States 

Bankruptcy Code. 

181. The PPCO and PPLO funds remained under the informal monitoring of 

Guidepost. 

182. On October 26, 2016, the Litigation Trustee for Black Elk, a Debtor in 

Bankruptcy, commenced an Adversary Proceeding against PPV A, PPCO, and PPLO, in the 

United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of Texas, Houston Division, based on 

claims arising from the fraudulent consent scheme alleged above. On the same day, the 

Bankruptcy Court issued a TRO imposing certain restrictions on PPCO and PPLO's assets. A 

hearing for a related application for injunctive relief has been set for January 12, 2017. 

183. In November 2016, in connection with the Black Elk trustee's request for 

preliminary relief in its adversary proceeding, the testimony of various individuals was taken. 

184. On November 29, 2016, Levy was deposed by the Trustee and asserted his Fifth 

Amendment right against self-incrimination, refusing to answer any questions concerning the 

Black Elk note transactions and any other Platinum matters. 

185. On November 30, 2016, Nordlicht was deposed by the Trustee and asserted his 

Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination, refusing to answer any questions regarding the 

Black Elk note transactions and any other Platinum matters. 

186. On November 30, 2016, PPCO's auditor advised PPCO that it had suspended 

work on all outstanding engagements and that PPCO should retain a new accounting firm to 

replace it. 
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Platinum Management, Platinum Credit and Nordlicht) 

Violations of Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act 
and Rule 206( 4)-8 thereunder 

187. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 to 186 by reference as if 

fully set forth herein. 

188. From at least 2012 through the present, Defendants Platinum Management, 

Platinum Credit and Nordlicht, investment advisers, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert, 

by the use of the means and instruments of transportation or communication in interstate 

commerce, and of the mails, employed and are employing devices, schemes and artifices to 

defraud investors, and have engaged and are engaging in transactions, practices and courses of 

business which operate as fraud and deceit upon these investors. 

189. By engaging in the conduct described above, Defendants Platinum Management, 

Platinum Credit and Nordlicht have violated, are violating and, unless restrained and enjoined, 

will continue to violate Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. 80b-6(1) and 

80b-6(2). 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Nordlicht) 

Aiding and Abetting Violations of Section 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act 

190. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 to 189 by reference as if 

fully set forth herein. 

191. From at least 2012 through the present, by engaging in the conduct described 

above, and pursuant to Section 209(f) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80b-9(f), Defendant 

Nordlicht, in the alternative, singly or in concert, directly or indirectly, knowingly or recklessly 

aided, abetted, counseled, commended, induced or procured Defendant Platinum Management's 
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and Platinum Credit's violations of Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. 

80b-6(1) and 80b-6(2). 

192. Unless restrained and enjoined, Defendant Nordlicht will again aid and abet 

violations of Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. 80b-6(1) and 80b-6(2). 

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Platinum Management, Platinum Credit and Nordlicht) 

Violations of Section 206(4) of the Advisers Act and Rule 206(4)-8 Thereunder 

193. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 to 192 by reference as if 

fully set forth herein. 

194. From at least 2012 through the present, Platinum Management, Platinum Credit 

and Nordlicht also served as investment advisers to a pooled investment vehicle, and (a) made 

untrue statements of material fact or omitted to state a material fact, necessary to make the 

statements made, in the light of circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, to 

an investor in the pooled investment vehicle; and (b) engaged in an act, practice, or course of 

business that is fraudulent, deceptive, or manipulative with respect to any investor or prospective 

investor in the pooled investment vehicle. 

195. By engaging in the foregoing conduct, Defendants Platinum Management, 

Platinum Credit and Nordlicht have violated, are violating and, unless restrained and enjoined, 

will continue to violate 206(4) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80b-6(4), and Rule 206(4)-8 

thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 275.206( 4)-8. 

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Levy, Small, Landesman, Mann, SanFilippo and Nordlicht) 

Aiding and Abetting Violations of Section 206( 4) 
of the Advisers Act and Rule 206( 4)-8 Thereunder 

196. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 to 195 by reference as if 

fully set forth herein. 
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197. From at least 2012 through the present, by engaging in the conduct described 

above, and pursuant to Section 209(f) of the Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-9(f)], Defendants 

Levy, Small, Landesman, Mann, Sanfilippo, and Nordlicht in the alternative, singly or in 

concert, directly or indirectly, knowingly or recklessly aided, abetted, counseled, commended, 

induced or procured Defendant Platinum Management's violations of Section 206( 4) of the 

Advisers Act and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder and Defendant Nordlicht, in the alternative, singly or 

in concert, directly or indirectly, knowingly or recklessly aided, abetted, counseled, commended, 

induced or procured Defendant Platinum Credit's Management's violations of Sections 206(4) of 

the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80b-6(4), and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-

8. 

198. Unless restrained and enjoined, Defendants Levy, Small and Nordlicht will again 

aid and abet violations of Sections 206(4) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80b-6(4), and Rule 

206(4)-8 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-8. 

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Platinum Management) 

Violation of Section 206(4) of the Advisers Act and Rule 206(4)-2 Thereunder 

199. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 to 198 by reference as if 

fully set forth herein. 

200. By engaging in the conduct described above, Platinum Management willfully 

violated Section 206(4) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80b-6(4), which prohibits a registered 

investment adviser from engaging in fraudulent, deceptive or manipulative conduct, and Rule 

206(4)-2 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-2, which requires an adviser to take certain 

enumerated steps to safeguard client assets over which it has custody. 
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201. By reason of the foregoing, Platinum Management violated, is violating and, 

unless restrained and enjoined, will continue to violate Section 206(4) of the Advisers Act, 15 

U.S.C. § 80b-6(4), and Rule 206(4)-2 thereunder, 17 C.f.R. § 275.206(4)-2. 

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Platinum Management, Platinum Credit, Nordlicht, Levy, Landesman and 

SanFilippo) 
Violations of Section 17 (a) of the Securities Act 

202. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 to 201 by reference as if 

fully set forth herein. 

203. Interests in PPV A and PPCO are securities within the meaning of Section 2( 1) of 

the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77b(l), and Section 3(a)(10) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 

78c(a)(10). 

204. By engaging in the conduct described above, Defendants Platinum Management, 

Platinum Credit, Nordlicht, Levy, Landesman and Sanfilippo, directly or indirectly, singly or in 

concert, in the offer or sale of securities, knowingly, recklessly or negligently, by the use of the 

means or instruments of transportation or communication in interstate commerce, or by use of 

the mails, (a) have employed, are employing, or are about to employ, devices, schemes, or 

artifices to defraud; (b) have made untrue statements of material fact, or have omitted to state 

material facts necessary in order to make statements made, in light of the circumstances under 

which they were made, not misleading; and/or ( c) have engaged, are engaging, or are about to 

engage in transactions, practices, or courses of business which operate, operated, or would 

operate as a fraud or deceit upon the purchasers of securities. 

205. By reason of the foregoing, Defendants Platinum Management, Platinum Credit, 

Nordlicht, Levy, Landesman and Sanfilippo have violated, are violating, and unless restrained 

and enjoined will again violate, Section 17(a) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a). 
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SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Mann) 

Violations of Sections 17(a)(l) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act 

206. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 205 by 

reference as if fully set forth herein. 

207. Shares of PPV A and PPCO are securities within the meaning of Section 2( 1) of 

the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77b(l), and Section 3(a)(10) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 

78c(a)(10). 

208. By engaging in the conduct described above, Defendant Mann, directly or 

indirectly, singly or in concert, in the offer or sale of securities, knowingly, recklessly or 

negligently, by the use of the means or instruments of transportation or communication in 

interstate commerce, or by use of the mails, (a) has employed, are employing, or are about to 

employ, devices, schemes, or artifices to defraud; and/or (b) has engaged, are engaging, or are 

about to engage in transactions, practices, or courses of business which operate, operated, or 

would operate as a fraud or deceit upon the purchasers of securities. 

209. By reason of the foregoing, Defendant Mann has violated, is violating, and unless 

restrained and enjoined will again violate, Sections 17(a)(l) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act, 

15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)(l) and 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)(3). 

EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Nordlicht and Levy ,Landesman, Mann and SanFilippo) 

Aiding and Abetting Violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act 

210. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 209 by 

reference as if fully set forth herein. 

211. By engaging in the conduct described above, and pursuant to Section 15(b) of the 

Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77o(b), Defendants Nordlicht, Levy, Landesman, Mann and 
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Sanfilippo, in the alternative, singly or in concert, directly or indirectly, aided and abetted, and 

are therefore also liable for Defendant Platinum Management's, and Defendants Nordlicht and 

Levy, in the alternative, singly or in concert, directly or indirectly, aided and abetted, and are 

therefore also liable for Platinum Credit's, primary violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities 

Act [15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)], because they knowingly or recklessly provided substantial assistance 

to Defendants Platinum Management's, and Defendants Nordlicht and Levy knowingly and 

recklessly provided substantial assistance to Platinum Credit's, violations of the Section 17(a) of 

the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a). 

212. Unless restrained and enjoined, Defendants Nordlicht, Levy, Landesman, Mann 

and Sanfilippo will again aid and abet violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act, 15 

U.S.C. § 77q(a). 

NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Platinum Management, Platinum Credit, Nordlicht, Levy, Small, Landesman and 

SanFilippo) 
Violations of Section lO(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule lOb-5 Thereunder 

213. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 212 by 

reference as if fully set forth herein. 

214. By engaging in the conduct described above, Defendants Platinum Management, 

Platinum Credit, Nordlicht, Levy, Small, Landesman and Sanfilippo directly or indirectly, singly 

or in concert, by use of the means or instruments of transportation or communication in, or the 

means or instrumentalities of, interstate commerce or by the use of the mails, in connection with 

the purchase or sale of securities, knowingly or recklessly: a) employed, are employing or are 

about to employ devices, schemes and artifices to defraud; b) have obtained, are obtaining or are 

about to obtain money and property by means of untrue statements of material fact or omissions 

to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the 
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circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; and/or c) have engaged, are 

engaging or are about to engage in transactions, practices or courses of business which have 

operated, operate or will operate as a fraud and deceit upon investors. 

215. By engaging in the foregoing conduct, Defendants Platinum Management, 

Platinum Credit, Nordlicht, Levy, Small, Landesman, and Sanfilippo have violated, are 

violating, and unless restrained and enjoined will again violate Section lO(b) of the Exchange 

Act, 15 U.S.C. §§78j(b), and Rule lOb-5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. §240. lOb-5. 

TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against Mann and Shulse) 

Violations of Section lO(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule lOb-5 Thereunder 

216. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 215 by 

reference as if fully set forth herein. 

217. By engaging in the conduct described above, Defendants Mann and Shulse, 

directly or indirectly, singly or in concert, by use of the means or instruments of transportation or 

communication in, or the means or instrumentalities of, interstate commerce or by the use of the 

mails, in connection with the purchase or sale of securities, knowingly or recklessly: a) 

employed, are employing or are about to employ devices, schemes and artifices to defraud; 

and/orb) have engaged, are engaging or are about to engage in transactions, practices or courses 

of business which have operated, operate or will operate as a fraud and deceit upon investors. 

218. By engaging in the foregoing conduct, Defendants Mann and Shulse have 

violated, are violating, and unless restrained and enjoined will again violate Section lO(b) of the 

Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. §§78j(b), and Rules 10b-5(a) and 10b-5(c) thereunder, 17 C.F.R. 

§240. lOb-5( a) and 17 C.F .R. §240. lOb-5( c ). 
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ELEVENTH CLAIM OR RELIEF 
(Against Small , Landesman, Mann, SanFilippo and Shulse) 

Aiding and Abetting Violations of Section 1 0(b) 
of the Exchange Act and Rule l0(b)-5 Thereunder 

219. The Commission realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 218 by 

reference as if fully set forth herein. 

220. By engaging in the conduct described above, and pursuant to Section 20(e) of the 

Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78t(e), Defendants Small, Landesman, Mann, Sanfilippo and Shulse, 

in the alternative, singly or in concert, directly or indirectly, aided and abetted, and are therefore 

also liable for Defendant Platinum Management's primary violations of Section 1 0(b) of the 

Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), and Rule lO(b)-5 thereunder 17 C.F.R. § 240. l0b-5, because 

they each knowingly or recklessly provided substantial assistance to Defendant Platinum 

Management's violations of Section 10b of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), and Rule 

lO(b)-5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 240.lOb-5. 

221. Unless restrained and enjoined, Defendants Small Landesman, Mann, SanFilippo 

and Shulse will again aid and abet violations of Section 1 Ob of the Exchange Act and Rule 1 0(b )-

5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 240.l0b-5. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, the Commission respectfully requests that this Court grant the following 

relief: 

I. 

A Final Judgment finding that the Defendants violated the securities laws and rules 

promulgated thereunder as alleged herein. 

II. 

An Order temporarily, and preliminarily through a final judgment, restraining and 

enjoining Platinum Credit, its agents, servants, employees and attorneys and all persons in 
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active concert or participation with it who receive actual notice of the injunction by personal 

service or otherwise, and each of them, from directly or indirectly committing, or aiding and 

abetting or controlling, future violations of Sections 206(1 ), 206(2), 206( 4) of the Advisers Act, 

15 U.S.C. §§ 80b-6(1), (2), and (4), and Rule 206(4)-8, 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-8, thereunder; 

Section l 7(a) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a); and Section lO(b) of the Exchange Act 

15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), Rule l0(b)-5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 240.l0b-5. 

III. 

An order temporarily, and preliminarily through a final judgment, appointing a Receiver 

over the Receivership Entities. 

IV. 

An Order permanently restraining and enjoining Defendants, their agents, servants, 

employees and attorneys and all persons in active concert or participation with them who receive 

actual notice of the injunction by personal service or otherwise, and each of them, from directly 

or indirectly committing, or aiding and abetting or controlling, future violations of Sections 

206(1), 206(2), 206(4) of the Advisers Act,15 U.S.C. §§ 80b-6(1), (2), and (4), and Rule 206(4)-

2 [17C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-2] and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-8]; Section 

l 7(a) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a); and Section lO(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 

U.S.C. § 78j(b), and Rule l0(b)-5 thereunder 17 C.F.R. § 240.l0b-5. 

V. 

A Final Judgment ordering all Defendants, except Shulse, to disgorge, on a joint and 

several basis, all ill-gotten gains and unjust enrichment, plus prejudgment interest thereon. 

VI. 

A Final Judgment ordering Defendants to pay civil penalties pursuant to Section 20( d) of 

the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77t(d), Section 21(d)(3) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 

78u(d)(3), and Section 209(e) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80b-9(e). 

VII. 
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An Order temporarily, and preliminarily through a final judgment, appointing a receiver 

over the Receivership Entities. 

VIII. 

An Order temporarily, and preliminarily through a final judgment, freezing the assets of 

X and Y, including their bank and brokerage accounts pending a final judgment, pursuant to the 

Court's equitable power and Section 21(d)(5) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78u(d)(5). 

IX. 

An Order granting expedited discovery. 

X. 

An Order temporarily, and preliminarily through a final judgment, restraining and 

enjoining Defendants and any person or entity acting at their direction or on their behalf, from 

destroying, altering, concealing, or otherwise interfering with the access of the Commission to 

relevant documents, books and records. 

XI. 

Granting such other and further relief as this Court deems just, equitable, or necessary in 

connection with the enforcement of the federal securities laws and for the protection of investors. 
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JURY DEMAND 

Pursuant to Rule 39 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff demands that this 

case be tried to a jury. 

Dated: December 19, 2016 
New York, New York 

Respectfully su~ ~ 

ByQ~c; 
Andrew M. Calamari 
Sanjay Wadhwa 
Adam Grace 
Kevin P. McGrath 
Neal Jacobson 
Jess Velona 
Danielle Sallah 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 

COMMISSION 
New York Regional Office 
Brookfield Place 
200 Vesey Street, Suite 400 
New York, NY 10281-1022 
(212) 336-0180 (Velona) 
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